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Abstract

This thesis presents studies in strongly coupled Renormalization Group (RG) flows. In the

first part, we analyze the subject of non-local Conformal Field Theories (CFTs), arising as

continuous phase transitions of statistical models with long-range interactions. Specifically,

we study the critical long-range Ising model in a general number of dimension: first we show

that it is conformally invariant, and then we study in depth the different regimes of the theory.

We find an example of an infrared duality, to our knowledge the first non-local example of

such phenomenon.

The second part of the thesis deals with walking theories and weakly first order phase transi-

tions, meaning Quantum Field Theories that show approximate scale invariance over a range

of energies, in a general number of dimensions. We discuss several example in the high energy

as well as the statistical mechanics literature, and show that these theories can be understood

as an RG flow passing between two complex CFTs, i.e. non-unitary theories living at complex

values of the couplings. Combining the conformal data of these complex CFTs and conformal

perturbation theory, we describe observables of the walking theory. Finally, we give the explicit

example of the two dimensional Potts model with more than four states.

Keywords: Quantum Field Theory, Conformal Field Theory, Phase Transitions, Long-range

Interactions, Walking
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Riassunto

In questa tesi ci occuperemo di alcuni flussi fortemente accoppiati del gruppo di rinormaliz-

zazione (RG). Nella prima parte tratteremo l’argomento delle teorie di campo conformi (CFT)

non locali, che descrivono transizioni di fase continue per modelli statistici con interazioni

a lungo raggio. Nello specifico, studieremo il modello di Ising a lungo raggio al punto

critico, in un numero di dimensioni generiche: mostreremo che è invariante conforme, e

successivamente studieremo in dettaglio i vari regimi della teoria. Troveremo un esempio di

dualità infrarossa, che, a nostra conoscenza, è il primo esempio non locale di tale fenomeno.

Nella seconda parte della tesi tratteremo l’argomento delle walking theories e le transizioni

di fase debolmente di primo ordine in un numero generico di dimensioni. Queste sono

teorie quantistiche di campo che presentano un’invarianza di scala approssimativa in un

determinato intervallo di energie. Presenteremo diversi esempi sia nel campo della fisica delle

alte energie che della meccanica statistica e mostreremo che queste teorie possono essere

viste come un flusso di RG che passa in mezzo a due CFT complesse, teorie non unitarie con

costanti di accoppiamento complesse. Utilizzando il conformal data delle CFT complesse e la

teoria di pertubazione conforme, calcoleremo alcune osservabili della walking theory. Infine

considereremo l’esempio esplicito del modello di Potts bidimensionale con più di quattro

stati.

Parole chiave: Teorie Quantistiche di Campo, Teorie di Campo Conformi, Transizioni di Fase,

Interazioni a Lungo Raggio, Walking
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Introduction

The framework of Quantum Field Theory (QFT) is ubiquitous in modern theoretical physics.

It is used in particle physics as a way of combining quantum mechanics and special relativity,

with the Standard Model being its most famous successful example. QFT finds many applica-

tions in the context of condensed matter and statistical physics as well, as a way to describe

collective excitations of systems with many degrees of freedom, both at zero and at finite

temperature.

Studying a given QFT is in general a very hard problem. A clear exception are free theories,

where all physical observables are easy to compute. Such theories are trivial, but serve as

a first step to study theories where particles interact in a weak manner. These theories are

close to being free, and we can find observables as perturbative series in terms of the small

couplings of the theory. While there are weakly coupled QFTs which are relevant for real world

applications, many systems are described by strongly coupled theories, where the couplings

are in general of order one. Here, perturbation theory breaks down and we are back to the

original question: what can we say about the observables of this QFT?

Symmetries can come to our rescue. The presence of a symmetry in a system leads to many

constraints which can incredibly simplify its structure, and, therefore, our work. The example

that is most relevant to this thesis is conformal symmetry.

The renormalization group and its fixed points

Looking at a system from different length (or energy) scales gives us potentially very different

pictures. One of the most notorious examples in particle physics is Quantum Chromodynam-

ics (QCD). At high energies, it is a theory of weakly interacting quarks and gluons, but, as

we lower the energy scale the coupling becomes stronger and stronger. At low energies, it

becomes a theory of hadrons.

The dependence of a QFT on the energy scale is the object of study of the Renormalization

Group (RG). We can parametrize a theory by its couplings, and imagine that, by changing

the energy scale, we set out a flow, called RG flow, in this coupling space. A special role is

played by the fixed points of these RG flows: here the theory is scale invariant. This has many

implications, among which is the absence of a characteristic length scale. This means, for

1
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example, that a scale invariant theory cannot have massive particles in it, since the mass of

this particle would define a characteristic length scale, i.e. its Compton wavelength.

Another surprising feature of these fixed points is that, very often, we get more symmetries

than we asked for. These theories are often invariant under special conformal transformation

as well, see figure 1. It has been shown that this always happens for unitary theories in two

spacetime dimensions [5], and progress was made in four dimensions [6, 7], but there is no

argument for theories living in a general number of dimensions. Yet, it is surprisingly common

to have scale invariance implying conformal invariance, and if this is the case, our theory is a

Conformal Field Theory (CFT).

We can imagine many UV-complete QFTs as flows that start from some CFTUV and can, at

low energy, either flow to another CFTIR or to a gapped phase (which can be thought of as an

empty CFT), see figure 2.1 If CFTUV is a free theory, then we can use perturbation theory to

describe the RG flow close to it, but perturbation theory will break down once we get too far

along the flow. There are some examples when the whole RG flow is short, and perturbation

theory can be used to describe CFTIR as well, such as the Wilson Fisher fixed point in 4− ε
dimensions [9], but this is not the general case.

The success of the bootstrap

The idea that CFTs, due to their extended symmetry group, tend to be easier to study than

generic QFTs was first brought forward by [10, 11], and indeed the vast power of conformal

symmetry in two dimension was shown more than thirty years ago [12]. It was only ten years

ago that the so-called conformal bootstrap approach was extended to higher dimension [13],

with great success (see for example [14–16], and in general [17] for a review).

The bootstrap philosophy consists of imposing self consistency conditions on the theory, and

ruling out regions of theory space which would violate these. To be more precise, one normally

imposes unitarity and crossing symmetry of correlation functions; with very little input, such

1Not all UV-complete QFTs are described by CFTs at high energy, as one can always start a flow from a scale
invariant, but not conformally invariant, theory. An example of this would be Maxwell theory in d = 3 [8].

=⇒

Figure 1 – The action of a special conformal transformation.
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Figure 2 – Different RG flows in the space of couplings. A RG flow starting from a UV CFT can
either flow to another CFT in the IR or to a gapped phase.

as the symmetries of the system, the number of relevant parameters and, potentially, some

other data known about the system through other methods (such as Monte Carlo simulations),

he or she can find very strong constraints on the theory itself.

The most notorious example of the success of the conformal bootstrap is its application to the

most notorious statistical mechanics model, the Ising model. In two dimensions everything

about the critical Ising model is known exactly since the 1980s [12]. In three dimensions,

one can use the numerical bootstrap to gain access to the low-lying operators of the theory.

These are the most important operators from a statistical mechanics point of view, since their

dimension determines the critical exponents. As a result, the numerical bootstrap gives us the

most precise determination of some of the three-dimensional Ising critical exponents to date

[15]. But the numerical bootstrap approach is not the only one. For example, the lightcone

bootstrap gives access to a different sector of a CFT, where it’s possible to study the lowest

twist operators, which are very important from a holographic point of view [18, 19].

Conformal perturbation theory

The moral of the bootstrap story is that if we focus on CFTs, there are approaches which allow

us to systematically study even strongly coupled theories. Now, let’s go back to considering RG

flows starting from a CFTUV. As mentioned earlier, if CFTUV is a free theory, we can describe

QFTs along this flow in the vicinity of CFTUV by using perturbation theory. But now assume

that CFTUV is itself strongly interacting, but we know enough about it thanks to some bootstrap

method. Can we say anything about QFTs in its proximity?

The answer to this question is affirmative, and the tool that we need is called conformal

perturbation theory [20, 21]. This thesis studies two cases where it’s possible to make predic-

tions on strongly coupled QFTs by treating them as perturbations of known, strongly coupled,

CFTs. The first part considers the case of CFTs with long range interactions, specifically the

long range Ising model, while the second part is about walking theories, i.e. QFTs which are
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approximately scale invariant over a large range of energies.

Long-range models and non-local theories

The most studied QFTs in the literature are local theories. If the theory we are considering

has a lagrangian formulation, locality means having an action which is the integral of a local

lagrangian density. More in general, a local theory has a spin-2 conserved local operator,

the stress tensor. Let’s consider an example from statistical physics: a spin model close to a

continuous phase transition can be described by a QFT. This QFT is local if the model has

short-range interactions, meaning that a given spin only interacts with spins within some

finite distance from it. As an example, the Ising model has only nearest neighbor interactions

and at its fixed point it is described by a local CFT. We could add next-to-nearest-neighbor

interactions to the model as well, or next-to-next-to-nearest-neighbor interactions, and so on,

and as long as we add only a finite number of these interactions this model at a fixed point

will be described by a local CFT.

A substantially different situation arises if we have long-range interactions, meaning that a

given spin interacts with spins arbitrarily far away in the system. What we will consider in the

first part of the thesis will be the long-range Ising (LRI) model [22–24]. It is very similar to the

usual Short Range Ising (SRI) model, with the only exception that all spins interact with each

other, with the interaction decaying as a power of the distance. The model has a continuous

phase transition at a critical value of the temperature, and here it is described by a non-local

CFT.2

Non-local CFTs are interesting for several reasons. One of these reasons is the issue of ‘scale vs.

conformal’ symmetry. As mentioned earlier, end points of local RG flows are scale invariant,

but very often they are also conformally invariant. When trying to determine conformal

invariance in the case of a local fixed point, the object of interest is the trace of the stress

tensor: if it vanishes the theory is a CFT [5]. But in the case of non-local CFTs there is no

stress tensor to begin with, and the question of conformality needs to be studied in a different

way. This is what we will do in chapter 1, where we show that the LRI is indeed conformally

invariant at the fixed point. In order to do so, we construct a higher dimensional defect field

theory, which by itself is local and contains a stress tensor. Our LRI CFT can be obtained by

restricting ourselves to the theory living on the defect only.

Another interesting characteristic of non-local CFTs is their abundance. Local CFTs are, in a

sense, isolated. For example, one may wonder how many local CFTs with a given symmetry

group and a given number of relevant operators exist in a certain number of dimensions. We

believe the answer to be that there are few of them. For example, imposing crossing symmetry

and unitarity in a Z2 symmetric local CFT in three dimensions, and requiring that we have

only two relevant operators (one Z2 even and one Z2 odd), the numerical bootstrap finds an

2What here we call non-local CFTs are sometimes called conformal theories in the literature, with the word
‘field’ reserved exclusively for local theories.
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Figure 3 – Schematic representation of an IR duality: the same CFTIR can be reached by perturbing
two different UV theoreis. For 0 < x −x1 ¿ 1 flow A is short and under perturbative control, while
for 0 < x2 −x ¿ 1 flow B is.

isolated region, an ‘island’, in the parameter space of the theory [15]. This island shrinks as one

improves the numerics, and it’s reasonable to believe that in the limit of infinite computational

resources, it shrinks to a point. This would mean that there is only one self-consistent theory

with these characteristics.

The situation is very different when we discuss non-local theories. The simplest example are

generalized free field (GFF) theories, which are a continuous family of non-local gaussian

CFTs. In the context of interacting theories, the LRI model has one parameter that we can

play with, the exponent of the power law decay of the interaction. For every value of this

parameter, the model undergoes a continuous phase transition. The final picture is that of a

family of non-local CFTs with the same symmetry group and the same number of relevant

operators. Besides, there is an interesting dependence on the power law exponent that gives

rise to qualitatively different regimes of the theory. This will be discussed at length in chapter

1 and 2. In general, it’s much easier to ‘construct’ a CFT without requiring locality. We show

in chapter 2 that by coupling a local CFT and a GFF theory, we very easily get a continuous

family of non-local interacting CFTs.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that studying non-local CFTs is a task which is made easier by

an IR duality. This will be shown in chapter 2 for the LRI CFT, but the mechanism is likely

to hold for other non-local CFTs, such as the long range O(n) model. There is a non-trivial

regime of the LRI CFT which can be reached as the IR fixed point of two very different RG flows.

The first one is a Wilson-Fisher like flow which consists of perturbing a non-local gaussian

action with a quartic interaction, while the second one is a flow which in the UV consists of

two decoupled sectors, a GFF and the SRI CFT, which are perturbed by an operator which

couples the two sectors.
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The strength of a IR duality is that, depending on the situation, it is more convenient to think of

our LRI theory as the IR fixed point of one flow rather than the other. In some cases, one of the

flow will be a long flow (which means that the IR fixed point is not within reach of perturbation

theory), but we can use the other flow, which is short, to make perturbative predictions on

the theory. Examples of IR dualities are not so common: the most famous example is Seiberg

duality in N = 1 SUSY theories in d = 4 [25]. Our example is, to our knowledge, the first

example of a non-local duality. We will use this duality by considering the flow which starts

from a decoupled GFF and the SRI CFT: this CFTUV is strongly coupled but a lot is known

about it. By using conformal perturbation theory we will be able to make predictions on the

observables of the LRI CFT such as the critical exponents.

Walking theories and complex CFTs

The second part of the thesis concerns walking theories. In general, the physics of a QFT

depends strongly on the energy scale. The situation is very different in a CFT, where the

couplings are independent on the scale. There are examples of QFTs where, in some energy

range, the couplings depend on the scale only in a weak manner, and look approximately like

a scale invariant theory. This can happen, for example, when we perturb a CFT by a weakly

relevant deformation: at high energy this theory still looks almost scale invariant and the

coupling constant of this deformation evolves slowly. We will refer to this scenario as “tuning”.

There are cases, however, where some coupling constant evolves slowly but there are no CFTs

nearby living at real values of this coupling. This phenomenon is what we refer to as walking.

Walking theories play a role in several physical systems, even though they sometimes appear

with different names. The term walking was born in the high energy physics literature. Here

we have QFTs where the beta function of some coupling is small in a range of energies. This

means that there is a large hierarchy, i.e. a large separation between some scale ΛUV where

walking kicks in and some ΛIR where walking stops. If our beta funciton is of order O(ε),

with ε some small positive parameter, then we expect the separation of scales to behave like

ΛUV/ΛIR ∼ exp(const/ε). We therefore have an exponentially large hierarchy.

Walking played a role in theories of physics beyond the Standard Model. Technicolor theories,

where the role of the Higgs field is played by a fermion bilinear condensate, were introduced in

order to account for the hierarchy problem (see for example [26]). However, these theories had

the issue of introducing flavor changing neutral currents (FCNC), which are highly constrained

by experimental results. Walking Technicolor theories were introduced as a better alternative

to Technicolor theories [27–29]. A sector of the theory is almost scale invariant in some range of

energies, and we can associate to every operator a scaling dimension, and that of the operator

playing the role of the Higgs could be such that the problem of FCNC is made less severe.

These models of beyond the Standard Model physics are currently not favored, but the issue

of walking remains interesting from a QFT point of view.

The same walking phenomenon appears in statistical physics under the name of weakly first
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order phase transitions. In this scenario, our lattice spacing a plays the role of the UV length

scale `UV while the correlation length ξ plays the role of the IR scale `IR. The long range physics

of a continuous phase transition is scale invariant, therefore it cannot have any characteristic

scale: this means that ξ= `IR =∞. In a discontinuous phase transition, instead, the correlation

length is finite and in general, ξ/a ∼O(1). A weakly first order (WFO) phase transition has a

finite but large correlation length, and ξ/a À 1. We have again a large separation of scales

and the physics in the range between a and ξ is approximately scale invariant. An example of

a system showing a WFO phase transition is the Q-states Potts model Q slightly larger than

some critical value [30, 31].

WFO phase transitions are particularly hard to study numerically due to their large correlation

length. When running a Monte Carlo simulation, one considers larger and larger lattices, and

tries to extrapolate an answer for an infinitely large lattice. In general, to see that a phase

transition is not continuous, one has to take a lattice whose linear size is at least of the order

of than the correlation length. This means that in WFO phase tranistions, very large lattices

are needed and numerical simulation of these systems are computationally very intensive. As

an example, a lot has recently been discussed about the Néel/VBS phase transition in 2+1

dimensions, also known as deconfined quantum criticality [32]. Monte Carlo studies find

evidence for a symmetric enhanced fixed point [33, 34], but this is ruled out by numerical

bootstrap approaches [35]. The simplest resolution of the paradox is that we are not in the

presence of a second order phase transition, rather of a WFO phase transition. If this is the

case, then bootstrap bounds don’t apply and there is no contradiction.

The fact that a walking QFT is approximately scale invariant suggests that it’s close to some CFT.

But in many cases, one can consider a flow which is described just by a single real coupling,

and this flow cannot pass close to a real fixed point without actually ending up in it. Everything

changes if we consider the full complex plane of this coupling: there could be fixed points at

complex value of the coupling. We can imagine a walking theory as being close to a pair of

complex conjugate fixed points which live close to the real axis of the coupling, and it’s this

proximity which explains the weak energy dependence of the theory in this regime.

At this point, it is convenient to take this fixed points at complex coupling seriously. We

assume that they are complex CFTs, a term which will be made precise in chapter 3; they are

a bit unusual in the sense that they are not unitary, but they are well defined (e.g. crossing

symmetric) CFTs. Assume now that we know enough about these theories, for example the

dimension of some low-lying operators and some of the OPE coefficients: when these fixed

points are close to the real axis, we can use conformal perturbation theory to make predictions

on the strongly coupled walking QFT.

Once one has in mind this picture of a walking QFT as a flow between two complex CFTs, it is

easy to see another reason why walking is an interesting phenomenon. The hierarchy due to

walking does not require tuning of the coefficients of the theory, since the flow is forced to pass

in between the two complex CFTs, as there is nowhere else it could go. It’s possible to achieve
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a hierarchy also by starting from a theory with a weakly relevant operator, but this requires

tuning the coefficient of this weakly relevant operator. From this point of view, walking is a

more natural way to get this hierarchy.

Examples of walking and the interpretation of this phenomenon in terms of complex CFTs are

explained in chapter 3, while the explicit case of the two dimensional Potts model with more

than four states is worked out in detail in chapter 4.
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1 Conformality of the critical Long
Range Ising model

1.1 Introduction

Spin models with long-range interactions exhibit rich critical behavior with continuously

varying exponents. Here we focus on the ferromagnetic long-range Ising model (LRI), with

spin-spin interaction decaying as a power of the distance ∼ 1/r d+s .1 The lattice Hamiltonian

is given by

Hs =−∑
i , j

J

|i − j |d+s
Si S j , (1.1.1)

where Si =±1 are the Ising spin variables, and J > 0 in the considered ferromagnetic case. We

will assume s > 0 for the thermodynamic limit to be well defined. The space dimensionality d

will be d = 2,3. Formally our considerations will apply also to non-integer dimensions in the

range 1 < d < 4.

Forty years of theoretical considerations [22, 23, 36, 37] and Monte Carlo simulations [38] have

established what we will refer to as the standard picture. The model (1.1.1) has a second-order

phase transition for each s > 0. The critical theory is universal, i.e. independent of the short-

distance details such as the choice of the lattice. It has however an interesting dependence on

s (see Fig. 1.1). One distinguishes three critical regimes: (i) the mean-field Gaussian regime for

s < d/2, (ii) the intermediate non-trivial regime for s > d/2 and up to a certain s∗ (see below)

and (iii) the short-range regime s > s∗. We warn the reader that we believe the standard picture

to be dissatisfactory in the region s > s∗; this will be discussed at length in chapter 2.

To study the long-distance behavior, it’s standard to replace the lattice model with a continuum

field theory in the same universality class. Besides the usual quadratic and quartic local terms,

the action includes a gaussian non-local term (with a negative sign for the ferromagnetic

1The exponent s is usually denoted σ, but here we reserve letter σ for the short-range Ising spin field.
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Chapter 1. Conformality of the critical Long Range Ising model

Figure 1.1 – The three phases for the LRI critical point. The boundaries are s = d/2 (straight
solid) and s = 2−ηSRI(d) (curved dashed, interpolated using the known exact ηSRI(d) for d = 1,2,4
and numerical values from the ε-expansion [39] and the conformal bootstrap [40] for a few
intermediate d). Here we will be working near the boundary s = d/2.

interaction)2

S =−
∫

d d x d d y
φ(x)φ(y)

|x − y |d+s
+

∫
d d x[t φ(x)2 + g φ(x)4] . (1.1.2)

The non-local term by itself describes mean field theory (MFT); it endows φ with dimension3

[φ]UV = (d − s)/2. (1.1.3)

The quadratic term is always relevant and its coefficient t must be tuned to zero to reach the

transition.

(i) For s < d/2 the quartic term is irrelevant and the critical point is simply a gaussian

theory described by the nonlocal action involving the “fractional Laplacian” operator

Ls ≡ (−∂2)s/2:

S0 ∼
∫

dd xφLsφ . (1.1.4)

The field φ represents the spin density, and its scaling dimension is simply (1.1.3).

Composite operators can be built out ofφ by differentiations and taking normal-ordered

products. Since the theory is gaussian, there are no anomalous dimensions.

(ii) For d/2 < s < s∗, the quartic term becomes relevant and generates a renormalization

group (RG) flow, reaching a fixed point in the IR. This critical point, believed to be in

the same universality class as the critical point of the LRI lattice model, is a nontrivial,

non-gaussian, theory. Interestingly, as it will be explained below, the dimension of φ at

2We will assume 0 < s < 2, which includes the long-range to short-range crossover point s∗, see (2.1.1). This
action is appropriate in this interval. Beyond s = 2 the local kinetic term (∂φ)2 becomes relevant and would have
to be added.

3Scaling dimensions of various fields X are denoted interchangeably by [X ] or ∆X .
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1.1. Introduction

the fixed point is still given by the same formula (1.1.3). However, composite operators

do get nontrivial anomalous dimensions.

(iii) Finally, for s > s∗, the potential becomes strongly peaked at short distances. According

to the standard picture, the critical point for s > s∗ is exactly the same as the short range

Ising (SRI) fixed point. This relied on the observation that some of the critical exponents

are the same as the SRI theory, see for example [38]. We will show in chapter 2 that the

fixed point in the s > s∗ regime has a richer structure than the SRI one, and only some of

the critical exponents coincide. The value at which there is a crossover is

s∗ = d −2∆SRI
φ ≡ 2−ηSRI , (1.1.5)

using the usual definition of the η critical exponent. The value of s∗ can be inferred by

requiring continuity of the dimension of the spin field at the crossover.

In this chapter we will be focussing on the region near the phase boundary s = d/2, i.e. away

from s = s∗. We will work in an expansion in ε= 2s −d ¿ 1.

Problem of conformal invariance

As it will be briefly discussed in section 1.5.2.1, the SRI critical point enjoys the property of

conformal invariance. The utility of this symmetry in 2d is long known, as it allows for an exact

solution of the critical theory [12] via a method called the conformal bootstrap.4 In 3d, an

exact solution is not yet known, but the conformal bootstrap has recently been used to get the

world’s most precise numerical determinations of the SRI critical exponents [41].5

What about the LRI critical point? In region 1 it’s described by the nonlocal gaussian theory,

whose conformal invariance is well known and will be reviewed in section 1.4.

Our main goal here will be to show that the LRI critical point is conformal in the non-gaussian

region 2. This is harder to ascertain, and as far as we know, this issue has not been previously

discussed. Here we will present a proof valid to all orders in perturbation theory. Having

conformal symmetry also in this region is very interesting and useful, paving the way for the

conformal bootstrap methods [49].6 Until now, the LRI critical point was studied using RG

methods, both perturbative [22, 23, 36, 37] and nonperturbative [51].

Concerning region 3, contrary to the standard picture, we will show substantial evidence in

chapter 2 that the theory is described by the SRI fixed point and a decoupled generalized free

field. Conformal invariance of the two decoupled subsectors implies conformal invariance

4In fact, the 2d SRI critical point is invariant under the Virasoro algebra, which is an infinite-dimensional
extension of the global conformal algebra. In this chapter, we will be working in general d and by conformal
invariance we will mean global, finite dimensional, conformal invariance, unless specified otherwise. In 2d this is
sometimes referred to as Möbius invariance.

5For prior work see [13, 14, 42–45]. An alternative technique has been developed in [46–48].
6Some work has already been done in [14], section 5.4, and [50].
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Chapter 1. Conformality of the critical Long Range Ising model

of the full theory. See section 1.5.2.1 where we discuss conformal invariance of the SRI fixed

point.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In the next section we discuss the basic

setup of the epsilon expansion for the long-range Ising model. We then provide nontrivial

evidence for conformal invariance by computing 〈φφ3〉 and 〈φ2φ4〉 up to order ε2, as we find

that these correlators vanish at the fixed point. This behavior does not follow from scale

invariance alone but it is a necessary condition for conformal invariance, so we are led to

believe that the LRI at criticality could actually be conformally invariant. The remainder of the

chapter is dedicated to an all-orders proof of this claim. In section 1.4 we review the proofs of

conformal invariance of the gaussian theory (see below for a definition). This sets the stage

for the proof of conformal invariance of the LRI, which we present in section 1.5. In that

section we also discuss the prospects for proving conformal invariance at the nonperturbative

level. We end the chapter with some concluding remarks, and several technicalities have been

relegated to the appendices.

1.2 Field-theoretical setup

In this work we will study the LRI critical point for 16 d < 4, inside the non-gaussian region 2,

close to the boundary separating it from the gaussian region 1, i.e. for

s = (d +ε)/2, 0 < ε¿ 1.7 (1.2.1)

The UV dimension of the φ field is then

∆φ = (d −ε)/4, (1.2.2)

so that the quartic term φ4 is a weakly relevant perturbation. The IR fixed point is then acces-

sible in perturbation theory. As is standard [36, 37], we will setup a perturbative expansion

using the analytic regularization scheme, where Feynman diagrams are considered analytic

functions of ε. This is convenient since it allows one to evaluate integrals without introducing

an explicit UV cutoff.

As mentioned in the introduction, the relevant action is

S = S0 + g0

4!

∫
dd xφ4 , S0 = Ns

2

∫
dd xφLsφ . (1.2.3)

The coefficient Ns , whose precise value is unimportant, will be fixed so that the free φ two

7If d is close to 4, we should assume a stronger condition ε¿ 4−d , so that we stay closer to the boundary
between the regions 1 and 2 than to that between 2 and 3. In the opposite case ε& 4−d the structure of perturbation
theory is modified due to the presence of a weakly irrelevant operator ∂2φ. See [36, 37] for a discussion.
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1.2. Field-theoretical setup

point function is normalized to one:

〈φ(x)φ(0)〉S0 = |x|−2∆φ . (1.2.4)

Notice that the analytic regularization scheme is mass independent. So we can avoid introduc-

ing the mass term m2φ2 into the action (1.2.3). In other words, in this scheme the flow which

leads to the fixed point has m2 = 0 all along the flow.

As usual in the field theoretical studies of critical phenomena, it will be extremely useful to

view the theory (1.2.3) as regulating the theory with ε= 0, where the interaction is marginal.

As ε→ 0, computations in theory (1.2.3) give poles in ε. These poles can be removed order by

order in perturbation theory by multiplicatively renormalizing the terms in the action.8

The gaussian term in (1.2.3) is not renormalized, because it’s nonlocal, while the divergences

are local. In other words, the theory under consideration does not have wavefunction

renormalization, and the bare and the renormalized field φ coincide. In particular, the

anomalous dimension of φ vanishes. This implies that, to all orders in perturbation theory,

the dimension of φ at the IR fixed point is equal to its UV dimension (1.2.2) [22, 23, 36].

On the other hand, the coupling constant does require renormalization. The bare coupling g0

is expressed in terms of the finite, renormalized, coupling g as:

g0 = Z (g ,ε)gµε , (1.2.5)

where µ is the renormalization scale and Z is the renormalization factor which starts with 1

and contains an ascending series of poles in ε:

Z (g ,ε) = 1+∑∞
k=1 fk (g )ε−k . (1.2.6)

The coefficient fk (g ) of the pole ε−k is a power series in g starting from O(g k ); it gets contribu-

tions from all loop orders larger than or equal to k.

The β-function of the theory can be expressed in terms of the single pole coefficient:

β(g ) ≡ ∂g /∂ logµ=−εg + g 2 f ′
1(g ) . (1.2.7)

The story is exceedingly similar to the ε-expansion for the Wilson-Fisher (WF) fixed point (see

e.g. the books [56, 57], or [58] for a concise treatment), with an extra simplification that there

is no wavefunction renormalization.

8Multiplicative renormalizability is most familiar in local quantum field theory, but it holds also for nonlocal
theories of the kind we are considering here, with the standard proof [52]. For the validity of Weinberg’s convergence
theorem [53] (that if all subdiagrams are superficially convergent, then the diagram is convergent) in this context
see the discussion in [54], p.600. For the structure of divergences in theories with propagators involving arbitrary
powers of x2 (studied in the context of analytic regularization), see [55] and the discussion in [36].
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Chapter 1. Conformality of the critical Long Range Ising model

Let us compute the β-function at the first nontrivial, one-loop, order. We need to determine

the one-loop counterterm to the coupling. Consider the four point function of φ, which up to

the second order in g is given by the sum of diagrams:

+ + perms

The O(g 2) contribution will contain a 1/ε pole coming from the region where the two φ4

insertions are near each other. The contribution of this region can be easily extracted using

the operator product expansion (OPE) of the gaussian UV theory:

φ4(x)×φ4(0) ⊃ (72/|x|d−ε)φ4(0) . (1.2.8)

This OPE implies that the expansion of the functional integral to the second order will contain

a short-distance contribution corresponding to the insertion of φ4 times

72× 1

2
× g 2µ2ε

(4!)2

∫
|x|¿1

dd x

|x|d−ε = 36
g 2

(4!)2

Sd

ε
+finite, (1.2.9)

where Sd = 2πd/2/Γ(d/2) is the volume of the unit sphere in d dimensions. The 1/ε pole is

canceled by adding a coupling counterterm

δg = (36g 2/4!)(Sd /ε) . (1.2.10)

Therefore the expansion of the single pole function f1(g ) in (1.2.6) starts with

f1(g ) = K g +O(g 2), K = 3Sd /2. (1.2.11)

The one-loop β-function is given by

β(g ) =−εg +K g 2 +O(g 3) . (1.2.12)

It has a zero at

g = g∗ = ε/K +O(ε2) . (1.2.13)

This zero corresponds to the LRI critical point that we want to study.9

Below we will be interested in the correlation functions of the composite operators φn . As

usual, we will define the renormalized operators [φn] = [φn]g ,µ which remain finite in the limit

ε→ 0. They are related to the bare operators φn by rescaling factors subtracting poles in ε:

φn = Zn(g ,ε)[φn] . (1.2.14)

9 In d = 1,2,3 and for sufficiently small ε> 0 the existence of this fixed point has been shown rigorously [59–
62]. See also [63] for a series of rigorous results about the LRI phase transition. We are grateful to Abdelmalek
Abdesselam and Pronob Mitter for communications concerning these works.
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1.3. Tests of conformal invariance

As indicated, the operators [φn] depend on the scale µ and on the value of the coupling g at

this scale. On the other hand correlation functions of the bare operators don’t depend on µ

and g separately, but only on their combination g0. As usual, this gives a CS equation for the

correlators of the renormalized operators. The anomalous dimension of [φn] is given by

γn(g ) = Z−1
n ∂Zn/∂ logµ|g0=const. . (1.2.15)

Notice that since the dimension of φ is not integer, in the considered theory the φn operators

don’t mix with the operators where some φ’s are replaced by derivatives.10

As already mentioned above, this theory has no wavefunction renormalization. Therefore φ is

a finite operator without any rescaling. So Z1 ≡ 1 and γ1 ≡ 0. The UV dimension of φ given in

(1.2.2) will also be its IR dimension.11

Let’s compute the anomalous dimensions of φn , n > 2, at the lowest nontrivial order. The 1/ε

contribution to the correlation functions of φn will come from the nearby (g /4!)φ4 insertions.

In this region we can use the OPE generalizing (1.2.8):

φn(0)×φ4(x) ⊃ [6n(n −1)/|x|d−ε]φn(0) . (1.2.16)

Integration in x gives a 1/ε pole which must be canceled by rescaling the operator. We get

Zn = 1−Kn g /ε+ . . . , Kn = n(n −1)Sd /4 =⇒ γn(g ) = Kn g +O(g 2) . (1.2.17)

At the IR fixed point we have

γ∗n ≈ Kn g∗ = [n(n −1)/6]ε+O(ε2) . (1.2.18)

These are the same anomalous dimensions as in the usual ε-expansion for the WF fixed point

(see e.g. [64]). Indeed, the answer at this order is controlled by the combinatorics of the Wick

contractions in the gaussian UV fixed point, which is the same in the local free scalar theory

and in the nonlocal theory defined by our S0. Of course, it’s not true that all computations are

the same between the two theories. We will see some examples below.

1.3 Tests of conformal invariance

How can we check if a certain model is conformally invariant or just scale invariant? The

currently available data on the LRI amount to the anomalous dimensions of scaling operators,

which are determined with RG methods and also measured on the lattice from two point

10This is true for generic d , while for integer d there can be some mixing for high n. E.g. ∆φ ≈ 1/2 in d = 2, and

one can trade 4 φ’s for 2 derivatives. This could become important for operators starting from φ6. In this chapter
we will mostly work with operators up to φ4 and we will ignore this.

11This fact has also been established non-perturbatively for sufficiently small ε> 0 for which the existence of the
fixed point is rigorously known [61, 62], see note 9.
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Chapter 1. Conformality of the critical Long Range Ising model

functions. These data cannot distinguish between scale and conformal invariance, because

both predict the same functional form for the critical two point function:

〈O(x)O(0)〉∝ |x|−2∆O . (1.3.1)

Here O is a generic scalar operator of dimension ∆O.

One celebrated prediction of conformal invariance is the form of a three point function [65],

but this is harder to compute and to measure on the lattice than the two point function. We

are not aware of any three point function data for the LRI critical point.

An easier discriminating variable is the two point function of two different operators. Scale

invariance predicts that

〈O1(x)O2(0)〉 = c12|x|−∆1−∆2 , (1.3.2)

while conformal invariance implies [65] the stronger constraint that c12 = 0 unless ∆1 =∆2. To

be precise, this conclusion is reached if both operators are so-called primary operators, i.e. if

they are not derivatives of other operators. If the Oi are both of the form (∂2)niO for the same

operator O, they will of course have a nonzero two point function. This trivial case is easy to

monitor since the scaling dimensions are different by an even integer.

To summarize, conformal invariance implies that any two scalar operators whose dimensions

are not different by an even integer must have a zero two point function, while scale invariance

would allow such two point functions to be nonzero.

The goal of this section will be to study the following two point functions of different scalars at

the critical point of the LRI:

〈φ(x)φ3(0)〉 and 〈φ2(x)φ4(0)〉 . (1.3.3)

Notice that we chose pairs of operators with the same parity under φ→−φ. If the IR fixed

point is only scale invariant but not conformal, these correlators could be nonzero.

We will consider these correlators in the perturbative setup of the previous section. As we will

see, a nontrivial check requires to go to at least the second order in the coupling constant g , or

in the parameter ε parametrizing the deviation from marginality. At O(ε2), scale invariance

alone then allows for both of the above correlators to be nonzero.

As a matter of fact, it turns out that the first correlator is a bit special, as it involves φ whose

anomalous dimension is identically zero, as well as φ3 which is related to φ via a “nonlocal

equation of motion" (nonlocal EOM).12 Using these facts, we will give an all-order argument

that the correlator 〈φφ3〉 vanishes at the IR fixed point. We will buttress the argument by an

explicit second-order computation showing that the correlator vanishes at O(ε2).

12We thank Riccardo Rattazzi who emphasized this to us.
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1.3. Tests of conformal invariance

We do not know any analogous general argument for the correlator 〈φ2φ4〉. This seems to

be a truly generic correlator involving fields with unrelated anomalous dimensions. We will

perform an explicit second-order computation for this correlator, finding that it also vanishes

at O(ε2).

These computations lead us to believe that the LRI critical point is in fact conformally invariant,

and to look for a general proof of this fact. A proof that we found will be discussed in the rest

of the chapter.

1.3.1 〈φφ3〉

By dimensional considerations, this correlator should behave in the IR as C |x|−∆φ−∆φ3 . We

recall that at the WF fixed point C 6= 0 because φ3 is not a primary but is related to φ by

the equations of motion: φ3 ∝ ∂2φ. In the conformal field theory (CFT) language, φ3 is

a descendant of the primary φ. At the LRI fixed point, we know for sure that φ3 is not a

descendant of φ since the dimensions don’t match. So C 6= 0 would disprove conformal

invariance, while C = 0 would be evidence in its favor.

We will first show that C =O(ε3) by an explicit computation, and next present an argument

that C = 0 to all orders in perturbation theory.

1.3.1.1 Explicit computation

We will now present an explicit computation of the correlation function 〈φφ3〉 to the second

order in the coupling. More precisely, we will consider the correlator

F (x, g ,µ) = 〈φ(x)[φ3](0)〉 , (1.3.4)

where [φ3] = [φ3]g ,µ is the φ3 rescaled by subtracting poles in ε as discussed in section 1.2.13

This correlator allows an expansion in powers of the renormalized coupling g without poles in

ε. By dimensional reasons, it should have the form

F = f (τ, g )|x|−∆φ−∆
(0)

φ3 , (1.3.5)

where ∆(0)
φ3 = 3∆φ is the UV dimension of φ3 and f is a function of dimensionless variables g

and τ≡µ|x|.

We will have a Callan-Symanzik (CS) equation expressing the invariance of the theory under

13Note that since we don’t take the limit ε→ 0, operator renormalization is not strictly necessary. The rescaling
factors Zn (g ,ε) are finite at finite ε, and the 1/ε terms in them never even become large, since g =O(ε) all along
the RG flow. The role of renormalization is rather that of convenience, as it allows to cleanly separate the O(1)
effects coming from the powers of g /ε from the effects suppressed by powers of g which are truly higher order.
This makes the weakly coupled nature of the theory manifest.
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Chapter 1. Conformality of the critical Long Range Ising model

simultaneous changes of g and µ leaving g0 fixed:

[µ∂µ+β(g )∂g +γ3(g )]F (x, g ,µ) = 0. (1.3.6)

The only difference from the usual φ4 theory is that the anomalous dimension of φ does not

appear since it’s identically zero. Substituting (1.3.5) into (1.3.6), we get an equation for f :

[τ∂τ+β(g )∂g +γ3(g )] f (τ, g ) = 0. (1.3.7)

At large distances β(g ) → 0 and γ3(g ) → γ3(g∗), and Eq. (1.3.7) predicts

f (τ, g ) ≈Cτ−γ3(g∗) . (1.3.8)

We thus rederived the result that at large distances the considered correlation function should

go as |x|−∆φ−∆φ3 where ∆φ3 =∆(0)
φ3 +γ3(g∗). This argument does not determine the value of C ,

which in particular may still turn out to be zero.

To determine the prefactor C , we have to match the CS equation to fixed-order perturbation

theory. Recall that the full solution of Eq. (1.3.7) can be written in the form:

f (τ, g ) = f̂
(
ḡ (τ, g )

)
exp

[
−

∫ τ

1
d logτ′γ3

(
ḡ (τ′, g )

)]
, (1.3.9)

where ḡ is the “running coupling" solving the following differential equation with a boundary

condition at s = 1:

τ∂τḡ =−β(ḡ ) , ḡ |τ=1 = g . (1.3.10)

In particular, at τ= 1 the function f (τ, g ) reduces to f̂ (g ). Once this latter function is fixed

from perturbation theory, the prefactor C in (1.3.8) is found as

C = f̂ (g∗) . (1.3.11)

We will now show that this vanishes up to order ε2.

For this we would like to extract f̂ up to the second order in g . Consider first the nonrenormal-

ized correlator

F0(x) = 〈φ(x)φ3(0)〉 , (1.3.12)

which has no tree-level contribution. Up to the second order in the coupling it is given by the

sum of two position-space diagrams:14

+⌦⌦⌦ ⌦⌦⌦
(1.3.13)

Both these diagrams are easily evaluated using the following basic integral (which in turn can

14The signs and combinatorial factors are left implicit.
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1.3. Tests of conformal invariance

be derived by going to momentum space):

∫
dd y

|x − y |A|y |B = w A wB

w A+B−d

1

|x|A+B−d
, w A = (4π)d/22−A Γ

(d−A
2

)
Γ(A/2)

. (1.3.14)

Using this result, we obtain

F0(x) = R1g0/|x|d−2ε+R2g 2
0 /|x|d−3ε+O(g 3

0 ) , (1.3.15)

where

R1 =−
w d−ε

2
w3 d−ε

2

wd−2ε
≈−επd/2Γ(−d/4)Γ(d/2)

Γ(3d/4)
,

R2 = 3

2

w2
d−εw d−ε

2
w 3

2 d− 5
2 ε

wd−2εwd−3ε
≈ 9πd Γ(−d/4)

Γ(3d/4)
. (1.3.16)

The given approximate expressions are the leading ones in the small ε limit. Notice that

R1 =O(ε). This has a simple explanation: in the limit ε→ 0 the interaction becomes exactly

marginal, the integral defining R1 becomes conformal, and it should give zero answer for

a correlator of two fields of different scaling dimensions by the usual arguments based on

conformal symmetry. To get a nontrivial check of conformal invariance, we have to go to the

second order in ε, hence to the second order in g , which is what we are doing.

To get at the function f̂ , we need to replace the coupling g0 by g via (1.2.5), (1.2.11):

g0 = Z gµε = [g +K g 2ε−1 +O(g 3)]µε , (1.3.17)

and to use the relation between φ3 and [φ3], see (1.2.14), (1.2.17). This gives the following

expression for F to the second order in g :

F (x) = {
g R1τ

ε+ g 2[R1(K +K3)ε−1τε+R2τ
2ε]

}
/|x|d−ε . (1.3.18)

We see the structure is in agreement with (1.3.5). To extract f̂ we set τ= 1 and obtain:15

f̂ (g ) = g R1 + g 2[R1(K +K3)ε−1 +R2]+O(g 3) . (1.3.19)

Since R1 =O(ε) this expression is free of poles in ε: as we mentioned above the correlator and

in particular f̂ should have a regular expansion in g without such poles. Using (1.3.19) and

(1.3.9) we can compute the considered correlator at all distances with ε2 accuracy.

Now using the values of the various constants appearing in (1.3.19), it’s easy to see that to the

order that we computed it can be rewritten as

f̂ (g ) =−R1ε
−1(−εg +K g 2) =−R1ε

−1β(g ) , (1.3.20)

15We have analyzed also the leading logτ terms in the expansion of G around τ= 1 and checked that they are
consistent with what the solution (1.3.9) to the CS equation predicts.
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Chapter 1. Conformality of the critical Long Range Ising model

This form of writing makes it manifest that f̂ (g ) vanishes at the IR fixed point.

1.3.1.2 General argument

We will now give a general argument that C = 0 to all orders in perturbation theory. The idea is

to use the nonlocal EOM of the LRI field theory (1.2.3):16

NsLsφ+ g0

3!
φ3 = 0. (1.3.21)

This can be used to express the correlators of φ3 in terms of those of φ. In particular:

〈φ3(x)φ(0)〉∝Ls〈φ(x)φ(0)〉 . (1.3.22)

This equation is subtle to use, because the fractional Laplacian is a nonlocal operator. We will

therefore proceed cautiously.

First of all we have to understand in some detail the correlator 〈φ(x)φ(0)〉. Since φ does not

acquire an anomalous dimension, its two point function has the form

〈φ(x)φ(0)〉 = ρ(x)|x|−2∆φ , (1.3.23)

where

ρ(x) = ρ̂(
ḡ (τ, g )

)
. (1.3.24)

is a function of the running coupling ḡ which we introduced in the previous section. The

function ρ̂ can be determined by matching to perturbation theory. We will only need to know

its rough structural properties.

Through O(g 2) we have two diagrams:

+
(1.3.25)

This implies that

ρ̂(g ) = 1+Qg 2 + . . . , Q = (πd /6)Γ
(
−d

4

)
/Γ

(
3d
4

)
. (1.3.26)

We see that the function ρ(x) approaches a constant at short and long distances:

ρ(x) →
1, x → 0,

ρ(g∗) = 1+O(ε2) , x →∞ .
(1.3.27)

In what follows we will also need the asymptotics of the approach to the long distance limit.

16Notice that it would be a non-permissible stretch of terminology to call φ3 a “nonlocal descendant" of φ on the
grounds of this equation. Descendants are defined as local derivatives of primaries, and we are not aware of any
useful generalization of the descendant concept to nonlocal relations.
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1.3. Tests of conformal invariance

From now on we will fix µ to be a scale µc at which the coupling g ∼ g∗/2 is roughly halfway

between the UV and the IR fixed points. The long distance asymptotic behavior of the running

coupling ḡ is given by:

ḡ = g∗−O(ετ−β
′(g∗)) (τÀ 1) , (1.3.28)

where β′(g∗) = ε+O(ε2). It follows that ρ(x) approaches the long distance limit as

ρ(x) = ρ(g∗)+O(ε2τ−β
′(g∗)) . (1.3.29)

We are now ready to compute the long distance behavior of the correlator 〈φ3(x)φ(0)〉. Accord-

ing to Eq. (1.3.22) we need to evaluate the integral:

I =
∫

dd y T (x − y)〈φ(y)φ(0)〉 , (1.3.30)

where T (x − y) ∝ |x − y |−d−s is the position space kernel of the fractional Laplacian, see

eq. (1.1.4). Notice that this kernel is not absolutely integrable and at short distances it must be

understood in the sense of distributions, as the Fourier transform of |k|s .

We split the above integral into two parts I = I1 + I2, one against the long distance asymptotics

of 〈φφ〉 and the rest:

I1 =
∫

dd y T (x − y)ρ(g∗)|y |−2∆φ , (1.3.31)

I2 = I − I1 =
∫

dd y T (x − y)[ρ(y)−ρ(g∗)]|y |−2∆φ . (1.3.32)

The first part I1 vanishes at non-coincident points, I1 ∝ δ(x), by the definition of Green’s

function of the gaussian theory. As to I2, in the limit of very large x the leading asymptotics of

the integral will come from large y , where we can use the asymptotics (1.3.29). We get:

I2 ∼
∫

dd y T (x − y)ε2τ−β
′(g∗)|y |−2∆φ . (1.3.33)

By dimensional analysis, this integral behaves ∝|x|−α with

α= s +2∆φ+β′(g∗) . (1.3.34)

It’s important that this exponent is larger than ∆φ+∆φ3 :

α− (∆φ+∆φ3 ) =β′(g∗)+O(ε2) , (1.3.35)

using the known anomalous dimension of φ3, γ3(g∗) = ε+O(ε2). This means that the constant

C in the natural dimensional asymptotics of the studied correlator, see (1.3.8), has to vanish.

The current argument establishes this fact to all orders in perturbation theory.
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Chapter 1. Conformality of the critical Long Range Ising model

The above reasoning was made possible by two properties: the nonlocal EOM and the

vanishing anomalous dimension of φ. Before leaving this section, we will similarly prove

one more interesting fact: that γ∗3 = ε to all orders in perturbation theory. In other words the

leading order result in (1.2.18) is in fact exact for n = 3.

We will use the nonlocal EOM to prove the following relation between the IR dimensions of φ

and φ3:

∆φ3 =∆φ+ s (IR) , (1.3.36)

of which γ∗3 = ε is an immediate consequence. Eq. (1.3.36) looks similar to the relation

∆φ3 = ∆φ + 2 valid at the WF fixed point, also a consequence of the corresponding EOM.

However, due to nonlocality, the proof is a bit more subtle for the LRI.

The idea is to use the nonlocal EOM twice, expressing 〈φ3φ3〉 in terms of 〈φφ〉. This relation

takes the form:

〈φ3φ3〉 = 36g−2
0 N 2

s LsLs〈φφ〉pert , 〈φφ〉pert ≡ 〈φφ〉−〈φφ〉S0 . (1.3.37)

with the two Ls ’s acting on each of the arguments of 〈φφ〉pert. The subtlety here is that we

have to subtract the gaussian two point function. This is easy to understand in perturbation

theory. 〈φφ〉pert is the sum of all diagrams in which each φ is connected to a vertex, like in the

second diagram in (1.3.25). When we act with Ls ’s, the legs connecting φ’s to the vertices get

cancelled, and we reproduce all diagrams for 〈φ3φ3〉. Were we to keep 〈φφ〉S0 , we would get

an extra nonlocal contribution which does not correspond to any diagram. This is in contrast

to what happens when using the equation of motion in the local ϕ4 theory. In that case the

contribution from the unperturbed propagator is zero at noncoincident points and we don’t

have to worry about it.17

Let us proceed now to the proof of (1.3.36). It will be convenient to work in momentum space.

The asymptotics (1.3.29) of the function ρ(x) means that the Fourier transform of 〈φφ〉pert

behaves at small momenta as:

〈φ(−k)φ(k)〉pert ∼ |k|−s[1+O(|k|β′(g∗))] . (1.3.38)

It’s important that the proportionality coefficient here is nonzero (we computed that it’s O(ε2)).

When we act on this correlator once by the fractional Laplacian, multiplying by |k|s , the

leading term gives 1, which is a delta-function in the position space, and the subleading term

determines the long-distance asymptotics. We thus reproduce the above result that 〈φ3φ〉
vanishes in the IR faster than its natural scaling. However, when we act by the fractional

Laplacian twice, the leading result is nonanalytic |k|s and it is this result which determines the

long-distance asymptotics. We conclude that the two point function 〈φ3φ3〉 behaves at long

distances as 1/|x|d+s , which can be expressed as Eq. (1.3.36) .

17One can also check that (1.3.37) has a smooth limit when g0 → 0, reducing to 〈φ3φ3〉S0 in this limit. This would
not be the case were we to keep 〈φφ〉S0 .
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1.3. Tests of conformal invariance

1.3.2 〈φ2φ4〉
In the previous section we studied the correlator 〈φφ3〉 and found that it vanishes at the IR

fixed point, consistently with conformal invariance. However, as we saw, the studied correlator

was actually a bit special, since it involved two fields related by the nonlocal EOM of the LRI.

One could wonder if the vanishing of this correlator is an accident. In this section we will study

the correlator 〈φ2φ4〉, which as far as we can see is a truly generic correlator of our theory. We

will find, by an explicit computation at O(ε2), that this correlator also vanishes at the IR fixed

point. We consider this a strong piece of evidence for the conformal invariance of the LRI

critical point.

The computation proceeds similarly to 〈φφ3〉, so we will be brief. The renormalized correlator

H(x, g ,µ) = 〈[φ2](x) [φ4](0)〉 = h(τ, g ,µ)|x|−∆
(0)

φ2−∆(0)

φ4 (1.3.39)

satisfies a CS equation which can be solved to give:

h(τ, g ,µ) = ĥ
(
ḡ (τ, g )

)
exp

{
−

∫ τ

1
d logτ′

[
γ2

(
ḡ (τ′, g )

)+γ4
(
ḡ (τ′, g )

)]}
. (1.3.40)

The function ĥ is determined by matching to perturbation theory. We have one diagram at

O(g0) and three diagrams at O(g 2
0 ):

+⌦⌦⌦

⌦⌦⌦

⌦⌦⌦

⌦⌦⌦ ⌦⌦⌦⌦⌦⌦+ ⌦⌦⌦⌦⌦⌦+

+⌦⌦⌦

⌦⌦⌦

⌦⌦⌦

⌦⌦⌦ ⌦⌦⌦⌦⌦⌦+ ⌦⌦⌦⌦⌦⌦+

(1.3.41)

The first two diagrams here are the same as in (1.3.13) times an extra propagator. The third

diagram is new, but it can also be readily evaluated using Eq. (1.3.14) repeatedly. The final

diagram is the hardest—it is analyzed in appendix A of [1].

The nonrenormalized correlator is thus given by

H0(x) = P1g0

|x|3d/2−5ε/2
+ (P2a +P2b +P2c )g 2

0

|x|3d/2−7ε/2
+O(g 3

0 ) , (1.3.42)

where we split the coefficients diagram by diagram. Taking into account signs and symmetry

factors, we have (see (1.3.16)):

P1 = 8R1,

P2a = 8R2 ,

P2b = 4
w 3

2 (d−ε)w d−ε
2

wd−εw 3
2 d− 5

2 ε

wd−2εw 3
2 d− 7

2 ε

≈ 8πd
Γ

(
−d

4

)
Γ

(
3d
4

) ,
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Chapter 1. Conformality of the critical Long Range Ising model

P2c ≈ 24πdΓ
(
−d

4

)
/Γ

(
3d
4

)
. (1.3.43)

To pass from this result to the function ĥ, we need to perform the coupling and operator

renormalization. We get:

ĥ(g ) = g P1 + g 2[P1(K +K2 +K4)ε−1 +P2a +P2b +P2c ]+O(g 3) . (1.3.44)

Putting in the values of all coefficients, we find that this expression is proportional to the

one-loop beta function, similarly to (1.3.20). We conclude that ĥ(g ) vanishes at the IR fixed

point at O(ε2).

1.4 Conformal invariance of the gaussian phase

The nonlocal gaussian theory described by the action (1.1.4) is also conformal. This is widely

known in high energy physics,18 and more recently has also been discussed from statistical

physics perspective. In this section we will review this fact pedagogically, trying to bridge the

gap between the two communities.19

1.4.1 Direct argument

We will start in the antichronological order. As pointed out in [66], the fractional Laplacian,

just like the ordinary Laplacian, is covariant under conformal transformations. Namely if

x → x ′ is a conformal transformation and

φ′(x ′) = |∂x ′/∂x|−∆φ/dφ(x) (1.4.1)

with ∆φ given in (1.1.3), then

L′
sφ

′(x ′) = |∂x ′/∂x|∆φ/d−1Lsφ(x) . (1.4.2)

As a result the action (1.1.4) is invariant under conformal transformations. The proof of (1.4.2)

is given in [66] and we will not repeat it here. As usual, covariance under translations, rotations,

and dilatations is obvious, and a simple calculation establishes covariance under the inversion.

Notice that since we are dealing with a nonlocal theory, there is no reason to expect that in

d = 2 the global conformal invariance of the action (1.1.4) gets enhanced to the full Virasoro

invariance, and indeed this does not happen.20

18There, this theory is sometimes referred to as Mean Field Theory or Generalized Free Field.
19Even though we won’t discuss it, conformality of the gaussian phase can be shown using the AdS/CFT

correspondance as well, see for example section 5.3 of [1].
20Although it’s not essential for this discussion, we would like to point out that there are also examples of local

2d theories which have global conformal but not Virasoro invariance. Once such theory is the “biharmonic scalar"
with the Lagrangian (∂2φ)2. Its stress tensor trace is of the form ∂µ∂νYµν which is enough for global conformal
invariance but not enough for an improvement to make it traceless and recover full Virasoro, since in 2d one needs
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1.4. Conformal invariance of the gaussian phase

1.4.2 Argument from correlation functions

The previous argument shows the invariance of the action. Since the theory is gaussian, confor-

mal covariance of the correlation functions follows. It’s also easy to check the transformation

properties of the correlation functions directly. This way of proving conformal invariance

predates the previous one, see [68] and an analogous discussion for a nonlocal vector theory

appeared in [69].

Let’s start with the two point function of φ. It is given by |x − y |−2∆φ , which indeed has the

form of a two point function of a primary scalar of dimension ∆φ. The N -point functions of

φ are given by Wick’s theorem, since the theory is gaussian. A moment’s thought shows that

since the two point function transforms as it should, the N -point functions will do so as well.

So all correlation functions of φ are consistent with conformal symmetry.

The theory contains more operators, for example the normal ordered products :φn :. Their

correlation functions are defined by just leaving out the Wick contractions at coincident points,

hence they will also be conformally covariant.

Although there are still more operators in addition to the ones considered above, all of them

can be obtained by taking repeatedly the OPE of φ with itself. Correlation functions of these

operators will inherit conformal transformation properties from the correlators of φ.21 Hence

the theory is conformal.

1.4.3 Caffarelli-Silvestre trick

The idea of the previous argument is to rewrite the nonlocal gaussian theory as an equivalent

higher dimensional theory whose conformal invariance is manifest. We will now present a

second way to implement this idea, based on an observation of Caffarelli and Silvestre [70].

Consider a scalar field Φ=Φ(x, y) where the extra coordinate y now takes values in the flat

Euclidean space of p = 2− s dimensions. Hopefully the reader is not disturbed by the fact that

p is in general fractional. In this space we consider the massless scalar field action:

SCS =
∫

dd x dp y [(∂xΦ)2 + (∂yΦ)2] . (1.4.3)

We will now show that this local action is equivalent to the nonlocal action (1.1.4).

Let φ(x) be the value of the fieldΦ on the d dimensional hyperplane y = 0:

φ(x) =Φ(x,0) , (1.4.4)

and consider the effective action for φ obtained by integrating out the rest of the space.

Tµµ = ∂2Y for the latter [5]. See [66, 67] for a discussion.
21See the argument in appendix B of [1].
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Chapter 1. Conformality of the critical Long Range Ising model

To find it we have to solve the equations of motion of the higher-dimensional theory subject

to the boundary condition (1.4.4). It’s clear that we can restrict to the sector of fields radially

symmetric in the y variable. In this sector the action becomes (z = |y | > 0):

SCS = Sp

∫
dd x dz z1−s[(∂xΦ)2 + (∂zΦ)2] . (1.4.5)

Recall that Sp is the unit sphere volume in p dimensions. The equation of motion is

∂2
xΦ+ (1− s)∂zΦ/z +∂2

zΦ= 0. (1.4.6)

The solution decreasing at large z takes in momentum space the form:

Φ(p, z) = const. (|p|z)s/2Ks/2(|p|z)φ(p) . (1.4.7)

For small z this has an expansion:

Φ(p, z) = (1+const. (|p|z)s + . . .)φ(p). (1.4.8)

The . . . terms are O(z2) compared to the shown ones and are subdominant in the range of

interest 0 < s < 2. We integrate by parts in (1.4.3), pick up the boundary term, and find

SCS =−Sp

∫
dd x z1−sΦ∂zΦ|z→0 ∝

∫
dd pφ(p)|p|sφ(−p) , (1.4.9)

which is the nonlocal action (1.1.4) in momentum space.22

It is now easy to complete the argument for conformal invariance. We started with a massless

scalar theory in flat space (1.4.3), which is conformally invariant in an arbitrary number of

dimensions. When we construct an effective theory by integrating out the space away from the

y = 0 hyperplane, we are guaranteed to obtain a theory invariant under the subgroup of the

d +p dimensional conformal group which leaves invariant this hyperplane. This is precisely

the d dimensional conformal group.

Concerning the prior history of the given argument, Caffarelli and Silvestre noticed that the

equation of motion (1.4.6) gives rise to the fractional Laplacian and showed the equivalence

of the two actions. They also noticed that (1.4.6) is nothing but the Laplace equations for

functions radially symmetric in p extra coordinates. The Caffarelli-Silvestre description in the

radially reduced sector was used by Rajabpour [66] to discuss some aspects of the nonlocal

gaussian theory. Using the full d + p dimensional description to argue for the conformal

invariance of the theory seems to be done here for the first time.

22The form of this effective action could also be predicted from the following argument. The free scalarΦ two
point function depends on the distance as ∝ 1/r d+p−2. The same dependence is inherited by φwhen we set y = 0,
and we recover the expected two point function of the nonlocal scalar field of dimension d − s.
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1.5. Conformal invariance of the LRI critical point

1.5 Conformal invariance of the LRI critical point

We will now present a proof that the LRI critical point is conformally invariant also in the

nontrivial region 2.

The key idea is to rewrite our theory (1.2.3) as a defect quantum field theory. Namely, according

to the discussion in section 1.4.3, we can rewrite the action as23

S = 1
2

∫
dd̄ X (∂MΦ)2 + g0

4!

∫
y=0

dd xΦ4 . (1.5.1)

In the first termΦ is the free scalar Caffarelli-Silvestre field from section 1.4.3, defined on the

d̄ = d +p dimensional space X = (x, y). The second term represents interaction living on the

defect: the d-dimensional plane located at y = 0. The number of extra dimensions will be

fractional in the case of interest (s near d/2), but in spite of this fact the theory (1.5.1) makes

perfect sense, at least in perturbation theory.24

In the theory (1.5.1) we will consider N -point functions ofΦ(X ), G(X1 . . . XN ). The correlators

of the original theory (1.2.3) can be obtained by taking the y → 0 limit.

The first part of the proof will be to derive broken scale and conformal Ward identities satisfied

by the correlators G(X1 . . . XN ). We will then discuss how these Ward identities imply conformal

invariance of the IR fixed point.

1.5.1 Ward identities

Crucially, the theory (1.5.1) is local and so its Ward identities can be derived by a variation of

the usual method: the idea of the proof [58, 71–73] is to construct the Ward identities for scale

and conformal invariance broken by the effects of the running coupling, and to show that the

breaking effects disappear at the fixed point. Our derivation is along the lines of the simplified

one of [58]. We start by considering the canonical stress tensor:

TM N = ∂MΦ∂NΦ− 1
2δM N (∂KΦ)2 −δ∥M Nδ

(p)(y)
g0

4!
Φ4 . (1.5.2)

The indices M , N . . . will run over the full d̄-dimensional space, µ,ν . . . over the d-dimensional

“parallel" subspace, and m,n . . . over the p-dimensional “perpendicular" subspace. The δ∥M N

is the Kronecker delta in the parallel subspace: δ∥M N = δµν if both indices are parellel, and zero

otherwise.

We don’t make a distinction between the bare and renormalized fieldΦ, becauseΦ does not

get renormalized: since the interaction term is located on the defect, it cannot renormalize

23Normalization of the first term is different from (1.2.3) where it was fixed via (1.2.4). This difference is
unimportant for the proof of conformal invariance.

24See section 1.5.2.2 for a nonperturbative discussion. An introduction to perturbative quantum field theory in
non-integer dimensions can be found in [52].
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Chapter 1. Conformality of the critical Long Range Ising model

the bulk kinetic term. The boundary kinetic term corresponds to an irrelevant operator and

cannot be generated either.

The next step is to find the divergence and the trace of TM N . Direct computation gives:

∂M TM N =−EN +δ(p)(y)DN , (1.5.3)

T M
M =−∆φE −ε(g0/4!)δ(p)(y)Φ4 + (1/2− d̄/4)∂2

KΦ
2 , (1.5.4)

where the E and EN are operators proportional to the equations of motion of the theory

E =Φ{−∂2
KΦ+δ(p)(y)(g0/3!)Φ3} , EN = ∂NΦ

{−∂2
KΦ+δ(p)(y)(g0/3!)Φ3} , (1.5.5)

and the object DN is called the displacement operator. It is given by:

DN = (g0/3!)Φ3∂nΦ if N = n (1.5.6)

is a perpendicular index, and vanishes otherwise. This operator represents an infinitesimal

movement of the defect in an orthogonal direction.

Correlation functions of the operators E and EN are trivial: their insertions into n-point

functions of ϕ produce a bunch of δ-function at coincident points, see Brown’s (3.10), (3.28):

G(X1 . . . Xn ;E(X )) =∑n
i=1δ(X −Xi )G(X1 . . . Xn) ,

G(X1 . . . Xn ;EN (X )) =∑n
i=1δ(X −Xi )

∂

∂X N
i

G(X1 . . . Xn) . (1.5.7)

One may wonder why we bother at all about the operators E and Eµ, since they have vanishing

correlation functions at non-coincident points. Indeed, in the usual CFT language, they

would not even qualify to be called operators. However, here we are working in perturbative

quantum field theory, and in this situation it turns out to be both legitimate and useful to have

access to E and Eµ. Legitimate because in the regularized theory the equations (1.5.7) make

perfect technical, and not just formal, sense. Useful because the fastest derivation of the Ward

identities uses these operators, as we will see momentarily.

UnlikeΦ, the operatorΦ4|y=0 ≡φ4 appearing in (1.5.4) is not a finite operator; it will be related

to a finite renormalized operator [φ4] via a rescaling

φ4 = Z4[φ4] . (1.5.8)

Contrary to what would happen in the local Wilson Fisher fixed point, in the LRI there is no

other operator with which φ4 could mix. The coefficient Z4 is easy to compute. For any finite
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1.5. Conformal invariance of the LRI critical point

correlation function we have

∂

∂g

∣∣∣
µ=const.

〈. . .〉 = 〈. . .
∫

dd xµε[φ4](x)〉 ,

d

d g0
〈. . .〉 = 〈. . .

∫
dd xφ4(x)〉 .

(1.5.9)

On the other hand, differentiating (1.2.5) with respect to logµ we obtain the relation ∂g0/∂g =
−εg0/β(g ). It follows that:

Z4 =−β(g )µε/(εg0) , (1.5.10)

and therefore
g0

4!
φ4

0 =−µ
ε

4!
(β(g )/ε)[φ4] (1.5.11)

Plugging this into (1.5.4) we obtain:

T M
M =−∆φE + (β(g )/4!)µεδ(p)(y)[φ4]+ (1/2− d̄/4)∂2

KΦ
2 . (1.5.12)

We next consider the dilatation and special conformal currents:

DM = TM N X N , CM
L = TM N (2X N X L −δN L X 2) . (1.5.13)

The divergence of the scale current is given by

∂MDM =−X N (EN −δ(p)(y)DN )+T M
M =−X M EM +T M

M . (1.5.14)

The term proportional to DN is seen to vanish, since either N is a parallel index and then

DN = 0, or else it’s a perpendicular index and then X Nδ(p)(y) = 0. Inserting these equation in

an n-point function and integrating over the full space, we get∫
dd̄ x G(X1 . . . Xn ;−X M EM (X )+T M

M (X )) = 0, (1.5.15)

which allows us to obtain the scale Ward identity

n∑
i=1

[Xi .∂Xi +∆φ]G(X1 . . . Xn) =β(g )
µε

4!

∫
dd x G(X1 . . . Xn ; [φ4](x)) . (1.5.16)

Analogously let’s analyze the divergence of the special conformal current

∂MCM
L =−(2X N X L −δN L X 2)(EN +δ(p)(y)DN )+2X LT M

M . (1.5.17)

We would like to derive a Ward identity corresponding to special conformal transformations

leaving the defect invariant, i.e. when L = λ is a parallel index. The extra term proportional

to DN then drops out just as for the scale current, since DN is nontrivial only if N = n is

a perpendicular index. Then δnλ = 0, while X n X λ vanishes when multiplied by δ(p)(y).
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Chapter 1. Conformality of the critical Long Range Ising model

Therefore, inserting this in a n-point function and integrating over space we have∫
dd̄ x G

(
X1 . . . Xn ;−(2X N X L −δN L X 2)EN (X )+2X LT M

M (X )
)= 0. (1.5.18)

and the Ward identity:25

N∑
i=1

[
(2X M

i X λ
i −δMλX 2

i )
∂

∂X M
i

+2∆φX λ
i

]
G(X1 . . . XN )

= 2β(g )
µε

4!

∫
dd x xλG(X1 . . . XN ; [φ4](x)) . (1.5.19)

Now, the correlators G(X1 . . . Xn) behave continuously in the limit y → 0. This can be seen

diagram by diagram in perturbation theory.26 Thus, if one is primarily interested in the

correlators at the defect, which are the correlators of the original theory, then one may set

y = 0 in (1.5.16) and (1.5.19), obtaining restricted Ward identities satisfied by the correlators of

the original theory (1.2.3):

N∑
i=1

[xi .∂xi +∆φ]G(x1 . . . xN ) =β(g )
µε

4!

∫
dd x G(x1 . . . xN ; [φ4](x)) , (1.5.20)

N∑
i=1

[
(2xµi xλi −δµλx2

i )
∂

∂xµi
+2∆φxλi

]
G(x1 . . . xN ) = 2β(g )

µε

4!

∫
dd x xλG(x1 . . . xN ; [φ4](x)) .

(1.5.21)

At this point, if one wishes, one may altogether forget about the construct of the extra

dimensions. Notice however that without this construct, it would remain pretty mysterious

why the nonlocal LRI theory should satisfy Ward identities which are almost identical in form

to the ones satisfied by the local SRI.27

These are the Ward identities expressing the breaking of scale and special conformal invariance

by the running coupling. They are valid at all distances and for all λ. For the purposes of

studying the IR fixed point, we have to go to large distances and to take the limit µ→ 0, so

that λ(µ) → λ∗. In this limit the beta-function multiplying the RHS of (1.5.20) and (1.5.21)

vanishes. One is thus tempted to conclude that the IR fixed point is both scale and conformally

invariance.

25It’s not hard to convince oneself that various boundary terms appearing when integrating by parts in the
derivation of the Ward identities vanish by a good margin. We need an estimate of the decay of a correlation
function of a group of φ’s and a widely separated TM N for a theory which has not yet reached the fixed point,
and for an unimproved TM N . For a quick and dirty estimate, notice that there will be at least two propagators

connecting TM N to the φ’s, with two derivatives acting on them. This gives decay ∼ 1/|X |2d̄−2, which is sufficient
for d > 1 and s < 2. The φ4 part of TM N gives an even smaller contribution.

26This is also closely related to the fact thatΦ does not acquire anomalous dimension, and thus its bulk-to-defect
OPE is non-singular (see a related discussion in section 6.3 in [1]).

27It is possible that the Ward identities (1.5.20), (1.5.21) can be proved by endowing the LRI theory with some sort
of nonlocal stress tensor operator. See [66] for steps in this direction for the gaussian case. Still, the most natural
path to the nonlocal stress tensor lies through the Caffarelli-Silvestre construction.
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1.5. Conformal invariance of the LRI critical point

While this conclusion will turn out to be correct, we believe that this last step of the argument

merits somewhat more attention. There is a subtlety here. It’s true that β(λ) → 0 as µ→ 0,

but what about the integrals multiplying it? The integrals are µ-dependent because the

operator [φ4] is normalized at the scale µ. Could it be that the integrals grow in the µ→ 0 limit,

overcoming the β(λ)µε suppression? This issue seems to have been neglected in the literature.

The proof that r.h.s. of (1.5.20) and (1.5.21) vanishes in the IR can be found in [1].

The main subtlety is that naive dimensional analysis fails when studying the integrals on the

r.h.s. of (1.5.20) and (1.5.21), and it might look like they diverge when approaching the IR so

that the complete r.h.s. of these equations is O(1). However, one can express the integral in

(1.5.20) as a derivative of a correlation function w.r.t. g and use the Callan-Symanzik equation

to prove that the full r.h.s. vanishes in the IR. Once this is done, it’s possible to show that the

same happens for (1.5.21).

Therefore, we conclude that, in the IR correlation functions of the field φ are conformally

invariant. In order to have a complete proof of conformal invariance, we should now turn our

attention to composite operators. Correlation functions of composites can be related to those

of the fundamental field by using the OPE. This is especially obvious for the bulk correlators,

since one then needs only the bulk-to-bulk OPE, identical to that of the free theory. Composite

operator correlators on the defect can be obtained from those away from the defect via the

bulk-to defect OPE. Alternatively, one can access such correlators via the OPE of fundamental

fields on the defect. For more details, see section 6.3 and appendix B of [1].

1.5.2 Beyond perturbation theory

1.5.2.1 Virial currents

The question of scale invariance implying conformal invariance in a local theory,28 as lucidly

explained long ago by Polchinski [5], boils down to whether the trace of the stress tensor

contains a total derivative term in addition to terms vanishing at the critical point or at

non-coincident points:

T µ
µ ⊃ ∂µV µ (?) (1.5.22)

The operator V µ is called a virial current. It must be a vector operator of scaling dimension

exactly D −1, to match the scaling dimension of Tµν. The appearance of ∂µV µ in T µ
µ does

not contradict scale invariance, because the extra term vanishes when integrated over the

full space, and does not disturb the scale Ward identity. However, the derivation of special

conformal Ward identity requires integrating T µ
µ multiplied by xλ, in the same way as (1.5.18).

The extra term then does not go away unless Vµ is itself a total derivative, Vµ = ∂νYµν.

From a modern perspective, then, to check if a theory is conformally invariant it’s enough

to see if it contains a vector operator of dimension exactly d −1 which is (a) a singlet under

28See [74] for a review and in particular [6, 7, 75] for recent nontrivial progress in 4d.
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Chapter 1. Conformality of the critical Long Range Ising model

all global symmetries, (b) not conserved, and (c) not a total derivative. In weakly coupled

examples it can be seen by inspection whether such an operator exists. As Polchinski [5]

pointed out, the ϕ4 theory in d = 4−ε dimensions does not have any nontrivial Vµ candidate,

and hence its IR fixed point must be conformally invariant to all orders in perturbation theory.

In the strongly coupled situation one can argue (see e.g. [8, 76, 77]) that the (a,b,c) requirements

cannot generically be satisfied, and thus scale invariance generically implies conformal

invariance. Indeed, what’s the likelihood that there will be a dimension d−1 vector which is not

conserved, given that all non-conserved vectors generically acquire anomalous dimensions?

This being pretty obvious, the real question is to what extent one can get rid of the genericity

assumption.

To be concrete, let’s take the critical SRI in d = 3 as an example. Very dramatic evidence for its

conformal invariance comes from years of exploration using conformal bootstrap methods

[13, 14, 16, 41–48]. These methods take conformal invariance as an assumption, which leads

to a system of equations on the operator dimensions and OPE coefficients of the theory. The

system is tightly constraining, and the fact that it has a solution which is in agreement with

everything computed about the 3d Ising model using more pedestrian techniques is strong

evidence for the validity of the assumption.

But is there any more direct evidence of conformality for the critical SRI? The question was

recently approached using Monte Carlo methods in [78]. The dimension of the lowest spin 1

operator of the theory was measured, and it was found that ∆V > 5, well above the d −1 = 2

required by a virial current. This is a very strong non-perturbative test of the conformality of

the SRI fixed point.

1.5.2.2 Conformality of LRI beyond perturbation theory

Finally, we would like to discuss the prospects of a nonperturbative proof of conformal

invariance of the LRI critical point.

First of all one would have to be convinced that the extra-dimensional defect QFT formulation

(1.5.1) makes sense beyond perturbation theory.29

Alternatively, one can try to get rid of the fractional dimensions altogether by restricting the

y > 0 theory to the radially symmetric sector described by the reduced action (1.4.5), which is

d +1 dimensional. This action should still contain the conformal symmetry of the original

action. The disadvantage of this formulation is the explicit dependence of the action on y . On

the other hand it’s manifestly nonperturbatively well defined.

Whatever the formulation one uses, one will be reduced to studying the Ward identities for the

corresponding stress tensor operator. Analogously to section 1.5.2.1, one can ask: what if the

29For a collection of recent work trying to make nonperturbative sense of various aspects of quantum field theory
in fractional number of dimensions see [40, 79, 80].
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stress tensor trace contains the following term:

T M
M ⊃ δ(p)(y)∂µvµ (?) , (1.5.23)

where vµ is a dimension d − 1 vector operator on the defect—a defect virial current. By

assumption, vµ is not identically conserved. Like in the discussion following the analogous

Eq. (1.5.22), we see that unless vµ is a total derivative its presence precludes conformal

invariance of the correlation functions, while preserving their scale invariance.

So, can our theory contain a defect vector which has dimension exactly d −1 and is not a total

derivative? Generically, this appears unlikely (with or without the total derivative clause). In

perturbation theory, there was no candidate for such an operator (and so it’s not surprising

that no such term is visible in (1.5.12)). To establish this rigorously and nonperturbatively

appears as hard as the corresponding problem for the SRI.

We finally note that in the context of boundary rather than defect quantum field theory the

question whether scale invariance implies conformality was recently discussed in [81].

1.6 Discussion

The general problem of scale versus conformal invariance is continuing to provide food for

thought. In this chapter we have discussed this issue for the specific theory corresponding to

the LRI at criticality. Since this model most notably does not have a local stress tensor, even

the standard (genericity) arguments are invalid, leaving the question of scale versus conformal

invariance hanging in midair.

In the first part of the chapter we have provided nontrivial evidence for conformal invariance

of the LRI by showing that the 〈φφ3〉 and 〈φ2φ4〉 two point functions vanish at criticality, at

least up to terms of O(ε3). In the second part we were able to prove conformal invariance at

the critical point to all orders in perturbation theory. The salient point of the proof was the

construction of the LRI model as a defect theory in an auxiliary higher-dimensional space; this

allowed us to work with a higher-dimensional stress tensor and construct a proof analogous

to the one used for the Wilson-Fisher fixed point. Much like the SRI, it is plausible that the LRI

is also nonperturbatively conformally invariant.

What does our proof teach us about general long-range lattice models? First of all, the models

that have an epsilon expansion starting from a generalized free theory, like the long-range

O(N ) or Potts models, will be conformally invariant at their critical points to all orders by

simple extensions of our proof.30

In hindsight it is now also easy to cook up long-range models which will not be conformally

invariant. The simplest one is based on a vector rather than a scalar. The gaussian long-range

30Recall once again that in 1+1 dimensions conformal invariance without a stress tensor implies a global SO(3,1)
invariance, not the full Virasoro symmetry.
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Chapter 1. Conformality of the critical Long Range Ising model

action then has two terms consistent with rotation invariance. Equivalently, the vector two

point function also has two terms:

〈Bµ(x)Bν(0)〉 = (aδµν+bxµxν/x2)/|x|2∆B . (1.6.1)

This agrees with the two point function of a conformal primary vector for b/a =−2, and with

that of a derivative of a scalar primary for b/a =−2∆B . For all the other ratios this gaussian

model will not be conformal [69].31 Let us now perturb the gaussian theory by a quartic local

term (BµBµ)2 and flow to the IR fixed point. We conjecture that this fixed point will be an

interacting scale invariant theory without conformal invariance. It would be interesting to

check this by explicit epsilon expansion computations of two point functions, like we did in

section 1.3.

In recent years the use of the conformal bootstrap has emerged as an excellent tool to analyze

CFTs in various dimensions [13]. The main ingredients in this approach are the conformal

block decomposition of four point functions and the associated crossing symmetry equations,

which all follow directly from conformal invariance (see e.g. [76]). The present work therefore

opens the door towards an analysis of the LRI using these methods. Such a completely non-

perturbative analysis has since been carried out in [49].

With an eye towards the conformal bootstrap let us finally discuss the critical point of the LRI

from the perspective of an ordinary CFT. Firstly, the LRI distinguishes itself from the more

familiar, local, CFTs by the absence of a local stress tensor operator. Secondly, we expect a

one-dimensional family of solutions to the crossing symmetry, parametrized by the exactly

known scaling dimension of φ. Thirdly, our analysis uncovered an interesting fact that the

second Z2 odd primary operator φ3 is related to φ through the nonlocal EOM: φ3 ∝Lsφ. This

fixes the scaling dimension of φ3 to be ∆φ+ s. Curiously, this can be equivalently rewritten as

∆φ3 = d −∆φ . (1.6.2)

This identifies φ3 as the so-called ‘shadow’ operator of φ, which by definition transforms in

a conformal representation with the same value of the quadratic Casimir as φ. The shadow

operators often appear in discussions of conformal blocks (see e.g. [83]), but usually as a

formal tool, since they do not belong to the local operators of the theory. On the contrary,

Eq. (1.6.2) means that bothφ and its shadow are good local operators of the LRI critical point.32

One may wonder if the nonlocal EOM also implies an exact proportionality relation between

31One can also reproduce this theory à la Caffarelli-Silvestre from an auxiliary vector theory in a higher-
dimensional space. The auxiliary theory action has two terms (∂M BN )2 and (∂M BM )2. As is well known, such a
vector theory without gauge invariance (“theory of elasticity") is not conformally invariant [8, 82].

32Other examples of theories with pairs of operators satisfying the “shadow relation” ∆1 +∆2 = d can be found
among SUSY CFTs. Namely, such a relation can emerge if O1 is a chiral primary of dimension d/n where n is an
integer, and O2 = (O1)n−1. We thank Leonardo Rastelli for sending us a list of such theories. One simple example
is the N = 2 3d Ising model where n = 3. What sets LRI apart is that the shadow relation appears as a consequence
of the nonlocal EOM.
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1.6. Discussion

the coefficients with which φ and φ3 appear in any OPE. Unfortunately, this appears not to be

the case. Using the nonlocal EOM once, we can easily relate the three point functions of φ3

to those of φ. However, we then have to relate the normalizations of the φ and φ3 two point

functions. This requires using the nonlocal EOM twice, subtracting the unperturbed φ two

point function as in (1.3.37). The final answer then depends on the relative normalization of

〈φφ〉 and 〈φφ〉S0 , which is unknown in general. See appendix A.1.

Subsequently, a conformal bootstrap analysis of the three dimensional LRI CFT in the inter-

mediate regime was carried out in [49]. Up to six correlators of the relevant primaries φ, φ2

and φ3 were considered, and, imposing conditions about the OPE coefficients such as those

of appendix A.1,33 the constraints on the space of theories were studied. A way of isolating the

theory with a specific value of s is to fix the dimension of the first spin-2 operator, which is

larger than 3 for s < s∗ due to non-locality of the theory. For generic values of s, no islands are

found, contrary to what happens in the SRI CFT [15], but the allowed region has a kink in the

(∆φ,∆φ2 ) plane. Assuming, like it’s customary, that the theory lives at the kink, we can read off

the value of ∆φ and ∆φ2 , and, using the non-renormalization of φ, find which is the value of s

we are studying. The results agree well with the perturbative expansions close to s ∼ d/2 and

s ∼ s∗, which we will discuss in the next chapter.

We conclude this chapter with a brief comment about the limit s → s∗. What happens with the

nonlocal CFT describing the LRI critical point when we approach this limit from below? As we

discussed in the introductions, for s > s∗ the standard picture predicts the LRI critical point to

be in the SRI universality class. It would be simplest if all correlation functions continuously

transitioned to the SRI ones in the limit. However, this seems problematic in the standard

picture in view of the presence of φ3 as a primary in the LRI CFT.

Consider for example the correlation function 〈φφ2φφ2〉. In the LRI, its conformal block

decomposition is expected to contain the contributions of two relevant Z2 odd scalars: φ

and φ3. On the other hand, in the SRI fixed point ϕ3 is a descendant in the CFT describing

the WF fixed point, while the second Z2 odd primary operator (ϕ5) is irrelevant. It could be

that φ3 decouples in the s → s∗ limit, but based on the discussion in appendix A.1 this also

seems unlikely. This would lead to conclude that, according to the standard picture, there is a

discontinuity in the transition from the LRI to the SRI correlation functions. However, in the

next chapter, we will see a more natural picture predicting a continuous transition.

33The author of [49] generalized the discussion of appendix A.1 to spinning fields.
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2 The long-range to short-range
crossover

2.1 Introduction

The primary goal of this chapter will be to elucidate the long-range to short-range crossover

at s = s∗. As explained in the previous chapter, the crossover from the long-range to the

short-range regime happens when the dimension of the long-range fixed point (LRFP) spin

field, [φ]LRFP, decreasing with s, reaches the short-range Ising fixed point (SRFP) dimension

[φ]SRFP [23].1 In other words, the dimension of [φ] varies continuously through the crossover.

This fixes

s∗ = d −2[φ]SRFP = 2−η (2.1.1)

in terms of the SRFP critical exponent η. Although we use the word “crossover”, it’s important

to emphasize that the transition happens sharply, at s = s∗.

However, while the crossover from the mean-field to the intermediate regime is well un-

derstood, some features of the long-range to short-range crossover remain puzzling in the

standard picture. For s slightly above d/2, the quartic interaction is slightly relevant and one

can study the flow perturbatively, as we did in the previous chapter. By contrast, a perturbative

description of the long-range to short-range crossover is presently lacking. Sak [24] (see also

Cardy’s book [21], section 4.3), proposed to analyze the SRFP stability in terms of the non-local

perturbation

OSak =
∫

d d x d d y
σ(x)σ(y)

|x − y |d+s
, (2.1.2)

where σ≡φSRFP is the SRFP spin field. This perturbation crosses from relevant to irrelevant

precisely at s = s∗ [21, 24]. For s < s∗ the SRFP perturbed by OSak should flow to the LRFP. The

RG flow diagram summarizing the standard picture is shown in Fig. 2.1. If s is just slightly

below s∗, Sak’s perturbation is weakly relevant, and in principle it should be possible to study

the flow perturbatively. However, it is unclear how to adapt the rules of conformal perturbation

theory to this non-local case. To the best of our knowledge this has not been done.

1In this chapter, to avoid confusion, we will always specify whether we are talking about operators in the
d/2 < s < s∗ critical LRI regime or in critical SRI by [O]LRFP and [O]SRFP respectively.
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Chapter 2. The long-range to short-range crossover

First of all, � is conceptually important: operators constructed with its help will help
resolve the puzzle of missing states. Second, � is technically important: since O is a local
operator, we will be able to use the well-developed framework of conformal perturbation
theory to compute the long-range critical exponents near the crossover point.

Finally, the existence of � should be experimentally verifiable via lattice measurements.
This is true even in the short-range regime � > �⇤, where it is decoupled. The point is that
it is decoupled from the SRFP fields, but not from the lattice operators. It should thus be
possible to detect � by measuring the spin-spin correlation function hsisji on the lattice.
At the critical point and at large distances, this function has a powerlaw expansion of the
form

hsisji ⇠
X

ck/r
2�k , r = |i � j| , (2.2)

where �k are the dimensions of Z2-odd scalar operators. We predict that at the LRFP the
dimension of � should appear among �k.

The RG flow diagram corresponding to our modified proposal is shown in Fig. 1(b). For
comparison, the standard picture is in Fig. 1(a).
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Figure 1: RG flows corresponding to (a) the standard picture and (b) our modified proposal.
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Figure 2.1 – RG flow diagram of the standard picture.

This lack of computability may be dismissed as a technical problem, but there are related

conceptual puzzles. If the crossover is continuous, the spectrum of all operators, not just

φ, should vary continuously. In particular, the number of operators should be the same on

both sides of the crossover. However, for some LRFP operators no counterpart SRFP operators

appear to exist.

One such operator is φ3. We have shown in chapter 1 that the dimension of this operator at

the LRFP satisfies the “shadow relation":

[φ3]LRFP + [φ]LRFP = d . (2.1.3)

This suggests that at the crossover point there should be a Z2 odd operator of dimension

d − [φ]SRFP. This is puzzling, because the SRFP Ising contains, both in d = 2 and d = 3, a single

relevant Z2 odd scalar.

Another puzzle involves the stress tensor operator. The SRFP has a local conserved stress tensor

Tµν. Moving to the long-range regime, this operator is expected to acquire an anomalous

dimension so that it’s no longer conserved. The divergence Vν = ∂µTµν is thus a nontrivial

operator at the LRFP. At the crossover point the dimension of this vector operator is exactly

d +1. Is there such an operator in SRFP? For d = 2 the SRFP is a solvable minimal model

conformal field theory (CFT), and it’s easy to see by inspection that there is no such operator.

For d close to 4 one can use the weakly coupled Wilson-Fisher description, and again there

is no such operator. While in d = 3 its existence cannot be rigorously excluded by bootstrap

studies, sinceZ2-even operators of odd spin have not yet been probed in this approach, Monte

Carlo simulations have put a lower bound on the dimension on the lightest spin 1, Z2 even,

operator which seems to exclude its presence [78].

The puzzle of the missing Vµ can be stated more formally in terms of “recombination rules”

of unitary representations of the so(d +1,1) conformal algebra.2 Now, the standard stress

tensor of the SRFP is the lowest weight state (conformal primary) of the shortened spin-two

representation Cd
`=2, while the non-conserved spin-two operator of the LRFP is the conformal

primary of the long spin-two representation A∆
`=2, with ∆> d for unitarity. When the unitarity

2It is common lore that SRFP is conformally invariant, in any d . See the discussion in section 1.5.2.1.
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2.1. Introduction

bound is saturated, the long spin-two representation decomposes into the semi-direct sum

Ad
`=2 ' Cd

`=2 ⊕Ad+1
`=1 . In other terms, the shortened spin-two representation can become long

only by recombining with (“eating") an additional spin-one representation, Ad+1
`=1 , whose

conformal primary Vµ is however missing in the SRFP.

In this chapter we will propose a modified theory of the long-range to short-range crossover,

which will both resolve the puzzle of missing states and lead to concrete predictions of how

the long-range exponents vary near the crossover point.

2.1.1 Our picture

The need to resolve the above-mentioned difficulties leads us to the following modified picture

of the LRFP to SRFP crossover (referred to as “our picture" below). Like in the standard picture,

the crossover in our picture does happen continuously and at s = s∗. However, and this is

where we differ, we posit that LRFP crosses over not to SRFP, but to a larger theory, which

consists from SRFP and a decoupled sector: the mean-field theory of a gaussian field χ. This

larger theory will be referred to as “SRFP+χ". The two point (2pt) function of χ will be taken

unit-normalized: 1/|x|2∆χ .

Assuming our picture, we can construct the flow from the “SRFP+χ” theory to the LRFP by

turning on the perturbation

g0

∫
d d xO(x), O =σ ·χ . (2.1.4)

The sign of g0 is arbitrary since it can be flipped by the Zχ2 symmetry χ→ −χ. In fact the

decoupled SRFP+χ theory has an enlarged Zσ2 ×Zχ2 symmetry which is broken to the diagonal

when the perturbation O is turned on. This is as it should be, since the LRFP has only a single

Z2 symmetry φ→−φ. The enlarged symmetry of SRFP+χ leads to selection rules, which will

appear many times in the RG calculations below.

Connection to the standard picture is established by integrating out χ, which should generate

precisely Sak’s non-local perturbation (2.1.2).3 This fixes the dimension [χ] = (d + s)/2, so that

[O] = [χ]+ [σ] = d −δ, δ= (s∗− s)/2. (2.1.5)

This crosses from relevant to irrelevant at the same location as before. We emphasize however

that χ is not simply a theoretical construct introduced to represent OSak, but is a physical field.

It should be possible to verify the existence of χ via lattice measurements. This is true even in

the short-range regime s > s∗, where it is decoupled. The point is that it is decoupled from the

SRFP scaling fields, but not from the lattice operators. It should thus be possible to detect χ by

measuring the spin-spin correlation function 〈Si S j 〉 on the lattice. At the critical point and at

3Notice that for real g0, the generated OSak has ferromagnetic, negative, sign, as it should.
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First of all, � is conceptually important: operators constructed with its help will help
resolve the puzzle of missing states. Second, � is technically important: since O is a local
operator, we will be able to use the well-developed framework of conformal perturbation
theory to compute the long-range critical exponents near the crossover point.

Finally, the existence of � should be experimentally verifiable via lattice measurements.
This is true even in the short-range regime � > �⇤, where it is decoupled. The point is that
it is decoupled from the SRFP fields, but not from the lattice operators. It should thus be
possible to detect � by measuring the spin-spin correlation function hsisji on the lattice.
At the critical point and at large distances, this function has a powerlaw expansion of the
form

hsisji ⇠
X

ck/r
2�k , r = |i � j| , (2.2)

where �k are the dimensions of Z2-odd scalar operators. We predict that at the LRFP the
dimension of � should appear among �k.

The RG flow diagram corresponding to our modified proposal is shown in Fig. 1(b). For
comparison, the standard picture is in Fig. 1(a).
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Figure 1: RG flows corresponding to (a) the standard picture and (b) our modified proposal.
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large distances, this function has a power law expansion of the form

〈Si S j 〉 ∼
∑

ck /r 2∆k , r = |i − j | , (2.1.6)

where ∆k are the dimensions of Z2-odd scalar operators. We predict that at the LRFP the

dimension of χ should appear among ∆k .

The existence of χ allows to resolve the difficulties concerning the crossover description. First

of all, since χ and φ satisfy the shadow relation [χ]+ [φ] = d , χ can be identified with φ3 at the

crossover point. This identification and its consequences will be discussed in detail below. We

will also see that using χ one can construct a vector operator playing the role of Vµ. Finally,

since O is a local operator, we will be able to use the well-developed framework of conformal

perturbation theory to compute the long-range critical exponents near the crossover point.

The RG flow diagram of our picture is shown in Fig. 2.2. We predict that in the intermediate

regime d/2 < s < s∗ the LRFP is the common IR endpoint of two distinct RG flows:

1. Flow (1.1.2) from the mean field theory, which is weakly coupled near the lower end of

the intermediate regime (ε→ 0). We will call this “φ4-flow".

2. Our newly proposed flow emanating from the SRFP+χ theory, which is weakly coupled

near the crossover (δ→ 0). We will call this “σχ-flow".

In quantum-field theoretic parlance, this situation – when the same IR theory can be reached

from two different UV descriptions – is referred to as “infrared duality". A famous example is

the Seiberg duality which establishes the IR equivalence of UV-distinct N = 1 supersymmetric

gauge theories [25]. Another example is the particle/vortex duality between the X Y model

and the U (1) Abelian Higgs model in 3d, both flowing to the same O(2) Wilson-Fisher critical

point [84, 85]. The novelty of our example is that the IR fixed point does not have a local stress

tensor.
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2.1.2 Outline

We will start by investigating the structure of the LRFP close to the crossover (δ¿ 1). In this

region our σχ-flow provides a weakly coupled description of the LRFP, allowing a number of

explicit computations. In section 2.2 we compute the beta-function, at the leading nontrivial

order, and establish the fixed point existence. In section 2.3 we compute the leading anomalous

dimensions for the most interesting operators. In particular, we demonstrate that the stress

tensor acquires anomalous dimension, and exhibit the eaten operator Vµ, thus resolving the

paradox of missing states. These two sections include also a self-consistent presentation of

necessary conformal perturbation theory techniques.

We start section 2.4 with some all-order results for the σχ-flow, established by analogy with

the φ4-flow. We then show that the results about the LRFP obtained from the φ4-flow and the

σχ-flow match together beautifully, providing compelling evidence for the infrared duality. At

this high point, we conclude.

Appendix A.2 is an (admittedly incomplete) review of our favorite works on the long-range

Ising model, both in the physics and the mathematics literature. Appendix D.1 evaluates some

integrals arising in the conformal perturbation theory calculations.

2.2 Beta-function

According to our proposal, the LRFP can be described as the IR fixed point of the σχ-flow. This

description is weakly coupled for δ¿ 1, when the σχ perturbation is weakly relevant. This

allows to compute the LRFP critical exponents in terms of the SRFP conformal data, known

exactly in d = 2 [12], and with an impressive precision in d = 3 thanks to the recent progress in

the numerical conformal bootstrap.

The standard framework to describe CFTs with turned on weakly relevant local perturbations

is conformal perturbation theory (see e.g. [20, 86] for d = 2 and [21, 87] for general d). As usual

in quantum field theory, we consider the perturbative expansion of observables in the bare

coupling constant in a regulated theory, and then add counterterms to cancel the dependence

on the short-distance regulator. The order n perturbative correction to an observable Ξ is

given by
g n

0

n!

∫
d d x1 . . .d d xn〈O(x1) . . .O(xn)Ξ〉 . (2.2.1)

In general, this integral is divergent when points xi collide. A convenient way to regulate is

by point splitting, restricting integration to the region where all |xi −x j | > a (short-distance

cutoff). If Ξ is a local operator, there will also be divergences where xi approach Ξ, but those

are associated not with the running of the coupling but with the renormalization of Ξ. They

will be discussed and interpreted separately below.

The first quantity we need is the beta-function. Let g = aδg0 be the dimensionless coupling at
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Chapter 2. The long-range to short-range crossover

the cutoff scale. The beta-function has the form

β(g ) ≡ d g

d log(1/a)
=−δg + . . . , (2.2.2)

where −δg is the classical term and . . . are the quantum corrections.

The order g 2 correction to the beta-function is proportional to the 3pt function coefficient

COOO. This is well known and sufficient for most applications [20, 21, 86]. However, in our

case COOO vanishes, because O is odd under the Zχ2 symmetry χ→ −χ. Analogously all

even-order contributions to β(g ) will vanish as well.

The lowest nonvanishing contribution will appear at order g 3, at that’s the only one we will

use in this work. So we will have:

β(g ) =−δg +β3g 3 , (2.2.3)

neglecting the higher order terms. We will now review how one computes the coefficient β3.

We aim to discuss the fixed point properties at the leading nontrivial order in δ. For this we

may neglect the dependence of β3 on δ, so we will compute it in the limit δ= 0.4 We will also

specialize to the case COOO = 0 of interest to us, as this simplifies some details. See [88, 89] for

prior work involving third-order corrections. Our discussion owes a lot to [90], which covers

also the general case COOO 6= 0.

For δ= 0 the coupling g is marginal and its running is related to the logarithmic short-distance

divergence of (2.2.1). At order g 3, we are interested in the divergence where three points come

close together. In this region we can use the ‘triple operator product expansion (OPE)’:

O(0)O(x2)O(x3) ∼ f (x2, x3)O(0) . (2.2.4)

It’s easy to see that f (x2, x3) is nothing but the 4pt correlation function:5

f (x2, x3) = 〈O(0)O(x2)O(x3)O(∞)〉 . (2.2.5)

This is similar to the well-known relation between the usual OPE of two operators and the 3pt

function. To check (2.2.5), use (2.2.4) in the r.h.s. and the fact that 〈O(0)O(∞)〉 = 1.

Using (2.2.4), we see that the divergence of the integral with three O insertions is equal to the

integral with one O insertion times a divergent coefficient, computed by integrating the 4pt

function: ∫
V

d d x1 d d x2 d d x3 〈O(x1)O(x2)O(x3)O(∞)〉 = AV log(1/a)+ . . . (2.2.6)

Integration is over the region |xi −x j | > a with all three points belonging to a finite region of

4To compute higher order corrections, we would have to keep δ nonzero and set up a minimal subtraction
scheme. This will not be carried out in this work, although see the all-order discussion in section 2.4.1.

5As usual O(∞) = limx→∞ |x|2∆OO(x).
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2.2. Beta-function

volume V , which serves as an IR cutoff. The IR cutoff is needed since we are interested only in

the short-distance part of the divergence.

The divergence at O(g 3) can thus be canceled, and the cutoff dependence removed, by a

variation of the O(g ) term, adjusting the bare coupling by −A log(1/a)× (g 3/3!). Therefore, the

beta-function is given, to this order, by β(g ) =β3g 3 with

β3 =−A/3! . (2.2.7)

To isolate the coefficient A, we use translational invariance to fix one of the points, say x3, to

0. The volume factor V cancels, and we are left with an integral of the function f (x1, x2). We

then separate the integration over the overall ‘size’ of the pair of points (x1, x2) and over their

relative position. Rescaling the pair by, say, |x1|, and using the fact that f has dimension 2d we

have∫
d d x1 d d x2 f (x1, x2) =

∫
d d x1 d d x2

1

|x1|2d
f

(
x1

|x1|
,

x2

|x1|
)
= Sd

∫
d |x1|
|x1|

∫
d d y f (ê, y) , (2.2.8)

where ê is an arbitrary unit length vector and Sd = 2πd/2/Γ(d/2) is the volume of the unit

sphere in d dimensions. The log divergence ∼ log(L/a) now arises from integrating over

a < |x1| < L, which is basically the pair size. So we conclude

A = Sd

∫
d d y f (ê, y) (naive). (2.2.9)

As written this expression is naive, since the y integral must be defined with care. In principle,

the y integral in (2.2.8) was meant to be computed with a UV cutoff a/|x1|. If the y integral

were convergent, we could simply extend the integration to the whole space, as this does not

affect the logarithmic divergence that we are after. However, the integral is not in general

convergent, and this complicates matters.

The complication can be traced to the fact that, in the above discussion, we neglected that

the integral (2.2.6) contains power divergences on top of the log divergence. These power

divergences have nothing to do with the running of g . Instead, they renormalize coefficient of

the relevant operators appearing in the OPE O×O. In our case there are two such operators,

the unit operator and the SRFP energy density operator ε.6 The unit operator coefficient is

unimportant, while that of ε has to be anyway tuned to zero to reach the fixed point, as this

corresponds to tuning the temperature to the critical temperature. The bottom line is that the

power divergences need to be subtracted away.

There are two methods to do this, which give equivalent, although not manifestly identical,

final results. Method 1 subtracts the divergent terms, given by the relevant operators, from

the integrand f . Method 2 computes the integral (2.2.9) with a cutoff and drop the terms that

diverge when the cutoff is sent to zero. In both case we are just dropping power divergences of

6Another low-dimension scalar operator in the O×O OPE is χ2, but this one is irrelevant since s > 0.
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Chapter 2. The long-range to short-range crossover

the integral (2.2.8), and we are not changing the coefficient of the logarithm divergence. Once

one of these methods has been employed, the integral is convergent.

Method 1. We subtract from the integrand f in (2.2.8) the singularities associated with the

two relevant operators in the limits x1 → 0, x2 → 0, x1 → x2. The subtraction terms have to be

chosen so that they fully subtract the power divergence but do not modify the logarithmic

divergence. The following simple choice satisfies these constraints:

f → f̃ = f − r1 − rε , (2.2.10)

r1 = 1

|x1|2d
+ 1

|x2|2d
+ 1

|x1 −x2|2d
,

rε = (Cσσε)2
(

1

|x1|2d−∆ε |x2|∆ε
+ 1

|x2|2d−∆ε |x1|∆ε
+ 1

|x1 −x2|∆ε |x1|2d−∆ε

)
.

Here Cσσε is the SRFP OPE coefficient: σ×σ=1+Cσσεε+ . . . . The crucial point is that these

subtraction terms themselves only have power divergences. This is obvious for r1. For rε,

notice that the d d x1d d x2 integral of each term factorizes into a product of two integrals each

of which has only power divergences. So the logarithmic divergence is not modified by the

subtraction procedure.

The regulated expression for A is then obtained by f → f̃ in (2.2.9):

A = Sd

∫
d d y f̃ (ê, y) . (2.2.11)

This integral is now convergent, although not absolutely convergent. The lack of absolute

convergence is due to the presence of relevant or marginal operators with nonzero spin in the

O×O OPE. These are ∂µε and the stress tensor Tµν. Since these operators have nonzero spin,

their contributions vanish when integrated over the angular directions. So the integral has to

be understood in the sense of principal value, introducing and then removing spherical cutoffs

around 0, ê and ∞. These cutoffs are remnants of the original cutoffs on |x2| and |x1 − x2|,
since y is the rescaled x2.

Method 2. In this method we start by splitting the integration region of (2.2.6) into three parts.

We consider one region in which x12 is the shortest distance:

R12 = {x1, x2, x3 : |x12| < |x13|, |x12| < |x23|} , (2.2.12)

and the two other regions R23 and R13, given by permutations of the three points. It is clear

that these three regions contribute equally to the integral (2.2.6), so we can focus on R12. As

before, we set one of the points to zero and we rescale x1 and x2 by |x1|. The logarithmic

divergence arises when integrating over |x1|. We obtain

A = 3Sd

∫
R

d d y f (ê, y) , (2.2.13)
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2.2. Beta-function

where

R= {y : |y | < 1, |y | < |y − ê|} (2.2.14)

is the rescaled R12. Integral (2.2.13) is not convergent when integrating y around 0 due to

the presence of relevant operators being exchanged. These divergences, associated with the

renormalization of the operator, need to be subtracted away. This can be again done by

computing the integral with a UV cutoff and by dropping terms that diverge when the cutoff

goes to zero.

Although Eqs. (2.2.11) and (2.2.13) are not manifestly identical, the logic of their derivation

shows that they should give identical answers (and they do, in all cases we checked). In

practical computations, both ways of proceeding have advantages and disadvantages. Method

2 fully takes advantage of the symmetry among 0,1,∞, while the integrands in Method 1

do not respect this symmetry (it is broken by the subtraction terms). Still, if one were

to aim for analytic expressions, Method 1 seems preferable. The shape of the integration

region in Method 2 makes it hard to compute the integral analytically. However, Method

2 will prove useful and yield more precise results when the integral needs to be evaluated

numerically. Besides, in d = 3, where the correlation function is not known exactly but will

be constructed approximately from the bootstrap data, Method 2 allows to consider the

conformal block expansion in the s-channel only, without any need to deal with the t- and

u-channel decomposition.

We adopted Method 2 as the principal method for the beta-function computation both in

d = 2 and d = 3, since as we will see the integrals have to be computed numerically. While

Method 1 is less precise for the numerical evaluation, we still checked that it gives the same

results within its reduced precision.

2.2.1 Beta-function: d = 2

The 2d SRFP is the minimal model CFT M(3,4) [12] and everything about it is known exactly.

In particular, we have ∆σ = 1/8, ∆ε = 1, Cσσε = 1/2. The 4pt function of σ is given by

〈σ(0)σ(1)σ(z)σ(∞)〉 = |1+p
1− z|+ |1−p

1− z|
2|z|1/4|1− z|1/4

. (2.2.15)

Comparing the notation to (2.2.11), here we have fixed ê at 1 on the real axis, while y = z runs

over the full complex plane. In spite of the appearance the 4pt function is smooth across

z ∈ (1,+∞).

The 4pt function of χ is gaussian, given by the sum of three Wick contractions. In the same

kinematics,

〈χ(0)χ(1)χ(z)χ(∞)〉 = 1+ 1

|z|2∆χ +
1

|1− z|2∆χ , ∆χ = 2−∆σ = 15/8. (2.2.16)
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Chapter 2. The long-range to short-range crossover

Re z

Im z

A

Ā

Figure 2.3 – The integration region R.

The 4pt function of O is given by the product of (2.2.15) and (2.2.16):

F (z, z̄) =
[

1+ 1

|z| 15
4

+ 1

|z −1| 15
4

]
|1+p

1− z|+ |1−p
1− z|

2|z| 1
4 |z −1| 1

4

. (2.2.17)

We were not able to evaluate the integral of F (z) analytically, so we will report the results of the

numerical evaluation. We employ Method 2, so that we have to integrate over the region R.

As discussed after Eq. (2.2.9), the integral is not convergent around 0. If we expand F (z, z̄)

around z = 0, we encounter several terms responsible for the non-convergence. The terms

|z|−4 and |z|−2 correspond to contributions of the identity operator and energy density ε

respectively. Other terms, such as z/|z|3 and z2/|z|4 (+h.c.), are the contributions of ∂µε and

Tµν in the O×O OPE; however, they will vanish upon angular integration.

To deal with the divergences, we remove from the region R a small disk |z| < a around the

origin, and divide the rest into two regions: the annulus A(a < |z| < r0) centered around

zero and its complement Ā, see Fig. 2.3. Here r0 is arbitrary subject to a < r0 < 1/2. In A we

expand F (z) functions as a series in z and z̄ up to some high order. We can then drop the

terms that vanish upon angular integration, and we integrate exactly the remaining terms. The

power-divergent, as a → 0, part of the answer is dropped. In the complement of the annulus

we integrate F (z) numerically. The so regulated integral over R is then:

Id=2 =
∫
R

d 2z F (z, z̄) =−0.403746. . . (2.2.18)

All the shown digits are exact, and we checked that the result is stable against changes of r0.

This implies

β3 =−3(2π)Id=2/3! = 1.268404 (d = 2). (2.2.19)
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2.2. Beta-function

2.2.2 Beta-function: d = 3

The d = 3 SRFP is not yet exactly solved; however, high precision results are available thanks to

the progress of the numerical conformal bootstrap [14–16, 41, 44]. Recently, the approximate

critical 3d Ising 4pt function extracted from the bootstrap data was used in [90] to study the

random bond Ising critical point. It was also used in [91] to qualify the non-gaussianity of the

3d Ising model.

Here we proceed analogously and will use the OPE coefficients CσσO and dimensions ∆O of

the lowest lying operators (such that ∆O is smaller than some cutoff in the spectrum ∆∗) to

construct an approximate 4pt function for the σ field:

〈σ(0)σ(ê)σ(y)σ(∞)〉 ' 1

|x|2∆σ
∑

O:∆O<∆∗
C 2
σσO g∆O ,`O (z, z̄) , (2.2.20)

where g∆,` are the conformal blocks. Let us fix ê = (1,0, . . . ,0). Then z is the complex coordinate

related to y by

z = y1 + i |y⊥|, y⊥ = (y2, . . . , yd ) . (2.2.21)

The 4pt function only depends on |y⊥| because of rotation invariance around the x1 axis. The

usual conformal cross ratios u, v are u = |z|2, v = |1− z|2. Instead of z, it will be convenient to

work with the radial coordinate ρ [92]

ρ(z) = z(
1+p

1− z
)2 . (2.2.22)

In three dimensions, the conformal blocks are not known exactly; however, they can be

computed efficiently as a series in r and η= cosθ, where ρ = r e iθ, using a recursion relation

[93, 94]. The conformal block expansion converges for r < 1 [95], while in the integration

region R the maximum value of r is 2−p
3 ' 0.27 < 1, so our series expansion will converge

exponentially fast.

When approximating the 4pt function, we have to take into account three different sources of

error:

1. We do not know the OPE coefficients and the operator dimensions exactly, as they are

obtained through the numerical conformal bootstrap. The uncertainty due to this will

turn out to be subleading;

2. We compute the conformal blocks as a series expansion in r . Here we did it up to order

O(r 12), which provided sufficient accuracy, but it would be straightforward to compute

them to a higher order;

3. We know the dimensions and the OPE coefficients of primary operators only up to a

dimension∆∗. The error introduced is of order r∆∗ [95]. We use data from the numerical

conformal bootstrap on operators up to dimension ∆∗ = 8.
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Chapter 2. The long-range to short-range crossover

We will focus on the last source of error, since it will be the dominant one. The error one

introduces when truncating the conformal block expansions of a 4pt function of identical

scalars σ to some dimension ∆∗ was estimated in [95](see also [96]) to be∣∣∣∣∣ ∑
O:∆O>∆∗

C 2
σσO g∆O ,`O (z, z̄)

∣∣∣∣∣. 24∆σ

Γ(4∆σ+1)
∆

4∆σ∗ |ρ(z)|∆∗ . (2.2.23)

This error estimate is essentially optimal for real 0 < z < 1, when the 4pt function is in a

reflection positive configuration, and all conformal blocks are positive. This corresponds to

the configuration with η= 1 in the ρ plane. For configurations with η< 1, conformal blocks

decrease in absolute value by unitarity, and hence the same estimate (2.2.23) applies, although

it’s no longer optimal. When we integrate the 4pt function over the η coordinate, we will

not be in a reflection positive configuration, but we will nonetheless bound the truncated

operators contribution by its largest possible value, obtained for η= 1. Clearly, the obtained

error estimate will be overly conservative, since it does not take into account cancelations due

to the varying sign of contributions of operators with spin.

Once we have constructed the approximated 4pt function, we integrate it in the region R.7

We follow the procedure outlined in appendix C of [90]: this consists in expanding the 4pt

function as a power series in r and η, then integrating over r and dropping the diverging

contributions of the identity and the energy operator. Finally we series-expand again with

respect to η and we integrate the result exactly.

The data concerning the operator dimensions up to ∆∗ = 8 and their OPE coefficients can

be found in Table 2 of [16] (our CσσO = fσσO given in that table). The OPE coefficients

given there are in the normalization for which the small r limit of the conformal block is

g∆,` ' `!
(ν)`

(−1)`Cν
`

(η)(4r )∆+ . . ., where Cν
`

is a Gegenbauer polynomial, ν = d
2 −1 = 1/2 and

(ν)` is the Pochhammer symbol. Using these values, we obtain Id=3 = −1.950±0.005. The

error is dominated by the truncation error, which we estimate by integrating (2.2.23).8 The g 3

term of the beta-function is then

β3 = 12.26±0.03 (d = 3). (2.2.24)

2.2.3 Fixed point existence

If 0 < δ¿ 1, the flow that we are studying will reach a fixed point at

g 2 = g 2
∗ = δ/β3 . (2.2.25)

This fixed point is naturally identified with LRFP. Notice that for our picture to be correct, we

must have β3 > 0 (otherwise the fixed point at real g does not exist). The sign of β3 was not

7In r and η coordinates, the region R is given by 0 < r < r∗(|η|) and −1 < η< 1, with r∗(η) = 2+η−
√
η2 +4η+3.

8For comparison, if we only use operators up to ∆∗ = 6, we obtain the same central value but with a much larger
error estimate: Id=3 =−1.95±0.08. This confirms that the error estimate is overly conservative.
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2.3. Anomalous dimensions

manifest in the above calculations, since the regulated integrals are not sign-definite.9 Still,

we have seen that β3 is positive in both d = 2 and d = 3. This provides a nontrivial check on

our picture.

That β3 > 0 means that the operator σχ is marginally irrelevant at the crossover. The flow at

the crossover will be affected by logarithmic corrections to scaling due to σχ. One must be

aware of this fact when interpreting Monte Carlo simulation data in the crossover region. See

the discussion in appendix A.2.1.

2.3 Anomalous dimensions

When deforming a CFT with a local perturbation, operators renormalize and acquire anoma-

lous dimensions. Let us recall how these are computed in conformal perturbation theory. As

usual, we require observables to be cutoff independent. To find the anomalous dimension of a

local operatorΦ(x), assumed unit-normalized, we look at an observable with one insertion of

Φ, 〈Φ(0)Ξ〉. Perturbative corrections will be given by

g n

n!

∫
d d x1 . . .d d xn〈Φ(0)O(x1) . . .O(xn)Ξ〉 . (2.3.1)

We regulate the integral by point splitting, with a short distance cutoff a, like in section 2.2.

There we dealt with the divergences and cutoff dependence which appear when operators O
approach each other. Those were taken care of by renormalization of the coupling, leading to

the nontrivial beta-function. Now we are interested in the additional divergences, in particular

the logarithmic ones, which appear when operators O collide withΦ.

We define a renormalized operatorΦR, whose correlation functions remain finite in the a → 0

limit. This is related to the bare operator by

Φ= ZΦ(g , a)ΦR . (2.3.2)

The anomalous dimension ofΦwill then be given by10

γΦ =− 1

ZΦ

∂ZΦ
∂ log(1/a)

. (2.3.3)

The above discussion was general, but now let us specialize to the flow which interests us,

namely SRFP+χ perturbed by (2.1.4). We are ultimately interested in δ > 0 small, but at

the leading order we can compute the anomalous dimension for δ = 0, when it’s related

to the log divergence as above. Moreover, order g corrections will vanish thanks to the Zχ2

9As a curiosity we notice that if it were not for the subtraction terms which had to be introduced in the process
of disentangling short-distance divergences, then A would be positive, and β3 negative.

10Compared to equation (1.2.15), there is an extra minus sign here. The reason behind this is that we are
regulating the theory in a different way, i.e. point splitting, compared to what we did in the previous chapter.
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Chapter 2. The long-range to short-range crossover

symmetry of the unperturbed theory, since ΦOΦ will be odd no matter if Φ is even or odd,

and hence CΦOΦ = 0. We will therefore be interested in the anomalous dimension to order g 2.

The computation of this anomalous dimension parallels the beta-function computation. To

extract the short-distance divergence giving rise to the cutoff dependence ofΦ, we consider

the ‘triple OPE’

Φ(0)O(x1)O(x2) ∼ h(x1, x2)Φ(0) , (2.3.4)

where h is the 4pt function

h(x1, x2) = 〈Φ(0)O(x1)O(x2)Φ(∞)〉 . (2.3.5)

If the short-distance logarithmic divergence is∫
V

d d x1d d x2〈Φ(0)O(x1)O(x2)Φ(∞)〉 = B log
1

a
+ . . . (2.3.6)

the renormalized operator will be made cutoff-independent by the choice

ZΦ = 1+ g 2

2
B log

1

a
+O(g 3) . (2.3.7)

It follows that at the fixed point, where g = g∗, the operator Φ will acquire an anomalous

dimension of

γΦ =−g 2∗
2

B +O(g 3
∗) . (2.3.8)

As before, we rescale the two integration points x1 and x2 by |x1|. The logarithmic divergence

of the integral (2.3.6) is then

B = Sd

∫
d d y〈Φ(0)O(y)O(ê)Φ(∞)〉 (naive). (2.3.9)

Just like for the beta-function, this “naive" answer needs to be regulated because of short-

distance power divergences which we neglected.

Excluding the case Φ=O, the OPE Φ×O does not contain the unit operator and the stress

tensor. Nor does it containΦ since CΦΦO = 0. Assuming all other operators in the OPE have

dimension larger thanΦ, the above integral is convergent near 0 and ∞. Let us proceed under

the above assumptions, otherwise minor obvious modifications will be required.

The integral does present power divergences for y close to ê. These divergences are due to the

unit operator and ε in the O×O OPE. As already mentioned in the beta-function discussion,

they do not have anything to do with the critical point physics. We have to subtract and drop

these divergences, but we have to do this in a way which does not modify the log divergence

influencing the anomalous dimension of the operatorΦ. We have again two different ways to

proceed, with minor modifications compared to the beta-function computation.

Method 1. We subtract the contributions of the relevant operators at the level of Eq. (2.3.6),
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2.3. Anomalous dimensions

so that the logarithmic divergences are unchanged. Just as (2.3.9), (2.3.6) diverges only when

x1 → x2, while it is finite for xi close to 0 and to ∞. Given that the relevant operators appearing

in the O×O OPE are the identity and the ε operator, we can use the subtraction

〈Φ(0)O(x1)O(x2)Φ(∞)〉→ 〈Φ(0)O(x1)O(x2)Φ(∞)〉− 1

|x1 −x2|2d
− CΦΦεCOOε
|x1 −x2|2d−∆ε |x1|∆ε

.

(2.3.10)

Then we rescale the points by |x1|, we obtain the following regulated expression for the

logarithmic divergence coefficient:

B = Sd

∫
d d y

[
〈Φ(0)O(y)O(ê)Φ(∞)〉− 1

|y − ê|2d
− CΦΦεCOOε
|y − ê|2d−∆ε

]
. (2.3.11)

Method 2. We split again the integration region of (2.3.6) into three smaller subregion. This

will make the numerical evaluation of the integral simpler. Clearly, the contribution of the

integration region with x1 close to zero, |x1| < |x2| and |x1| < |x1−x2|, is the same as that of the

region with x2 close to zero. However, the contribution of the region where x1 and x2 are close

together will be different. By the same logic as for (2.2.13), we obtain a regulated expression

for (2.3.9):

B = Sd

∫
R

d d y
{
2〈Φ(0)O(y)O(ê)Φ(∞)〉+〈O(0)O(y)Φ(ê)Φ(∞)〉} . (2.3.12)

The integration region R is the same as in the previous section. The first term is finite since y

is separated from ê. The second term has powerlike divergences, but no log divergences, for y

close to 0; we make it finite by dropping the divergent terms.

2.3.1 Results: d = 2

We will now apply the developed formalism to determine the anomalous dimension of a few

selected operators, first in d = 2 and then in d = 3.

2.3.1.1 χ, σ and O

The arguments and the results of this section work for any dimension, so we keep d general.

We will see in section 2.4.1 that the anomalous dimensions of the three operators we consider

here can be discussed to all orders. As a check, we will reproduce here the lowest-order

versions of those results using the general formalism.

We consider first the field χ. It clearly plays a very special role the σχ-flow, being described

by a non-local action in the UV. As a consequence, we expect that χ does not get anomalous

dimension to all orders in δ. This is similar to what happens for the φ field in the φ4-flow. Here

we will check, by an explicit computation, that the anomalous dimension of χ vanishes at

order g 2.
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Chapter 2. The long-range to short-range crossover

To see this, observe that the integral (2.3.6), withΦ=χ andO =σχ, only has power divergences,

and no logarithmic divergences. Indeed its integrand is

1

|x1 −x2|2∆σ
(

1

|x1|2∆χ
+ 1

|x1|2∆χ
+ 1

|x1 −x2|2∆χ
)

. (2.3.13)

The integral only has power divergences by the same argument as that given for the beta-

function subtraction terms (2.2.10). If we were to apply Method 1 to this integral, we would

end up with an identically vanishing integrand. Notice that in this case the OPEΦ×O contains

an operator σ with dimension ∆σ <∆Φ, So more subtraction terms are needed than the ones

given in Eq. (2.3.11). After these subtractions, the integrand is identically zero.

Next we consider the field σ. It is also special, because it acts as a source for χ, and so the

classical equation of motion (EOM) of χ sets a linear non-local relation between the two. In

quantum theory, this non-local EOM implies that the IR dimensions of σ and χ satisfy the

shadow relation:

∆χ+∆σ = d . (2.3.14)

This should be compared with the shadow relation (2.1.3) for the φ4-flow. The two relations

suggest that in the IR limit of the two flows, φ has to be identified with σ, and φ3 with χ. This

fits nicely our proposed IR duality and will be discussed further in section 2.4.2.

Here we will check the shadow relation at the leading order in g . The anomalous dimension

of the spin field σ can be reduced by a trick to the g 3 term of the beta-function, which we

already computed. Let us consider the original integral (2.3.6) forΦ=σ. It’s easy to see that

this integral (multiplied by the overall volume) is exactly one third of the integral (2.2.6) in

the beta-function calculation. Indeed, the integrand in both cases involves the 4pt function

of σ multiplied by a correlation function of χ, which has one term in the first case and three

terms in the second one. These three terms all contribute equally, and so we obtain B = A/3.

This fact is not manifest the expressions provided by Methods 1 and 2, but we checked it

numerically. Given B = A/3, the anomalous dimension of σ is found to be:

γσ = δ+O(δ2) . (2.3.15)

This checks the shadow relation at the lowest order.11

Finally, we discuss the operator O =σχ which drives the flow. By the general RG arguments,

the anomalous dimension of this operator should be given by:

γO(g ) =β′(g ) . (2.3.16)

11We notice that, as a consequence of the discussed RG equations, the 2pt function 〈σσ〉 at the crossover (δ= 0)
exhibits a 1/logr suppression in presence of the marginally irrelevant σχ perturbation. See appendix B of [2].
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2.3. Anomalous dimensions

Using the leading beta-function expression, at the fixed point this becomes

γO(g∗) = 3δ , (2.3.17)

up to order g 2 corrections. As expected, O becomes irrelevant at the IR fixed point:

[O]LRFP = d +2δ+O(δ2), (2.3.18)

Eq. (2.3.17) can also be obtained in the formalism of the previous section. It follows by noticing

that B = A for the renormalization of O.

2.3.1.2 ε

To compute the anomalous dimension of ε, we need to use the result from the Ising minimal

model (see e.g. [97])

〈ε(0)σ(z)σ(1)ε(∞)〉 = |1+ z|2
4|z||1− z|1/4

. (2.3.19)

To obtain the correlation function 〈εOOε〉 we multiply (2.3.19) by 〈χ(z)χ(1)〉. This time we will

use Method 1, and we will be able to carry out the integration analytically. We need to subtract

the divergent terms due to the relevant operators, as shown in (2.3.11). The ε subtraction term

is absent since, thanks to the Kramers-Wannier duality, Cεεε = 0 in two dimensions. We obtain

the integral ∫
d 2z

1

|1− z|4
( |1+ z|2

4|z| −1

)
, (2.3.20)

to be computed with circular cutoffs around 0, 1 and infinity. Careful evaluation shows that

this integral is zero, see appendix D.1 for the proof. Unfortunately, the only proof we found was

by brute force, and it would be nice to find an underlying reason. We also checked this result

by numerical evaluation. Numerically, this was also previously observed in [90], Eqs. (6.14)

and (5.28), in an unrelated computation which led to the same integral.

Therefore the anomalous dimension of ε vanishes at order g 2∗, while order g 3∗ will be zero by

the Z2 selection rules. Therefore

γε =O(g 4
∗) =O(δ2) (d = 2) . (2.3.21)

2.3.1.3 Tµν

We now come to the discussion of the stress tensor operator, the source of some paradoxes

discussed in the introduction. The LRFP is a non-local theory, and we do not expect it to

contain a conserved local stress tensor operator. Let us examine this issue from the RG point

of view. The UV theory SRFP+χ consists of two decoupled sectors. The SRFP is a local theory,

with a conserved local stress tensor which we call Tµν. The χ sector is non-local, without a
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Chapter 2. The long-range to short-range crossover

local stress tensor.12 When we perturb the UV theory with the operator σχ, the two sectors

are no longer decoupled and locality of the SRFP is lost. This implies that, at the IR fixed

point, the operator Tµν will acquire an anomalous dimension. We will still call it Tµν and will

sometimes refer to it as the ‘stress tensor’, but it has to be kept in mind that this operator will

not be conserved at the IR fixed point.

We will compute the Tµν anomalous dimension in two ways, first directly and then using the

multiplet recombination which will clarify the puzzle of missing states.

For the direct computation, it is sufficient to consider only one tensor component, say T ≡ Tzz ,

as all the components will acquire the same anomalous dimension. The stress tensor in the

UV is conventionally normalized as

〈T (z, z̄)T (0)〉 = c

2

1

z4 . (2.3.22)

In the case of the two dimensional Ising model, the central charge is c = 1
2 . The 4pt function

〈T (0)σ(z)σ(1)T (∞)〉 is then recovered in the standard way using the Ward identity twice on

the 2pt function of σ. For the 4pt function involving two O insertions we obtain:

〈T (0)σχ(z)σχ(1)T (∞)〉 = 1

|1− z|4
(

1

4
+ (1− z)2(z2 +30z +1)

256z2

)
. (2.3.23)

Although the stress tensor is not a scalar operator, the discussion of section 2.3 on how to

compute the anomalous dimensions still applies. We aim for an analytic result and use Method

1. Since CT T ε = 0 in d = 2, we only need to subtract the contribution of the identity in (2.3.11).

Note that since the stress tensor is not unit-normalized, subtracting the contribution of the

identity means subtracting (4|z −1|4)−1. The resulting integral can be evaluated exactly:∫
d 2z

1

(1− z̄)2

(z2 +30z +1)

256z2 =− 15

128
π . (2.3.24)

There is a subtlety in this computation related to the contribution of the region near z = 1.

This is explained in appendix D.1.

Eq. (2.3.8) as written is valid for the unit-normalized operators. To make up for the fact that T

is not, we need to multiply its r.h.s. by an extra factor 2/c. Finally, we obtain:

γT = 15

32
π2g 2

∗+O(g 4
∗) ≈ 3.65δ+O(δ2) (d = 2), (2.3.25)

where we used (2.2.25) and (2.2.19).

We will now recompute the same anomalous dimension using the recombination of multi-

12This is easy to check explicitly. The χ sector being gaussian, all local operators are normal-ordered products of
χ and its derivatives, and by inspection there is no spin 2, dimension d operator which could play the role of a
local stress tensor.
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plets.13 As we will see, this method requires only the integration of a 3pt function fixed by a

Ward identity, and gives γT as a function of ∆σ and of the central charge c for arbitrary d . So

we switch to general d until the end of this section.

The stress tensor at the SRFP satisfies conservation equation ∂µTµν = 0, meaning that some

of his descendants are zero. As we say, it belongs to a short multiplet. The same operator

taken to the IR, to the LRFP, which is a non-local theory, is not expected to be conserved:

∂µTµν ∝ Vν 6= 0. In other words, the stress tensor multiplet becomes long by eating the

Vν multiplet. The vector Vν must exist in the UV theory as well; this was puzzling in the

standard picture. The puzzle is neatly resolved in our picture, since this multiplet can be easily

constructed with the help of the χ field. Namely, we have:

Vν =σ(∂νχ)− ∆χ
∆σ

(∂νσ)χ . (2.3.26)

This is clearly a vector field and of dimension d + 1 at the crossover point. The relative

coefficient between the two terms is fixed by requiring that Vν be a (non-unit normalized)

vector primary at the crossover. For this it is sufficient to check that the 2pt function of Vν and

of the descendant ∂ν(σχ) vanishes.

Since Vµ given above is the only candidate to be eaten, at the IR fixed point we expect

∂µTµν = b(g )Vν , (2.3.27)

where b(g ) → 0 as g → 0.

We will be interested in the first nontrivial order: b(g ) = b1g +O(g 2). The value of b1 can be

determined by studying the 2pt function of Vµ with Tµν, computed at first order in perturbation

theory. It will be more convenient to utilise the descendant ∂µTµν, as this will allow us to use

the Ward identity. On the one hand from multiplet recombination (2.3.27) we expect at the

lowest order in g∗:

〈∂µTµν(x)Vρ(y)〉g ≈ b1g∗〈Vν(x)Vρ(y)〉0 . (2.3.28)

Here and below we mark with subscript g the IR fixed point correlators, while with subscript 0

the correlators in the UV theory SRFP+χ. The 2pt function of Vµ entering this equation can be

computed explicitly given its definition:

〈Vµ(x)Vν(0)〉0 = 2d
∆χ

∆σ

Iµν(x)

|x|2d+2
, Iµν(x) = δµν−2

xµxν
x2 . (2.3.29)

Notice that this functional form is consistent with the conformal primary nature of Vµ.

On the other hand perturbation theory predicts for the correlator in the l.h.s. of (2.3.28)

〈∂µTµν(x)Vρ(y)〉g = g∗
∫

d d z〈∂µTµν(x)Vρ(y)O(z)〉0 . (2.3.30)

13For recent discussions of multiplet recombination in various CFT contexts see e.g. [64, 98–100].
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The 3pt function that we need to integrate is the sum of two factorized terms:

〈∂µTµν(x)Vρ(y)O(z)〉0 = 〈∂µTµν(x)σ(y)σ(z)〉〈∂ρχ(y)χ(z)〉0

− ∆χ
∆σ

〈∂µTµν(x)∂ρσ(y)σ(z)〉〈χ(y)χ(z)〉0 . (2.3.31)

When the 3pt functions in the r.h.s. are expressed using the Ward identity14 of the unperturbed

theory, we get terms proportional to δ(x − y) and to δ(x − z). We assume that x 6= y , so only

∝ δ(x − z) terms are important. They yield a non-zero contribution when we integrate over z.

We obtain∫
d d z〈∂µTµν(x)Vρ(0)O(z)〉0

=−〈σ(x)∂νσ(0)〉〈∂ρχ(x)χ(0)〉+ ∆χ
∆σ

〈∂νσ(x)∂ρσ(0)〉〈χ(x)χ(0)〉 = 2∆χ
Iνρ(x)

|x|2d+2
. (2.3.32)

Using (2.3.28), (2.3.29), (2.3.30), the value of b1 is fixed:

b1 =∆σ/d . (2.3.33)

Now let us compute the anomalous dimension of Tµν. The 2pt function normalization

customary for d dimensional CFT is [101] (see also [102])

〈Tµν(x)Tρσ(0)〉 = cT

2S2
d

1

|x|2∆T

[
Iµρ(x)Iνσ(x)+ (

µ↔ ν
)− 2

d
δµνδλσ

]
, (2.3.34)

In this normalization, and assuming the Ward identities are normalized as in note 14, the free

massless scalar has cT = d/(d −1).

Eq. (2.3.34) follows just from conformal invariance and the fact that Tµν transforms as a rank 2

symmetric traceless primary. So it’s valid both at the SRFP in the UV, and at the LRFP in the

IR.15 In the UV we have cT = cSRFP
T and ∆T = d , corresponding to the conserved local stress

tensor. In the IR both cT and∆T receive O(g 2∗) corrections. At the intermediate distances there

is some interpolating behavior which will not be important.

Let ∆T = d +γT in the IR, where γT is the anomalous dimension. The quantity of interest is

the 2pt function of the divergence of Tµν at the LRFP which can be found by an explicit

differentiation of (2.3.34). This vanishes for γT = 0, consistent with the fact that Tµν is

14In this general d argument we normalize the stress tensor so that the Ward identity takes the form
〈∂µTµν(x)O1(x1) . . .On (xn )〉 = −∑

i δ
(
x −xi

)
∂

xi
ν 〈O1(x1) . . .On (xn )〉 . Notice that it’s not the same as the nor-

malization usually used in 2d.
15This argument relies on conformal invariance of the LRFP, discussed in the previous chapter. It’s also possible

to see without invoking conformal invariance that the tensor structure of the 2pt function is preserved along the
RG flow. This follows from the fact that the rescaling needed to make the operator finite depends only on the
indices of the operator and not on any other insertions in the correlation function. It’s part of the same argument
which shows that all tensor components get the same anomalous dimension.
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conserved in the UV, and for nonzero γT is given by:

〈∂µTµν(x)∂ρTρσ(0)〉g ≈ cT

S2
d

γT

(
d +1− 2

d

)
Iνσ

|x|2d+2
, (2.3.35)

In (2.3.35) we dropped terms higher order in g 2∗. One such higher order term is the correction

to cT which will not play any role, so in all subsequent equations cT = cSRFP
T .

At the same order, using the recombination of multiplets equation (2.3.27), we expect:

〈∂µTµν(x)∂ρTρσ(0)〉g ≈ b2
1g 2

∗〈Vν(x)Vσ(0)〉0 . (2.3.36)

From the last two equations, the 2pt function of Vµ, and the value of b1 we find the lowest-order

anomalous dimension of the stress tensor:

γT = 2S2
d

cT

∆σ(d −∆σ)

d 2 +d −2
g 2
∗+O(g 4

∗) . (2.3.37)

Let us now specialize to d = 2. In the usual 2d normalization, the 2d critical Ising has central

charge 1/2, half that of the free massless scalar. As mentioned, cT = d
d−1 = 2 for the free

massless scalar in the normalization of (2.3.34) and of note 14, and so cT = 1 for the 2d Ising

in the same normalization. It is then easy to see that (2.3.37) agrees with the result (2.3.25)

obtained via the integration of the 4pt function.

2.3.2 Results: d = 3

The anomalous dimensions of χ, σ and O were already discussed in section 2.3.1.1 for any d .

2.3.2.1 ε

Recall that order g 2∗ anomalous dimension of the energy operator was zero in d = 2, for

mysterious reasons unexplained by any obvious symmetry. As we will see this does not happen

in three dimensions. We set up a numerical computation for this anomalous dimension using

the CFT data from the numerical conformal bootstrap. In order to compute the 4pt function

〈εσσε〉, we will need the operator dimensions and the OPE coefficients of the operators

appearing in the σ×σ, σ×ε and ε×ε OPEs. For operators up to ∆∗ = 8, these can be found in

Table 2 of [16]. We will use Method 2. We construct the 4pt function in the region where one ε

is close to one O and the region where the O’s are close together:

〈ε(0)σ(z)σ(1)ε(∞)〉 = 1

|z|∆σ+∆ε
∑

O:∆O<∆∗
C 2
σεOg∆εσ,∆σε

∆O ,`O
(z, z̄) , (2.3.38)

〈σ(0)σ(z)ε(1)ε(∞)〉 = 1

|z|2∆σ
∑

O:∆O<∆∗
CσσOCεεOg 0,0

∆O ,`O
(z, z̄) . (2.3.39)
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Here g∆O ,`O with upper indices are the conformal blocks for the external scalars with unequal

dimensions, which we compute via recursion relations from [45]. The operators entering the

sum in the first (resp. second) equation are Z2 odd (resp. even). In both cases, we will be

integrating over the region R defined in section 2.2.

Once again, the largest error contribution when approximating the 4pt function will come

from the truncation of the spectrum at dimension ∆∗. The same line of reasoning used to

obtain the truncation error for four identical scalar in [95] will go through in the case of

equation (2.3.38). Analyzing the proof in [95], it’s possible to see that the truncation error will

be given by (2.2.23) with the change ∆σ→ (∆σ+∆ε)/2 in all occurrences in the r.h.s.

For equation (2.3.39), however, we cannot map the 4pt function onto a reflection positive

configuration, and therefore we cannot find a bound on the contribution of the truncated

operators in the same way. We need to first use Cauchy’s inequality so that the tail of 〈σσεε〉
can be bounded by the tails of 〈σσσσ〉 and 〈εεεε〉. At this point we can use again the result of

[95], and we obtain∣∣∣∣∣ ∑
O:∆O>∆∗

CσσOCεεOg 0,0
∆O ,`O

(z, z̄)

∣∣∣∣∣. 22∆σ+2∆ε
p
Γ(4∆σ+1)Γ(4∆ε+1)

∆
2∆σ+2∆ε∗ |ρ(z)|∆∗ . (2.3.40)

Truncating the CFT data up to ∆∗ = 8,16 and carrying out the integration in the region R, we

obtain a nonzero value, unlike in d = 2. The order g 2∗ anomalous dimension is

γε ≈ 3.3g 2
∗+O(g 4

∗) ≈ 0.27δ+O(δ2) (d = 3), (2.3.41)

where in the second equality we used (2.2.25) and (2.2.24). The total truncation error on

the coefficient 3.3, estimated as above, is ±0.5. So we are confident that ε gets a nonzero

anomalous dimension in d = 3 already at the lowest order allowed by the Z2 selection rules.

2.3.2.2 Tµν

In d = 3 the data needed to compute the 4pt function 〈TσσT 〉 are not yet available. So we

cannot compute the anomalous dimension of Tµν using the formalism of section 2.3. However,

we can still use the general d expression (2.3.37) obtained by using the recombination method.

Using the spin field dimension ∆σ = 0.5181489(10) [15] and the central charge cT /c free
T =

0.946539(1) [44, 90] with the free scalar central charge c free
T = d/(d −1) = 3/2, we get

γT = 28.60555(6)g 2
∗+O(g 4

∗) ≈ 2.33δ+O(δ2) (d = 3) . (2.3.42)

16Beware of the changes in normalization of OPE coefficients between [16] and [45, 90], explained in appendix
A.3 in [16].
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2.4 Infrared duality

2.4.1 All-order conjectures about the σχ-flow

We have seen in the previous chapter how many nontrivial facts about the φ4-flow can be

proved to all orders in the ε-expansion. Here we will give a parallel discussion for the σχ-flow.

Arguing by analogy, we will motivate a number of all order results in the δ-expansion. In the

next section we will see how it all fits together with the infrared duality.

Compared to the standard perturbation theory of a Lagrangian field theory, whose structural

properties are well-understood to all orders, conformal perturbation theory is an underde-

veloped subject. The usual discussion starts from perturbing a CFT by a weakly relevant

operator O of scaling dimension d −δ, where δ¿ 1. To define perturbation theory, one needs

a regulator, and point splitting is a natural choice. However point splitting is awkward to

implement at higher orders. Dimensional regularization or analytic regularization in δ are

not viable in general, because the CFT may exist or be tractable only for a fixed spacetime

dimension, and because the relevant perturbation usually exists only for a fixed, physical

value of δ. This is unlike Lagrangian perturbation theory, where correlation functions can be

analytically continued to arbitrary d .

Fortunately, the case of the σχ-flow is better than this generic situation, since the dimension

of χ is a continuously varying parameter – the gaussian action which governs the dynamics of

χ is defined for any ∆χ. So in our case we can consider analytic continuation in δ as a way to

regulate integrals. This provids a potential pathway to an all-order discussion.

We will now discuss how things might plausibly work out in this all-order perturbation theory.

The results will be in agreement with the finite order computations that we performed in

sections 2.2, 2.3 using the point-splitting regulator, and with further subsequent checks. Still,

our all-order discussion of the σχ-flow will not reach the level of rigor which was possible for

the φ4-flow.

The basic object to study are the correlators of χ, defined in perturbation theory by series-

expanding the interaction, evaluating the correlation functions in the factorized theory, and

integrating using the above-mentioned analytic regulator. Some integrals will produce poles

in δ. We conjecture that, to all orders, such poles can be removed by defining the renormalized

coupling g related to the bare coupling by the usual relation:

g0 = Zg (g ,δ)µδg (2.4.1)

(the function Zg is of course different from that of the φ4-flow). This conjecture seems

reasonable because SRFP does not contain any marginal operator. Our computations in

sections 2.2, 2.3 can be seen as a low-order test. It would be nice to find a full proof.17

17We are grateful to David Simmons-Duffin for discussions and for sharing his unpublished notes on all-order
conformal perturbation theory.
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Assuming the conjecture, we can derive analogues of the all-order φ4-flow statements by an

almost verbatim repetition of the arguments.

A part of the conjecture is that the gamma-function of χ is zero. This is motivated in the same

way as for φ in the φ4 flow. Namely, that poles in δ correspond to short-distances divergences

of the integral for δ= 0, the divergences are local, and the action of χ is non-local, so it can’t

be renormalized. We then obtain that the anomalous dimension of χ at the fixed point is

identically zero. This is an all-order generalization of the lowest-order result in section 2.3.1.1.

For future use, notice that if χ is unit-normalized in the UV, then in the IR we will have

〈χ(x)χ(0)〉 = 1+κ(δ)

|x|2∆χ , (2.4.2)

It’s clear that κ has an expansion in even powers of g so κ(δ) =O(δ) for small δ. In fact from

the lowest order diagram we can easily obtain (using (1.3.14)):

κ= g 2
∗π

d
Γ

(
d
2 −∆σ

)
Γ

(
∆σ− d

2

)
Γ (∆σ)Γ (d −∆σ)

+O(g 4
∗) . (2.4.3)

This is negative, similarly to how ρ(ε) starts out negative for small ε.

We can argue that the IR fixed point of the σχ-flow should be conformally invariant. Indeed,

we can derive the broken conformal Ward identities for the σχ-flow by the same Caffarelli-

Silvestre trick. We can then show that these Ward identities imply the conformal invariance in

the IR.

We also have a non-local EOM:∫
d d y

1

|x − y |2(d−∆χ)
χ(y) = C ′σ(x) . (2.4.4)

From this we can see that the shadow relation ∆σ +∆χ = d holds at the IR fixed point,

generalizing the lowest-order result in section 2.3.1.1.

Finally, we can repeat verbatim the calculation of appendix A.1. Given (2.4.2), we obtain

λ12σ̃

λ12χ̃
= M̂3

√
1+κ(δ)

κ(δ)M̂2
, (2.4.5)

where M̂2 and M̂3 are the “shadow” quantities obtained from (A.1.8) and (A.1.4) replacing ∆φ
with ∆χ = d −∆φ.
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2.4.2 Duality interpretation

We have seen that the both φ4-flow and σχ-flow have a conformally invariant IR fixed

point. The dimensions of two operators at the fixed point are exactly known (one by non-

renormalization, another by the shadow relation):

[φ] = (d − s)/2, [φ3] = (d + s)/2, (2.4.6)

and

[χ] = (d + s)/2, [σ] = (d − s)/2. (2.4.7)

The φ4-flow relations have been proved to all orders in ε= 2s −d ¿ 1, near the crossover to

mean field.18

Under the reasonable assumption of renormalizability, the σχ-flow relations hold to all orders

in δ= (s∗− s)/2 ¿ 1, near the crossover to short range.

The most natural interpretation of these results is that there is only one CFTs for each s, which

describes the fixed points of both flows (infrared duality). The fields φ,φ3 for the first flow

have to be identified in the IR with σ,χ for the second flow (up to proportionality coefficients).

Finally, the above equations for the IR field dimensions are valid exactly and not just in

perturbation theory. Indeed, if there were nonperturbative corrections, say, to the first set of

equations, they would presumably become largest near the short-range crossover, but this is

where the second set of equations becomes accurate and shows that there are no corrections.
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Figure 2.4 – The dependence of dimensions of several important operators on s.

18The fact that the anomalous dimension of φ is zero can also be seen from the realization of LRFP as a defect
CFT via the Caffarelli-Silvestre trick, reviewed in section 1.4.3. It follows from the bulk equations of motion together
with the assumptions of conformal invariance and bulk-to-defect OPE. See the discussion around Eq. (4.34) in [48].
We are grateful to Pedro Liendo and Marco Meineri for emphasizing this connection to us.
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Chapter 2. The long-range to short-range crossover

See Fig. 2.4 for the predicted dependence of the most important LRFP operator dimensions

on s between the mean-field and the short-range crossovers. The solid lines joining φ to σ

and χ to φ3 are straight lines. The other lines are known only approximately in the ε and δ

expansion around the crossovers. The shown shape of the lines is the simplest consistent with

these asymptotics. The line joining φ2 to ε deserves a comment. We have [φ2] = (d −ε)/2+γ=
d −ε/6+O(ε2) near the mean-field crossover, so that the line starts going linearly down. In

d = 3 it joins to∆ε ≈ 1.41 < d/2 with the negative first derivative, see (2.3.41). However, in d = 2

it rises back up to ∆ε = 1 = d/2 and has a zero first derivative at the crossover, see (2.3.21).

As a further check of the duality, we will show that the relations (A.1.10) and (2.4.5) for the OPE

coefficients can be made compatible with each other. We must have

λ12φ̃3

λ12φ̃
≡ λ12χ̃

λ12σ̃
. (2.4.8)

It’s not trivial that the two sides can agree, because the dependence on ∆1,2 must match.

Fortunately it does, thanks to the following identity,

M3M̂3 = M2 = M̂2 . (2.4.9)

Equation (2.4.8) holds provided that ρ and κ obey, at the same value of s, the relation:

κ(δ)

1+κ(δ)
= 1+ρ(ε)

ρ(ε)
. (2.4.10)

This leads to nontrivial predictions for the behavior of the two functions near the mean-field

and short-range crossovers. Since as we have seen κ(δ) =O(δ) for small δ, we conclude that

the normalization of the 2pt function of φ must vanish linearly in s close to the short-range

crossover:

1+ρ(ε) =O(s∗− s). (2.4.11)

The same vanishing of the 2pt function normalization has been previously argued in [103], via

a completely different argument.19

Analogously, we must have

1+κ(δ) =O((2s −d)2) (2.4.12)

when approaching the crossover to the mean-field regime. In this case the vanishing is

expected to be quadratic since ρ(ε) =O(ε2).

In summary, we have accumulated strong evidence for a novel IR duality: the φ4-flow and

the σχ-flow end in the same IR fixed point. Unlike all previously studied examples of IR

dualities, our theories lack a local stress tensor. Non-locality, which is an essential feature of

19See also appendix B of [2] for a discussion of the 〈φφ〉 correlator precisely at the crossover, where it exhibits a
logarithmic suppression with respect to the naive scaling. This suppression is derived via RG, but it can also be
thought of as a remnant of the vanishing of the normalization (2.4.11) [103].
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our construction, comes with a surprising bonus: remarkable computation power! One of

its immediate consequences is the non-renormalization theorem for ∆φ and ∆χ. The non-

local equations of motions were then used to show that ∆φ3 and of ∆σ obey shadow relations

at the IR fixed point, and that OPE coefficients involving the shadow pairs must come in

precise ratios. In the paradigmatic examples of IR dualities (such as 4d Seiberg duality and 3d

mirror symmetry), it is supersymmetry that gives analytic control. Curiously, we were able to

achieve significant analytic control in our non-supersymmetric setting, thanks precisely to

the non-local nature of the problem.

2.5 Discussion

In this chapter we have proposed and studied a new compelling picture for the long-range to

short-range crossover. Prior to our work, the understanding of this crossover was incomplete

at best. Some of its qualitative features – in particular its continuous nature – had been

anticipated, but doubts remained, as evidenced by some recent controversies in the literature

(see appendix A.2). Other important features of the crossover were completely missed, in

particular the fact that the crossover happens not to the SRFP, but to the SRFP plus a decoupled

gaussian field.

Crucially, our new qualitative picture allowed us to advance greatly the quantitative side of the

story, hitherto non-existent. We obtained a number of predictions for the critical exponents

near the crossover, which in principle can be confirmed by Monte Carlo simulations and,

perhaps, experiments. Hopefully this would convince the remaining skeptics that the crossover

is continuous.

The infrared duality between the φ4 and σχ-flows is essential to our picture. All our findings

support this idea. Notably, we have seen that both flows contain in the IR a pair of operators

(O1,O2) satisfying the shadow relation ∆1 +∆2 = d . We argued that these relations are true to

all orders in perturbation theory, and in view of the duality the simplest assumption is that

they are also valid non-perturbatively. The shadow relation and the related results about the

normalization of OPE coefficients (see section 2.4.2) prove useful in the analysis of the LRFP

using the conformal bootstrap [49].20

While in this chapter we have focused on the long-range Ising model, it’s clear that most

of the learned lessons are quite general. For example, the extension to the O(N ) case is

straightforward. Still more generally, our σχ-flow construction can be used with any CFT in

place of the SRFP. Just pick a scalar CFT operator, call it σ again, of dimension ∆, and couple it

to a non-local gaussian field χ of dimension d −∆−δ, δ¿ 1. One then needs to compute the

quantum correction to the beta-function. Naively, there is a 50% chance that the quantum

20The 3d LRFP is also expected to have a Z2 line defect operator, analogous to the SRFP line defect [104, 105]
and continuously connected to it. This may explain why some ongoing bootstrap studies [106] do not succeed in
isolating the 3d SRFP line defect. We thank Dalimil Mazáč for this remark.
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Chapter 2. The long-range to short-range crossover

correction has the right sign to yield a stable IR fixed point.21 We will then obtain a continuous

family (parametrized by δ) of non-local conformally invariant theories which are deformations

of the original local CFT. It will be unitary if the original CFT was unitary and if χ is above the

unitarity bound. The generic prediction of this construction is the non-renormalization of χ

and the IR shadow relation ∆σ,IR +∆χ = d .

This demonstrates that, while we expect local CFTs to be generically isolated, non-local

conformal theories can easily form continuous families. While this observation by itself is

not new, the above general construction seems new. Another known way to construct such

continuous families is to put a UV-complete massive theory in a fixed AdS background. Varying

masses and couplings of the bulk theory, we obtain a continuous family of boundary theories

which have conformal invariance but no local stress tensor (since the metric is non-dynamical).

See e.g. [107].

We would like to finish with a brief discussion of the d = 1 case, which has so far been excluded

from our considerations. The d = 1 short-range Ising model does not have a phase transition,

and so the physics of long-range to short-range crossover is bound to be very different from

d = 2,3. The only scale-invariant phase of the d = 1 short-range Ising model occurs at zero

temperature, where all correlation functions are constant. This corresponds to the commonly

assigned exact critical exponent η= 1, see e.g. [108] (recall that ∆φ =−1/2 is the scalar field

engineering dimension in d = 1). Applying naively the general d-dimensional formula (2.1.1)

for the crossover location, we expect it to happen at s = 2−η= 1. This matches nicely with

what is known about the long-range Ising model in d = 1. First of all, since the work of Dyson

[109] it is rigorously known that the model has a phase transition for 0 < s < 1. This transition

is continuous in this range, as is also rigorously known ([110], Corollary 1.5). The transition

disappears for s > 1, which is where we expect the short-range phase.

The borderline case s = 1 is special: the phase transition exists, but it’s discontinuous, in the

sense that the magnetization has a nonzero limit for β→β+
c , as was argued by Thouless [111]

and later proved rigorously [112]. This phase transition is topological, driven by dissociation

of kink-antikink pairs [111, 113, 114].22 For s = 1 (1/|x|2 spin-spin interaction), kinks interact

logarithmically. As temperature is raised, defect operators representing kinks become relevant,

kinks proliferate, and the model disorders. So, the theory at s = 1 and β=βc has marginally

relevant operators (kinks).

RG equations for the one dimensional LRI at leading order in s −1 were written down in [115],

and a comparison of results from this approach with critical exponents obtained through

Monte Carlo simulations can be found in [116], figure 20, and shows good agreement in the

21One might wonder what goes wrong if we get an IR fixed point for negative value of g 2∗, i.e. imaginary values of
g∗. After all, due to the Z2 symmetry, all observables depend on g 2∗ only, and therefore will be real. However, we
can see from (2.3.37) that the lowest spin 2 operator would be below the unitarity bound, and we would end up
with a non-unitary theory.

22The work of Thouless [111] foreshadowed later work by Berezinski and by Kosterlitz and Thouless on the BKT
phase transition in two-dimensional O(2) models, driven by dissociation of vortex-antivortex pairs.
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region close to s = 1. However, a description in terms of QFT is missing, and it’s not clear how

to improve the results of [115] beyond leading order.
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3 Walking, weak first order phase
transitions and complex CFTs

“But the beauty is in the walking – we are

betrayed by destinations.”

Gwyn Thomas

3.1 Introduction

Walking is a somewhat mysterious behavior which can conjecturally be exhibited by some four-

dimensional (4d) gauge theories. In a walking gauge theory, the gauge coupling is supposed

to run slowly at intermediate energies, where the theory is approximately scale invariant,

while at low energies the coupling starts running fast again, leading to confinement and

chiral symmetry breaking. Originally this has been dreamed of in the context of technicolor

scenarios of electroweak symmetry breaking [27–29].

A number of curious opinions about walking can be found in the literature. Walking is

supposed to happen just below the end of the conformal window [117]. It is believed by

some that walking theories contain a naturally light pseudo-dilation in the spectrum [28].

There are doubts if walking may naturally occur in theories with a small number of colors

[118]. We warn the reader that only the first of these three opinions will find a confirmation in

our analysis. The above definition of walking itself also needs revision, since as we will see it’s

not the gauge coupling which walks. We collected here this mix of opinions to stress that, at

least to us, walking appears a rather controversial subject where much confusion lingers. This

is also due to the fact that probing this scenario directly by lattice Monte Carlo simulations

remains a hard task.

In this chapter, we will first improve understanding of walking by drawing intuition from

a much simpler example of this behavior, belonging to the realm of statistical physics: the

Q-state Potts model in 2d. This model is known to have a conformal phase for Q < 4, and

a first-order phase transition at Q > 4. For Q & 4, the transition is weakly first-order: the
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Chapter 3. Walking, weak first order phase transitions and complex CFTs

correlation length is much larger than the lattice spacing. This was understood by statistical

physicists in the 1980s [30, 31] in terms almost identical to walking (one difference being that

the Potts model has a strongly relevant singlet scalar whose coefficient is tuned to zero to reach

the transition). As far as we know, the connection between walking and weakly first-order

phase transitions is being made here for the first time in the high energy physics literature.1

Our second goal is to demystify the fixed points at complex coupling, often invoked in dis-

cussions of walking. We will formalize these fixed points as complex conformal field theories

(CFTs), a concept that we introduce. Complex CFTs are non-unitary, but they are sufficiently

different from other commonly occurring non-unitary CFTs that they deserve a separate name.

For example, 2d complex CFTs have a complex central charge c. In spite of this and other

unusual features, we will argue that complex CFTs are nonperturbatively well defined. We

will discuss, in general terms, how this new language can be used to describe some aspects of

walking.

The chapter is structured as follows. In section 3.2 we present walking from renormalization

group (RG) point of view: as a general mechanism for generating hierarchies in quantum field

theory (QFT). We also briefly review a more common mechanism known as tuning. In the

same section we give a first introduction to the concept of complex CFTs.

Sections 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 focus on concrete systems exhibiting walking. In section 3.3 we discuss

how walking is realized in the 2d Q-state Potts model, including a detailed introduction to

this lattice model for the benefit of high energy physicists. Section 3.4 discusses various

aspects of walking in 4d gauge theories. In particular, we explain why we don’t believe in the

parametrically light pseudo-dilaton. We also discuss walking in holographic models of QCD in

the Veneziano limit. Finally in section 3.5 we discuss a recent example of walking that emerged

in condensed matter physics, in the context of “deconfined criticality".

Section 3.6 is devoted to complex CFTs. We build upon intuitive understanding of the

difference between RG flows in the space of real vs complexified couplings, towards a more

formal definition of the concept of a complex QFT and a complex CFT. We explain how the real

vs complex classification differs from the more familiar unitary vs non-unitary classification.

In particular we give examples of non-unitary but real theories. Finally we come back to the

connection between complex CFTs and walking. We present a computational paradigm, a kind

of conformal perturbation theory, which allows to compute certain properties of walking RG

flows in terms of CFT data of complex CFTs. In this chapter we only discuss general features of

this paradigm. In chapter 4 we will show its usefulness by studying the walking behavior of the

2d Potts model at Q > 4. We will see that it allows for many concrete applications, tests, and

predictions.

In section 3.7 we conclude. Appendix B.1 reminds that not all weakly first-order phase

1In condensed matter/statistical physics this connection is not forgotten, as we will see in section 3.5. Walking
is one of two known mechanisms which can explain weakness of a first-order phase transition, the other one being
tuning, see section 3.2.1 and appendix B.1.
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transitions are explainable by walking, some being due to tuning. Appendix B.2 explains

the difference between the physics of walking and the BKT transition. Appendix B.3 discusses

features of conformal window and walking in 4d gauge theories arising in the large N limit.

Appendix C contains further details about the Potts model, in particular in d > 2.

3.2 Walking as a mechanism for hierarchy

This section will define walking using the language of RG, without specializing to any particular

microscopic description. Walking is one of two known robust mechanisms for generating

hierarchy in QFT, the other one being the much more familiar ‘tuning’. The question of

hierarchies being of extreme importance, this explains why one should a priori be interested

in walking.

Hierarchy is a separation of scales. A hierarchy in quantum field theory means that the theory

contains two distance scales `UV ¿ `IR (or equivalently two energy scales ΛUV ÀΛIR), the

physics being approximately scale invariant in the intermediate range between them. The

scale `UV can be thought of as a short-distance cutoff. The scale `IR in high energy physics

is usually related to the inverse mass of some particle, while in statistical physics it is the

correlation length.

Hierarchies are a familiar feature of theories with a logarithmically running coupling, such as

the usual QCD. Although the coupling runs slowly, and one may be tempted to say poetically

that it ‘walks’,2 in our technical classification this is actually an example of a (mild) tuning and

not of walking, see below.

3.2.1 Tuning

Tuning mechanism for hierarchies is completely standard and utterly familiar to QFT practi-

tioners, but let’s review it anyway to set the stage. From many available prior discussions, ours

will stay closest to [13, 119].

In this mechanism a hierarchy results from the fact that an RG trajectory describing the QFT

starts close to a CFT and remains close to it for a long time. We can thus think of the RG flow

in terms of the perturbing operators added to the CFT. For the flow to stay close to the CFT, we

should worry in particular about the coefficients of all relevant perturbations, which must be

assumed small.

Assuming for simplicity that there is just one relevant operator, the arising hierarchy is

controlled by the size of its coefficient. At some UV scale where the microscopic theory

2Frank Wilczek used to say “You must walk before you run!" in his colloquia, referring to the QCD gauge
coupling.
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is matched onto the CFT plus a perturbation, the theory is described by

CFT+ cΛd−∆
UV

∫
d d xO∆(x) , (3.2.1)

where O∆ is a scalar operator of scaling dimension ∆< d , and c ¿ 1.3 The necessity to take

c ¿ 1 is why this scenario is called “tuning". Then assuming the coupling c does not flow to a

fixed point, the relation between the UV scale and the IR scale, at which the departure from

the CFT becomes significant, is4

ΛIR ∼ c
1

d−∆ΛUV . (3.2.2)

In applications of this scenario in high energy physics, there is, justifiably, much preoccupation

with how “natural" the implied tuning is. If the operator O∆ transforms non-trivially under

some global symmetry present in the CFT, the assumption of a small coefficient c is considered

“technically natural" in QFT jargon, because c = 0 would be preserved by RG evolution. Put

another way, the smallness of this coefficient can be explained by requiring that the symmetry

be approximately preserved in the microscopic description of our theory. This is just ’t Hooft’s

naturalness criterion [120] restated in the CFT language.

A more problematic case is when O∆ is a full singlet of the CFT global symmetry group. In this

case a fully natural hierarchy is never possible. However there is a way to turn a mild tuning

into a large hierarchy, provided that O∆ is weakly relevant, that is if d −∆¿ 1 [119]. To see

this, notice that if both c and d −∆ are somewhat small, say 0.1, then Eq. (3.2.2) predicts the

hierarchyΛUV/ΛIR ∼ 1010.

The above-mentioned QCD example can be seen as a limiting case of the latter situation when

∆→ d and the operator is marginally relevant. In this case the relation between the IR scale

(ΛQCD) and the UV cutoff is exponential in the inverse of the bare gauge coupling. But to enjoy

this exponential hierarchy, we must still assume that the gauge coupling is somewhat small at

the cutoff, hence mild tuning.

In condensed matter/statistical physics context, the tuning mechanism explains the weakness

of some first-order phase transitions, see appendix B.1.

3.2.2 Walking

We will now discuss walking which is our main interest. In this case the CFT picture is a bit

more complicated, and it is convenient to present first a more intuitive picture based on the

RG. We consider an RG flow of a coupling λ, of unspecified origin, and a singlet under the

3By d we denote the full number of dimensions, which includes time if we work in Minkowski signature.
4We don’t keep track of factors of 4π, which would be useful in practical applications of this sort of naive

dimensional analysis.
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global symmetry. We assume that the beta-function near λ= 0 takes the form (t = logE)

β(λ) = dλ

d t
=−y −λ2 +O(λ3) , (3.2.3)

where y is a small parameter, and the higher order terms are assumed to have O(1) coefficients

so that Eq. (3.2.3) is trustworthy at |λ|. 1. While the choice of λ= 0 may seem special, there is

no loss of generality here, as we can first assume that the beta-function takes this form with

λ−λ0 instead of λ in the r.h.s., and eliminate λ0 by a shift.5

Of course describing the flow in terms of just one coupling is an idealization. What we imagine

is that all other couplings characterizing the flow are irrelevant, and so their effect on the flow

of λ can be neglected.6

Assuming that the coupling λ is real, physics described by the beta-function (3.2.3) is very

different depending on the sign of y . Suppose first that y < 0. Then we have two real fixed

points λ± = ±√|y | (see Fig. 3.1). The λ+ fixed point is a UV fixed point in the sense that it

cannot be reached by flowing from short distances. The λ− fixed point is an IR fixed point as it

can be reached flowing both from the UV fixed point and also from large negative λ, provided

that in this range the microscopic description happens to match approximately the RG flow

described by the above beta-function.

Concerning the CFTs describing these fixed points, the operator Oλ to which λ couples will

have dimension

∆± = d +β′(λ±) ≈ d ∓2
√|y | . (3.2.4)

For |y |¿ 1 this dimension is weakly relevant at the λ+ fixed point. This CFT can be used to

realize the mildly tuned hierarchy scenario of the previous section, flowing out in the positive

λ direction.
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<latexit sha1_base64="+UNIxNq0oX7xjfWcXcj8oqeZma8=">AAACCXicbVDLTgIxFL2DLxxfqEs3jWDiisyw0SXRjUtM5GFgQjqdAg1tZ9J2TMiEL3DpVj/CnXHrV/gN/oQFZiHgSZqcnHvuoydMONPG876dwsbm1vZOcdfd2z84PCodn7R0nCpCmyTmseqEWFPOJG0aZjjtJIpiEXLaDse3s3r7iSrNYvlgJgkNBB5KNmAEGys9VnrceiNc6ZfKXtWbA60TPydlyNHol356UUxSQaUhHGvd9b3EBBlWhhFOp24v1TTBZIyHtGupxILqIJsfPEUXVonQIFb2SYPm6t+ODAutJyK0ToHNSK/WZuJ/tW5qBtdBxmSSGirJYtEg5cjEaPZ7FDFFieETSzBRzN6KyAgrTIzNyF0apdOEqiCTdpNr0/FXs1gnrVrV96r+fa1cv8lzKsIZnMMl+HAFdbiDBjSBgIAXeIU359l5dz6cz4W14OQ9p7AE5+sXyLCaHw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+UNIxNq0oX7xjfWcXcj8oqeZma8=">AAACCXicbVDLTgIxFL2DLxxfqEs3jWDiisyw0SXRjUtM5GFgQjqdAg1tZ9J2TMiEL3DpVj/CnXHrV/gN/oQFZiHgSZqcnHvuoydMONPG876dwsbm1vZOcdfd2z84PCodn7R0nCpCmyTmseqEWFPOJG0aZjjtJIpiEXLaDse3s3r7iSrNYvlgJgkNBB5KNmAEGys9VnrceiNc6ZfKXtWbA60TPydlyNHol356UUxSQaUhHGvd9b3EBBlWhhFOp24v1TTBZIyHtGupxILqIJsfPEUXVonQIFb2SYPm6t+ODAutJyK0ToHNSK/WZuJ/tW5qBtdBxmSSGirJYtEg5cjEaPZ7FDFFieETSzBRzN6KyAgrTIzNyF0apdOEqiCTdpNr0/FXs1gnrVrV96r+fa1cv8lzKsIZnMMl+HAFdbiDBjSBgIAXeIU359l5dz6cz4W14OQ9p7AE5+sXyLCaHw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+UNIxNq0oX7xjfWcXcj8oqeZma8=">AAACCXicbVDLTgIxFL2DLxxfqEs3jWDiisyw0SXRjUtM5GFgQjqdAg1tZ9J2TMiEL3DpVj/CnXHrV/gN/oQFZiHgSZqcnHvuoydMONPG876dwsbm1vZOcdfd2z84PCodn7R0nCpCmyTmseqEWFPOJG0aZjjtJIpiEXLaDse3s3r7iSrNYvlgJgkNBB5KNmAEGys9VnrceiNc6ZfKXtWbA60TPydlyNHol356UUxSQaUhHGvd9b3EBBlWhhFOp24v1TTBZIyHtGupxILqIJsfPEUXVonQIFb2SYPm6t+ODAutJyK0ToHNSK/WZuJ/tW5qBtdBxmSSGirJYtEg5cjEaPZ7FDFFieETSzBRzN6KyAgrTIzNyF0apdOEqiCTdpNr0/FXs1gnrVrV96r+fa1cv8lzKsIZnMMl+HAFdbiDBjSBgIAXeIU359l5dz6cz4W14OQ9p7AE5+sXyLCaHw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+UNIxNq0oX7xjfWcXcj8oqeZma8=">AAACCXicbVDLTgIxFL2DLxxfqEs3jWDiisyw0SXRjUtM5GFgQjqdAg1tZ9J2TMiEL3DpVj/CnXHrV/gN/oQFZiHgSZqcnHvuoydMONPG876dwsbm1vZOcdfd2z84PCodn7R0nCpCmyTmseqEWFPOJG0aZjjtJIpiEXLaDse3s3r7iSrNYvlgJgkNBB5KNmAEGys9VnrceiNc6ZfKXtWbA60TPydlyNHol356UUxSQaUhHGvd9b3EBBlWhhFOp24v1TTBZIyHtGupxILqIJsfPEUXVonQIFb2SYPm6t+ODAutJyK0ToHNSK/WZuJ/tW5qBtdBxmSSGirJYtEg5cjEaPZ7FDFFieETSzBRzN6KyAgrTIzNyF0apdOEqiCTdpNr0/FXs1gnrVrV96r+fa1cv8lzKsIZnMMl+HAFdbiDBjSBgIAXeIU359l5dz6cz4W14OQ9p7AE5+sXyLCaHw==</latexit>

y > 0
<latexit sha1_base64="TnE1LpwmwtI4duqEb57DjCUGTwU=">AAACDnicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wVZwNWQGZNqNFN24rGAf0I4lk2ba0ExmSDJiGfoPLt3qR7gTt/6C3+BPmD4EK3rgwuGc++IECWdKI/Rh5VZW19Y38puFre2d3b3i/kFTxakktEFiHst2gBXlTNCGZprTdiIpjgJOW8Hocuq37qhULBY3epxQP8IDwUJGsDbSbTcM4vusPIbnEJUnvWIJ2cirOi6CyD6rep5bNQQ5bqXiQMdGM5TAAvVe8bPbj0kaUaEJx0p1HJRoP8NSM8LppNBNFU0wGeEB7RgqcESVn82+nsATo/RhGEtTQsOZ+nMiw5FS4ygwnRHWQ/Xbm4p/eZ1UhxU/YyJJNRVkfihMOdQxnEYA+0xSovnYEEwkM79CMsQSE22CKiytUmlCpZ8Jc6lg0vmOAP5Pmq7tINu5dku1i0VOeXAEjsEpcIAHauAK1EEDECDBI3gCz9aD9WK9Wm/z1py1mDkES7DevwBb2JwM</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TnE1LpwmwtI4duqEb57DjCUGTwU=">AAACDnicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wVZwNWQGZNqNFN24rGAf0I4lk2ba0ExmSDJiGfoPLt3qR7gTt/6C3+BPmD4EK3rgwuGc++IECWdKI/Rh5VZW19Y38puFre2d3b3i/kFTxakktEFiHst2gBXlTNCGZprTdiIpjgJOW8Hocuq37qhULBY3epxQP8IDwUJGsDbSbTcM4vusPIbnEJUnvWIJ2cirOi6CyD6rep5bNQQ5bqXiQMdGM5TAAvVe8bPbj0kaUaEJx0p1HJRoP8NSM8LppNBNFU0wGeEB7RgqcESVn82+nsATo/RhGEtTQsOZ+nMiw5FS4ygwnRHWQ/Xbm4p/eZ1UhxU/YyJJNRVkfihMOdQxnEYA+0xSovnYEEwkM79CMsQSE22CKiytUmlCpZ8Jc6lg0vmOAP5Pmq7tINu5dku1i0VOeXAEjsEpcIAHauAK1EEDECDBI3gCz9aD9WK9Wm/z1py1mDkES7DevwBb2JwM</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TnE1LpwmwtI4duqEb57DjCUGTwU=">AAACDnicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wVZwNWQGZNqNFN24rGAf0I4lk2ba0ExmSDJiGfoPLt3qR7gTt/6C3+BPmD4EK3rgwuGc++IECWdKI/Rh5VZW19Y38puFre2d3b3i/kFTxakktEFiHst2gBXlTNCGZprTdiIpjgJOW8Hocuq37qhULBY3epxQP8IDwUJGsDbSbTcM4vusPIbnEJUnvWIJ2cirOi6CyD6rep5bNQQ5bqXiQMdGM5TAAvVe8bPbj0kaUaEJx0p1HJRoP8NSM8LppNBNFU0wGeEB7RgqcESVn82+nsATo/RhGEtTQsOZ+nMiw5FS4ygwnRHWQ/Xbm4p/eZ1UhxU/YyJJNRVkfihMOdQxnEYA+0xSovnYEEwkM79CMsQSE22CKiytUmlCpZ8Jc6lg0vmOAP5Pmq7tINu5dku1i0VOeXAEjsEpcIAHauAK1EEDECDBI3gCz9aD9WK9Wm/z1py1mDkES7DevwBb2JwM</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TnE1LpwmwtI4duqEb57DjCUGTwU=">AAACDnicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wVZwNWQGZNqNFN24rGAf0I4lk2ba0ExmSDJiGfoPLt3qR7gTt/6C3+BPmD4EK3rgwuGc++IECWdKI/Rh5VZW19Y38puFre2d3b3i/kFTxakktEFiHst2gBXlTNCGZprTdiIpjgJOW8Hocuq37qhULBY3epxQP8IDwUJGsDbSbTcM4vusPIbnEJUnvWIJ2cirOi6CyD6rep5bNQQ5bqXiQMdGM5TAAvVe8bPbj0kaUaEJx0p1HJRoP8NSM8LppNBNFU0wGeEB7RgqcESVn82+nsATo/RhGEtTQsOZ+nMiw5FS4ygwnRHWQ/Xbm4p/eZ1UhxU/YyJJNRVkfihMOdQxnEYA+0xSovnYEEwkM79CMsQSE22CKiytUmlCpZ8Jc6lg0vmOAP5Pmq7tINu5dku1i0VOeXAEjsEpcIAHauAK1EEDECDBI3gCz9aD9WK9Wm/z1py1mDkES7DevwBb2JwM</latexit>

y < 0
<latexit sha1_base64="86VPyeJaZCWjwX9elPBLqISxtpc=">AAACDnicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wVZwNWQGZFpwUXTjsoJ9QDuWTJppQzOZIcmIZeg/uHSrH+FO3PoLfoM/YfoQrOiBC4dz7osTJJwpjdCHlVtZXVvfyG8WtrZ3dveK+wdNFaeS0AaJeSzbAVaUM0EbmmlO24mkOAo4bQWjy6nfuqNSsVjc6HFC/QgPBAsZwdpIt90wiO+z8hieQ1Se9IolZCOv6rgIIvus6nlu1RDkuJWKAx0bzVACC9R7xc9uPyZpRIUmHCvVcVCi/QxLzQink0I3VTTBZIQHtGOowBFVfjb7egJPjNKHYSxNCQ1n6s+JDEdKjaPAdEZYD9Vvbyr+5XVSHVb8jIkk1VSQ+aEw5VDHcBoB7DNJieZjQzCRzPwKyRBLTLQJqrC0SqUJlX4mzKWCSec7Avg/abq2g2zn2i3VLhY55cEROAanwAEeqIErUAcNQIAEj+AJPFsP1ov1ar3NW3PWYuYQLMF6/wJYlpwK</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="86VPyeJaZCWjwX9elPBLqISxtpc=">AAACDnicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wVZwNWQGZFpwUXTjsoJ9QDuWTJppQzOZIcmIZeg/uHSrH+FO3PoLfoM/YfoQrOiBC4dz7osTJJwpjdCHlVtZXVvfyG8WtrZ3dveK+wdNFaeS0AaJeSzbAVaUM0EbmmlO24mkOAo4bQWjy6nfuqNSsVjc6HFC/QgPBAsZwdpIt90wiO+z8hieQ1Se9IolZCOv6rgIIvus6nlu1RDkuJWKAx0bzVACC9R7xc9uPyZpRIUmHCvVcVCi/QxLzQink0I3VTTBZIQHtGOowBFVfjb7egJPjNKHYSxNCQ1n6s+JDEdKjaPAdEZYD9Vvbyr+5XVSHVb8jIkk1VSQ+aEw5VDHcBoB7DNJieZjQzCRzPwKyRBLTLQJqrC0SqUJlX4mzKWCSec7Avg/abq2g2zn2i3VLhY55cEROAanwAEeqIErUAcNQIAEj+AJPFsP1ov1ar3NW3PWYuYQLMF6/wJYlpwK</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="86VPyeJaZCWjwX9elPBLqISxtpc=">AAACDnicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wVZwNWQGZFpwUXTjsoJ9QDuWTJppQzOZIcmIZeg/uHSrH+FO3PoLfoM/YfoQrOiBC4dz7osTJJwpjdCHlVtZXVvfyG8WtrZ3dveK+wdNFaeS0AaJeSzbAVaUM0EbmmlO24mkOAo4bQWjy6nfuqNSsVjc6HFC/QgPBAsZwdpIt90wiO+z8hieQ1Se9IolZCOv6rgIIvus6nlu1RDkuJWKAx0bzVACC9R7xc9uPyZpRIUmHCvVcVCi/QxLzQink0I3VTTBZIQHtGOowBFVfjb7egJPjNKHYSxNCQ1n6s+JDEdKjaPAdEZYD9Vvbyr+5XVSHVb8jIkk1VSQ+aEw5VDHcBoB7DNJieZjQzCRzPwKyRBLTLQJqrC0SqUJlX4mzKWCSec7Avg/abq2g2zn2i3VLhY55cEROAanwAEeqIErUAcNQIAEj+AJPFsP1ov1ar3NW3PWYuYQLMF6/wJYlpwK</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="86VPyeJaZCWjwX9elPBLqISxtpc=">AAACDnicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wVZwNWQGZFpwUXTjsoJ9QDuWTJppQzOZIcmIZeg/uHSrH+FO3PoLfoM/YfoQrOiBC4dz7osTJJwpjdCHlVtZXVvfyG8WtrZ3dveK+wdNFaeS0AaJeSzbAVaUM0EbmmlO24mkOAo4bQWjy6nfuqNSsVjc6HFC/QgPBAsZwdpIt90wiO+z8hieQ1Se9IolZCOv6rgIIvus6nlu1RDkuJWKAx0bzVACC9R7xc9uPyZpRIUmHCvVcVCi/QxLzQink0I3VTTBZIQHtGOowBFVfjb7egJPjNKHYSxNCQ1n6s+JDEdKjaPAdEZYD9Vvbyr+5XVSHVb8jIkk1VSQ+aEw5VDHcBoB7DNJieZjQzCRzPwKyRBLTLQJqrC0SqUJlX4mzKWCSec7Avg/abq2g2zn2i3VLhY55cEROAanwAEeqIErUAcNQIAEj+AJPFsP1ov1ar3NW3PWYuYQLMF6/wJYlpwK</latexit>

�
<latexit sha1_base64="+UNIxNq0oX7xjfWcXcj8oqeZma8=">AAACCXicbVDLTgIxFL2DLxxfqEs3jWDiisyw0SXRjUtM5GFgQjqdAg1tZ9J2TMiEL3DpVj/CnXHrV/gN/oQFZiHgSZqcnHvuoydMONPG876dwsbm1vZOcdfd2z84PCodn7R0nCpCmyTmseqEWFPOJG0aZjjtJIpiEXLaDse3s3r7iSrNYvlgJgkNBB5KNmAEGys9VnrceiNc6ZfKXtWbA60TPydlyNHol356UUxSQaUhHGvd9b3EBBlWhhFOp24v1TTBZIyHtGupxILqIJsfPEUXVonQIFb2SYPm6t+ODAutJyK0ToHNSK/WZuJ/tW5qBtdBxmSSGirJYtEg5cjEaPZ7FDFFieETSzBRzN6KyAgrTIzNyF0apdOEqiCTdpNr0/FXs1gnrVrV96r+fa1cv8lzKsIZnMMl+HAFdbiDBjSBgIAXeIU359l5dz6cz4W14OQ9p7AE5+sXyLCaHw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+UNIxNq0oX7xjfWcXcj8oqeZma8=">AAACCXicbVDLTgIxFL2DLxxfqEs3jWDiisyw0SXRjUtM5GFgQjqdAg1tZ9J2TMiEL3DpVj/CnXHrV/gN/oQFZiHgSZqcnHvuoydMONPG876dwsbm1vZOcdfd2z84PCodn7R0nCpCmyTmseqEWFPOJG0aZjjtJIpiEXLaDse3s3r7iSrNYvlgJgkNBB5KNmAEGys9VnrceiNc6ZfKXtWbA60TPydlyNHol356UUxSQaUhHGvd9b3EBBlWhhFOp24v1TTBZIyHtGupxILqIJsfPEUXVonQIFb2SYPm6t+ODAutJyK0ToHNSK/WZuJ/tW5qBtdBxmSSGirJYtEg5cjEaPZ7FDFFieETSzBRzN6KyAgrTIzNyF0apdOEqiCTdpNr0/FXs1gnrVrV96r+fa1cv8lzKsIZnMMl+HAFdbiDBjSBgIAXeIU359l5dz6cz4W14OQ9p7AE5+sXyLCaHw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+UNIxNq0oX7xjfWcXcj8oqeZma8=">AAACCXicbVDLTgIxFL2DLxxfqEs3jWDiisyw0SXRjUtM5GFgQjqdAg1tZ9J2TMiEL3DpVj/CnXHrV/gN/oQFZiHgSZqcnHvuoydMONPG876dwsbm1vZOcdfd2z84PCodn7R0nCpCmyTmseqEWFPOJG0aZjjtJIpiEXLaDse3s3r7iSrNYvlgJgkNBB5KNmAEGys9VnrceiNc6ZfKXtWbA60TPydlyNHol356UUxSQaUhHGvd9b3EBBlWhhFOp24v1TTBZIyHtGupxILqIJsfPEUXVonQIFb2SYPm6t+ODAutJyK0ToHNSK/WZuJ/tW5qBtdBxmSSGirJYtEg5cjEaPZ7FDFFieETSzBRzN6KyAgrTIzNyF0apdOEqiCTdpNr0/FXs1gnrVrV96r+fa1cv8lzKsIZnMMl+HAFdbiDBjSBgIAXeIU359l5dz6cz4W14OQ9p7AE5+sXyLCaHw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+UNIxNq0oX7xjfWcXcj8oqeZma8=">AAACCXicbVDLTgIxFL2DLxxfqEs3jWDiisyw0SXRjUtM5GFgQjqdAg1tZ9J2TMiEL3DpVj/CnXHrV/gN/oQFZiHgSZqcnHvuoydMONPG876dwsbm1vZOcdfd2z84PCodn7R0nCpCmyTmseqEWFPOJG0aZjjtJIpiEXLaDse3s3r7iSrNYvlgJgkNBB5KNmAEGys9VnrceiNc6ZfKXtWbA60TPydlyNHol356UUxSQaUhHGvd9b3EBBlWhhFOp24v1TTBZIyHtGupxILqIJsfPEUXVonQIFb2SYPm6t+ODAutJyK0ToHNSK/WZuJ/tW5qBtdBxmSSGirJYtEg5cjEaPZ7FDFFieETSzBRzN6KyAgrTIzNyF0apdOEqiCTdpNr0/FXs1gnrVrV96r+fa1cv8lzKsIZnMMl+HAFdbiDBjSBgIAXeIU359l5dz6cz4W14OQ9p7AE5+sXyLCaHw==</latexit>

�(�)
<latexit sha1_base64="rABdMAIVmkWjc0jT7/oPYnduL30=">AAACEnicbVC7TsMwFHXKq4RXgJElokUqS5V0gbGChbFI9CE1UeU4N61Vx4lsp1IV9S8YWeEj2BArP8A38BO4bQbaciRLR+fc43t1gpRRqRzn2yhtbe/s7pX3zYPDo+MT6/SsI5NMEGiThCWiF2AJjHJoK6oY9FIBOA4YdIPx/dzvTkBImvAnNU3Bj/GQ04gSrLQ0sKyqF4DCNY/pTIivqwOr4tSdBexN4hakggq0BtaPFyYki4ErwrCUfddJlZ9joShhMDO9TEKKyRgPoa8pxzFIP19cPrOvtBLaUSL048peqH8TOY6lnMaBnoyxGsl1by7+5/UzFd36OeVppoCT5aIoY7ZK7HkNdkgFEMWmmmAiqL7VJiMsMFG6LHPlK5mlIPyc602mbsdd72KTdBp116m7j41K867oqYwu0CWqIRfdoCZ6QC3URgRN0At6RW/Gs/FufBify9GSUWTO0QqMr18T/Zzf</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rABdMAIVmkWjc0jT7/oPYnduL30=">AAACEnicbVC7TsMwFHXKq4RXgJElokUqS5V0gbGChbFI9CE1UeU4N61Vx4lsp1IV9S8YWeEj2BArP8A38BO4bQbaciRLR+fc43t1gpRRqRzn2yhtbe/s7pX3zYPDo+MT6/SsI5NMEGiThCWiF2AJjHJoK6oY9FIBOA4YdIPx/dzvTkBImvAnNU3Bj/GQ04gSrLQ0sKyqF4DCNY/pTIivqwOr4tSdBexN4hakggq0BtaPFyYki4ErwrCUfddJlZ9joShhMDO9TEKKyRgPoa8pxzFIP19cPrOvtBLaUSL048peqH8TOY6lnMaBnoyxGsl1by7+5/UzFd36OeVppoCT5aIoY7ZK7HkNdkgFEMWmmmAiqL7VJiMsMFG6LHPlK5mlIPyc602mbsdd72KTdBp116m7j41K867oqYwu0CWqIRfdoCZ6QC3URgRN0At6RW/Gs/FufBify9GSUWTO0QqMr18T/Zzf</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rABdMAIVmkWjc0jT7/oPYnduL30=">AAACEnicbVC7TsMwFHXKq4RXgJElokUqS5V0gbGChbFI9CE1UeU4N61Vx4lsp1IV9S8YWeEj2BArP8A38BO4bQbaciRLR+fc43t1gpRRqRzn2yhtbe/s7pX3zYPDo+MT6/SsI5NMEGiThCWiF2AJjHJoK6oY9FIBOA4YdIPx/dzvTkBImvAnNU3Bj/GQ04gSrLQ0sKyqF4DCNY/pTIivqwOr4tSdBexN4hakggq0BtaPFyYki4ErwrCUfddJlZ9joShhMDO9TEKKyRgPoa8pxzFIP19cPrOvtBLaUSL048peqH8TOY6lnMaBnoyxGsl1by7+5/UzFd36OeVppoCT5aIoY7ZK7HkNdkgFEMWmmmAiqL7VJiMsMFG6LHPlK5mlIPyc602mbsdd72KTdBp116m7j41K867oqYwu0CWqIRfdoCZ6QC3URgRN0At6RW/Gs/FufBify9GSUWTO0QqMr18T/Zzf</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="rABdMAIVmkWjc0jT7/oPYnduL30=">AAACEnicbVC7TsMwFHXKq4RXgJElokUqS5V0gbGChbFI9CE1UeU4N61Vx4lsp1IV9S8YWeEj2BArP8A38BO4bQbaciRLR+fc43t1gpRRqRzn2yhtbe/s7pX3zYPDo+MT6/SsI5NMEGiThCWiF2AJjHJoK6oY9FIBOA4YdIPx/dzvTkBImvAnNU3Bj/GQ04gSrLQ0sKyqF4DCNY/pTIivqwOr4tSdBexN4hakggq0BtaPFyYki4ErwrCUfddJlZ9joShhMDO9TEKKyRgPoa8pxzFIP19cPrOvtBLaUSL048peqH8TOY6lnMaBnoyxGsl1by7+5/UzFd36OeVppoCT5aIoY7ZK7HkNdkgFEMWmmmAiqL7VJiMsMFG6LHPlK5mlIPyc602mbsdd72KTdBp116m7j41K867oqYwu0CWqIRfdoCZ6QC3URgRN0At6RW/Gs/FufBify9GSUWTO0QqMr18T/Zzf</latexit>

�(�)
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Figure 3.1 – Structure of RG flow for real coupling for y < 0 (left) and y > 0 (right).

Suppose instead that y > 0. Then there is no fixed point at real λ, at least not within the region

of validity of the assumed approximate beta-function. A flow starting at λ∼−1 will eventually

5Even more generally the λ2 term could be A(λ−λ0 −B y)2, and we can set A → 1, λ0 → 0, B → 0 shifting and
rescaling λ.

6It is also possible that a few of them are relevant and then have to be finetuned small. This is what happens in
the Potts model where one has to finetune the temperature, see section 3.3.4.
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go through to λ∼ 1, but for small y it will slow down and linger around λ∼ 0. How much the

flow lingers can be estimated by computing the RG time of passage:

∆t ∼−
∫ 1

−1

dλ

β(λ)
∼ πp

y
. (3.2.5)

One can also use the exact solution of the beta-function equation neglecting O(λ3) terms:

λ(t ) =−py tan[
p

y(t − t0)] . (3.2.6)

If we callΛUV the scale where the flow emerges from a microscopic description at λ∼−1, and

ΛIR the scale where the flow plunges into the unknown at λ∼ 1, we obtain:

ΛUV/ΛIR ∼ e∆t ∼ exp(π/
p

y) , (3.2.7)

a huge ratio of scales if y is small. We will refer to (3.2.7) as ‘walking scaling’.7

Given the hierarchy, we expect that the flow in the intermediate range of energies should be

approximately scale invariant, so it should be close to a CFT. But to which CFT? For y < 0 we

had two CFTs, but for y > 0 there are no CFTs in sight.

One way out is to argue that the flow remains close to the CFT which describes the y = 0,

λ= 0 point, where the fixed points join and disappear.8 This proposal is certainly viable and

physically reasonable, and it allows to compute some quantities characterizing the flow at

y > 0, expanding around the y = 0 point. However, there are some puzzling features with this

way of thinking and computing.

One puzzle is what to do when the global symmetry of the problem depends on y . In the

concrete examples of the Potts model and of the 4d gauge theories, the global symmetry will

be SQ and SU (N f )×SU (N f )×U (1) respectively, with Q and N f continuous functions of y .

Certainly there are limitations for expanding a theory with, say, S5 symmetry around a theory

with S4 symmetry, and yet in the above proposal that’s what we would have to do.

Another puzzle is that the above discussion does not have a built-in criterion for determining

the range of validity of the obtained expansions. One might think that it is |y |¿ 1, but this is

too naive and can’t be true because y is just an arbitrary parameter, not a physically significant

quantity. And indeed the naive criterion with y =Q −4 is violated by the 2d Potts model (see

section 3.3.5). We need a better criterion.

7Ref. [117] refers to the functional form of this equation as ‘BKT scaling’, since this is also the form of the
correlation length in Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless (BKT) transition. We review the physics of BKT transition in
appendix B.2. In our opinion, there are more differences than similarities between BKT transition and walking,
and so we propose to avoid terminology ‘BKT scaling’ when discussing walking in this chapter and in the future.

8This point of view would be close to [30, 31] where the walking scenario was first elucidated, see section 3.3.4.
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3.2.2.1 Introducing complex CFTs

To achieve some peace with the above puzzles, let us reconsider the fate of the fixed points at

y > 0. Of course the fixed points don’t just disappear completely, but they go to the complex

plane, see Fig. 3.2. While this is often said, as far as we know until now there has not been

any concrete attempt to assign physical meaning to these complex fixed points. This is

precisely what we would like to do. We posit that these fixed points should be viewed as

nonperturbatively defined non-unitary CFTs of a novel type, which we call complex CFTs. To

the pair of complex conjugate fixed points there will correspond a pair of complex conjugate

CFTs, called C and C.
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Figure 3.2 – Structure of RG flow in the complex coupling plane, in the approximation of dropping
the higher order terms in (3.2.3). Notice that including those terms will generically change the
nature of RG flow trajectories around C and C, since the RG eigenvalue will then acquire a small
real part O(y2), making the flow spirally in- or unwinding. See 4 for an example.

We will argue that these complex CFTs control the walking flow in the same way as the CFT

appearing in (3.2.1) controls the tuned flow. It is around them that one should more properly

expand the flow, and not around the CFT at y = 0. Doing so we readily resolve the first puzzle,

since C and C, living at the same value of the y parameter, have the same global symmetry as

the physical RG flow along the real axis.

Having recourse to C and C also allows to determine the criteria for the walking behavior more

sharply. For small y > 0 let us compute the fixed point dimension ∆ of the CFT operator Oλ to

which λ couples. The fixed points being at λ∗ =±i
p

y , we get similarly to (3.2.4)

∆= d +β′(λ∗) = d ∓2i
p

y +O(y2) . (3.2.8)

Notice that the dimension is complex (and complex conjugate for C and C), which will be

a hallmark of complex CFTs. Notice as well that ∆ is close to marginality, with the leading

deviation imaginary and small. As we will see, it is this smallness of the imaginary part of

the near-marginal operator dimension which is necessary for walking, and not the smallness

of y by itself. Suppose then that we have some nonperturbative access to Im∆, for example
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because we solved C and C. Then there is no need to expand around y = 0. Instead, using the

nonperturbative solution, we can simply determine the range of y for which |Im∆|¿ 1 holds.

This statement will be justified by means of conformal perturbation theory in section 3.6.3

and in 4.

3.2.2.2 Naturalness of walking

As for the tuning scenario, we would like to make an assessment of how natural the walking

mechanism is.

We have seen that walking needs a complex CFT C (and its complex conjugate C) with an

operator whose dimension has the real part close to marginality (d) and the imaginary

part small. An assumption of having such a CFT at our disposal certainly represents some

“finetuning in theory space", just like the assumption of having a CFT with a weakly relevant

deformation in the mild tuning scenario. In fact we have seen that both these assumptions

can be realized within a one-parameter family of RG flows, close to a special parameter value

where a UV and an IR fixed points collide, and on two opposite sides of this value.

However, apart from this theory space finetuning, there is no further coupling finetuning

required in the walking scenario (provided that all other couplings butλ are irrelevant). Indeed,

we can start the flow anywhere on the negative real axis of λ, which represents 50% of the a

priori possible initial coupling values. It will then inexorably be drawn to λ near 0. Basically,

the flow is forced to pass between the ‘pillars of Hercules’ C and C, because it has nowhere else

to go.

This situation can be contrasted with the mild tuning scenario, where we had to buy both

finetuning in theory space, and a mild coupling finetuning c ¿ 1. From this point of view,

walking seems less finetuned than mild tuning.

The just-given discussion only considered the naturalness of the basic walking scenario

associated with the running of λ. There is an additional finetuning price if relevant singlet

operators are present, whose coupling has to be tuned to zero, as for the Potts model.

3.3 Walking in statistical physics: 2d Potts model

Although we borrowed the term ‘walking’ from the physics of 4d gauge theories, historically

the first example of walking has been observed in the 2d Q-state Potts model. This model

is one of best known models of statistical physics, see [121, 122] for reviews, but it’s not as

widely known to high energy physicists as it deserves. We therefore start with a mini-review.

Generalizations to d > 2 will be discussed in appendix C.3.
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3.3. Walking in statistical physics: 2d Potts model

3.3.1 Spin and cluster definitions

Consider a square lattice in 2d (other lattices are also possible). It will be important that the

Potts model has two lattice definitions: either as a model of random spins living on lattice sites,

or as a model random clusters, that is connected sets of lattice bonds. The two definitions

agree for integer Q > 2, with the second definition providing an analytic continuation to

non-integer Q’s.

In the spin definition, we put on every lattice site i a discrete variable si ∈ {1,2, . . . ,Q}. The

partition function is the sum over spin configurations:

Zspin =∑
{si }

e−H [{si }] , (3.3.1)

with the lattice Hamiltonian (we include β = 1/T into the Hamiltonian) being the sum of

nearest-neighbor interaction terms which energetically prefer for the spins to be identical

(called the ferromagnetic case):

H [{si }] =−β∑
〈i j 〉

δsi ,s j . (3.3.2)

For Q = 2 this reduces, up to a constant shift, to the Ising model Hamiltonian. This model has

a discrete global symmetry SQ (the permutation group).

Let us now discuss the cluster definition of the Potts model, due to Fortuin and Kasteleyn

[123]. On the same lattice we consider random subsets of lattice bonds X . The probabilistic

weight for a given subset X to occur is defined as

w(X ) = vb(X )Qc(X ) , v = eβ−1, (3.3.3)

where b(X ) is the total number of bonds in X , and c(X ) is the total number of clusters—

connected components in the graph which has all lattice sites as vertices and bonds from X as

edges. Isolated sites also count as clusters (see Fig. 3.3). The partition function is then given

by:

Zcluster =
∑
X

w(X ). (3.3.4)

The factor vb(X ) in (3.3.3) simply means that each lattice bond is included or not into X with

independent probabilities p and 1−p where p = v/(1+v). This basic factorized probability

distribution is then modified by the factor Qc(X ). The number of clusters c(X ) is a nonlocal

characteristic of X , so definition (3.3.3) is nonlocal. In particular, unlike for spins, it is not

given in terms of a local Hamiltonian.9

For integer Q > 2 the two partition functions Zspin and Zcluster agree [123]. To see this one

9However some semblance of locality can be introduced by introducing the height representation, as we will
review in 4.
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Figure 3.3 – An example of a random subset X of bonds on a 4×4 square lattice. Here b(X ) = 11
and c(X ) = 6. Notice that isolated points count as clusters.

perform a power-series expansion of Zspin in v , which is the high-temperature expansion.

Using the identity

eβδsi ,s j = vδsi ,s j +1, (3.3.5)

this expansion maps term by term onto Zcluster, with the factor Qc(X ) arising from contracting

delta-functions. In other words, for integer Q > 2 each high-temperature expansion cluster

may have one of Q “colors".

On the other hand, the cluster definition is more general as it is applicable for continuously

varying Q. It is worth mentioning that the model is reflection positive for integer Q while for

non-integer Q it is not (see e.g. [124]). In this chapter we will focus on real Q > 0.

We note in passing that the cluster definition can also be used to extract nontrivial physics

from integer values of Q = 0,1 where the spin definition would seem to be trivial. Namely,

Q = 1 defines bond percolation, and the limit Q → 0+ corresponds to spanning trees and

forests [123].

3.3.2 Phase transition

Consider first the integer-Q Potts model defined in terms of spins. At low temperatures it has

an ordered phase with Q degenerate ground states where SQ is spontaneously broken and one

spin value is preferred. At high temperatures we have a disordered phase where there is just

one state and the spin distribution is SQ -symmetric. These two phases are separated, for each

Q, by an order-disorder phase transition at some critical temperature β = βc .10 The phase

transition can be detected by fixing one spin (s0) and measuring the probability that a distant

spin is in the same state:

p(r ) =P[sr = s0]−1/Q , (3.3.6)

where we subtract the trivial probability 1/Q which would arise for uncorrelated spins. An

order parameter distinguishing the two phases is the value p∞ of this probability in the limit

r →∞, zero in the disordered phase and positive in the ordered one.

Consider then the same phase transition within the cluster definition. At high temperatures

10The exact vaue of βc = log(1+√
Q) is known in 2d from self-duality. See [121], including the discussion of how

the duality acts in terms of the random cluster model.
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we have v ¿ 1 and the clusters tend to be very small. At low temperatures huge clusters occupy

most of the lattice: a nonzero magnetization in the spin definition corresponds to clusters

extending all across the infinite lattice in the cluster formulation. One basic cluster observable

is the probability p̃(r ) that two lattice sites separated by distance r lie in the same cluster, as

well as an order parameter p̃∞ = limr→∞ p̃(r ). Using the high-temperature expansion, it’s not

hard to show that p(r ) = (1−1/Q)p̃(r ) for integer Q, and so the two order parameters p∞ and

p̃∞ are equivalent (see e.g. [125]).

Finally let us discuss the order of the transition. We can define the correlation length ξ from

the rate of approach p̃(r )− p̃∞ ∼ e−r /ξ. The transition is first-order or continuous depending if

ξ remains finite or becomes infinite at β=βc . An equivalent definition of the transition order

is in terms of phase coexistence. At a first-order transition we expect that the ordered and

disordered states will coexist, while at a continuous transition there is just one state.

It can be argued using 1/Q expansion that the transition is first-order at Q À 1 (see appendix

C.2). In general we expect a critical value of Q so that the transition is continuous for Q 6Qc

and first-order for Q >Qc . In the 2d case considered here, it is known that Qc = 4 [126]. The

phase transition for Q 6Qc is described by a CFT. Much is known about this CFT as a function

of Q, as we will see below and in 4.

Although the Potts model is usually studied on the square lattice, it is believed that the CFT

describing the phase transition does not depend on the lattice type. E.g. 2d Potts models on

the square and triangular lattice, as long as they have the same Q, should give rise to the same

CFT (see e.g. [127, 128]).11 This property can be stated by saying that parameter Q does not

get renormalized. For integer Q this can be argued by symmetry, but for non-integer Q the

question of symmetry appears more subtle (see the next section).

3.3.3 Symmetry

As mentioned, for integer Q > 2 the Potts model has discrete global SQ symmetry. Knowing

the symmetry is very useful for many reasons, for example because it allows us to identify

the microscopic model with the CFT describing its fixed point. Potts models with the same

symmetry will belong to the same universality class and their critical point will be described

by the same CFT. We can change the lattice (e.g. from square to triangular), or we can add

other interactions (e.g. next-to-nearest-neighbor). As long as symmetry is preserved, the CFT

should remain the same.

Moving to non-integer Q, the precise mathematical meaning of symmetry is unclear. As

mentioned above there is evidence that the critical point does not depend on the lattice,

11We thank Jesper Jacobsen for the following exact solvability argument which provides additional evidence. At
the critical temperature, the triangular lattice Potts model can be solved mapping it onto a six-vertex Kagomé lattice
model ([129], chapter 12). Using the start-triangle relation, the latter model can be transformed to a square-lattice
model ([129], chapter 11). This transformation shows that correlation functions along a certain line are the same
in the triangular and square Potts model, so that in particular the critical exponents are the same.
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and this asks for a symmetry explanation. However, the group SQ certainly does not make

mathematical sense for non-integer Q. Let us specify our requests for the symmetry in non-

integer Q: it should allow a unique identification of Q, it should explain which perturbations

of the cluster model preserve the universality class, and it should hopefully work for any d .12

We will proceed assuming that the concept of symmetry makes sense for any Q, even if it’s not

yet been properly defined for non-integer Q.

3.3.4 Weakly first-order phase transition at Q & 4 and walking

Baxter [126] has computed the free energy of the 2d Potts model for any Q at the critical

temperature, reducing to a 6-vertex model. From his exact solution it follows that latent

heat L at the transition is zero for Q 6Qc = 4 (continuous transition) and positive at Q >Qc

(first-order transition). Baxter’s solution implies that the latent heat vanishes exponentially

quickly for Q →Q+
c , as

L ∼ exp

(
− π2

2
p
δ

)
, δ=Q −Qc . (3.3.7)

First-order phase transitions with small latent heat (in natural units) are called weak, and the

2d Potts for Q &Qc is an example of this.

Another robust characteristic of a weak first-order (WFO) transition is that the correlation

length ξ, while remaining finite, becomes very large in the units of lattice spacing. The critical

2d Potts correlation length was computed exactly in [131]. For Q →Q+
c the correlation length

becomes exponentially large:

ξ≈ ξ0 exp

(
π2

p
δ

)
, (3.3.8)

with ξ0 approximately constant in this limit.

For a lattice model, to have the correlation length much larger that the lattice spacing is an

example of a hierarchy, in the sense of section 3.2. This property of the 2d Potts model at Q & 4

was explained 40 years ago by Nauenberg, Scalapino, and Cardy [30, 31] as a consequence of

walking, in what was perhaps the first evocation of this mechanism in physics.13

Let us review this explanation and the evidence in its favor. The key assumption is that the

RG evolution is described by Eq. (3.2.3), with parameter y a monotonic function of Q. Q =Qc

corresponds then to y = 0, and one assumes that near this point y has approximately linear

dependence on δ:

y =C δ+O(δ2) . (3.3.9)

12We note in this respect that in 2d, quantum algebra Uq sl (2) with q +q−1 =Q1/2 plays an important role in the
Temperley-Lieb approach to the partition function of Q-state Potts model [130]. This seems to be an inherently 2d
phenomenon and in addition intimately related to the integrability properties of the model.

13They did not actually use the term ‘walking’. It seems that the mechanism does not have a standard name in
statistical physics. Sometimes it is referred to as ‘pseudo-critical behavior’ [33, 132, 133].
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The constant C must be positive, so that y > 0 (no fixed point at real λ) corresponds to Q >Qc .

The value of C can be readily fixed by demanding that the hierarchy (3.2.7) reproduce the

exactly known correlation length asymptotics (3.3.8). One gets14

C = 1/π2 . (3.3.10)

Consider then what happens for Q <Qc . It is convenient to enlarge the coupling space of the

Potts model by considering the dilute Potts model. In this model the Potts spins or clusters live

only on a part of the lattice, while the rest is occupied by vacancies.15 One can also think that

vacancies are generated by RG transformations and represent disordered spin configurations

[127].

Now, it is known that the dilute Potts model has for Q <Qc two fixed points. One of them is the

same as the critical point of the usual non-dilute Potts model. The other fixed point is tricritical,

obtained by tuning both the temperature and the chemical potential for the vacancies.

Ref. [127] first found these fixed points by means of an approximate RG transformation, and

showed that they annihilate at Q =Qc . This picture of two fixed points at y < 0 annihilating at

y = 0 agrees with section 3.2.2 (see Fig. 3.4(b) below). We therefore identify the more stable

λ=λ− fixed point as the critical and λ=λ+ as the tricritical Potts model.

In fact, much is known about the CFTs describing these fixed points, and this can be used

to further check and complete the walking RG picture.16 Here we will use the two lowest

singlet operators ε and ε′, referred to as the leading and subleading temperature perturbations.

Their dimensions are known exactly for Q <Qc [138–140], with the following asymptotics at

Q →Q−
c :

∆ε = 1

2
∓ 3

4π

√
|δ|+O(δ) , (3.3.11)

∆ε′ = 2∓ 2

π

√
|δ|+O(δ) . (3.3.12)

(The upper sign corresponds to the tricritical fixed point.) Operator ε′ is close to marginality

and should be identified with the operator Oλ, whose dimension is predicted by RG in (3.2.4).

Using (3.3.9) and (3.3.10), we see that the RG prediction (3.2.4) agrees with the exact result

(3.3.12).

Operator ε is strongly relevant, and its coupling (denoted φ in [30, 31]) must be finetuned to

zero to reach the phase transition. This is a particularity of the Potts model compared to the

14This step was not done in [30, 31] because the correlation length asymptotics was not known at the time. They
arrived at the same value of C via the exactly known energy operator dimensions and the latent heat asymptotics,
see below.

15This is also called the Blume-Emery-Giffiths model [134, 135]. For a cluster definition applicable at non-integer
Q see [136].

16The operator spectrum of both CFTs is fully known, some of it via exact lattice solution à la Baxter, and the
rest via Coulomb gas [137]. The OPE coefficients are known fully for Q = 2,3,4 and partially for other Q’s. We will
review and use this information in 4.
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Q 5 6 7 8 9 10
ξ/a 2512.2 158.9 48.1 23.9 14.9 10.6

Table 3.1 – The 2d Potts model correlation length in units of lattice spacing on the square lattice at
the first-order phase transition for Q = 5 - 10, computed from [131], Eq. (4.46).

basic scenario in section 3.2.2 and to walking in gauge theories. Small deviations of φ from

zero are governed by an RG equation of the leading form

dφ/d t =−(a +bλ)φ+ . . . . (3.3.13)

The fixed point dimension of ε is then given by

∆ε = 2− (a +bλ±)+O(δ) . (3.3.14)

Demanding agreement with (3.3.11) allows us to fix the two constants a, b:

a = 3

2
, b = 3

4
. (3.3.15)

The RG equation (3.3.13) is also important when studying the WFO regime y > 0. The running

of φ must be taken into account when computing the latent heat (which is the derivative of

free energy w.r.t.φ). The computation of [30, 31] finds an exponentially small latent heat of the

same form as (3.3.7). Precise agreement in the exponent is obtained for a = 3/2 as in (3.3.15),

providing yet another consistency check of this picture.

3.3.5 Lessons and questions

We see that the 2d Potts model presents a remarkable opportunity for testing the idea of

walking. Not only some aspects of it are exactly solvable, it’s also relatively easy to study via

Monte Carlo simulations. The key assumption is that the same RG equations (3.2.3), (3.3.13)

apply on both sides of Q =Qc provided that we make the parameter y depend on Q −Qc as

in (3.3.9). Coefficients in these equations can be fixed demanding the consistency with the

exactly known critical exponents at Q <Qc . Solving the same equation for Q >Qc , one obtains

approximate results for the correlation length and latent heat in the phase where the transition

is weakly first-order, which can be checked against the exact solution on the lattice.

What is the range of Q for which walking behavior persists? Looking at Table 3.1, we see large

correlation lengths up to Q . 10. Eq. (3.3.8) works pretty well in this whole range, provided

that one allows the coefficient ξ0 to vary by 30%, from 0.13 to 0.19 (while ξ itself varies by factor

250). Naively this is puzzling, as it may seem that the expansion in Q −Qc has an unexpectedly

large range of validity. However, as mentioned in section 3.2.2, the true criterion for walking

should involve nonperturbative information about complex CFTs, rather than Q −Qc . See

section 3.6.3 for a general discussion and 4 for details specific to the 2d Potts.
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3.4 Walking in high energy physics: 4d gauge theories

Slowly running or walking coupling was first introduced in particle physics in the context of

technicolor models of electroweak symmetry breaking [27–29]. These models later received

the name “walking technicolor" (WTC). Here we focus on the simplest setup where walking is

supposed to occur. Connection to the electroweak phenomenology will be commented upon

in section 3.4.1 below.

This simple setup is the 4d gauge theory with gauge group SU (Nc ) and N f massless fermions

in the fundamental representation. We will denote x = N f /Nc and assume x < xAF = 11/2 so

that the theory is asymptotically free. It is believed that in an interval of x below xAF,

xc < x < xAF , (3.4.1)

this theory flows at long distances to a CFT called the Banks-Zaks (BZ) fixed point [141–143].

The interval (3.4.1) is called the conformal window.

The BZ fixed point is weakly coupled near xAF but is strongly interacting near xc . To consider

the weakly coupled x → xAF limit we can formally consider N f to be a continuously varying

parameter. It’s not clear if this makes full sense non-perturbatively.17 If we wanted to be

conservative, we could restrict N f to be an integer, but then we would have to take large

Nc . For simplicity, we will not keep track of large Nc counting. In any case, it is believed

that the conformal window is non-empty also for finite Nc . There is evidence for that from

various theoretical considerations and from lattice Monte Carlo simulations, see e.g. [144] for

a review.18

On the other hand, for x < xc there is no fixed point, the theory instead flowing to a confining

phase with spontaneously broken chiral symmetry. So the fixed point must disappear as x

approaches xc from above. One possibility is that the fixed point annihilates with another

fixed point; see Fig. 3.4(a). This is the scenario advocated in [117], where the new fixed point

is called QCD∗ (see also [149]). One necessary condition for this scenario is that QCD∗ have

the same global symmetry SU (N f )× SU (N f )×U (1) as the BZ fixed point with which it is

annihilating.

Fixed point annihilation appears to us the simplest scenario which explains fixed point

17On the other hand, the Potts model with Q states discussed above can be defined non-perturbatively for
continuously varying Q, although it’s unitary only for integer Q.

18Here we are focusing on 4d gauge theories, but a similar story is believed to hold in 3d gauge theories coupled
to N f massless fermions. The difference is that in this case conformal window exists both for the abelian and
nonabelian gauge theories, and that it extends all way to N f =∞. The lower boundary of the conformal window is
not known in 3d just like in 4d. A natural possibility is that the 3d conformal window terminates via fixed point
annihilation, as discussed below for the 4d case. See [145, 146] for recent discussions and references to prior work.
The present-day lattice QCD community is neglecting the 3d case, with a few notable exceptions such as [147, 148].
We find this neglect regrettable and methodologically wrong. Not only is the 3d conformal window interesting
in its own right and has multiple connections to contemporary condensed-matter physics, see section 3.5, it is
certainly easier than the 4d case, and should be solved first as a warmup.
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Theory space
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x
<latexit sha1_base64="1CdV0KhSL0y5ms4wGG2jCad1GcM=">AAACA3icbVC7TsMwFL3hWcKrwMgS0SIxVUkXGCtYGIugD6mNKse9aa06TmQ7iCrqyMgKH8GGWPkQvoGfwG0z0JYjWTo65758goQzpV3321pb39jc2i7s2Lt7+weHxaPjpopTSbFBYx7LdkAUciawoZnm2E4kkijg2ApGN1O/9YhSsVg86HGCfkQGgoWMEm2k+/JTuVcsuRV3BmeVeDkpQY56r/jT7cc0jVBoyolSHc9NtJ8RqRnlOLG7qcKE0BEZYMdQQSJUfjY7deKcG6XvhLE0T2hnpv7tyEik1DgKTGVE9FAte1PxP6+T6vDKz5hIUo2CzheFKXd07Ez/7fSZRKr52BBCJTO3OnRIJKHapGMvjFJpgtLPhNlkm3S85SxWSbNa8dyKd1ct1a7znApwCmdwAR5cQg1uoQ4NoDCAF3iFN+vZerc+rM956ZqV95zAAqyvXzWrl54=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1CdV0KhSL0y5ms4wGG2jCad1GcM=">AAACA3icbVC7TsMwFL3hWcKrwMgS0SIxVUkXGCtYGIugD6mNKse9aa06TmQ7iCrqyMgKH8GGWPkQvoGfwG0z0JYjWTo65758goQzpV3321pb39jc2i7s2Lt7+weHxaPjpopTSbFBYx7LdkAUciawoZnm2E4kkijg2ApGN1O/9YhSsVg86HGCfkQGgoWMEm2k+/JTuVcsuRV3BmeVeDkpQY56r/jT7cc0jVBoyolSHc9NtJ8RqRnlOLG7qcKE0BEZYMdQQSJUfjY7deKcG6XvhLE0T2hnpv7tyEik1DgKTGVE9FAte1PxP6+T6vDKz5hIUo2CzheFKXd07Ez/7fSZRKr52BBCJTO3OnRIJKHapGMvjFJpgtLPhNlkm3S85SxWSbNa8dyKd1ct1a7znApwCmdwAR5cQg1uoQ4NoDCAF3iFN+vZerc+rM956ZqV95zAAqyvXzWrl54=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1CdV0KhSL0y5ms4wGG2jCad1GcM=">AAACA3icbVC7TsMwFL3hWcKrwMgS0SIxVUkXGCtYGIugD6mNKse9aa06TmQ7iCrqyMgKH8GGWPkQvoGfwG0z0JYjWTo65758goQzpV3321pb39jc2i7s2Lt7+weHxaPjpopTSbFBYx7LdkAUciawoZnm2E4kkijg2ApGN1O/9YhSsVg86HGCfkQGgoWMEm2k+/JTuVcsuRV3BmeVeDkpQY56r/jT7cc0jVBoyolSHc9NtJ8RqRnlOLG7qcKE0BEZYMdQQSJUfjY7deKcG6XvhLE0T2hnpv7tyEik1DgKTGVE9FAte1PxP6+T6vDKz5hIUo2CzheFKXd07Ez/7fSZRKr52BBCJTO3OnRIJKHapGMvjFJpgtLPhNlkm3S85SxWSbNa8dyKd1ct1a7znApwCmdwAR5cQg1uoQ4NoDCAF3iFN+vZerc+rM956ZqV95zAAqyvXzWrl54=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1CdV0KhSL0y5ms4wGG2jCad1GcM=">AAACA3icbVC7TsMwFL3hWcKrwMgS0SIxVUkXGCtYGIugD6mNKse9aa06TmQ7iCrqyMgKH8GGWPkQvoGfwG0z0JYjWTo65758goQzpV3321pb39jc2i7s2Lt7+weHxaPjpopTSbFBYx7LdkAUciawoZnm2E4kkijg2ApGN1O/9YhSsVg86HGCfkQGgoWMEm2k+/JTuVcsuRV3BmeVeDkpQY56r/jT7cc0jVBoyolSHc9NtJ8RqRnlOLG7qcKE0BEZYMdQQSJUfjY7deKcG6XvhLE0T2hnpv7tyEik1DgKTGVE9FAte1PxP6+T6vDKz5hIUo2CzheFKXd07Ez/7fSZRKr52BBCJTO3OnRIJKHapGMvjFJpgtLPhNlkm3S85SxWSbNa8dyKd1ct1a7znApwCmdwAR5cQg1uoQ4NoDCAF3iFN+vZerc+rM956ZqV95zAAqyvXzWrl54=</latexit>xAF<latexit sha1_base64="yEG70bVAdmwg/TWHq37FOMgzdbo=">AAACMnicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr0ZteFqPgKewqokcfIB4VjAaSJcxOOsng7Owy0yuGZcGv8aoHf0Zv4tWPcBJzMMaCgaKqm5quMJHCkOe9OVPTM7Nz84WF4uLS8spqqbx2Y+JUc6zxWMa6HjKDUiiskSCJ9UQji0KJt+Hd2cC/vUdtRKyuqZ9gELGuEh3BGVmpVdrYfmhlTcOZRIqzk/M8268eJJQX8+1WqeJVvSHcSeKPSAVGuGyVHWi2Y55GqIhLZkzD9xIKMqZJcIl5sZkaTBi/Y11sWKpYhCbIhkfk7o5V2m4n1vYpcofq742MRcb0o9BORox65q83EP/zGil1joJMqCQlVPwnqJNKl2J30IjbFho5yb4ljGth/+ryHtOMk+1tLGVYk0Y5folJE9RBpmx80Xbm/21oktzsVX2v6l/tVY5PR+0VYBO2YBd8OIRjuIBLqAGHR3iCZ3hxXp1358P5/BmdckY76zAG5+sbthKpiw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yEG70bVAdmwg/TWHq37FOMgzdbo=">AAACMnicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr0ZteFqPgKewqokcfIB4VjAaSJcxOOsng7Owy0yuGZcGv8aoHf0Zv4tWPcBJzMMaCgaKqm5quMJHCkOe9OVPTM7Nz84WF4uLS8spqqbx2Y+JUc6zxWMa6HjKDUiiskSCJ9UQji0KJt+Hd2cC/vUdtRKyuqZ9gELGuEh3BGVmpVdrYfmhlTcOZRIqzk/M8268eJJQX8+1WqeJVvSHcSeKPSAVGuGyVHWi2Y55GqIhLZkzD9xIKMqZJcIl5sZkaTBi/Y11sWKpYhCbIhkfk7o5V2m4n1vYpcofq742MRcb0o9BORox65q83EP/zGil1joJMqCQlVPwnqJNKl2J30IjbFho5yb4ljGth/+ryHtOMk+1tLGVYk0Y5folJE9RBpmx80Xbm/21oktzsVX2v6l/tVY5PR+0VYBO2YBd8OIRjuIBLqAGHR3iCZ3hxXp1358P5/BmdckY76zAG5+sbthKpiw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yEG70bVAdmwg/TWHq37FOMgzdbo=">AAACMnicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr0ZteFqPgKewqokcfIB4VjAaSJcxOOsng7Owy0yuGZcGv8aoHf0Zv4tWPcBJzMMaCgaKqm5quMJHCkOe9OVPTM7Nz84WF4uLS8spqqbx2Y+JUc6zxWMa6HjKDUiiskSCJ9UQji0KJt+Hd2cC/vUdtRKyuqZ9gELGuEh3BGVmpVdrYfmhlTcOZRIqzk/M8268eJJQX8+1WqeJVvSHcSeKPSAVGuGyVHWi2Y55GqIhLZkzD9xIKMqZJcIl5sZkaTBi/Y11sWKpYhCbIhkfk7o5V2m4n1vYpcofq742MRcb0o9BORox65q83EP/zGil1joJMqCQlVPwnqJNKl2J30IjbFho5yb4ljGth/+ryHtOMk+1tLGVYk0Y5folJE9RBpmx80Xbm/21oktzsVX2v6l/tVY5PR+0VYBO2YBd8OIRjuIBLqAGHR3iCZ3hxXp1358P5/BmdckY76zAG5+sbthKpiw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yEG70bVAdmwg/TWHq37FOMgzdbo=">AAACMnicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr0ZteFqPgKewqokcfIB4VjAaSJcxOOsng7Owy0yuGZcGv8aoHf0Zv4tWPcBJzMMaCgaKqm5quMJHCkOe9OVPTM7Nz84WF4uLS8spqqbx2Y+JUc6zxWMa6HjKDUiiskSCJ9UQji0KJt+Hd2cC/vUdtRKyuqZ9gELGuEh3BGVmpVdrYfmhlTcOZRIqzk/M8268eJJQX8+1WqeJVvSHcSeKPSAVGuGyVHWi2Y55GqIhLZkzD9xIKMqZJcIl5sZkaTBi/Y11sWKpYhCbIhkfk7o5V2m4n1vYpcofq742MRcb0o9BORox65q83EP/zGil1joJMqCQlVPwnqJNKl2J30IjbFho5yb4ljGth/+ryHtOMk+1tLGVYk0Y5folJE9RBpmx80Xbm/21oktzsVX2v6l/tVY5PR+0VYBO2YBd8OIRjuIBLqAGHR3iCZ3hxXp1358P5/BmdckY76zAG5+sbthKpiw==</latexit>

xc
<latexit sha1_base64="iiwJpUbe5EGYHpAflLolVdFnQYQ=">AAACG3icbVBNT8JAEJ3iF+IX6NFLI5h4Ii0XPRK9eMTEAgk0ZLtMYcN22+xujaThN3jVg7/Gm/HqwX/jAj0IOMkkL+/N5M28IOFMacf5sQpb2zu7e8X90sHh0fFJuXLaVnEqKXo05rHsBkQhZwI9zTTHbiKRRAHHTjC5m+udJ5SKxeJRTxP0IzISLGSUaEN5tecBrQ3KVafuLMreBG4OqpBXa1CxoD+MaRqh0JQTpXquk2g/I1IzynFW6qcKE0InZIQ9AwWJUPnZ4tqZfWmYoR3G0rTQ9oL9u5GRSKlpFJjJiOixWtfm5H9aL9XhjZ8xkaQaBV0ahSm3dWzPX7eHTCLVfGoAoZKZW206JpJQbQJacVGUcJTIVz9RaYLSz4SxL5nM3PWENkG7UXeduvvQqDZv8/SKcA4XcAUuXEMT7qEFHlBg8AKv8Ga9Wx/Wp/W1HC1Y+c4ZrJT1/Qtfs6Cx</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iiwJpUbe5EGYHpAflLolVdFnQYQ=">AAACG3icbVBNT8JAEJ3iF+IX6NFLI5h4Ii0XPRK9eMTEAgk0ZLtMYcN22+xujaThN3jVg7/Gm/HqwX/jAj0IOMkkL+/N5M28IOFMacf5sQpb2zu7e8X90sHh0fFJuXLaVnEqKXo05rHsBkQhZwI9zTTHbiKRRAHHTjC5m+udJ5SKxeJRTxP0IzISLGSUaEN5tecBrQ3KVafuLMreBG4OqpBXa1CxoD+MaRqh0JQTpXquk2g/I1IzynFW6qcKE0InZIQ9AwWJUPnZ4tqZfWmYoR3G0rTQ9oL9u5GRSKlpFJjJiOixWtfm5H9aL9XhjZ8xkaQaBV0ahSm3dWzPX7eHTCLVfGoAoZKZW206JpJQbQJacVGUcJTIVz9RaYLSz4SxL5nM3PWENkG7UXeduvvQqDZv8/SKcA4XcAUuXEMT7qEFHlBg8AKv8Ga9Wx/Wp/W1HC1Y+c4ZrJT1/Qtfs6Cx</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iiwJpUbe5EGYHpAflLolVdFnQYQ=">AAACG3icbVBNT8JAEJ3iF+IX6NFLI5h4Ii0XPRK9eMTEAgk0ZLtMYcN22+xujaThN3jVg7/Gm/HqwX/jAj0IOMkkL+/N5M28IOFMacf5sQpb2zu7e8X90sHh0fFJuXLaVnEqKXo05rHsBkQhZwI9zTTHbiKRRAHHTjC5m+udJ5SKxeJRTxP0IzISLGSUaEN5tecBrQ3KVafuLMreBG4OqpBXa1CxoD+MaRqh0JQTpXquk2g/I1IzynFW6qcKE0InZIQ9AwWJUPnZ4tqZfWmYoR3G0rTQ9oL9u5GRSKlpFJjJiOixWtfm5H9aL9XhjZ8xkaQaBV0ahSm3dWzPX7eHTCLVfGoAoZKZW206JpJQbQJacVGUcJTIVz9RaYLSz4SxL5nM3PWENkG7UXeduvvQqDZv8/SKcA4XcAUuXEMT7qEFHlBg8AKv8Ga9Wx/Wp/W1HC1Y+c4ZrJT1/Qtfs6Cx</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="iiwJpUbe5EGYHpAflLolVdFnQYQ=">AAACG3icbVBNT8JAEJ3iF+IX6NFLI5h4Ii0XPRK9eMTEAgk0ZLtMYcN22+xujaThN3jVg7/Gm/HqwX/jAj0IOMkkL+/N5M28IOFMacf5sQpb2zu7e8X90sHh0fFJuXLaVnEqKXo05rHsBkQhZwI9zTTHbiKRRAHHTjC5m+udJ5SKxeJRTxP0IzISLGSUaEN5tecBrQ3KVafuLMreBG4OqpBXa1CxoD+MaRqh0JQTpXquk2g/I1IzynFW6qcKE0InZIQ9AwWJUPnZ4tqZfWmYoR3G0rTQ9oL9u5GRSKlpFJjJiOixWtfm5H9aL9XhjZ8xkaQaBV0ahSm3dWzPX7eHTCLVfGoAoZKZW206JpJQbQJacVGUcJTIVz9RaYLSz4SxL5nM3PWENkG7UXeduvvQqDZv8/SKcA4XcAUuXEMT7qEFHlBg8AKv8Ga9Wx/Wp/W1HC1Y+c4ZrJT1/Qtfs6Cx</latexit>

free
<latexit sha1_base64="JT71lH+9uqwCRQrGiDNu/tyYWKI=">AAACBHicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXQ2ZA2u6KblxWsA9oh5JJ77ShmcyQZIQydOvSrX6EO3Hrf/gN/oTpQ7CiBwKHc+4rJ0wF14aQD2dtfWNza7uwU9zd2z84LB0dt3SSKQZNlohEdUKqQXAJTcONgE6qgMahgHY4vp757XtQmifyzkxSCGI6lDzijJqZFCmAfqlMXFKpeT7BxL2sVSp+zRLi+dWqhz2XzFFGSzT6pc/eIGFZDNIwQbXueiQ1QU6V4UzAtNjLNKSUjekQupZKGoMO8vmtU3xulQGOEmWfNHiu/uzIaaz1JA5tZUzNSP/2ZuJfXjczUTXIuUwzA5ItFkWZwCbBs4/jAVfAjJhYQpni9lbMRlRRZmw8xZVROktBBbm0m4o2ne8I8P+k5bsecb1bv1y/WuZUQKfoDF0gD1VQHd2gBmoihkboET2hZ+fBeXFenbdF6Zqz7DlBK3DevwBBk5jY</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JT71lH+9uqwCRQrGiDNu/tyYWKI=">AAACBHicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXQ2ZA2u6KblxWsA9oh5JJ77ShmcyQZIQydOvSrX6EO3Hrf/gN/oTpQ7CiBwKHc+4rJ0wF14aQD2dtfWNza7uwU9zd2z84LB0dt3SSKQZNlohEdUKqQXAJTcONgE6qgMahgHY4vp757XtQmifyzkxSCGI6lDzijJqZFCmAfqlMXFKpeT7BxL2sVSp+zRLi+dWqhz2XzFFGSzT6pc/eIGFZDNIwQbXueiQ1QU6V4UzAtNjLNKSUjekQupZKGoMO8vmtU3xulQGOEmWfNHiu/uzIaaz1JA5tZUzNSP/2ZuJfXjczUTXIuUwzA5ItFkWZwCbBs4/jAVfAjJhYQpni9lbMRlRRZmw8xZVROktBBbm0m4o2ne8I8P+k5bsecb1bv1y/WuZUQKfoDF0gD1VQHd2gBmoihkboET2hZ+fBeXFenbdF6Zqz7DlBK3DevwBBk5jY</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JT71lH+9uqwCRQrGiDNu/tyYWKI=">AAACBHicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXQ2ZA2u6KblxWsA9oh5JJ77ShmcyQZIQydOvSrX6EO3Hrf/gN/oTpQ7CiBwKHc+4rJ0wF14aQD2dtfWNza7uwU9zd2z84LB0dt3SSKQZNlohEdUKqQXAJTcONgE6qgMahgHY4vp757XtQmifyzkxSCGI6lDzijJqZFCmAfqlMXFKpeT7BxL2sVSp+zRLi+dWqhz2XzFFGSzT6pc/eIGFZDNIwQbXueiQ1QU6V4UzAtNjLNKSUjekQupZKGoMO8vmtU3xulQGOEmWfNHiu/uzIaaz1JA5tZUzNSP/2ZuJfXjczUTXIuUwzA5ItFkWZwCbBs4/jAVfAjJhYQpni9lbMRlRRZmw8xZVROktBBbm0m4o2ne8I8P+k5bsecb1bv1y/WuZUQKfoDF0gD1VQHd2gBmoihkboET2hZ+fBeXFenbdF6Zqz7DlBK3DevwBBk5jY</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JT71lH+9uqwCRQrGiDNu/tyYWKI=">AAACBHicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXQ2ZA2u6KblxWsA9oh5JJ77ShmcyQZIQydOvSrX6EO3Hrf/gN/oTpQ7CiBwKHc+4rJ0wF14aQD2dtfWNza7uwU9zd2z84LB0dt3SSKQZNlohEdUKqQXAJTcONgE6qgMahgHY4vp757XtQmifyzkxSCGI6lDzijJqZFCmAfqlMXFKpeT7BxL2sVSp+zRLi+dWqhz2XzFFGSzT6pc/eIGFZDNIwQbXueiQ1QU6V4UzAtNjLNKSUjekQupZKGoMO8vmtU3xulQGOEmWfNHiu/uzIaaz1JA5tZUzNSP/2ZuJfXjczUTXIuUwzA5ItFkWZwCbBs4/jAVfAjJhYQpni9lbMRlRRZmw8xZVROktBBbm0m4o2ne8I8P+k5bsecb1bv1y/WuZUQKfoDF0gD1VQHd2gBmoihkboET2hZ+fBeXFenbdF6Zqz7DlBK3DevwBBk5jY</latexit>

QCD�
<latexit sha1_base64="LXRCxK57Gw4APZJ30GaeQOJyX1I=">AAACB3icdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wVYQF0NmQKbdFevCZQv2Ae1YMmnahmYyQ5IRytAPcOlWP8KduPUz/AZ/wvQhWNEDgcM595UTxJwpjdCHlVlb39jcym7ndnb39g/yh0dNFSWS0AaJeCTbAVaUM0EbmmlO27GkOAw4bQXj6sxv3VOpWCRu9SSmfoiHgg0YwdpIrXr1unh3UezlC8hGXtlxEUT2Zdnz3LIhyHFLJQc6NpqjAJao9fKf3X5EkpAKTThWquOgWPsplpoRTqe5bqJojMkYD2nHUIFDqvx0fu4UnhmlDweRNE9oOFd/dqQ4VGoSBqYyxHqkfnsz8S+vk+hByU+ZiBNNBVksGiQc6gjO/g77TFKi+cQQTCQzt0IywhITbRLKrYxSSUylnwqzKWfS+Y4A/k+aru0g26m7hcrVMqcsOAGn4Bw4wAMVcANqoAEIGINH8ASerQfrxXq13halGWvZcwxWYL1/Ab1smPw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LXRCxK57Gw4APZJ30GaeQOJyX1I=">AAACB3icdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wVYQF0NmQKbdFevCZQv2Ae1YMmnahmYyQ5IRytAPcOlWP8KduPUz/AZ/wvQhWNEDgcM595UTxJwpjdCHlVlb39jcym7ndnb39g/yh0dNFSWS0AaJeCTbAVaUM0EbmmlO27GkOAw4bQXj6sxv3VOpWCRu9SSmfoiHgg0YwdpIrXr1unh3UezlC8hGXtlxEUT2Zdnz3LIhyHFLJQc6NpqjAJao9fKf3X5EkpAKTThWquOgWPsplpoRTqe5bqJojMkYD2nHUIFDqvx0fu4UnhmlDweRNE9oOFd/dqQ4VGoSBqYyxHqkfnsz8S+vk+hByU+ZiBNNBVksGiQc6gjO/g77TFKi+cQQTCQzt0IywhITbRLKrYxSSUylnwqzKWfS+Y4A/k+aru0g26m7hcrVMqcsOAGn4Bw4wAMVcANqoAEIGINH8ASerQfrxXq13halGWvZcwxWYL1/Ab1smPw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LXRCxK57Gw4APZJ30GaeQOJyX1I=">AAACB3icdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wVYQF0NmQKbdFevCZQv2Ae1YMmnahmYyQ5IRytAPcOlWP8KduPUz/AZ/wvQhWNEDgcM595UTxJwpjdCHlVlb39jcym7ndnb39g/yh0dNFSWS0AaJeCTbAVaUM0EbmmlO27GkOAw4bQXj6sxv3VOpWCRu9SSmfoiHgg0YwdpIrXr1unh3UezlC8hGXtlxEUT2Zdnz3LIhyHFLJQc6NpqjAJao9fKf3X5EkpAKTThWquOgWPsplpoRTqe5bqJojMkYD2nHUIFDqvx0fu4UnhmlDweRNE9oOFd/dqQ4VGoSBqYyxHqkfnsz8S+vk+hByU+ZiBNNBVksGiQc6gjO/g77TFKi+cQQTCQzt0IywhITbRLKrYxSSUylnwqzKWfS+Y4A/k+aru0g26m7hcrVMqcsOAGn4Bw4wAMVcANqoAEIGINH8ASerQfrxXq13halGWvZcwxWYL1/Ab1smPw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LXRCxK57Gw4APZJ30GaeQOJyX1I=">AAACB3icdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wVYQF0NmQKbdFevCZQv2Ae1YMmnahmYyQ5IRytAPcOlWP8KduPUz/AZ/wvQhWNEDgcM595UTxJwpjdCHlVlb39jcym7ndnb39g/yh0dNFSWS0AaJeCTbAVaUM0EbmmlO27GkOAw4bQXj6sxv3VOpWCRu9SSmfoiHgg0YwdpIrXr1unh3UezlC8hGXtlxEUT2Zdnz3LIhyHFLJQc6NpqjAJao9fKf3X5EkpAKTThWquOgWPsplpoRTqe5bqJojMkYD2nHUIFDqvx0fu4UnhmlDweRNE9oOFd/dqQ4VGoSBqYyxHqkfnsz8S+vk+hByU+ZiBNNBVksGiQc6gjO/g77TFKi+cQQTCQzt0IywhITbRLKrYxSSUylnwqzKWfS+Y4A/k+aru0g26m7hcrVMqcsOAGn4Bw4wAMVcANqoAEIGINH8ASerQfrxXq13halGWvZcwxWYL1/Ab1smPw=</latexit>

BZ
<latexit sha1_base64="nxKRzjseZne/YM0hp9chbi+R3tg=">AAACAnicdVDLSgMxFM3UVx1fVZdugkVwNWQGZNpdqRuXVewD26Fk0kwbmskMSUYoQ3cu3epHuBO3/ojf4E+YPgQreiBwOOe+csKUM6UR+rAKa+sbm1vFbXtnd2//oHR41FJJJgltkoQnshNiRTkTtKmZ5rSTSorjkNN2OL6c+e17KhVLxK2epDSI8VCwiBGsjXRTv+uXyshBftX1EETORdX3vaohyPUqFRe6DpqjDJZo9EufvUFCspgKTThWquuiVAc5lpoRTqd2L1M0xWSMh7RrqMAxVUE+v3QKz4wygFEizRMaztWfHTmOlZrEoamMsR6p395M/MvrZjqqBDkTaaapIItFUcahTuDs23DAJCWaTwzBRDJzKyQjLDHRJhx7ZZTKUiqDXJhNtknnOwL4P2l5josc99or1+rLnIrgBJyCc+ACH9TAFWiAJiAgAo/gCTxbD9aL9Wq9LUoL1rLnGKzAev8CTo6Xvg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nxKRzjseZne/YM0hp9chbi+R3tg=">AAACAnicdVDLSgMxFM3UVx1fVZdugkVwNWQGZNpdqRuXVewD26Fk0kwbmskMSUYoQ3cu3epHuBO3/ojf4E+YPgQreiBwOOe+csKUM6UR+rAKa+sbm1vFbXtnd2//oHR41FJJJgltkoQnshNiRTkTtKmZ5rSTSorjkNN2OL6c+e17KhVLxK2epDSI8VCwiBGsjXRTv+uXyshBftX1EETORdX3vaohyPUqFRe6DpqjDJZo9EufvUFCspgKTThWquuiVAc5lpoRTqd2L1M0xWSMh7RrqMAxVUE+v3QKz4wygFEizRMaztWfHTmOlZrEoamMsR6p395M/MvrZjqqBDkTaaapIItFUcahTuDs23DAJCWaTwzBRDJzKyQjLDHRJhx7ZZTKUiqDXJhNtknnOwL4P2l5josc99or1+rLnIrgBJyCc+ACH9TAFWiAJiAgAo/gCTxbD9aL9Wq9LUoL1rLnGKzAev8CTo6Xvg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nxKRzjseZne/YM0hp9chbi+R3tg=">AAACAnicdVDLSgMxFM3UVx1fVZdugkVwNWQGZNpdqRuXVewD26Fk0kwbmskMSUYoQ3cu3epHuBO3/ojf4E+YPgQreiBwOOe+csKUM6UR+rAKa+sbm1vFbXtnd2//oHR41FJJJgltkoQnshNiRTkTtKmZ5rSTSorjkNN2OL6c+e17KhVLxK2epDSI8VCwiBGsjXRTv+uXyshBftX1EETORdX3vaohyPUqFRe6DpqjDJZo9EufvUFCspgKTThWquuiVAc5lpoRTqd2L1M0xWSMh7RrqMAxVUE+v3QKz4wygFEizRMaztWfHTmOlZrEoamMsR6p395M/MvrZjqqBDkTaaapIItFUcahTuDs23DAJCWaTwzBRDJzKyQjLDHRJhx7ZZTKUiqDXJhNtknnOwL4P2l5josc99or1+rLnIrgBJyCc+ACH9TAFWiAJiAgAo/gCTxbD9aL9Wq9LUoL1rLnGKzAev8CTo6Xvg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nxKRzjseZne/YM0hp9chbi+R3tg=">AAACAnicdVDLSgMxFM3UVx1fVZdugkVwNWQGZNpdqRuXVewD26Fk0kwbmskMSUYoQ3cu3epHuBO3/ojf4E+YPgQreiBwOOe+csKUM6UR+rAKa+sbm1vFbXtnd2//oHR41FJJJgltkoQnshNiRTkTtKmZ5rSTSorjkNN2OL6c+e17KhVLxK2epDSI8VCwiBGsjXRTv+uXyshBftX1EETORdX3vaohyPUqFRe6DpqjDJZo9EufvUFCspgKTThWquuiVAc5lpoRTqd2L1M0xWSMh7RrqMAxVUE+v3QKz4wygFEizRMaztWfHTmOlZrEoamMsR6p395M/MvrZjqqBDkTaaapIItFUcahTuDs23DAJCWaTwzBRDJzKyQjLDHRJhx7ZZTKUiqDXJhNtknnOwL4P2l5josc99or1+rLnIrgBJyCc+ACH9TAFWiAJiAgAo/gCTxbD9aL9Wq9LUoL1rLnGKzAev8CTo6Xvg==</latexit>

M
<latexit sha1_base64="a/9vW3NTEjFoQ8Our85S4vVISHI=">AAACDXicdVDLSgMxFM3UVx1fVZdugq3gasgMyLS7ohs3QgVbC+1QMmmmDc1kxiQjlKHf4NKtfoQ7ces3+A3+hOlDsKIHAodz7s09nDDlTGmEPqzCyura+kZx097a3tndK+0ftFSSSUKbJOGJbIdYUc4EbWqmOW2nkuI45PQ2HF1M/dt7KhVLxI0epzSI8UCwiBGsjRRUujHWQ4J5fjWp9Epl5CC/5noIIues5vtezRDketWqC10HzVAGCzR6pc9uPyFZTIUmHCvVcVGqgxxLzQinE7ubKZpiMsID2jFU4JiqIJ+FnsATo/RhlEjzhIYz9edGjmOlxnFoJqcZ1W9vKv7ldTIdVYOciTTTVJD5oSjjUCdw2gDsM0mJ5mNDMJHMZIVkiCUm2vRkL32lspTKIBfmkm3a+a4A/k9anuMix732yvXzRU9FcASOwSlwgQ/q4BI0QBMQcAcewRN4th6sF+vVepuPFqzFziFYgvX+BbVInFM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="a/9vW3NTEjFoQ8Our85S4vVISHI=">AAACDXicdVDLSgMxFM3UVx1fVZdugq3gasgMyLS7ohs3QgVbC+1QMmmmDc1kxiQjlKHf4NKtfoQ7ces3+A3+hOlDsKIHAodz7s09nDDlTGmEPqzCyura+kZx097a3tndK+0ftFSSSUKbJOGJbIdYUc4EbWqmOW2nkuI45PQ2HF1M/dt7KhVLxI0epzSI8UCwiBGsjRRUujHWQ4J5fjWp9Epl5CC/5noIIues5vtezRDketWqC10HzVAGCzR6pc9uPyFZTIUmHCvVcVGqgxxLzQinE7ubKZpiMsID2jFU4JiqIJ+FnsATo/RhlEjzhIYz9edGjmOlxnFoJqcZ1W9vKv7ldTIdVYOciTTTVJD5oSjjUCdw2gDsM0mJ5mNDMJHMZIVkiCUm2vRkL32lspTKIBfmkm3a+a4A/k9anuMix732yvXzRU9FcASOwSlwgQ/q4BI0QBMQcAcewRN4th6sF+vVepuPFqzFziFYgvX+BbVInFM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="a/9vW3NTEjFoQ8Our85S4vVISHI=">AAACDXicdVDLSgMxFM3UVx1fVZdugq3gasgMyLS7ohs3QgVbC+1QMmmmDc1kxiQjlKHf4NKtfoQ7ces3+A3+hOlDsKIHAodz7s09nDDlTGmEPqzCyura+kZx097a3tndK+0ftFSSSUKbJOGJbIdYUc4EbWqmOW2nkuI45PQ2HF1M/dt7KhVLxI0epzSI8UCwiBGsjRRUujHWQ4J5fjWp9Epl5CC/5noIIues5vtezRDketWqC10HzVAGCzR6pc9uPyFZTIUmHCvVcVGqgxxLzQinE7ubKZpiMsID2jFU4JiqIJ+FnsATo/RhlEjzhIYz9edGjmOlxnFoJqcZ1W9vKv7ldTIdVYOciTTTVJD5oSjjUCdw2gDsM0mJ5mNDMJHMZIVkiCUm2vRkL32lspTKIBfmkm3a+a4A/k9anuMix732yvXzRU9FcASOwSlwgQ/q4BI0QBMQcAcewRN4th6sF+vVepuPFqzFziFYgvX+BbVInFM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="a/9vW3NTEjFoQ8Our85S4vVISHI=">AAACDXicdVDLSgMxFM3UVx1fVZdugq3gasgMyLS7ohs3QgVbC+1QMmmmDc1kxiQjlKHf4NKtfoQ7ces3+A3+hOlDsKIHAodz7s09nDDlTGmEPqzCyura+kZx097a3tndK+0ftFSSSUKbJOGJbIdYUc4EbWqmOW2nkuI45PQ2HF1M/dt7KhVLxI0epzSI8UCwiBGsjRRUujHWQ4J5fjWp9Epl5CC/5noIIues5vtezRDketWqC10HzVAGCzR6pc9uPyFZTIUmHCvVcVGqgxxLzQinE7ubKZpiMsID2jFU4JiqIJ+FnsATo/RhlEjzhIYz9edGjmOlxnFoJqcZ1W9vKv7ldTIdVYOciTTTVJD5oSjjUCdw2gDsM0mJ5mNDMJHMZIVkiCUm2vRkL32lspTKIBfmkm3a+a4A/k9anuMix732yvXzRU9FcASOwSlwgQ/q4BI0QBMQcAcewRN4th6sF+vVepuPFqzFziFYgvX+BbVInFM=</latexit>

(a)

Theory space
<latexit sha1_base64="LP02hfqpj1rwQBJ8BrkfuH6OdPE=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV42vqks3g0VwVZJudFl047JCX9CGMpnetEMnM2FmIoTQX3DpVj/Cnbj1H/wGf8Jpm4VtPXDhcM59ccKEM20879spbW3v7O6V992Dw6Pjk8rpWUfLVFFoU8ml6oVEA2cC2oYZDr1EAYlDDt1wej/3u0+gNJOiZbIEgpiMBYsYJcZKg9YEpMqwTgiFYaXq1bwF8CbxC1JFBZrDys9gJGkagzCUE637vpeYICfKMMph5g5SDXbxlIyhb6kgMeggX/w8w1dWGeFIKlvC4IX6dyInsdZZHNrOmJiJXvfm4n9ePzXRbZAzkaQGBF0eilKOjcTzAPCIKaCGZ5YQqpj9FdMJUYQaG5O7skqnCaggF/aSa9Px17PYJJ16zfdq/mO92rgrciqjC3SJrpGPblADPaAmaiOKEvSCXtGb8+y8Ox/O57K15BQz52gFztcv59ab3w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LP02hfqpj1rwQBJ8BrkfuH6OdPE=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV42vqks3g0VwVZJudFl047JCX9CGMpnetEMnM2FmIoTQX3DpVj/Cnbj1H/wGf8Jpm4VtPXDhcM59ccKEM20879spbW3v7O6V992Dw6Pjk8rpWUfLVFFoU8ml6oVEA2cC2oYZDr1EAYlDDt1wej/3u0+gNJOiZbIEgpiMBYsYJcZKg9YEpMqwTgiFYaXq1bwF8CbxC1JFBZrDys9gJGkagzCUE637vpeYICfKMMph5g5SDXbxlIyhb6kgMeggX/w8w1dWGeFIKlvC4IX6dyInsdZZHNrOmJiJXvfm4n9ePzXRbZAzkaQGBF0eilKOjcTzAPCIKaCGZ5YQqpj9FdMJUYQaG5O7skqnCaggF/aSa9Px17PYJJ16zfdq/mO92rgrciqjC3SJrpGPblADPaAmaiOKEvSCXtGb8+y8Ox/O57K15BQz52gFztcv59ab3w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LP02hfqpj1rwQBJ8BrkfuH6OdPE=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV42vqks3g0VwVZJudFl047JCX9CGMpnetEMnM2FmIoTQX3DpVj/Cnbj1H/wGf8Jpm4VtPXDhcM59ccKEM20879spbW3v7O6V992Dw6Pjk8rpWUfLVFFoU8ml6oVEA2cC2oYZDr1EAYlDDt1wej/3u0+gNJOiZbIEgpiMBYsYJcZKg9YEpMqwTgiFYaXq1bwF8CbxC1JFBZrDys9gJGkagzCUE637vpeYICfKMMph5g5SDXbxlIyhb6kgMeggX/w8w1dWGeFIKlvC4IX6dyInsdZZHNrOmJiJXvfm4n9ePzXRbZAzkaQGBF0eilKOjcTzAPCIKaCGZ5YQqpj9FdMJUYQaG5O7skqnCaggF/aSa9Px17PYJJ16zfdq/mO92rgrciqjC3SJrpGPblADPaAmaiOKEvSCXtGb8+y8Ox/O57K15BQz52gFztcv59ab3w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LP02hfqpj1rwQBJ8BrkfuH6OdPE=">AAACDHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV42vqks3g0VwVZJudFl047JCX9CGMpnetEMnM2FmIoTQX3DpVj/Cnbj1H/wGf8Jpm4VtPXDhcM59ccKEM20879spbW3v7O6V992Dw6Pjk8rpWUfLVFFoU8ml6oVEA2cC2oYZDr1EAYlDDt1wej/3u0+gNJOiZbIEgpiMBYsYJcZKg9YEpMqwTgiFYaXq1bwF8CbxC1JFBZrDys9gJGkagzCUE637vpeYICfKMMph5g5SDXbxlIyhb6kgMeggX/w8w1dWGeFIKlvC4IX6dyInsdZZHNrOmJiJXvfm4n9ePzXRbZAzkaQGBF0eilKOjcTzAPCIKaCGZ5YQqpj9FdMJUYQaG5O7skqnCaggF/aSa9Px17PYJJ16zfdq/mO92rgrciqjC3SJrpGPblADPaAmaiOKEvSCXtGb8+y8Ox/O57K15BQz52gFztcv59ab3w==</latexit>

Q
<latexit sha1_base64="cYb8v0I5jiDdDLClANFnElytuyI=">AAACA3icbVDLTsJAFL3FF9YX6tJNI5i4Ii0bXRLduIQojwQaMh1uYcJ02sxMTUjD0qVb/Qh3xq0f4jf4Ew7QhYInmeTknPuaEyScKe26X1ZhY3Nre6e4a+/tHxwelY5P2ipOJcUWjXksuwFRyJnAlmaaYzeRSKKAYyeY3M79ziNKxWLxoKcJ+hEZCRYySrSR7ivNyqBUdqvuAs468XJShhyNQem7P4xpGqHQlBOlep6baD8jUjPKcWb3U4UJoRMywp6hgkSo/Gxx6sy5MMrQCWNpntDOQv3dkZFIqWkUmMqI6LFa9ebif14v1eG1nzGRpBoFXS4KU+7o2Jn/2xkyiVTzqSGESmZudeiYSEK1Scf+M0qlCUo/E2aTbdLxVrNYJ+1a1XOrXrNWrt/kORXhDM7hEjy4gjrcQQNaQGEEz/ACr9aT9Wa9Wx/L0oKV95zCH1ifP/aKl3c=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cYb8v0I5jiDdDLClANFnElytuyI=">AAACA3icbVDLTsJAFL3FF9YX6tJNI5i4Ii0bXRLduIQojwQaMh1uYcJ02sxMTUjD0qVb/Qh3xq0f4jf4Ew7QhYInmeTknPuaEyScKe26X1ZhY3Nre6e4a+/tHxwelY5P2ipOJcUWjXksuwFRyJnAlmaaYzeRSKKAYyeY3M79ziNKxWLxoKcJ+hEZCRYySrSR7ivNyqBUdqvuAs468XJShhyNQem7P4xpGqHQlBOlep6baD8jUjPKcWb3U4UJoRMywp6hgkSo/Gxx6sy5MMrQCWNpntDOQv3dkZFIqWkUmMqI6LFa9ebif14v1eG1nzGRpBoFXS4KU+7o2Jn/2xkyiVTzqSGESmZudeiYSEK1Scf+M0qlCUo/E2aTbdLxVrNYJ+1a1XOrXrNWrt/kORXhDM7hEjy4gjrcQQNaQGEEz/ACr9aT9Wa9Wx/L0oKV95zCH1ifP/aKl3c=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cYb8v0I5jiDdDLClANFnElytuyI=">AAACA3icbVDLTsJAFL3FF9YX6tJNI5i4Ii0bXRLduIQojwQaMh1uYcJ02sxMTUjD0qVb/Qh3xq0f4jf4Ew7QhYInmeTknPuaEyScKe26X1ZhY3Nre6e4a+/tHxwelY5P2ipOJcUWjXksuwFRyJnAlmaaYzeRSKKAYyeY3M79ziNKxWLxoKcJ+hEZCRYySrSR7ivNyqBUdqvuAs468XJShhyNQem7P4xpGqHQlBOlep6baD8jUjPKcWb3U4UJoRMywp6hgkSo/Gxx6sy5MMrQCWNpntDOQv3dkZFIqWkUmMqI6LFa9ebif14v1eG1nzGRpBoFXS4KU+7o2Jn/2xkyiVTzqSGESmZudeiYSEK1Scf+M0qlCUo/E2aTbdLxVrNYJ+1a1XOrXrNWrt/kORXhDM7hEjy4gjrcQQNaQGEEz/ACr9aT9Wa9Wx/L0oKV95zCH1ifP/aKl3c=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cYb8v0I5jiDdDLClANFnElytuyI=">AAACA3icbVDLTsJAFL3FF9YX6tJNI5i4Ii0bXRLduIQojwQaMh1uYcJ02sxMTUjD0qVb/Qh3xq0f4jf4Ew7QhYInmeTknPuaEyScKe26X1ZhY3Nre6e4a+/tHxwelY5P2ipOJcUWjXksuwFRyJnAlmaaYzeRSKKAYyeY3M79ziNKxWLxoKcJ+hEZCRYySrSR7ivNyqBUdqvuAs468XJShhyNQem7P4xpGqHQlBOlep6baD8jUjPKcWb3U4UJoRMywp6hgkSo/Gxx6sy5MMrQCWNpntDOQv3dkZFIqWkUmMqI6LFa9ebif14v1eG1nzGRpBoFXS4KU+7o2Jn/2xkyiVTzqSGESmZudeiYSEK1Scf+M0qlCUo/E2aTbdLxVrNYJ+1a1XOrXrNWrt/kORXhDM7hEjy4gjrcQQNaQGEEz/ACr9aT9Wa9Wx/L0oKV95zCH1ifP/aKl3c=</latexit>

0
<latexit sha1_base64="ngUN1XrMUp0fQxigvJfZ8Tu5D1w=">AAACA3icbVDLTsJAFL3FF9YX6tJNI5i4Ii0bXRLduMQojwQaMh1uYcJ02sxMTUjD0qVb/Qh3xq0f4jf4Ew7QhYAnmeTknPuaEyScKe2631ZhY3Nre6e4a+/tHxwelY5PWipOJcUmjXksOwFRyJnApmaaYyeRSKKAYzsY38789hNKxWLxqCcJ+hEZChYySrSRHipupV8qu1V3DmedeDkpQ45Gv/TTG8Q0jVBoyolSXc9NtJ8RqRnlOLV7qcKE0DEZYtdQQSJUfjY/depcGGXghLE0T2hnrv7tyEik1CQKTGVE9EitejPxP6+b6vDaz5hIUo2CLhaFKXd07Mz+7QyYRKr5xBBCJTO3OnREJKHapGMvjVJpgtLPhNlkm3S81SzWSatW9dyqd18r12/ynIpwBudwCR5cQR3uoAFNoDCEF3iFN+vZerc+rM9FacHKe05hCdbXL8Esl1Y=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ngUN1XrMUp0fQxigvJfZ8Tu5D1w=">AAACA3icbVDLTsJAFL3FF9YX6tJNI5i4Ii0bXRLduMQojwQaMh1uYcJ02sxMTUjD0qVb/Qh3xq0f4jf4Ew7QhYAnmeTknPuaEyScKe2631ZhY3Nre6e4a+/tHxwelY5PWipOJcUmjXksOwFRyJnApmaaYyeRSKKAYzsY38789hNKxWLxqCcJ+hEZChYySrSRHipupV8qu1V3DmedeDkpQ45Gv/TTG8Q0jVBoyolSXc9NtJ8RqRnlOLV7qcKE0DEZYtdQQSJUfjY/depcGGXghLE0T2hnrv7tyEik1CQKTGVE9EitejPxP6+b6vDaz5hIUo2CLhaFKXd07Mz+7QyYRKr5xBBCJTO3OnREJKHapGMvjVJpgtLPhNlkm3S81SzWSatW9dyqd18r12/ynIpwBudwCR5cQR3uoAFNoDCEF3iFN+vZerc+rM9FacHKe05hCdbXL8Esl1Y=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ngUN1XrMUp0fQxigvJfZ8Tu5D1w=">AAACA3icbVDLTsJAFL3FF9YX6tJNI5i4Ii0bXRLduMQojwQaMh1uYcJ02sxMTUjD0qVb/Qh3xq0f4jf4Ew7QhYAnmeTknPuaEyScKe2631ZhY3Nre6e4a+/tHxwelY5PWipOJcUmjXksOwFRyJnApmaaYyeRSKKAYzsY38789hNKxWLxqCcJ+hEZChYySrSRHipupV8qu1V3DmedeDkpQ45Gv/TTG8Q0jVBoyolSXc9NtJ8RqRnlOLV7qcKE0DEZYtdQQSJUfjY/depcGGXghLE0T2hnrv7tyEik1CQKTGVE9EitejPxP6+b6vDaz5hIUo2CLhaFKXd07Mz+7QyYRKr5xBBCJTO3OnREJKHapGMvjVJpgtLPhNlkm3S81SzWSatW9dyqd18r12/ynIpwBudwCR5cQR3uoAFNoDCEF3iFN+vZerc+rM9FacHKe05hCdbXL8Esl1Y=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ngUN1XrMUp0fQxigvJfZ8Tu5D1w=">AAACA3icbVDLTsJAFL3FF9YX6tJNI5i4Ii0bXRLduMQojwQaMh1uYcJ02sxMTUjD0qVb/Qh3xq0f4jf4Ew7QhYAnmeTknPuaEyScKe2631ZhY3Nre6e4a+/tHxwelY5PWipOJcUmjXksOwFRyJnApmaaYyeRSKKAYzsY38789hNKxWLxqCcJ+hEZChYySrSRHipupV8qu1V3DmedeDkpQ45Gv/TTG8Q0jVBoyolSXc9NtJ8RqRnlOLV7qcKE0DEZYtdQQSJUfjY/depcGGXghLE0T2hnrv7tyEik1CQKTGVE9EitejPxP6+b6vDaz5hIUo2CLhaFKXd07Mz+7QyYRKr5xBBCJTO3OnREJKHapGMvjVJpgtLPhNlkm3S81SzWSatW9dyqd18r12/ynIpwBudwCR5cQR3uoAFNoDCEF3iFN+vZerc+rM9FacHKe05hCdbXL8Esl1Y=</latexit>
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Figure 3.4 – Left: schematic view of the space of existing fixed points of 4d gauge theories as a
function of x = N f /Nc . The trivial fixed point (free) exists for any x. The line of BZ fixed points
branches off from the free theory line at x = xAF. At some smaller x = xc it annihilates with the line
of QCD∗ fixed points. This latter line should exist for x close to xc but it’s not a priori clear where it
starts. Right: schematic view of the space of fixed points for the 2d Potts model. No theory merges
with the free theory, at least in the range Q > 0 we are interested in.

disappearance and confining behavior below xc . In what follows we assume that this scenario

is realized. We will comment on other logical possibilities in section 3.4.3 below.

We call M the common endpoint of the BZ and QCD∗ branches:

M= BZ(xc ) = QCD∗(xc ) . (3.4.2)

Let us look more carefully at how the annihilation happens. For x slightly larger than xc

there is an RG flow that connects BZ and QCD∗. Close to M this RG flow is very short and

consequently can be described within conformal perturbation theory around QCD∗. Call O
the operator that induces this flow, and λ the corresponding coupling constant. Since the flow

degenerates when we approach M, O should become marginal at x = xc :

∆O = d (x = xc ) . (3.4.3)

It is the first robust prediction of this scenario.

Next, let’s discuss the beta-function. The request of two fixed points for x > xc and no fixed

points for x < xc naturally leads to the beta-function of the by now familiar form (3.2.3), where

y ≈ Cδ for small δ = x − xc . This can be compared to Eq. (3.3.9) for the Potts model where

δ=Q −Qc . However, the precise value of C is not known for the 4d gauge theory case, only

its sign is fixed: C < 0, to have a conformal phase for x > xc (the opposite of that of the Potts

model).

At this point much of the discussion of section 3.2.2 carries over. For example for x slightly

above xc the dimension of O should have characteristic square root behavior (3.2.4). This

square root behavior was emphasized recently in [146]. On the other hand, for x slightly below
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xc , we will have walking behavior resulting in the hierarchy (3.2.7).19 20

Let us point out some important differences between the scenario we are describing and the

descriptions of walking that have appeared previously in the particle physics context. First,

unlike in the first references on WTC, we see that it would be misleading to think of the slow

coupling λ as the gauge coupling constant g . The gauge coupling controls the flow next to the

free theory. Near M, the flow is strongly coupled, and λ is one particular linear combination

of infinitely many couplings which happens to control the fixed point annihilation. Here

we agree with Ref. [117] which did not postulate relation between λ and the gauge coupling.

Further insight into the distinction between g and λ can be gained by considering theories

with large-N counting, see appendix B.3. As we explain there, in this case O has to be a

double-trace operator, so it cannot even mix with the operator controlling the gauge coupling,

trF F , at the leading order.

On the other hand, our discussion differs from Ref. [117] in that they specialized early on to the

large Nc limit, as well as used the holographic analogy. An important role in their discussion is

played by an operator of dimensionality d/2 present at the fixed point M in addition to the

marginal operator O. In the old WTC literature, it also often stated that the ψ̄ψ operator has

scaling dimension d/2 = 2 at the onset of the walking regime (see e.g. [152]). Our discussion

on the other hand tried to separate the general phenomenon of walking from its large N limit

which may have special features. The operator of dimensionality d/2 is one of such features,

as we discuss in appendix B.3. We do not find any support for the existence of such an operator

in a generic case. In fact in the Potts model in two dimensions no operator of dimension one

is present in the spectrum at Q = 4 when two fixed points annihilate, see 4.

We would also like to stress that walking is not a finetuned scenario. First, as we argued in

section 3.2.2.2, walking does not involve any finetuning price whatsoever as far as the initial

conditions of RG flow are concerned. One may be worried about finetuning in theory space,

i.e. how close x should be taken to xc . By analogy with Q −4 for the 2d Potts model, we believe

that walking may occur for x deviating from xc by O(1). In particular, in our opinion there

seems to be no reason preventing walking to occur for some integer N f even if Nc is small.

Finally, we would like to contrast the hierarchy appearing due to walking in massless QCD

at x . xc with a different sort of hierarchy which would appear in the BZ regime (3.4.1) if we

perturbed the massless QCD with a fermion mass term. Suppose we add a very small equal

mass for all fermions. The resulting theory would first go close to a BZ fixed point, sit near

it while the fermion mass term keeps growing, and finally flow out to a gapped phase. This

hierarchy generation is classified as the tuning scenario of section 3.2.1; it is technically natural

19This scaling in the context of gauge theories is also known as “Miransky scaling" [150].
20We thank Igor Klebanov for pointing out that beta-function of the walking form (3.2.3) was also obtained in

[151] for orbifolds of N = 4 Super Yang-Mills (SYM) theory. In their case the parameter y =−Dλ, where λ is ’t Hooft
coupling and D is a combination of dynamical characteristics of the theory. If D < 0, one can reach the walking
regime by dialing λ small. The existence of a dialable coupling λ makes this example somewhat similar to the BKT
transition discussed in appendix B.2. It should be contrasted with the theories discussed in this chapter where a
symmetry parameter is varied to reach the walking regime.
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tuning because the mass term breaks chiral symmetry. We included it here to emphasize that

this is not what walking is about.

3.4.1 Walking and the electroweak phenomenology beyond the Standard Model

We would like to make here a few comments concerning connections between walking and

electroweak phenomenology. As is well known, WTC was originally hypothesized in the hope

of making less severe the problem of flavor changing neutral currents present in technicolor

models of electroweak symmetry breaking. It is not our goal here to review this story in detail.

For a review in the context of RG flows we refer to [119]. Relevantly for us, WTC models

contain a sector which exhibits the walking regime of RG flow in a range of energies above the

electroweak scale. This allows, in this range of energies, to classify operators belonging to the

“walking" sector according to their (approximate) scaling dimensions. In particular, this sector

is assumed to contain an operator with the quantum numbers of the Higgs field (in explicit

models it is a fermion bilinear operator ψ̄ψ). Various phenomenological constraints then

require that this operator has dimension close to one and at the same time does not behave as

a free field.

A proposal made in [119] was that we can treat the walking theory as a strongly interacting

unitary CFT perturbed by a weakly relevant operator resulting in a slow RG flow, called

“conformal technicolor" scenario. Subsequently, Ref. [13] pointed out that unitary CFTs

with restrictions on operator dimensions required to make conformal technicolor scenario

phenomenologically viable can be constrained from first principles using the conformal

bootstrap techniques. The resulting constraints were fully worked out in [153], with rather

pessimistic conclusions: the generic scenario was found inconsistent.21

There is however a loophole. Conformal technicolor scenario of [119] is a meaningful scenario,

but it should not be considered as an equivalent formulation of walking. Indeed, according to

our classification in section 3.2.1 it belongs to “mild tuning". Walking is radically different in

that there are no unitary fixed points. For this reason, strictly speaking, conformal bootstrap

results derived in [13] and [153] under the assumption of unitarity cannot be used to rigorously

bound the approximate scaling dimensions in the walking regime.

One may be wondering how serious this loophole actually is. After all, even in the walking

scenario the flow passes near a CFT, which while not being exactly unitary can be described as

“almost unitary" since imaginary parts of operator dimensions have to be small for the walking

behavior to take place, Eq. (3.2.8). Can bootstrap bounds get significantly relaxed in presence

of such small violations of unitarity? There is no immediate answer to this question, and this

problem should be considered open. One related example where bounds seem to get relaxed

will be discussed in section 3.5.

21However, consistency could be saved by making special assumptions about the structure of the flavor sector
on top of admitting some tuning.
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In retrospect, it’s fortunate that the loophole was not noticed at the time of writing [13], since

otherwise the conformal bootstrap methods may not have been developed, and those methods

since then found many other applications [17].

3.4.2 Light dilaton?

Finally, let us mention that since the early days the presence of a parametrically light “pseudo-

dilaton" is believed to be present in WTC models [28]. This is supposed to be a resonance

with quantum numbers 0++, and its parametric lightness means that it’s much lighter than

the other massive technihadrons (e.g. the technirho), the mass ratio going to zero as one

approaches xc from below. This belief is a popular subject of the lattice studies, see e.g. [154].

We therefore find it necessary to comment on this issue.

In our opinion, walking behavior is not by itself a sufficient condition for the presence of the

pseudo-dilaton, that is a pseudo-Goldstone boson of spontaneously broken scale invariance,

but it requires further assumptions.22 The presence of a Goldstone boson requires spontaneous

breaking of a symmetry, while walking behavior corresponds to a small, in some sense, but

explicit breaking.23 It is the possibility of spontaneous breaking of conformal symmetry which

represents an extra assumption. To have this possibility, we need a CFT with a moduli space of

vacua, which is a phenomenon logically completely independent of walking.

Consider for example the CFT M describing the annihilation point of the BZ and QCD∗

branches. This is certainly a special theory, as evidenced by the fact that it contains a marginal

operator O. If it had a moduli space, there would be room for realizing a light pseudo-dilaton

scenario at x < xc . However, does M have a moduli space of vacua? We do not actually believe

that this is the case.

Let us recall what is known about CFTs with a moduli space. In known examples the moduli

space is parametrized by giving expectation values to scalar fields. The simplest example is

the free massless scalar φ in d > 2 dimensions, where we can give an arbitrary expectation

value to φ.24 Passing to the interacting case, all known interacting CFTs with a finite number

of degrees of freedom having a moduli space are supersymmetric. One example is the N = 1

supersymmetric QCD which will be discussed in section 3.4.3 below. The key to the existence

of the moduli space of supersymmetric theories is the nonrenormalization theorem for the

superpotential. For non-SUSY theories we generically expect that flat directions, even if

present in the UV Lagrangian, are lifted by quantum effect so that the IR fixed point has no

22See [155] for the only known to us field-theoretical construction of a naturally light pseudo-dilation, which
involves a host of dynamical assumptions very different from the situation at hand.

23This is especially apparent from our description of walking as a perturbation of a (complex) CFT by an operator,
which will be introduced in section 3.6.3. Addition of this operator to the action explicitly breaks the symmetry.

24Notice that this theory in 4d also contains a marginal operator φ4. But it would of course be a logical fallacy
to conclude that any 4d theory with a marginal operator, like M, should have a moduli space. There are many
examples of supersymmetric CFTs which have a conformal manifold (i.e. exactly marginal deformations), but do
not have a moduli space of vacua. A very simple example is discussed in [156].
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moduli space.

Constructions based on holography often lead to large-N ‘CFTs’ which appear to possess a

moduli space of vacua, usually parametrized by a radial location of a brane. Notice however

that only in supersymmetric cases (like the N = 4 super Yang Mills) do these constructions

correspond to UV complete theories. In non-SUSY cases these ‘CFTs’ are at best effective

theories and it’s usually not known if they can be UV completed. Non-supersymmetric small-N

CFTs are not expected to have weakly coupled gravitational duals.

A related example of how moduli space can be a large N artefact is as follows. A non-

holographic non-SUSY model having a moduli space of vacua in the strict N =∞ limit was

discussed in [157]. However, it was shown [158, 159] that this moduli space does not survive at

finite N .

To summarize, we don’t see any theoretical evidence for the presence of the light pseudo-

dilation in the walking regime of non-SUSY gauge theories. However, we do find the lattice

investigations of gauge theories near the end of the conformal window intriguing, notwith-

standing the issue of the light dilaton. It is a hard subject and should be done with care

[144].

For completeness let us discuss what happens for the 2d Q > 4 Potts model. In this case the

spectrum of massive excitations close to the end of ‘conformal window’, i.e. for Q = 4+ε, is

known exactly from integrability [160]. It consists solely of kink-like excitations with masses of

order of the infrared strong coupling scale. Of course when ε→ 0+ these excitations become

massless, but this happens for all the IR excitations in the model simultaneously, so that

the mass-ratios stay finite. We believe that this is what should happen near the end of the

conformal window in QCD as well (except for the goldstone bosons which should stay exactly

massless of course). We have not seen any evidence to the contrary.25

It should be said that in 2d the general belief is that moduli space of vacua is impossible

even for supersymmetric CFTs, due to infrared effects not unlike those which prevent the

spontaneous breaking of global continuous symmetry in 2d via the Coleman-Mermin-Wagner

theorem.26 This goes towards showing once more that walking and spontaneous breaking of

conformal invariance are logically independent phenomena.

25Recent Ref. [161] studied SU (3) gauge theory with N f = 8 massless fermions in the fundamental via lattice
Monte Carlo. They assign it close to, but somewhat below, the end of the conformal window and look for signs
of light pseudodilaton. In the volumes they study, pseudoscalars π as well as the scalar 0++ have mass ≈ 0.5 (in
the units in which mρ = 1). We take it as a sign that their simulations are still far from the infinite-volume limit
in which mπ/mρ should go to zero. We conservatively predict that as one goes to larger volumes m0++/mρ will
plateau, and there will be no light pseudodilaton. We thank Anna Hasenfratz for discussions.

26In the literature on 2d SUSY CFTs one uses the term ‘moduli space’ in a different meaning, to denote the
conformal manifold, i.e. the space of all exactly marginal deformations.
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3.4.3 Other possibilities for the end of conformal window

The above discussion was based on the simplest assumption [117] that the BZ line of fixed

points terminates by annihilating with another line called QCD∗ and then moves to the

complex plane. Let us now discuss what are possible other ways for the transition from the BZ

regime at x near xAF to the chiral symmetry breaking (χSB) regime for x < xc .

One could imagine a possibility that the BZ fixed point, which appears by splitting off the free

theory, disappears by the inverse of this process, i.e. by merging with another free theory. As

we will see below this is likely inconsistent with the χSB phase for x < xc , but it’s instructive

to discuss this anyway. We can imagine the RG flow happening in the space of all theories

having G = SU (N f )×SU (N f )×U (1) global symmetry. In this theory space there are special

points: free gauge theories. The beta-functions vanish at free theory points, and we may

imagine that they are rather generic vector fields in the bulk of the theory space. Under

this genericity assumptions, the fixed points can naturally appear or disappear through two

processes: split off or merge with a free theory,27 or pair create and annihilate in the bulk of

the theory space. (See below for a third process involving global symmetry enhancement.)

The genericity argument can be made mathematically precise in the context of bifurcation

theory for finite-dimensional families of vector fields [146].

Disappearance via merging is realized in N = 1 supersymmetric QCD (see Fig. 3.5). The extent

of the conformal window in this theory is exactly known: 3/2 < x < 3.28 The BZ-like fixed point

disappears at x = 3/2 via merging with another free gauge theory, with a different number

of colors N ′
c = N f −Nc , a manifestation of Seiberg duality [25]. In the SUSY case for x just

below 3/2 there is no chiral symmetry breaking, the theory instead flowing to a free magnetic

phase. On the other hand in the non-SUSY case we expect chiral symmetry breaking below xc .

Therefore the non-SUSY BZ fixed point cannot disappear via merging with free theory, and

SUSY intuition is not a good guidance for this particular question.29

On the other hand one could ask if the QCD∗ line could merge with a free theory at some

x∗ > xc , which may or may not be equal to xAF. If so we could get QCD∗ as an RG fixed point

flowing from that free theory, which would be weakly coupled for x near x∗. This problem is

27Ref. [117] also considered a possibility which they call “running off to infinite coupling". We prefer to use a
terminology which is invariant under reparametrizations of the coupling space. What matters is not whether the
coupling is finite or infinite, but whether the point where the topology of the RG flow changes is a truly special
point of the coupling space, e.g. if it corresponds to a free theory in terms of some dual variables, as it happens for
the N = 1 SQCD discussed below.

28In connection with the discussion in section 3.4.2, we note that the SUSY CFT describing the IR fixed point
allows spontaneous breaking of conformal invariance, as it has a moduli space of vacua of complex dimension
2N f Nc − (N 2

c −1).
29Ref. [162] studied the conformal window of non-SUSY gauge theories in perturbation theory around xAF and

used the criterion ∆ψ̄ψ = 1 (unitarity bound) for the lower end of the conformal window. This was inspired by the
SUSY case, where ψ̄ψ becomes free scalar at the lower end as a consequence of merger with free theory. Since
as we described in the non-SUSY case there is no merger with free theory, their criterion is inadequate in the
non-SUSY case. Moreover, whatever the criterion, we believe perturbation theory is inadequate to describe the
lower end of conformal window where anomalous dimensions become O(1). We thank Robert Shrock for an email
about his work.
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<latexit sha1_base64="L0uUbh9EIxF940RNohOgWnGTudE=">AAACEnicbVDLSgMxFM3UVx1foy7dBIvgqsx0o8tiNy4r2Ae0Q8lkMm1oHkOSaSlD/8KlW/0Id+LWH/Ab/AnTB2JbDwQO59ybezhRyqg2vv/lFLa2d3b3ivvuweHR8Yl3etbUMlOYNLBkUrUjpAmjgjQMNYy0U0UQjxhpRcPazG+NiNJUikczSUnIUV/QhGJkrNTzvJoUiVQcMTimIpbjnlfyy/4c8JcE66QElqj3vO9uLHHGiTCYIa07gZ+aMEfKUMzI1O1mmqQID1GfdCwViBMd5vPkU3hllRjaAPYJA+fq340cca0nPLKTHJmBXvdm4n9eJzPJbZhTkWaGCLw4lGQMGglnNcCYKoINm1iCsKI2K8QDpBA2tix35SudpUSFubCXXNvORhebpFkpB345eKiUqnfLnorgAlyCaxCAG1AF96AOGgCDEXgGL+DVeXLenHfnYzFacJY752AFzucPyg+d6w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="L0uUbh9EIxF940RNohOgWnGTudE=">AAACEnicbVDLSgMxFM3UVx1foy7dBIvgqsx0o8tiNy4r2Ae0Q8lkMm1oHkOSaSlD/8KlW/0Id+LWH/Ab/AnTB2JbDwQO59ybezhRyqg2vv/lFLa2d3b3ivvuweHR8Yl3etbUMlOYNLBkUrUjpAmjgjQMNYy0U0UQjxhpRcPazG+NiNJUikczSUnIUV/QhGJkrNTzvJoUiVQcMTimIpbjnlfyy/4c8JcE66QElqj3vO9uLHHGiTCYIa07gZ+aMEfKUMzI1O1mmqQID1GfdCwViBMd5vPkU3hllRjaAPYJA+fq340cca0nPLKTHJmBXvdm4n9eJzPJbZhTkWaGCLw4lGQMGglnNcCYKoINm1iCsKI2K8QDpBA2tix35SudpUSFubCXXNvORhebpFkpB345eKiUqnfLnorgAlyCaxCAG1AF96AOGgCDEXgGL+DVeXLenHfnYzFacJY752AFzucPyg+d6w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="L0uUbh9EIxF940RNohOgWnGTudE=">AAACEnicbVDLSgMxFM3UVx1foy7dBIvgqsx0o8tiNy4r2Ae0Q8lkMm1oHkOSaSlD/8KlW/0Id+LWH/Ab/AnTB2JbDwQO59ybezhRyqg2vv/lFLa2d3b3ivvuweHR8Yl3etbUMlOYNLBkUrUjpAmjgjQMNYy0U0UQjxhpRcPazG+NiNJUikczSUnIUV/QhGJkrNTzvJoUiVQcMTimIpbjnlfyy/4c8JcE66QElqj3vO9uLHHGiTCYIa07gZ+aMEfKUMzI1O1mmqQID1GfdCwViBMd5vPkU3hllRjaAPYJA+fq340cca0nPLKTHJmBXvdm4n9eJzPJbZhTkWaGCLw4lGQMGglnNcCYKoINm1iCsKI2K8QDpBA2tix35SudpUSFubCXXNvORhebpFkpB345eKiUqnfLnorgAlyCaxCAG1AF96AOGgCDEXgGL+DVeXLenHfnYzFacJY752AFzucPyg+d6w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="L0uUbh9EIxF940RNohOgWnGTudE=">AAACEnicbVDLSgMxFM3UVx1foy7dBIvgqsx0o8tiNy4r2Ae0Q8lkMm1oHkOSaSlD/8KlW/0Id+LWH/Ab/AnTB2JbDwQO59ybezhRyqg2vv/lFLa2d3b3ivvuweHR8Yl3etbUMlOYNLBkUrUjpAmjgjQMNYy0U0UQjxhpRcPazG+NiNJUikczSUnIUV/QhGJkrNTzvJoUiVQcMTimIpbjnlfyy/4c8JcE66QElqj3vO9uLHHGiTCYIa07gZ+aMEfKUMzI1O1mmqQID1GfdCwViBMd5vPkU3hllRjaAPYJA+fq340cca0nPLKTHJmBXvdm4n9eJzPJbZhTkWaGCLw4lGQMGglnNcCYKoINm1iCsKI2K8QDpBA2tix35SudpUSFubCXXNvORhebpFkpB345eKiUqnfLnorgAlyCaxCAG1AF96AOGgCDEXgGL+DVeXLenHfnYzFacJY752AFzucPyg+d6w==</latexit>

Magnetic theory
<latexit sha1_base64="NuX53xKfGpmPKETX2EwaZeYHYvE=">AAACEXicdVDLSgMxFM34rPXRqks3wSK4GjID0nZXdONGqGAf0A4lk962oZnMkGSEMvQrXLrVj3Anbv0Cv8GfMH0IVvRA4OSc+0hOmAiuDSEfztr6xubWdm4nv7u3f1AoHh41dZwqBg0Wi1i1Q6pBcAkNw42AdqKARqGAVji+mvmte1Cax/LOTBIIIjqUfMAZNVbqFQs39g6GM2xGEKtJr1giLilXPZ9g4l5Uy2W/agnx/ErFw55L5iihJeq94me3H7M0AmmYoFp3PJKYIKPKzhQwzXdTDQllYzqEjqWSRqCDbP7wKT6zSh8PYmWPNHiu/uzIaKT1JAptZUTNSP/2ZuJfXic1g0qQcZmkBiRbLBqkApsYz1LAfa6AGTGxhDLFZ/9nI6ooMzar/MoonSaggkzaTXmbzncE+H/S9F2PuN6tX6pdLnPKoRN0is6Rh8qohq5RHTUQQyl6RE/o2XlwXpxX521RuuYse47RCpz3L1aenbg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NuX53xKfGpmPKETX2EwaZeYHYvE=">AAACEXicdVDLSgMxFM34rPXRqks3wSK4GjID0nZXdONGqGAf0A4lk962oZnMkGSEMvQrXLrVj3Anbv0Cv8GfMH0IVvRA4OSc+0hOmAiuDSEfztr6xubWdm4nv7u3f1AoHh41dZwqBg0Wi1i1Q6pBcAkNw42AdqKARqGAVji+mvmte1Cax/LOTBIIIjqUfMAZNVbqFQs39g6GM2xGEKtJr1giLilXPZ9g4l5Uy2W/agnx/ErFw55L5iihJeq94me3H7M0AmmYoFp3PJKYIKPKzhQwzXdTDQllYzqEjqWSRqCDbP7wKT6zSh8PYmWPNHiu/uzIaKT1JAptZUTNSP/2ZuJfXic1g0qQcZmkBiRbLBqkApsYz1LAfa6AGTGxhDLFZ/9nI6ooMzar/MoonSaggkzaTXmbzncE+H/S9F2PuN6tX6pdLnPKoRN0is6Rh8qohq5RHTUQQyl6RE/o2XlwXpxX521RuuYse47RCpz3L1aenbg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NuX53xKfGpmPKETX2EwaZeYHYvE=">AAACEXicdVDLSgMxFM34rPXRqks3wSK4GjID0nZXdONGqGAf0A4lk962oZnMkGSEMvQrXLrVj3Anbv0Cv8GfMH0IVvRA4OSc+0hOmAiuDSEfztr6xubWdm4nv7u3f1AoHh41dZwqBg0Wi1i1Q6pBcAkNw42AdqKARqGAVji+mvmte1Cax/LOTBIIIjqUfMAZNVbqFQs39g6GM2xGEKtJr1giLilXPZ9g4l5Uy2W/agnx/ErFw55L5iihJeq94me3H7M0AmmYoFp3PJKYIKPKzhQwzXdTDQllYzqEjqWSRqCDbP7wKT6zSh8PYmWPNHiu/uzIaKT1JAptZUTNSP/2ZuJfXic1g0qQcZmkBiRbLBqkApsYz1LAfa6AGTGxhDLFZ/9nI6ooMzar/MoonSaggkzaTXmbzncE+H/S9F2PuN6tX6pdLnPKoRN0is6Rh8qohq5RHTUQQyl6RE/o2XlwXpxX521RuuYse47RCpz3L1aenbg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NuX53xKfGpmPKETX2EwaZeYHYvE=">AAACEXicdVDLSgMxFM34rPXRqks3wSK4GjID0nZXdONGqGAf0A4lk962oZnMkGSEMvQrXLrVj3Anbv0Cv8GfMH0IVvRA4OSc+0hOmAiuDSEfztr6xubWdm4nv7u3f1AoHh41dZwqBg0Wi1i1Q6pBcAkNw42AdqKARqGAVji+mvmte1Cax/LOTBIIIjqUfMAZNVbqFQs39g6GM2xGEKtJr1giLilXPZ9g4l5Uy2W/agnx/ErFw55L5iihJeq94me3H7M0AmmYoFp3PJKYIKPKzhQwzXdTDQllYzqEjqWSRqCDbP7wKT6zSh8PYmWPNHiu/uzIaKT1JAptZUTNSP/2ZuJfXic1g0qQcZmkBiRbLBqkApsYz1LAfa6AGTGxhDLFZ/9nI6ooMzar/MoonSaggkzaTXmbzncE+H/S9F2PuN6tX6pdLnPKoRN0is6Rh8qohq5RHTUQQyl6RE/o2XlwXpxX521RuuYse47RCpz3L1aenbg=</latexit>

Electric theory
<latexit sha1_base64="Jne7lKas3uK3fsS6DBB4L9kl8kU=">AAACEXicdVDLSgMxFM34rPXRqks3wSK4GjID0nZXFMFlBfuAdiiZ9LYNzWSGJCOUoV/h0q1+hDtx6xf4Df6E6UOwogcCh3PuKydMBNeGkA9nbX1jc2s7t5Pf3ds/KBQPj5o6ThWDBotFrNoh1SC4hIbhRkA7UUCjUEArHF/N/NY9KM1jeWcmCQQRHUo+4IwaK/WKhWsBzCjOsBlBrCa9Yom4pFz1fIKJe1Etl/2qJcTzKxUPey6Zo4SWqPeKn91+zNIIpGGCat3xSGKCjCrDmYBpvptqSCgb0yF0LJU0Ah1k88On+MwqfTyIlX3S4Ln6syOjkdaTKLSVETUj/dubiX95ndQMKkHGZZIakGyxaJAKbGI8SwH3ubLfFhNLKFPc3orZiCrKjM0qvzJKpwmoIJN2U96m8x0B/p80fdcjrnfrl2qXy5xy6ASdonPkoTKqoRtURw3EUIoe0RN6dh6cF+fVeVuUrjnLnmO0Auf9C1uHnbs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Jne7lKas3uK3fsS6DBB4L9kl8kU=">AAACEXicdVDLSgMxFM34rPXRqks3wSK4GjID0nZXFMFlBfuAdiiZ9LYNzWSGJCOUoV/h0q1+hDtx6xf4Df6E6UOwogcCh3PuKydMBNeGkA9nbX1jc2s7t5Pf3ds/KBQPj5o6ThWDBotFrNoh1SC4hIbhRkA7UUCjUEArHF/N/NY9KM1jeWcmCQQRHUo+4IwaK/WKhWsBzCjOsBlBrCa9Yom4pFz1fIKJe1Etl/2qJcTzKxUPey6Zo4SWqPeKn91+zNIIpGGCat3xSGKCjCrDmYBpvptqSCgb0yF0LJU0Ah1k88On+MwqfTyIlX3S4Ln6syOjkdaTKLSVETUj/dubiX95ndQMKkHGZZIakGyxaJAKbGI8SwH3ubLfFhNLKFPc3orZiCrKjM0qvzJKpwmoIJN2U96m8x0B/p80fdcjrnfrl2qXy5xy6ASdonPkoTKqoRtURw3EUIoe0RN6dh6cF+fVeVuUrjnLnmO0Auf9C1uHnbs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Jne7lKas3uK3fsS6DBB4L9kl8kU=">AAACEXicdVDLSgMxFM34rPXRqks3wSK4GjID0nZXFMFlBfuAdiiZ9LYNzWSGJCOUoV/h0q1+hDtx6xf4Df6E6UOwogcCh3PuKydMBNeGkA9nbX1jc2s7t5Pf3ds/KBQPj5o6ThWDBotFrNoh1SC4hIbhRkA7UUCjUEArHF/N/NY9KM1jeWcmCQQRHUo+4IwaK/WKhWsBzCjOsBlBrCa9Yom4pFz1fIKJe1Etl/2qJcTzKxUPey6Zo4SWqPeKn91+zNIIpGGCat3xSGKCjCrDmYBpvptqSCgb0yF0LJU0Ah1k88On+MwqfTyIlX3S4Ln6syOjkdaTKLSVETUj/dubiX95ndQMKkHGZZIakGyxaJAKbGI8SwH3ubLfFhNLKFPc3orZiCrKjM0qvzJKpwmoIJN2U96m8x0B/p80fdcjrnfrl2qXy5xy6ASdonPkoTKqoRtURw3EUIoe0RN6dh6cF+fVeVuUrjnLnmO0Auf9C1uHnbs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Jne7lKas3uK3fsS6DBB4L9kl8kU=">AAACEXicdVDLSgMxFM34rPXRqks3wSK4GjID0nZXFMFlBfuAdiiZ9LYNzWSGJCOUoV/h0q1+hDtx6xf4Df6E6UOwogcCh3PuKydMBNeGkA9nbX1jc2s7t5Pf3ds/KBQPj5o6ThWDBotFrNoh1SC4hIbhRkA7UUCjUEArHF/N/NY9KM1jeWcmCQQRHUo+4IwaK/WKhWsBzCjOsBlBrCa9Yom4pFz1fIKJe1Etl/2qJcTzKxUPey6Zo4SWqPeKn91+zNIIpGGCat3xSGKCjCrDmYBpvptqSCgb0yF0LJU0Ah1k88On+MwqfTyIlX3S4Ln6syOjkdaTKLSVETUj/dubiX95ndQMKkHGZZIakGyxaJAKbGI8SwH3ubLfFhNLKFPc3orZiCrKjM0qvzJKpwmoIJN2U96m8x0B/p80fdcjrnfrl2qXy5xy6ASdonPkoTKqoRtURw3EUIoe0RN6dh6cF+fVeVuUrjnLnmO0Auf9C1uHnbs=</latexit>

SUSY BZ
<latexit sha1_base64="RC4PAJMvCe0qVUoWG5M8aVCxHXY=">AAACB3icdVDLSgMxFM3UVx1fVZdugkVwNWQGpO2u1I3LSu1D26Fk0kwbmskMSUYoQz/ApVv9CHfi1s/wG/wJ04dgRQ8EDufcV06QcKY0Qh9Wbm19Y3Mrv23v7O7tHxQOj1oqTiWhTRLzWHYCrChngjY105x2EklxFHDaDsaXM799T6VisbjRk4T6ER4KFjKCtZHajWbjFtbu+oUiclCp4noIIueiUip5FUOQ65XLLnQdNEcRLFHvFz57g5ikERWacKxU10WJ9jMsNSOcTu1eqmiCyRgPaddQgSOq/Gx+7hSeGWUAw1iaJzScqz87MhwpNYkCUxlhPVK/vZn4l9dNdVj2MyaSVFNBFovClEMdw9nf4YBJSjSfGIKJZOZWSEZYYqJNQvbKKJUmVPqZMJtsk853BPB/0vIcFznutVes1pY55cEJOAXnwAUlUAVXoA6agIAxeARP4Nl6sF6sV+ttUZqzlj3HYAXW+xdmIJlk</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RC4PAJMvCe0qVUoWG5M8aVCxHXY=">AAACB3icdVDLSgMxFM3UVx1fVZdugkVwNWQGpO2u1I3LSu1D26Fk0kwbmskMSUYoQz/ApVv9CHfi1s/wG/wJ04dgRQ8EDufcV06QcKY0Qh9Wbm19Y3Mrv23v7O7tHxQOj1oqTiWhTRLzWHYCrChngjY105x2EklxFHDaDsaXM799T6VisbjRk4T6ER4KFjKCtZHajWbjFtbu+oUiclCp4noIIueiUip5FUOQ65XLLnQdNEcRLFHvFz57g5ikERWacKxU10WJ9jMsNSOcTu1eqmiCyRgPaddQgSOq/Gx+7hSeGWUAw1iaJzScqz87MhwpNYkCUxlhPVK/vZn4l9dNdVj2MyaSVFNBFovClEMdw9nf4YBJSjSfGIKJZOZWSEZYYqJNQvbKKJUmVPqZMJtsk853BPB/0vIcFznutVes1pY55cEJOAXnwAUlUAVXoA6agIAxeARP4Nl6sF6sV+ttUZqzlj3HYAXW+xdmIJlk</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RC4PAJMvCe0qVUoWG5M8aVCxHXY=">AAACB3icdVDLSgMxFM3UVx1fVZdugkVwNWQGpO2u1I3LSu1D26Fk0kwbmskMSUYoQz/ApVv9CHfi1s/wG/wJ04dgRQ8EDufcV06QcKY0Qh9Wbm19Y3Mrv23v7O7tHxQOj1oqTiWhTRLzWHYCrChngjY105x2EklxFHDaDsaXM799T6VisbjRk4T6ER4KFjKCtZHajWbjFtbu+oUiclCp4noIIueiUip5FUOQ65XLLnQdNEcRLFHvFz57g5ikERWacKxU10WJ9jMsNSOcTu1eqmiCyRgPaddQgSOq/Gx+7hSeGWUAw1iaJzScqz87MhwpNYkCUxlhPVK/vZn4l9dNdVj2MyaSVFNBFovClEMdw9nf4YBJSjSfGIKJZOZWSEZYYqJNQvbKKJUmVPqZMJtsk853BPB/0vIcFznutVes1pY55cEJOAXnwAUlUAVXoA6agIAxeARP4Nl6sF6sV+ttUZqzlj3HYAXW+xdmIJlk</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="RC4PAJMvCe0qVUoWG5M8aVCxHXY=">AAACB3icdVDLSgMxFM3UVx1fVZdugkVwNWQGpO2u1I3LSu1D26Fk0kwbmskMSUYoQz/ApVv9CHfi1s/wG/wJ04dgRQ8EDufcV06QcKY0Qh9Wbm19Y3Mrv23v7O7tHxQOj1oqTiWhTRLzWHYCrChngjY105x2EklxFHDaDsaXM799T6VisbjRk4T6ER4KFjKCtZHajWbjFtbu+oUiclCp4noIIueiUip5FUOQ65XLLnQdNEcRLFHvFz57g5ikERWacKxU10WJ9jMsNSOcTu1eqmiCyRgPaddQgSOq/Gx+7hSeGWUAw1iaJzScqz87MhwpNYkCUxlhPVK/vZn4l9dNdVj2MyaSVFNBFovClEMdw9nf4YBJSjSfGIKJZOZWSEZYYqJNQvbKKJUmVPqZMJtsk853BPB/0vIcFznutVes1pY55cEJOAXnwAUlUAVXoA6agIAxeARP4Nl6sF6sV+ttUZqzlj3HYAXW+xdmIJlk</latexit>

Figure 3.5 – Conformal window for the N = 1 SUSY case. In this case the BZ-like fixed point
disappears by merging with another free theory. Compare with Fig. 3.4 in the non-SUSY case.

constrained by the requirements that QCD∗ should have the same symmetry as BZ, that it

should have exactly one relevant singlet scalar operator, and also by ’t Hooft anomaly matching.

Ref. [117] tried a few RG flows but they either did not manifestly have the requisite symmetry,

or did not yield a fixed point. So this problem is open.

The final possibility that we would like to mention involves global symmetry enhancement.

Namely, imagine that the BZ fixed point, when moving around in the theory space as a function

of x collides for x = x ′ with a fixed point BZ′ which is interacting but which has a strictly larger

global symmetry G ′ ⊃ G . In such a situation we can have an exchange of stability, i.e. the

BZ fixed point is stable for x > x ′, while BZ′ is stable for x < x ′. This can happen naturally

at a point of the BZ′ line where some operator which breaks G ′ to G crosses marginality. A

well-known example of this phenomenon is the collision between the cubic and the O(N )

fixed points of multifield scalar theories in 4−ε dimensions, which pass through each other

interchanging stability at some Nc = 4+O(ε) ([163] and [164], section 11.3).

Notice that the collision with free theories discussed above can also be viewed as an example

of symmetry enhancement, since free theories possess higher spin symmetries. In this case, in

perturbation theory the fixed point ‘goes through’, but the fixed point coupling on the other

side has a bad sign. E.g. if we tried to formally continue BZ fixed point to x > xAF we would

find a theory at negative squared gauge coupling g 2∗. In a related case of trying to continue the

Wilson-Fisher fixed point of λφ4 to 4+ε dimensions we would find a theory with negative λ∗.

The common lore is that these fixed points are not well defined nonperturbatively. Indeed

from the path integral point of view it’s hard to believe that they make sense. So in this case we

speak of fixed point merger as opposed to intersection.

On the contrary, if BZ collides with BZ′, we may indeed expect an intersection, because an

interacting BZ′ is not expected to be as fragile as free theories, and the line of BZ fixed points
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x
<latexit sha1_base64="1CdV0KhSL0y5ms4wGG2jCad1GcM=">AAACA3icbVC7TsMwFL3hWcKrwMgS0SIxVUkXGCtYGIugD6mNKse9aa06TmQ7iCrqyMgKH8GGWPkQvoGfwG0z0JYjWTo65758goQzpV3321pb39jc2i7s2Lt7+weHxaPjpopTSbFBYx7LdkAUciawoZnm2E4kkijg2ApGN1O/9YhSsVg86HGCfkQGgoWMEm2k+/JTuVcsuRV3BmeVeDkpQY56r/jT7cc0jVBoyolSHc9NtJ8RqRnlOLG7qcKE0BEZYMdQQSJUfjY7deKcG6XvhLE0T2hnpv7tyEik1DgKTGVE9FAte1PxP6+T6vDKz5hIUo2CzheFKXd07Ez/7fSZRKr52BBCJTO3OnRIJKHapGMvjFJpgtLPhNlkm3S85SxWSbNa8dyKd1ct1a7znApwCmdwAR5cQg1uoQ4NoDCAF3iFN+vZerc+rM956ZqV95zAAqyvXzWrl54=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1CdV0KhSL0y5ms4wGG2jCad1GcM=">AAACA3icbVC7TsMwFL3hWcKrwMgS0SIxVUkXGCtYGIugD6mNKse9aa06TmQ7iCrqyMgKH8GGWPkQvoGfwG0z0JYjWTo65758goQzpV3321pb39jc2i7s2Lt7+weHxaPjpopTSbFBYx7LdkAUciawoZnm2E4kkijg2ApGN1O/9YhSsVg86HGCfkQGgoWMEm2k+/JTuVcsuRV3BmeVeDkpQY56r/jT7cc0jVBoyolSHc9NtJ8RqRnlOLG7qcKE0BEZYMdQQSJUfjY7deKcG6XvhLE0T2hnpv7tyEik1DgKTGVE9FAte1PxP6+T6vDKz5hIUo2CzheFKXd07Ez/7fSZRKr52BBCJTO3OnRIJKHapGMvjFJpgtLPhNlkm3S85SxWSbNa8dyKd1ct1a7znApwCmdwAR5cQg1uoQ4NoDCAF3iFN+vZerc+rM956ZqV95zAAqyvXzWrl54=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1CdV0KhSL0y5ms4wGG2jCad1GcM=">AAACA3icbVC7TsMwFL3hWcKrwMgS0SIxVUkXGCtYGIugD6mNKse9aa06TmQ7iCrqyMgKH8GGWPkQvoGfwG0z0JYjWTo65758goQzpV3321pb39jc2i7s2Lt7+weHxaPjpopTSbFBYx7LdkAUciawoZnm2E4kkijg2ApGN1O/9YhSsVg86HGCfkQGgoWMEm2k+/JTuVcsuRV3BmeVeDkpQY56r/jT7cc0jVBoyolSHc9NtJ8RqRnlOLG7qcKE0BEZYMdQQSJUfjY7deKcG6XvhLE0T2hnpv7tyEik1DgKTGVE9FAte1PxP6+T6vDKz5hIUo2CzheFKXd07Ez/7fSZRKr52BBCJTO3OnRIJKHapGMvjFJpgtLPhNlkm3S85SxWSbNa8dyKd1ct1a7znApwCmdwAR5cQg1uoQ4NoDCAF3iFN+vZerc+rM956ZqV95zAAqyvXzWrl54=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1CdV0KhSL0y5ms4wGG2jCad1GcM=">AAACA3icbVC7TsMwFL3hWcKrwMgS0SIxVUkXGCtYGIugD6mNKse9aa06TmQ7iCrqyMgKH8GGWPkQvoGfwG0z0JYjWTo65758goQzpV3321pb39jc2i7s2Lt7+weHxaPjpopTSbFBYx7LdkAUciawoZnm2E4kkijg2ApGN1O/9YhSsVg86HGCfkQGgoWMEm2k+/JTuVcsuRV3BmeVeDkpQY56r/jT7cc0jVBoyolSHc9NtJ8RqRnlOLG7qcKE0BEZYMdQQSJUfjY7deKcG6XvhLE0T2hnpv7tyEik1DgKTGVE9FAte1PxP6+T6vDKz5hIUo2CzheFKXd07Ez/7fSZRKr52BBCJTO3OnRIJKHapGMvjFJpgtLPhNlkm3S85SxWSbNa8dyKd1ct1a7znApwCmdwAR5cQg1uoQ4NoDCAF3iFN+vZerc+rM956ZqV95zAAqyvXzWrl54=</latexit>

xAF<latexit sha1_base64="letMc7JYrWrErzqTeEdWoyxcrAI=">AAACDHicbVDLSgMxFM3UVx1fVZdugq3gqsx0o8uqIC4r2Ad0hpJJM21okglJRixDf8GlW/0Id+LWf/Ab/AnTdha29cCFwzn3xYkko9p43rdTWFvf2Nwqbrs7u3v7B6XDo5ZOUoVJEycsUZ0IacKoIE1DDSMdqQjiESPtaHQz9duPRGmaiAczliTkaCBoTDEyVgoqT70sUBxe3U4qvVLZq3ozwFXi56QMcjR6pZ+gn+CUE2EwQ1p3fU+aMEPKUMzIxA1STSTCIzQgXUsF4kSH2eznCTyzSh/GibIlDJypfycyxLUe88h2cmSGetmbiv953dTEl2FGhUwNEXh+KE4ZNAmcBgD7VBFs2NgShBW1v0I8RAphY2NyF1bpVBIVZsJecm06/nIWq6RVq/pe1b+vlevXeU5FcAJOwTnwwQWogzvQAE2AgQQv4BW8Oc/Ou/PhfM5bC04+cwwW4Hz9AsyTmzE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="letMc7JYrWrErzqTeEdWoyxcrAI=">AAACDHicbVDLSgMxFM3UVx1fVZdugq3gqsx0o8uqIC4r2Ad0hpJJM21okglJRixDf8GlW/0Id+LWf/Ab/AnTdha29cCFwzn3xYkko9p43rdTWFvf2Nwqbrs7u3v7B6XDo5ZOUoVJEycsUZ0IacKoIE1DDSMdqQjiESPtaHQz9duPRGmaiAczliTkaCBoTDEyVgoqT70sUBxe3U4qvVLZq3ozwFXi56QMcjR6pZ+gn+CUE2EwQ1p3fU+aMEPKUMzIxA1STSTCIzQgXUsF4kSH2eznCTyzSh/GibIlDJypfycyxLUe88h2cmSGetmbiv953dTEl2FGhUwNEXh+KE4ZNAmcBgD7VBFs2NgShBW1v0I8RAphY2NyF1bpVBIVZsJecm06/nIWq6RVq/pe1b+vlevXeU5FcAJOwTnwwQWogzvQAE2AgQQv4BW8Oc/Ou/PhfM5bC04+cwwW4Hz9AsyTmzE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="letMc7JYrWrErzqTeEdWoyxcrAI=">AAACDHicbVDLSgMxFM3UVx1fVZdugq3gqsx0o8uqIC4r2Ad0hpJJM21okglJRixDf8GlW/0Id+LWf/Ab/AnTdha29cCFwzn3xYkko9p43rdTWFvf2Nwqbrs7u3v7B6XDo5ZOUoVJEycsUZ0IacKoIE1DDSMdqQjiESPtaHQz9duPRGmaiAczliTkaCBoTDEyVgoqT70sUBxe3U4qvVLZq3ozwFXi56QMcjR6pZ+gn+CUE2EwQ1p3fU+aMEPKUMzIxA1STSTCIzQgXUsF4kSH2eznCTyzSh/GibIlDJypfycyxLUe88h2cmSGetmbiv953dTEl2FGhUwNEXh+KE4ZNAmcBgD7VBFs2NgShBW1v0I8RAphY2NyF1bpVBIVZsJecm06/nIWq6RVq/pe1b+vlevXeU5FcAJOwTnwwQWogzvQAE2AgQQv4BW8Oc/Ou/PhfM5bC04+cwwW4Hz9AsyTmzE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="letMc7JYrWrErzqTeEdWoyxcrAI=">AAACDHicbVDLSgMxFM3UVx1fVZdugq3gqsx0o8uqIC4r2Ad0hpJJM21okglJRixDf8GlW/0Id+LWf/Ab/AnTdha29cCFwzn3xYkko9p43rdTWFvf2Nwqbrs7u3v7B6XDo5ZOUoVJEycsUZ0IacKoIE1DDSMdqQjiESPtaHQz9duPRGmaiAczliTkaCBoTDEyVgoqT70sUBxe3U4qvVLZq3ozwFXi56QMcjR6pZ+gn+CUE2EwQ1p3fU+aMEPKUMzIxA1STSTCIzQgXUsF4kSH2eznCTyzSh/GibIlDJypfycyxLUe88h2cmSGetmbiv953dTEl2FGhUwNEXh+KE4ZNAmcBgD7VBFs2NgShBW1v0I8RAphY2NyF1bpVBIVZsJecm06/nIWq6RVq/pe1b+vlevXeU5FcAJOwTnwwQWogzvQAE2AgQQv4BW8Oc/Ou/PhfM5bC04+cwwW4Hz9AsyTmzE=</latexit>

xc
<latexit sha1_base64="6MuDxzUh/JxUUD/2FtbltGwCfkY=">AAACBXicbVDLTsJAFL3FF+ILdemmEUxckZaNLoluXGJigQQaMh1uYcJ02sxMjaRh7dKtfoQ749bv8Bv8CQfoQsCTTHJyzn3NCRLOlHacb6uwsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9PWipOJUWPxjyWnYAo5Eygp5nm2Ekkkijg2A7GtzO//YhSsVg86EmCfkSGgoWMEm0kr/rUp9V+ueLUnDnsdeLmpAI5mv3yT28Q0zRCoSknSnVdJ9F+RqRmlOO01EsVJoSOyRC7hgoSofKz+bFT+8IoAzuMpXlC23P1b0dGIqUmUWAqI6JHatWbif953VSH137GRJJqFHSxKEy5rWN79nN7wCRSzSeGECqZudWmIyIJ1Saf0tIolSYo/UyYTSWTjruaxTpp1WuuU3Pv65XGTZ5TEc7gHC7BhStowB00wQMKDF7gFd6sZ+vd+rA+F6UFK+85hSVYX7+7EZh0</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6MuDxzUh/JxUUD/2FtbltGwCfkY=">AAACBXicbVDLTsJAFL3FF+ILdemmEUxckZaNLoluXGJigQQaMh1uYcJ02sxMjaRh7dKtfoQ749bv8Bv8CQfoQsCTTHJyzn3NCRLOlHacb6uwsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9PWipOJUWPxjyWnYAo5Eygp5nm2Ekkkijg2A7GtzO//YhSsVg86EmCfkSGgoWMEm0kr/rUp9V+ueLUnDnsdeLmpAI5mv3yT28Q0zRCoSknSnVdJ9F+RqRmlOO01EsVJoSOyRC7hgoSofKz+bFT+8IoAzuMpXlC23P1b0dGIqUmUWAqI6JHatWbif953VSH137GRJJqFHSxKEy5rWN79nN7wCRSzSeGECqZudWmIyIJ1Saf0tIolSYo/UyYTSWTjruaxTpp1WuuU3Pv65XGTZ5TEc7gHC7BhStowB00wQMKDF7gFd6sZ+vd+rA+F6UFK+85hSVYX7+7EZh0</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6MuDxzUh/JxUUD/2FtbltGwCfkY=">AAACBXicbVDLTsJAFL3FF+ILdemmEUxckZaNLoluXGJigQQaMh1uYcJ02sxMjaRh7dKtfoQ749bv8Bv8CQfoQsCTTHJyzn3NCRLOlHacb6uwsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9PWipOJUWPxjyWnYAo5Eygp5nm2Ekkkijg2A7GtzO//YhSsVg86EmCfkSGgoWMEm0kr/rUp9V+ueLUnDnsdeLmpAI5mv3yT28Q0zRCoSknSnVdJ9F+RqRmlOO01EsVJoSOyRC7hgoSofKz+bFT+8IoAzuMpXlC23P1b0dGIqUmUWAqI6JHatWbif953VSH137GRJJqFHSxKEy5rWN79nN7wCRSzSeGECqZudWmIyIJ1Saf0tIolSYo/UyYTSWTjruaxTpp1WuuU3Pv65XGTZ5TEc7gHC7BhStowB00wQMKDF7gFd6sZ+vd+rA+F6UFK+85hSVYX7+7EZh0</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6MuDxzUh/JxUUD/2FtbltGwCfkY=">AAACBXicbVDLTsJAFL3FF+ILdemmEUxckZaNLoluXGJigQQaMh1uYcJ02sxMjaRh7dKtfoQ749bv8Bv8CQfoQsCTTHJyzn3NCRLOlHacb6uwsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9PWipOJUWPxjyWnYAo5Eygp5nm2Ekkkijg2A7GtzO//YhSsVg86EmCfkSGgoWMEm0kr/rUp9V+ueLUnDnsdeLmpAI5mv3yT28Q0zRCoSknSnVdJ9F+RqRmlOO01EsVJoSOyRC7hgoSofKz+bFT+8IoAzuMpXlC23P1b0dGIqUmUWAqI6JHatWbif953VSH137GRJJqFHSxKEy5rWN79nN7wCRSzSeGECqZudWmIyIJ1Saf0tIolSYo/UyYTSWTjruaxTpp1WuuU3Pv65XGTZ5TEc7gHC7BhStowB00wQMKDF7gFd6sZ+vd+rA+F6UFK+85hSVYX7+7EZh0</latexit>

x�
<latexit sha1_base64="AbtvB8eCZEZb0R1K4kBul01GFA8=">AAACBHicbVC7TsMwFL3hWcKrwMgS0SKYqqQLjBUsjEWiD6mNKse9ba06TmQ7iCrqysgKH8GGWPkPvoGfwGkz0JYjWTo65758gpgzpV3321pb39jc2i7s2Lt7+weHxaPjpooSSbFBIx7JdkAUciawoZnm2I4lkjDg2ArGt5nfekSpWCQe9CRGPyRDwQaMEp1J5aeLcq9YcivuDM4q8XJSghz1XvGn249oEqLQlBOlOp4baz8lUjPKcWp3E4UxoWMyxI6hgoSo/HR269Q5N0rfGUTSPKGdmfq3IyWhUpMwMJUh0SO17GXif14n0YNrP2UiTjQKOl80SLijIyf7uNNnEqnmE0MIlczc6tARkYRqE4+9MEolMUo/FWaTbdLxlrNYJc1qxXMr3n21VLvJcyrAKZzBJXhwBTW4gzo0gMIIXuAV3qxn6936sD7npWtW3nMCC7C+fgGaWpfP</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AbtvB8eCZEZb0R1K4kBul01GFA8=">AAACBHicbVC7TsMwFL3hWcKrwMgS0SKYqqQLjBUsjEWiD6mNKse9ba06TmQ7iCrqysgKH8GGWPkPvoGfwGkz0JYjWTo65758gpgzpV3321pb39jc2i7s2Lt7+weHxaPjpooSSbFBIx7JdkAUciawoZnm2I4lkjDg2ArGt5nfekSpWCQe9CRGPyRDwQaMEp1J5aeLcq9YcivuDM4q8XJSghz1XvGn249oEqLQlBOlOp4baz8lUjPKcWp3E4UxoWMyxI6hgoSo/HR269Q5N0rfGUTSPKGdmfq3IyWhUpMwMJUh0SO17GXif14n0YNrP2UiTjQKOl80SLijIyf7uNNnEqnmE0MIlczc6tARkYRqE4+9MEolMUo/FWaTbdLxlrNYJc1qxXMr3n21VLvJcyrAKZzBJXhwBTW4gzo0gMIIXuAV3qxn6936sD7npWtW3nMCC7C+fgGaWpfP</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AbtvB8eCZEZb0R1K4kBul01GFA8=">AAACBHicbVC7TsMwFL3hWcKrwMgS0SKYqqQLjBUsjEWiD6mNKse9ba06TmQ7iCrqysgKH8GGWPkPvoGfwGkz0JYjWTo65758gpgzpV3321pb39jc2i7s2Lt7+weHxaPjpooSSbFBIx7JdkAUciawoZnm2I4lkjDg2ArGt5nfekSpWCQe9CRGPyRDwQaMEp1J5aeLcq9YcivuDM4q8XJSghz1XvGn249oEqLQlBOlOp4baz8lUjPKcWp3E4UxoWMyxI6hgoSo/HR269Q5N0rfGUTSPKGdmfq3IyWhUpMwMJUh0SO17GXif14n0YNrP2UiTjQKOl80SLijIyf7uNNnEqnmE0MIlczc6tARkYRqE4+9MEolMUo/FWaTbdLxlrNYJc1qxXMr3n21VLvJcyrAKZzBJXhwBTW4gzo0gMIIXuAV3qxn6936sD7npWtW3nMCC7C+fgGaWpfP</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AbtvB8eCZEZb0R1K4kBul01GFA8=">AAACBHicbVC7TsMwFL3hWcKrwMgS0SKYqqQLjBUsjEWiD6mNKse9ba06TmQ7iCrqysgKH8GGWPkPvoGfwGkz0JYjWTo65758gpgzpV3321pb39jc2i7s2Lt7+weHxaPjpooSSbFBIx7JdkAUciawoZnm2I4lkjDg2ArGt5nfekSpWCQe9CRGPyRDwQaMEp1J5aeLcq9YcivuDM4q8XJSghz1XvGn249oEqLQlBOlOp4baz8lUjPKcWp3E4UxoWMyxI6hgoSo/HR269Q5N0rfGUTSPKGdmfq3IyWhUpMwMJUh0SO17GXif14n0YNrP2UiTjQKOl80SLijIyf7uNNnEqnmE0MIlczc6tARkYRqE4+9MEolMUo/FWaTbdLxlrNYJc1qxXMr3n21VLvJcyrAKZzBJXhwBTW4gzo0gMIIXuAV3qxn6936sD7npWtW3nMCC7C+fgGaWpfP</latexit>

��
<latexit sha1_base64="2bYMheSKJnUoabDvctOnjM5DK/s=">AAACEXicbVC7TsMwFHXKq4RHA4wsES0SU5V0gbGChbFI9CE1UeQ4TmvVcSw/kKqoX8HICh/Bhlj5Ar6Bn8BtM9CWI1k6Oudc36sTc0qk8rxvq7K1vbO7V923Dw6PjmvOyWlP5log3EU5zcUghhJTwnBXEUXxgAsMs5jifjy5m/v9JywkydmjmnIcZnDESEoQVEaKnFojoCadwCjgWPBG5NS9preAu0n8ktRBiU7k/ARJjnSGmUIUSjn0Pa7CAgpFEMUzO9ASc4gmcISHhjKYYRkWi8Nn7qVREjfNhXlMuQv170QBMymnWWySGVRjue7Nxf+8oVbpTVgQxrXCDC0XpZq6KnfnLbgJERgpOjUEIkHMrS4aQwGRMl3ZK19JbYoJC2Y22aYdf72LTdJrNX2v6T+06u3bsqcqOAcX4Ar44Bq0wT3ogC5AQIMX8ArerGfr3fqwPpfRilXOnIEVWF+/Lauc/g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2bYMheSKJnUoabDvctOnjM5DK/s=">AAACEXicbVC7TsMwFHXKq4RHA4wsES0SU5V0gbGChbFI9CE1UeQ4TmvVcSw/kKqoX8HICh/Bhlj5Ar6Bn8BtM9CWI1k6Oudc36sTc0qk8rxvq7K1vbO7V923Dw6PjmvOyWlP5log3EU5zcUghhJTwnBXEUXxgAsMs5jifjy5m/v9JywkydmjmnIcZnDESEoQVEaKnFojoCadwCjgWPBG5NS9preAu0n8ktRBiU7k/ARJjnSGmUIUSjn0Pa7CAgpFEMUzO9ASc4gmcISHhjKYYRkWi8Nn7qVREjfNhXlMuQv170QBMymnWWySGVRjue7Nxf+8oVbpTVgQxrXCDC0XpZq6KnfnLbgJERgpOjUEIkHMrS4aQwGRMl3ZK19JbYoJC2Y22aYdf72LTdJrNX2v6T+06u3bsqcqOAcX4Ar44Bq0wT3ogC5AQIMX8ArerGfr3fqwPpfRilXOnIEVWF+/Lauc/g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2bYMheSKJnUoabDvctOnjM5DK/s=">AAACEXicbVC7TsMwFHXKq4RHA4wsES0SU5V0gbGChbFI9CE1UeQ4TmvVcSw/kKqoX8HICh/Bhlj5Ar6Bn8BtM9CWI1k6Oudc36sTc0qk8rxvq7K1vbO7V923Dw6PjmvOyWlP5log3EU5zcUghhJTwnBXEUXxgAsMs5jifjy5m/v9JywkydmjmnIcZnDESEoQVEaKnFojoCadwCjgWPBG5NS9preAu0n8ktRBiU7k/ARJjnSGmUIUSjn0Pa7CAgpFEMUzO9ASc4gmcISHhjKYYRkWi8Nn7qVREjfNhXlMuQv170QBMymnWWySGVRjue7Nxf+8oVbpTVgQxrXCDC0XpZq6KnfnLbgJERgpOjUEIkHMrS4aQwGRMl3ZK19JbYoJC2Y22aYdf72LTdJrNX2v6T+06u3bsqcqOAcX4Ar44Bq0wT3ogC5AQIMX8ArerGfr3fqwPpfRilXOnIEVWF+/Lauc/g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2bYMheSKJnUoabDvctOnjM5DK/s=">AAACEXicbVC7TsMwFHXKq4RHA4wsES0SU5V0gbGChbFI9CE1UeQ4TmvVcSw/kKqoX8HICh/Bhlj5Ar6Bn8BtM9CWI1k6Oudc36sTc0qk8rxvq7K1vbO7V923Dw6PjmvOyWlP5log3EU5zcUghhJTwnBXEUXxgAsMs5jifjy5m/v9JywkydmjmnIcZnDESEoQVEaKnFojoCadwCjgWPBG5NS9preAu0n8ktRBiU7k/ARJjnSGmUIUSjn0Pa7CAgpFEMUzO9ASc4gmcISHhjKYYRkWi8Nn7qVREjfNhXlMuQv170QBMymnWWySGVRjue7Nxf+8oVbpTVgQxrXCDC0XpZq6KnfnLbgJERgpOjUEIkHMrS4aQwGRMl3ZK19JbYoJC2Y22aYdf72LTdJrNX2v6T+06u3bsqcqOAcX4Ar44Bq0wT3ogC5AQIMX8ArerGfr3fqwPpfRilXOnIEVWF+/Lauc/g==</latexit>

��
<latexit sha1_base64="B1JfOVPCDhpiH6tl6KV/SYeaLBw=">AAACFXicbVC7TsMwFHXKq4RXoSNLRIvEVCVdYKxgYSwSfUhNFDnOTWvVcSLbQYqifgcjK3wEG2Jl5hv4Cdw2A205kqWjc871vTpByqhUtv1tVLa2d3b3qvvmweHR8Unt9Kwvk0wQ6JGEJWIYYAmMcugpqhgMUwE4DhgMgund3B88gZA04Y8qT8GL8ZjTiBKstOTX6k2X6XSIfTfFAjMGrOnXGnbLXsDaJE5JGqhE16/9uGFCshi4IgxLOXLsVHkFFooSBjPTzSSkmEzxGEaachyD9IrF8TPrUiuhFSVCP66shfp3osCxlHkc6GSM1USue3PxP2+UqejGKyhPMwWcLBdFGbNUYs2bsEIqgCiWa4KJoPpWi0x0B0TpvsyVr2SWgvAKrjeZuh1nvYtN0m+3HLvlPLQbnduypyo6RxfoCjnoGnXQPeqiHiIoRy/oFb0Zz8a78WF8LqMVo5ypoxUYX79q0Z68</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="B1JfOVPCDhpiH6tl6KV/SYeaLBw=">AAACFXicbVC7TsMwFHXKq4RXoSNLRIvEVCVdYKxgYSwSfUhNFDnOTWvVcSLbQYqifgcjK3wEG2Jl5hv4Cdw2A205kqWjc871vTpByqhUtv1tVLa2d3b3qvvmweHR8Unt9Kwvk0wQ6JGEJWIYYAmMcugpqhgMUwE4DhgMgund3B88gZA04Y8qT8GL8ZjTiBKstOTX6k2X6XSIfTfFAjMGrOnXGnbLXsDaJE5JGqhE16/9uGFCshi4IgxLOXLsVHkFFooSBjPTzSSkmEzxGEaachyD9IrF8TPrUiuhFSVCP66shfp3osCxlHkc6GSM1USue3PxP2+UqejGKyhPMwWcLBdFGbNUYs2bsEIqgCiWa4KJoPpWi0x0B0TpvsyVr2SWgvAKrjeZuh1nvYtN0m+3HLvlPLQbnduypyo6RxfoCjnoGnXQPeqiHiIoRy/oFb0Zz8a78WF8LqMVo5ypoxUYX79q0Z68</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="B1JfOVPCDhpiH6tl6KV/SYeaLBw=">AAACFXicbVC7TsMwFHXKq4RXoSNLRIvEVCVdYKxgYSwSfUhNFDnOTWvVcSLbQYqifgcjK3wEG2Jl5hv4Cdw2A205kqWjc871vTpByqhUtv1tVLa2d3b3qvvmweHR8Unt9Kwvk0wQ6JGEJWIYYAmMcugpqhgMUwE4DhgMgund3B88gZA04Y8qT8GL8ZjTiBKstOTX6k2X6XSIfTfFAjMGrOnXGnbLXsDaJE5JGqhE16/9uGFCshi4IgxLOXLsVHkFFooSBjPTzSSkmEzxGEaachyD9IrF8TPrUiuhFSVCP66shfp3osCxlHkc6GSM1USue3PxP2+UqejGKyhPMwWcLBdFGbNUYs2bsEIqgCiWa4KJoPpWi0x0B0TpvsyVr2SWgvAKrjeZuh1nvYtN0m+3HLvlPLQbnduypyo6RxfoCjnoGnXQPeqiHiIoRy/oFb0Zz8a78WF8LqMVo5ypoxUYX79q0Z68</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="B1JfOVPCDhpiH6tl6KV/SYeaLBw=">AAACFXicbVC7TsMwFHXKq4RXoSNLRIvEVCVdYKxgYSwSfUhNFDnOTWvVcSLbQYqifgcjK3wEG2Jl5hv4Cdw2A205kqWjc871vTpByqhUtv1tVLa2d3b3qvvmweHR8Unt9Kwvk0wQ6JGEJWIYYAmMcugpqhgMUwE4DhgMgund3B88gZA04Y8qT8GL8ZjTiBKstOTX6k2X6XSIfTfFAjMGrOnXGnbLXsDaJE5JGqhE16/9uGFCshi4IgxLOXLsVHkFFooSBjPTzSSkmEzxGEaachyD9IrF8TPrUiuhFSVCP66shfp3osCxlHkc6GSM1USue3PxP2+UqejGKyhPMwWcLBdFGbNUYs2bsEIqgCiWa4KJoPpWi0x0B0TpvsyVr2SWgvAKrjeZuh1nvYtN0m+3HLvlPLQbnduypyo6RxfoCjnoGnXQPeqiHiIoRy/oFb0Zz8a78WF8LqMVo5ypoxUYX79q0Z68</latexit>

free
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Figure 3.6 – The non-minimal scenario. We call collectively by λ‖ the couplings which preserved
G ′ symmetry, and by λ⊥ the couplings which break G ′ to G . The line of fixed points BZ′ lives at
λ⊥ = 0. The RG flow lines lie in planes of constant x.

should make sense on its both sides.30

Fig. 3.6 illustrates the considered non-minimal scenario. In it we see the line of BZ′ fixed

points, of uncertain origin, which interchanges stability with BZ line at x = x ′. For xc < x < x ′

the flow from free theory leads to BZ′ (and thus we have symmetry enhancement in IR to

G ′). At xc the line of BZ′ fixed points disappears by annihilation with a line of CFTs analogous

to QCD∗ (but with symmetry G ′). The BZ line of CFTs with symmetry G continues to exist

at x < x ′, but is unstable (contains a relevant G-singlet scalar). Being unstable, it does not

affect the IR properties of RG flows originating in free theory at x < x ′ and in principle it may

continue to exist even for x < xc .

Admittedly this scenario is a bit contrived, which is why we prefer the minimal scenario

described in section 3.4. However, it can eventually be probed by Monte Carlo simulations.

Notice that in the non-minimal scenario approximate symmetry enhancement to G ′ should

appear even in the walking regime just below xc . We will see in section 3.5 an example of an

approximate symmetry enhancement without a fixed point, which may have a similar origin.

It’s easy to imagine even more complicated scenarios but we will stop here.

30As a technical comment, we note that the actual fate of the BZ fixed point in this scenario at x < x′ depends
on the G ′ quantum numbers of the operator O which breaks G ′ to G and induces a flow between BZ and BZ′.
If these quantum numbers are such that they allow a nonzero three-point function fOOO ∼ 〈OOO〉 then the
beta-function for the perturbing coupling λ⊥ will have the schematic form −ελ⊥+ fOOOλ2

⊥ where ε ∼ x − x′
and a real BZ fixed point will exist on both sides of x′. Suppose on the other hand that O is odd under some Z2
subgroup of G ′, so that fOOO vanishes. The couplings λ⊥ and −λ⊥ are now equivalent and the beta-function has
the form −ελ⊥+O(λ3

⊥). Now fixed point at x < x′ lives at negative λ2
⊥ which may e.g. lead to violations of unitarity.
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Chapter 3. Walking, weak first order phase transitions and complex CFTs

3.4.4 The conformal window in holographic QCD

The question of the conformal window in large N QCD has been studied also in holographic

bottom-up models [165–167].31 These models consider QCD in the Veneziano limit, N f →∞
with x fixed: they consist of a five dimensional bulk theory with a dilaton and a tachyon,

transforming respectively in the singlet and the bifundamental of the flavor group. The

boundary duals of these bulk fields are trF 2 and the fermionic bilinear respectively.

As usual in holographic RG, boundary evolution from the UV to the IR corresponds to bulk

evolution from the near boundary region to the center, see for example [168]. The authors

of [165–167] make ansatz for the potentials of these fields subject to some constraints: in

the UV, close to the boundary, these potentials must behave so that the beta functions for

the boundary couplings reproduce the perturbative QCD beta functions. There are further

conditions on the deep IR asymptotics of the potential related to having confinement and a

linear glueball spectrum in the gapped phase. Once an ansatz for these potentials is selected,

one can numerically study the evolution from the UV to the IR.

The authors find that an IR conformal fixed point exists for xc 6 x < 11/2; the precise value

of xc depends on details of the chosen potential but is in general xc ∼ 4. The value of xc is

determined to be the point where the dimension of the fermion bilinear becomes d/2 = 2;

as mentioned earlier, this is a peculiarity of the large N limit, which does not need to hold at

small N .

For x . xc , it’s seen that the theory flows to some confining phase, but the dilaton exhibits a

walking regime (see for example figure 7 of [165]). While we know that, close to the boundary,

the dilaton is dual to the gauge coupling, deeper in the bulk this represents some effective

coupling which is some linear combination of the singlet couplings of the theory. This does

not imply that the walking coupling is the gauge coupling, and we find no contradiciton with

our claim of appendix B.3 that at infinite N , the walking coupling should be that of the fermion

quadrilinear.

Complex CFTs make their appereance in [165–167] as boundary duals of theories violating the

Breitenlohner-Freedman (BF) bound [169]. In AdSd+1, in the case of scalar fields, we have a

relation between bulk mass and boundary scaling dimension

∆(∆−d) = m2 , (3.4.4)

where we set the radius of AdS to unity. For masses violating the BF bound, i.e. m2 6−d 2/4,

the above equation admits two complex solutions for ∆. Notice that for x = xc , the fermion

bilinear has dimension d/2 and it saturates the BF bound. For x 6 xc , it makes sense to

consider the two complex solutions for ∆ as two complex CFTs. These are well defined saddle

points, which are however subleading to the spontaneously symmetry-broken confining phase

to which the theory flows in the IR.

31The authors consider both finite and zero temperature, but we will focus only on the latter.
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3.5. Deconfined criticality: a further example of walking?

Another interesting feature of this model is that it gives us the opportunity to compute the

spectrum for x < xc [166, 167]. The authors find that, for x < xc , the spectrum is always

gapped, except for the pions which are the Goldstone bosons of the spontaneously broken

chiral symmetry, and as x → x−
c all other masses go to zero, with their ratios being finite.

This is in agreement with our claim in section 3.4.2, that walking theories in general do not

have a light dilaton in the spectrum. In general, in this setup it’s possible to study explicitly

the behavior of the masses below the conformal windows, and it’s seen that they scale like

logm ∼−1/
p

xc −x in the x → x−
c limit, as expected.

3.5 Deconfined criticality: a further example of walking?

Here we will discuss an interesting 3d RG flow which, while not fully understood, seems to

exhibit phenomena plausibly explainable by walking. This discussion is largely based on

sections V.E.2 and V.E.4 of [17] where further details and references can be found.

This RG flow has been originally brought up in condensed matter literature in relation with

the Néel-Valence Bond Solid (VBS) transition and the phenomenon of “deconfined criticality"

[32]. Without going into condensed matter details, in field-theoretical language one studies

the 3d Abelian Higgs model (also called bosonic QED3), which is the theory of a 3d U (1) gauge

field coupled to N complex scalars φi with an SU (N ) invariant potential m2|φ|2 +λ(|φ|2)2.

For this discussion we focus on N = 2 which is the most interesting and best-studied case,

although N > 2 is also interesting.

The global symmetry of this theory is SO(3)×U (1)T . The SO(3) = SU (2)/Z2 part of the global

symmetry descends from the SU (2) symmetry of the scalar potential (one has to divide by

Z2 since the center part of SU (2) corresponds to a gauge transformation). The U (1)T part of

the global symmetry is topological, called U (1)T to distinguish it from the gauge group. The

operators charged under it are U (1) gauge field flux defects, called monopoles.

In the above theory, by varying the UV mass m2, one induces a phase transition between a

Coulomb and a Higgs phase of the gauge field. This transition is supposed to describe the

critical properties of the Néel-VBS transition in certain (2+1)d quantum antiferromagnets.

One interesting question is whether this transition is continuous or first-order.

From Monte Carlo studies performed by various groups, the following picture transpires

[33, 34]. First, no signs of a conventional first-order transitions are seen: it is either continuous,

or perhaps a very weakly first-order (the correlation length being at least several hundred

lattice spacings). Second, quite unexpectedly, near the phase transition the system is seen to

possess a global symmetry enhancement from SO(3)×U (1) to SO(5). For example, the Néel

order parameter operator transforming as a fundamental of SO(3) turns out to have the same

scaling dimension ∆Φ = 0.625(15) as the lowest charge monopole, which suggests that they

may be combined into aΦ in the fundamental of SO(5). For other impressive tests of SO(5)

enhancement see [33, 34].
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Assuming we have both a continuous phase transition and SO(5) symmetry enhancement, one

can ask about dimensions of lowest scalar operators S and T transforming as a singlet and a

symmetric traceless tensor of SO(5). The T is known to be relevant of dimension ∼ 1.5 [34], its

various component being interpreted as the charge two monopole and the mass term m2|φ|2
which drives the transition. On the other hand S has to be irrelevant, because otherwise the

transition would not be reached.

Now, it turns out that this expectation comes into a clash with rigorous bounds computed

from conformal bootstrap under the assumption of unitarity and SO(5) invariance [35, 170].

Namely, these bounds imply that the irrelevance of S requires ∆Φ > 0.76 [171], in conflict with

the above measurement ∆Φ = 0.625(15)

The clash would be resolved if we assume that the phase transition is weakly first-order due

to a walking behavior of the RG flow. The CFT controlling this flow being non-unitary and

moreover complex, rigorous bootstrap bounds do not apply. The observed scaling exponents

are then attributed to the approximately scale-invariant part of the RG trajectory. If this

interpretation is correct, we are led to conclude that walking RG flow manages to relax the

bound on ∆Φ quite significantly, from 0.76 for unitary theories down to the observed 0.625(15).

It’s not our goal here to discuss various pro and contra in favor of this scenario. The hypothesis

of a weakly first-order phase transition via walking mechanism was put forward in [33] even

before the above bootstrap evidence emerged, as one of the ways to explain some unusual

finite-size scaling effects observed in their Monte Carlo simulations, and it was also discussed

further in [132]. In 4 we will discuss peculiar form of deviations from scale invariance (drifting

scaling dimensions) present in walking RG flows, possibly related to the unusual Monte Carlo

effects seen in [33].

Finally, we mention two related condensed matter transitions which seem to exhibit similar

physics. First, there is the N f = 2 fermionic QED3, for which the situation is as murky as

for the Néel-VBS: a continuous/weakly first-order dilemma, symmetry enhancement from

SU (2)×U (1) to SO(4), and a clash with bootstrap bounds, see section V.E.4 of [17]. Second,

there exists an easy-plane version of the Néel-VBS transition studied via numerical simulations

in [172],[173]. In this case the situation is clearer: there is a weakly first-order phase transition

due to walking behavior, as well as symmetry enhancement from SO(3)×Z2 to SO(4). It would

be interesting to understand better these examples.

Notice that in this work we discuss walking flows with rotational invariance. This should be

relevant for statistical physics examples of deconfined criticality. One may ask how our picture

would be modified for quantum deconfined criticality, where the phase transition is driven

by quantum fluctuations in anti-ferromagnets. The difference is that in this case we also

expect scale-dependent deviations from rotational invariance, parametrized by ‘running of

the speed of light’.32 Running of the speed of light does not spoil our picture, but some of our

32We are grateful to Silviu Pufu for raising this interesting point.
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RG computations need to be modified. When we perturb complex CFTs, as in section 3.6.3,

we will have to add a marginal coupling to the T00 component of the stress tensor into the RG

equations. Interplay between this additional coupling and the walking coupling λ will lead to

new effects, but we believe our basic picture should be preserved. It would be interesting to

work this out in detail.

3.6 Complex CFTs

We have provided the reader with several examples of physical systems which show walking

behavior. Both QCD with x = N f /Nc . xc and the Potts model with Q &Qc at the critical tem-

perature have a large separation between the UV and the IR scale and a region of approximate

scale invariance. As mentioned in section 3.2.2, RG behavior of walking systems is controlled

by complex fixed points with small imaginary parameters. There we introduced complex fixed

points to study the beta-function of the form (3.2.3):

β(λ) =−y −λ2 , (3.6.1)

which for y > 0 has fixed points C,C at complex values of the coupling constant λ=±i
p

y . At

these fixed points the operator controlling the RG flow has anomalous dimension given in

(3.2.4), namely

∆= d −2i
p

y , λ= i
p

y , (3.6.2)

∆= d +2i
p

y , λ=−i
p

y . (3.6.3)

In this section we will proceed to study such complex fixed points in more detail.

We emphasize that each of these operators belongs only to the indicated fixed point but not

to the other one. To have this feature it was crucial to consider an RG flow in the space of

complex couplings. To appreciate this last point better it is instructive to consider a different

system of beta-functions for two real coupling constants:

βu = 2
p

y v ,

βv =−2
p

yu . (3.6.4)

This system of beta-functions may seem exotic, and indeed field theories that produce this

kind of behavior are rather involved. In the classification which we will promulgate below

they will count as real theories, albeit non-unitary. The motivation to call such theories real is

that the coupling constants stay real, and moreover if one works in the basis of operators that

correspond to couplings u and v , correlation function are also manifestly real. We will present

some examples below, but for now let us study these equations as an abstract toy model.

In case at hand there is a single fixed point for u = v = 0 and there are two close-to-marginal

operators at this fixed point with dimensions d ±2i
p

y . In spite of the appearance of complex
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anomalous dimensions, which clearly indicates non-unitarity, the crucial difference of the

fixed point of (3.6.4) from those of (3.6.1) is that both above complex-conjugate operators

belong to it, while as mentioned each fixed point of (3.6.1) has a single complex operator.

We will turn this distinction into a more formal statement in the next section, where we give

some more details, definitions and examples of complex and real theories.

3.6.1 Real vs complex QFTs

3.6.1.1 RG evolution

Let us start with the discussion of general QFTs and specify to CFTs later.33 We would like to

formalize the distinction between real and complex QFTs. It’s best to proceed from examples.

Consider e.g. a perturbative Lagrangian theory of multiple real scalar fields. We can complexify

coupling constants, considering them living in CM where M is the total number of couplings.

In this setup we can consider the subspace R=RM of all couplings real. We would like to call

theories corresponding to this subspace real. Notice that this subspace is preserved by RG

evolution, so this looks like a natural definition.

For theories of real scalars in integer spacetime dimension d , the class of real theories coincides

with that of unitary theories. However in general a real QFT does not have to be unitary. To see

a simple example, let us couple scalars with vector fields, with all couplings real. The theory is

still real, but as is well known it will be unitary only in a restricted class of theories respecting

gauge invariance.

A general comment about complexifying RG evolution is in order. We assume that a coupling

basis exists, such that beta-functions βa = d ga/d t are locally analytic functions of complexi-

fied couplings with real coefficients: βa({g∗
b }) =β∗

a({gb}). This guarantees that the subspace of

real couplingsR is RG-preserved. Notice that it would be incorrect to think of the map ga → g∗
a

as simply an example of a Z2 symmetry under which the imaginary parts of all couplings are

odd; it’s much more than that. Of course we can split each coupling into real and imaginary

part ga =σa + iτa and view RG evolution as happening in R2M . If we impose that τa are odd

under aZ2, this would also explain whyR is preserved, but the above assumption of analyticity

with real coefficients is much more constraining. Compare for example the beta-function

β(g ) = g 2 which in terms of real and imaginary parts reads

βσ =σ2 −τ2 , βτ = 2στ . (3.6.5)

On the contrary imposing onlyZ2 would allow quadratic beta-functions of the same functional

form but with arbitrary relative coefficients.

33The reader interested primarily in complex CFTs can jump directly to section 3.6.2.
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3.6.1.2 Correlation functions

Definition of real vs complex theories in terms of RG evolution is intuitively clear, but we

would like to have a definition that may be applicable to theories which contain fields that

are intrinsically complex, as well as theories which do not necessarily admit a Lagrangian

description. Such a definition can be given in terms of correlation functions: we will call

a theory real if it contains a set of operators Oi whose correlation functions are real at all

distances.

A slightly more nuanced but practically almost equivalent definition is as follows. For simplicity

let us focus on theories which have parity invariance and let’s talk only about bosonic operators.

The theory is called real if there is an involutive map ∗ which acts on local operator labels and

puts in correspondence to each local34 operator Ai an operator A∗
i such that the correlation

functions of A’s and A∗’s, while in general complex, are complex conjugate of each other:

〈A1(x1)A2(x2) . . . An(xn)〉∗ = 〈A∗
1 (x1)A∗

2 (x2) . . . A∗
n(xn)〉 . (3.6.6)

Hopefully it will not be confusing that we use the same symbol ∗ as a complex conjugation

acting on numbers, as well as a map acting on names of operators. Real operators are those

whose correlation functions are real, and so according to the above definition we have A∗ = A

for such operators.35

On the contrary, if the map ∗ with the above properties does not exist, then the theory is

classified as complex.

Notice that the above definition makes sense separately of any quantization interpretation. So

the operation ∗ does not have to be thought of as a conjugation of operators acting in some

Hilbert space. If we know all correlation functions of the theory, we can inspect them and

decide if the map ∗ : A 7→ A∗ exists.

However if we do have a parity-invariant unitary theory realized in a Hilbert space, then it’s easy

to see that it would be classified as real according to the above definition with O∗ = (−1)pOO†

where pO is the parity of O. Let us split x = (τ,x) and use quantization by planes in the τ

direction, so that O(τ,x)† =O†(−τ,x) and so

〈O1(x1) . . .On(xn)〉∗ = 〈O†
1(−τ1,x1) . . .O†

n(−τn ,xn)〉 . (3.6.7)

Using parity transformation we can now flip all τ’s and go back to the equation of the form

(3.6.6) where the operators in the r.h.s. and l.h.s. are at the same positions.

So, all unitary theories are real but of course unitary theories in Euclidean space satisfy a

crucial additional assumption, the reflection positivity, which is the positivity constraint on

34Here as in the rest of the chapter we focus for simplicity on local operators, however the conjugation relation
in a real theory should exist also for non-local operators. We thank Silviu Pufu for inquiring.

35For any A the operators A+ A∗ and i (A− A∗) will be real.
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(2n)-point functions:

〈O†
1(−τ1,x1)O†

2(−τ2,x2) . . .O2(τ2,x2)O1(τ1,x1)〉> 0. (3.6.8)

We refer the reader to e.g. [174] for precise definition of reflection positivity. Reflection positive

theories can be analytically continued to Minkowski space in a consistent way.

One the space of complex QFT’s it is natural to define the complex conjugation map such

that for any operator Ai present in the original theory the complex conjugate theory contains

operator A∗
i and correlation functions of the operators in two theories are related by Eq. (3.6.6).

Then real theories are the fixed points of the conjugation map.

3.6.1.3 Examples

Let us now give some examples of real yet non-unitary Euclidean theories. One example was

already mentioned: theories of multiple scalars and vectors without gauge invariance, coupled

with real couplings.

A more subtle example is a real scalar φ with potential V (φ) = i hφ+ iλφ3. This potential satis-

fies V (−φ) =V (φ)∗. This theory will be real according to the correlation function definition,

with O = iφ being a real operator.36 We will encounter the IR fixed point of this theory in

section 3.6.2.1 as a real but non-unitary CFT – the Lee-Yang minimal model M2,5.

As the next example, consider O(N ) models analytically continued to non-integer N . Corre-

lation functions stay real, at least in perturbation theory, but these theories are non-unitary

[175].

Finally, consider theories of real scalars with real couplings, analytically continued to non-

integer Euclidean dimensions d , à la Wilson-Fisher. Such theories have been shown to be

non-unitary in [79, 176]. It would be nice to clarify to which extent they are nonperturbatively

well-defined.

3.6.2 Real vs complex CFTs

We now proceed to discuss real and complex CFTs. Since the structure of CFTs is more

constrained we will be able to make our definitions more concrete. Real (complex) CFTs can

arise as fixed points of real (complex) RG flows. We will discuss the consequences of reality on

the spectrum of a CFT, and provide the reader with some examples.

A CFT is defined by its conformal data: the set of all operator dimensions and all OPE

coefficients. Following the discussion of the previous section, if a CFT is real, and an operatorO

36Such theories are sometimes called PT-invariant. Literature on PT-invariant theories is sometimes hard to read
because valid results on Euclidean PT-invariant theories are often interspersed with highly suspect claims that
such theories may somehow be relevant also for real-time, Lorentzian physics, in spite of being non-unitary.
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with complex scaling dimension ∆ is part of the theory, then also O∗, with scaling dimension

∆∗, must be part of the theory. Some operators will have real scaling dimensions, while

operators with complex scaling dimensions can exist only in complex conjugate pairs in order

for O∗ to exist.37

OPE coefficients must satisfy relations that follow from (3.6.6) applied to three-point functions,

in particular OPE coefficients of three real operators must be real.38

If instead we consider a complex CFT, operators with complex scaling dimension can appear

without their complex conjugated partner being present in the theory. Similarly OPE coef-

ficients can be complex numbers not subject to any obvious constraints. Central charge of

complex CFTs can be a complex number, as we will see in 4. Despite the fact that confor-

mal data is complex, complex CFTs still fulfill other usual properties: conformal symmetry,

operator product expansion, and crossing.

3.6.2.1 Examples

We will now review some examples. As we saw above, all unitary CFTs are real. Let us consider

examples of real but non-unitary CFTs, in order to highlight the difference between reality and

unitarity.

Consider first 2d examples. The simplest example is the Lee-Yang minimal model M2,5 which

appears as an IR fixed point of a theory of 2d scalar with purely imaginary cubic coupling

[177, 178], see section 3.6.1.3. This CFT has real spectrum, with a single Virasoro primary φ of

dimension h = h̄ =−1/5 and real central charge c =−22/5. That h and c are negative is a clear

sign of non-unitarity. In the usual normalization the OPE coefficient Cφφφ is purely imaginary.

The real field is φ̃= iφ, with a real OPE coefficient Cφ̃φ̃φ̃. This CFT is thus real non-unitary.

The previous example generalizes to all non-unitary minimal models Mp,q . Recall that

Mm,m+1 are unitary while for |p − q| > 1 the minimal models Mp,q are non-unitary. We

consider integer p, q so that there is a finite Kac table and a finite number of primaries. In

spite of being non-unitary, all primary fields in these theories have real scaling dimensions

hr,s and the central charge is real. The OPE coefficients in minimal models were investigated

by Dotsenko and Fateev [179, 180]. It follows from their work that pairwise products of OPE

coefficients Ci j kCklm , for which they give explicit formulas, are real. This means that either all

OPE coefficients are real or purely imaginary, in which case they are made real multiplying all

fields by i . So these non-unitary minimal models are real CFTs.

Continuing the list of 2d examples, critical Potts model with Q non-integer and Q <Qc will

37Notice that when dealing with a real QFT, we could always pass from any operator to its real and imaginary part
(footnote 35) which are real operators. For real CFTs this is not a natural thing to do, because if O is an operator of
complex scaling dimension, its real and imaginary part will not have a well-defined scaling dimension.

38Note that in unitary CFTs OPE coefficients are known to satisfy reality constraints, see [17]. Here we are
describing a context when it is natural to impose reality of OPE coefficients even if the CFT is not unitary.
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be real but non-unitary. That they are non-unitary can be seen very easily from their central

charge and the spectrum, which are exactly known as we will discuss in 4. Also the random

cluster measure which is the microscopic origin of these critical point is known not to have

reflection positivity [124]. On the other hand the random cluster description is manifestly real,

and so it guarantees that the critical point if it exists should be a real CFT.

The same holds for the O(n) model with non-integer n in 2d, which can be given a nonpertur-

bative microscopic definitions as theories of loops, and is known to have a critical point for

n ∈ [−2,2]. Much is known about these CFTs, see e.g. [137]. These are also examples of real

non-unitary CFTs.

These examples have purely real conformal data and can be hardly confused with complex

theories. In this regard it is useful to bring up a CFT which is still real, but has pairs of

complex conjugate operator dimensions. It turns out that Wilson-Fisher fixed point in d = 4−ε
dimensions is a theory of this sort [176].39 The Wilson-Fisher fixed point in d = 4 − ε is

a textbook example of a weakly coupled fixed point. It is described by a massless boson

perturbed by a quartic interaction term with a real coupling. In d = 4 the theory is unitary: all

states have positive norm; however, when we move to d = 4−ε the situation changes. There are

some evanescent operators which have zero norm in integer dimension, but can have negative

norm in fractional dimension: it follows that the theory at the Wilson-Fisher fixed point is

non-unitary. This is also reflected in the spectrum of the theory: because of the negative

norm states it is possible for some operators to acquire a complex anomalous dimension. This

happens for some of these evanescent operators, and complex scaling dimensions always

appear in complex conjugate pairs, as expected in a real CFT. The existence of these complex

operators was a bit hard to notice, since at first-order in ε they appear at very high dimension

(∆= 23) [176].

Another curious physical example of a real theory with pairs of complex operator dimensions

is a long-range disorder fixed point studied in [182].

Continuing with higher-dimensional examples, it is worth mentioning that the Lee-Yang CFT

described above can be studied for any 26 d < 6, as a fixed point of the cubic scalar theory

with imaginary coupling, and we expect it to be real for all d in this range. Close to the upper

critical dimension, in d = 6−ε, the theory can be studied perturbatively. It would be interesting

to see if the spectrum of the theory is completely real in d = 6−ε as it is in d = 2, or if operator

pair with complex conjugate dimensions occur.

Finally let us discuss examples of complex CFTs. These examples are less frequent in the

literature than real non-unitary theories, and there seems to be no general consensus if they

are physical and/or well defined. Our first example is N = 4 SYM: since the beta-function

vanishes for all values of g 2, it appears that if we give g 2 an imaginary part, we should obtain

a complex CFT.40 Notice that this procedure is fundamentally different from considering

39See also [79] for prior work and [181] for a related fermionic example.
40In the planar limit of N = 4 SYM, scaling dimensions of operators appear to be analytic functions of the ’t
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the theory as a function of the complexified couplings τ, τ̄= θ
2π ± 4πi

g 2 , with θ the theta-angle.

Taking g 2 complex means that we are considering the situation when τ̄ 6= τ∗.41 More generally,

we can consider a supersymmetric CFTs possessing a set of exactly marginal couplings λi , and

consider it as a function of complexifed couplings λi ∈CM , which gives rise to complex CFTs.

Partition functions for such complex deformations were discussed in [185]. On the other hand

Ref. [186] considered SCFTs perturbed by complex mass deformations, which in our language

corresponds to complex QFTs.42

In studies of RG flows of multi-scalar theories using the ε-expansion and 1/N -expansion, it’s

not unusual to encounter RG fixed points at complex couplings, which should be interpretable

as complex CFTs living in non-integer dimension d . Many such examples have appeared

recently in the work of Simone Giombi, Igor Klebanov and collaborators [187–190], with

complex fixed points arising from real fixed points which annihilate and go into the complex

plane when varying the number of fields N or the dimension d . While these works view

complex operator dimensions as a sign of instability, and refer to complex fixed points as

“unstable CFTs", more optimistically these theories could actually be nonperturbatively well-

defined Euclidean CFTs.

A further example are the fishnet theories [191], obtained as deformations of N = 4 SYM at

large N and in some special double limit of the coupling and of the twists. These deformations

break supersymmetry, and the fishnet theories are non-supersymmetric fixed points with

complex anomalous dimensions and no pair of complex conjugate operators [192] — they

appear to be complex theories according to our definition.

Our final example is the complex fixed point for the Potts model with Q >Qc , to be studied in

detail in 4. It allows for many explicit computations which significantly clarify the concept of

complex CFT.

3.6.3 Complex CFTs and walking

We have seen in section 3.2.2 that the walking beta-function has two zeros at complex coupling,

and walking behavior of a theory can be understood as the flow passing in between these

complex fixed points, when they are close to the real axis. Now we would like to reverse the

logic and show how, by starting from a pair of CFTs in the complex plane of the coupling, we

can describe the real walking theory. From the practical point of view, this section is perhaps

the most important one in this chapter: while the rest of our work was devoted mostly to

clarifying misunderstandings (some of the them our own) and laying conceptual foundations,

here we will propose a concrete calculational scheme.

Hooft coupling λ, λ2 = g 2Nc /(16π2), in the disk |λ| < 1/4 (see e.g. [183], Eq. (67)). We thank Carlo Meneghelli and
Pedro Vieira for discussions.

41Note in this respect the limit τ̄→−i∞ with τ fixed considered in [184], although there it was interpreted as
taking g → 0 and theta-angle imaginary and large. We thank Nikita Nekrasov for discussions.

42We thanks Silviu Pufu for discussions.
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Let us start with two complex theories, C and C, which are related by complex conjugation,

meaning that the spectrum of C is the complex conjugate of the spectrum of C. A similar

condition holds for OPE coefficients. We will formalize the condition that these two theories

are close to being real, by requiring that scaling dimension and OPE coefficients have an

imaginary part of order O(ε), where ε¿ 1.We will assume that this condition should hold at

least for low-lying operators.43 Furthermore, we assume that the spectrum of C contains one

almost marginal operator O of dimension ∆O = d − iε+O(ε2), which is a singlet under the

global symmetry group. We emphasize once again that the operator of the complex conjugate

dimension then belongs to C, and is not a part of C.

We will develop a form of conformal perturbation theory (CPT) where we perturb C by O.

Usually, CPT is used to describe RG trajectories which either flow out from a CFT or flow into it.

The difference here is that we will use CPT to describe an RG trajectory which approaches CFT

but does not necessarily touch it, as in Fig. 3.2. Apart from this difference of interpretation,

formally we proceed as usual in CPT, perturbing the action of C by adding operator O with

some (in general complex) coupling g :

SC + g
∫

d d xO(x) . (3.6.9)

For nonzero g , the scale invariance of the theory is in general broken and the coupling g will

run. The one loop beta-function is given by the standard result (see e.g. [21])

βg =−iεg + 1

2
SdCOOOg 2 + . . . , (3.6.10)

with Sd the volume of the d-dimensional unit sphere and COOO the OPE coefficient extracted

from the three-point (3pt) function 〈OOO〉. In general COOO is complex, but at the order we

will be working here, we can neglect its O(ε) imaginary part and treat it as real.

We see that the above beta-function has two fixed points: the trivial g = 0, and the nontrivial

at g = gF P = i 2ε
Sd COOO

, which we denote CF P . Since there is only one almost marginal singlet

operator, and C and C are close to each other, it appears reasonable to identify CF P with C.

One simple check of this identification is to compute the scaling dimension of the operator O
at this fixed point:

[O]g=gF P = d +β′
g (gF P ) = d + iε+O(ε2) . (3.6.11)

We see that the imaginary part flipped sign as expected.

What about the other operators? Along the flow, a generic operator φ acquires an anomalous

dimension (see e.g. [21])

γφ(g ) = SdCφφOg +O(g 2) . (3.6.12)

43As we said before, a general real theory could have operators with complex scaling dimension, provided that
they appear in complex conjugate pairs. We are assuming here that C and C are close to a more restricted real
theory, where all operator dimensions are real, at least in the low-dimension part of the spectrum.
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Its scaling dimension at the fixed point is ∆C
φ+γφ(gF P ). To identify it with the dimension of

the same operator at C, the imaginary part must flip sign (we call it the Im-flip condition). For

operator O this happened automatically because of the way the coefficient COOO controlled

the calculation, but for a generic operator this requires a non-trivial relation between OPE

coefficients and scaling dimensions. At one loop we should have (all quantities refer to CFT C):

Im∆φ
CφφO

= Im∆O
COOO

, (3.6.13)

up to corrections higher order in ε.

Here’s an intuitive argument in favor of (3.6.13). Assume for a second that it does not hold

for some operator φ. Then the dimension of φ at the fixed point will be different from ∆∗
φ,

and hence CF P cannot coincide with C. So assuming such a scenario, we have four nearby

complex CFTs: C, C, CF P , CF P , as opposed to only C and C. This proliferation of CFTs seems

rather unlikely. It is more economical to assume that in fact CF P = C, which requires (3.6.13).

Hopefully in the future (3.6.13) will be derived from general CFT principles (like OPE and

crossing) applied to the pair of complex CFTs, although at the moment we don’t have such a

proof. In 4, we will give an explicit example where this relation is satisfied by several operators.

Now we would like to recover the real walking theory. Intuitively, it corresponds to the RG

trajectory which passes in the middle between the two complex CFTs. We should land on this

trajectory by adding half of the coupling that takes us from C to C. Adding the operator O with

a coupling g = gF P

2 −λ, the above beta-function re-expressed in terms of λ takes the form:

βλ =− ε2

2SdCOOO
− SdCOOO

2
λ2 + . . . (3.6.14)

We see that to the considered order all imaginary terms cancel: the coupling λ, if it starts

real, will remain real during the RG evolution. Rescaling λ, we bring the beta-function to the

walking beta-function (3.2.3) with y = ε2/4. Since y does not depend on COOO, the generated

hierarchy (3.2.7) in this one-loop order is independent of the OPE coefficient.

To further check that the theory described by the flow (3.6.14) is indeed real, we should

compute correlation functions of local operators and show that they are real. For 2pt function

this will be done in chapter 4, where we will also compute deviations from scale invariance

interpreted as “drifting scaling dimensions".

Finally, the following comment on the validity of CPT is in order. To land on the real trajectory,

we need to perturb with the coupling gF P /2, which is proportional to the imaginary part of

the dimension of O. Consequently, the latter needs to be small in order for the perturbation

theory to be under control. Higher order calculations performed in 4 will demonstrate that

it is actually the square of the imaginary part that serves as an expansion parameter for real

physical quantities, which somewhat improves the convergence properties of CPT.
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To summarize, in this section we sketched a technique whereby, once the conformal data of

the complex CFTs is known, CPT can be used to make predictions for correlation functions in

the walking regime. We limited ourselves to the leading-order CPT for simplicity, but one can

go to higher orders provided that the conformal data of the complex CFT is known to O(ε2) or

even exactly. To put the perturbative computation under control (in the walking regime), it was

convenient to assume that there is a family of CFTs depending on the continuous parameter ε.

If instead the complex CFTs are isolated, meaning that there is no such continuous parameter,

one can still do an expansion provided that (∆O−d)2 is numerically small.44

3.7 Conclusions

To conclude, let us briefly summarize the main results of this chapter. We introduced a new

type of conformal field theories that we call complex since they correspond to fixed points of

RG flows that exist at complex values of coupling constants. We argued that these theories

can be well defined, and that one can work with them in the same way as one does with usual

real CFTs. Importantly, these complex fixed points actually control RG flows of some real and

unitary gapped physical theories. This happens if the parameters of a complex CFT have small

imaginary parts and the real RG flow, which we actually are interested in, is forced to pass

close to it. As usual, in the proximity of a fixed point the RG flow becomes slow which leads to

various interesting phenomenological properties, like a large hierarchy of scales and a large

correlation length. The corresponding RG behavior is referred to as walking.

Examples of applications of complex CFTs include certain gauge theories near the end of the

conformal window, as well as various condensed matter systems that exhibit weakly first-order

phase transitions. Previous approaches to describing these systems, however, centered their

discussion around real fixed points that exist only if certain parameters of the theory are

altered. We claim that a better-controlled approximation and more physical understanding

arises with our method. In this chapter we focused mostly on drawing the general physical

picture, and showed how to back it up with elementary computations. Further evidence will

be provided in chapter 4 in which we study a very clean and amenable to detailed calculations

example of walking RG — the two-dimensional Potts model with number of states Q larger

than four. There we construct explicitly the corresponding complex CFT and check that its

perturbation indeed describes the model of interest.

We reckon that thinking in terms of complex CFTs will improve our understanding of various

models studied in high energy particle physics, as well as of condensed matter systems.

44For subtleties related to such an expansion see the recent discussion in section 3.4 in [90].
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4 The Q > 4 Potts model

4.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter we reviewed walking as a mechanism of generating hierarchies, and

pointed out several examples of physical systems which realize it. One example are 4d and 3d

gauge theories, where the walking mechanism is realized, conjecturally, below the lower end

of the conformal window. Another example is the Q-state Potts model which has a conformal

phase at Q 6Qc (d), and the walking mechanism governs the physics of a weakly first-order

transition just above Qc . Abundant evidence, especially in d = 2 where Qc = 4, allows to firmly

establish walking in the Potts model.

Another goal of chapter 3 was to highlight the concept of ‘complex CFTs’, an unusual class of

conformal field theories which describe fixed points of RG flow occurring at complex coupling.

These complex CFTs control walking RG flow passing near them, in a way similar to how a

UV fixed-point CFT controls the beginning of the RG trajectory arising from it via a relevant

perturbation.

This chapter will develop further the connection between walking and complex CFTs, by

studying in depth the 2d Potts model at Q > 4. While CFTs describing the conformal phase of

the 2d Potts model at Q 6 4 have been studied intensely [122, 137, 193], as far as we know, our

work is the first one discussing the complex CFTs at Q > 4.

We start in section 4.2 reviewing 2d Potts model results relevant for our purposes. We discuss

the spin and cluster formulations of the model, transition to the height representation, and the

Coulomb gas construction for the conformal phase at Q 6 4. We present the partition function

of the model on the torus, and obtain from it the spectrum of low-lying operators. We explain

the way to obtain some of the OPE coefficients of the theory by imposing crossing and using

Virasoro symmetry. We also speculate about possible implementations of the permutation

symmetry with non-integer number of elements.

In section 4.3 we analytically continue the conformal Potts theory in Q to real Q > 4, which
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leads to complex conformal theories. In section 4.4 we reconstruct the real Q > 4 theory

at the first-order phase transition by means of conformal perturbation theory around the

complex CFT. We present several one- and two-loop consistency checks, and in particular

compute drifting scaling dimensions – a characteristic feature of two-point functions in

theories exhibiting walking RG behavior.

Several technical points are relegated to the appendices. Appendix C.4 reviews some repre-

sentation theory of the permutation group and discusses a few operators transforming in its

higher representations. Appendix C.5 reviews some basic results in the orbifold construction

of the Q = 4 theory.

4.2 2d Potts model for Q 6 4

In this paper we deal with the 2d Potts model with Q states. An elementary introduction to

this model was already given in chapter 3. Here we will repeat definitions for completeness

and provide a few further details. Almost everything we say in this section will be well known

to the experts on the 2d Potts model and the related loop models. Still, by our own experience

it’s not always easy to parse the results scattered throughout the literature, so we will provide a

self-contained exposition of the needed facts. One place where our point of view differs from

the existing literature is concerning Kondev’s argument, see footnote 16.

Consider first the lattice formulation, working on a square lattice for definiteness. For integer

Q we have a model of spins si living on the lattice sites, which can be in Q states labeled

1, . . . ,Q, and which have ferromagnetic nearest-neighbor interaction −βδsi ,s j , preserving SQ

global symmetry.

This model can be rewritten in terms of probability distribution of random graphs X living

on the same lattice (called the Fortuin-Kasteleyn, or cluster representation). The graphs

X include all lattice sites and some of the bonds, and the weight of a given graph is given

by vb(X )Qc(X ) where b(X ) is the number of bonds and c(X ) is the number of connected

components (clusters). The two definitions give an identical partition function for integer Q if

v = eβ−1. Notably, the second definition also makes sense for non-integer Q and allows to

analytically continue the model in Q. Here we will consider real Q > 0.

The model has an order-disorder phase transition located at v =√
Q, which is continuous for

Q 6Qc = 4. The CFT describing this transition is called the critical Potts model.

One can also define the dilute Potts model where certain sites of the lattice are kept vacant.

Varying both the fugacity of the vacancies and the temperature, the dilute model has a tricritical

point for Q 6 4. (It also has a critical point which is the same as for the original Potts model.)

The CFTs describing the tricritical and critical Potts model are different for Q < 4 and coincide

for Q = 4.

For integer Q = 2,3,4 the CFTs describing the tricritical and critical Potts model are unitary
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and exactly solvable (for Q = 2,3 these are unitary minimal models, while for Q = 4 it’s an

orbifold of compactified free boson, see appendix C.5). For non-integer 0 <Q < 4 as well as

Q = 1 these CFTs are real (in the sense that all the observables are real, see section section 3.6)

but non-unitary. As we will see below, the spectrum of local operators of the tricritical and

critical Potts models is exactly known for all 0 <Q 6 4. However, not all the OPE coefficients

among these operators are exactly known for Q different from 2,3,4. So these CFTs have not

been exactly solved.1

4.2.1 Lattice transfer matrix and local operators

The cluster definition of the Potts model for non-integer Q being nonlocal, it may seem

puzzling how a local CFT may describe its phase transition. This section will clarify the

physical meaning of CFT operators in the cluster definition. This discussion is a bit technical,

and the reader interested merely in the applications of the Potts model to the subject of

complex CFTs, rather than in the physics of the Potts model itself, can skip to Eq. (4.2.18)

where we begin to present the results for the torus partition function.

Recall that in the familiar integer Q case, when we can describe the Potts model in terms of

spins, local lattice operators are obtained by fixing the values of a certain number of spin

variables at nearby points. A general lattice operator will have the form

δ(s(x1) = a1) · · ·δ(s(xn) = an) (4.2.1)

where s(x1), . . . , s(xn) are spin variables at nearby lattice points and a1, . . . , an are fixed val-

ues. These operators can be further grouped into irreducible representations (irreps) of SQ

symmetry (see e.g. [196]).

In this case, the correspondence between lattice operators and local CFT operators is as

follows. At the critical point we have local CFT operators with well-defined scaling dimension

and spin, transforming in an irrep of SQ . Each lattice operator can be expanded into CFT

operators. Going in the opposite direction, for each local CFT operator we can find a local

lattice operator so that their correlation functions agree at distances large compared to the

lattice spacing.

Another way to make contact between the lattice and the CFT is to consider the model on the

cylinder S1 ×R, i.e. with one dimension compactified on a circle of length L, and the other

thought of as (Euclidean) time. States propagating along the cylinder have energies (2π/L)∆i ,

where ∆i are scaling dimensions of the CFT operators (up to a constant shift −c/12 due to

the conformal anomaly). These energies can be measured on the lattice by constructing the

transfer matrix and measuring its eigenvalues (see below).

Going next to the cluster description applicable also for non-integer Q, the simplest nontrivial

1See [194] and [195] for recent progress on the Q = 1 case (percolation) using a numerical conformal bootstrap
approach.
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observable is the probability that two distant points x and y are in the same cluster. This

probability is the cluster analogue of the spin-spin correlation function. One can also consider

more complicated events, e.g. probability that two groups of n nearby points x1, . . . , xn and

y1, . . . , yn belong pairwise to n different clusters. Such probabilities are cluster analogues of

two-point (2pt) functions of operators made of several spins for integer Q (see e.g. [197]). So,

roughly, a local operator creates a localized disturbance in the cluster distribution. One type of

disturbance is to emit a certain number of clusters. For integer Q, these operators correspond

in the spin description to operators transforming nontrivially under SQ . On the other hand,

disturbances which don’t emit clusters correspond to operators which are singlets under SQ .

In local spin models, in particular in the Potts model for integer Q, it is standard to extract

scaling dimensions of local operators by analyzing eigenvalues of the transfer matrix Tspin on

a cylinder (i.e. on a lattice with periodic boundary conditions in one direction). Analogously,

dimensions of scaling operators for non-integer Q can be extracted from a transfer matrix

Tcluster in the cluster representation.2 This Tcluster differs from Tspin in a few aspects, in

particular they act on rather different spaces of states. The familiar Tspin acts in the space of

spin states in a given time slice τ. On the other hand, Tcluster acts in a vector space spanned by

connectivity states, which refer to two time slices, the initial 0 and the final τ, and are defined

as follows. Suppose we already built the partition function on the cylinder from time 0 up to τ

and we want to add another layer to the lattice τ→ τ+1. To do this we only need to know how

the 2L lattice sites {1,2, . . . ,L} at time 0 and {1′,2′, . . . ,L′} at time τ are connected among each

other by clusters. A connectivity state is a partition P of these 2L sites into groups connected

by clusters. For example the situation in Fig. 4.1 corresponds to P = {{2}, {1,1′,3}, {2′,3′}}.

The transfer matrix Tcluster maps state Pτ to a linear combination of states Pτ+1, and can be

constructed using two basic operations: join and detach. The join operation Jx y joins two

clusters to which x, y belong, while the detach operation Dx detaches point x from its cluster

(this process has weight Q if x was already by itself).

1
<latexit sha1_base64="S2mMGTfab7AJE8R/GYiw6qROJRM=">AAACA3icbVDLTsJAFL3FF9YX6tJNI5i4Ii0bXRLduMQojwQaMh1uYcJ02sxMTUjD0qVb/Qh3xq0f4jf4Ew7QhYAnmeTknPuaEyScKe2631ZhY3Nre6e4a+/tHxwelY5PWipOJcUmjXksOwFRyJnApmaaYyeRSKKAYzsY38789hNKxWLxqCcJ+hEZChYySrSRHipepV8qu1V3DmedeDkpQ45Gv/TTG8Q0jVBoyolSXc9NtJ8RqRnlOLV7qcKE0DEZYtdQQSJUfjY/depcGGXghLE0T2hnrv7tyEik1CQKTGVE9EitejPxP6+b6vDaz5hIUo2CLhaFKXd07Mz+7QyYRKr5xBBCJTO3OnREJKHapGMvjVJpgtLPhNlkm3S81SzWSatW9dyqd18r12/ynIpwBudwCR5cQR3uoAFNoDCEF3iFN+vZerc+rM9FacHKe05hCdbXL8LKl1c=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="S2mMGTfab7AJE8R/GYiw6qROJRM=">AAACA3icbVDLTsJAFL3FF9YX6tJNI5i4Ii0bXRLduMQojwQaMh1uYcJ02sxMTUjD0qVb/Qh3xq0f4jf4Ew7QhYAnmeTknPuaEyScKe2631ZhY3Nre6e4a+/tHxwelY5PWipOJcUmjXksOwFRyJnApmaaYyeRSKKAYzsY38789hNKxWLxqCcJ+hEZChYySrSRHipepV8qu1V3DmedeDkpQ45Gv/TTG8Q0jVBoyolSXc9NtJ8RqRnlOLV7qcKE0DEZYtdQQSJUfjY/depcGGXghLE0T2hnrv7tyEik1CQKTGVE9EitejPxP6+b6vDaz5hIUo2CLhaFKXd07Mz+7QyYRKr5xBBCJTO3OnREJKHapGMvjVJpgtLPhNlkm3S81SzWSatW9dyqd18r12/ynIpwBudwCR5cQR3uoAFNoDCEF3iFN+vZerc+rM9FacHKe05hCdbXL8LKl1c=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="S2mMGTfab7AJE8R/GYiw6qROJRM=">AAACA3icbVDLTsJAFL3FF9YX6tJNI5i4Ii0bXRLduMQojwQaMh1uYcJ02sxMTUjD0qVb/Qh3xq0f4jf4Ew7QhYAnmeTknPuaEyScKe2631ZhY3Nre6e4a+/tHxwelY5PWipOJcUmjXksOwFRyJnApmaaYyeRSKKAYzsY38789hNKxWLxqCcJ+hEZChYySrSRHipepV8qu1V3DmedeDkpQ45Gv/TTG8Q0jVBoyolSXc9NtJ8RqRnlOLV7qcKE0DEZYtdQQSJUfjY/depcGGXghLE0T2hnrv7tyEik1CQKTGVE9EitejPxP6+b6vDaz5hIUo2CLhaFKXd07Mz+7QyYRKr5xBBCJTO3OnREJKHapGMvjVJpgtLPhNlkm3S81SzWSatW9dyqd18r12/ynIpwBudwCR5cQR3uoAFNoDCEF3iFN+vZerc+rM9FacHKe05hCdbXL8LKl1c=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="S2mMGTfab7AJE8R/GYiw6qROJRM=">AAACA3icbVDLTsJAFL3FF9YX6tJNI5i4Ii0bXRLduMQojwQaMh1uYcJ02sxMTUjD0qVb/Qh3xq0f4jf4Ew7QhYAnmeTknPuaEyScKe2631ZhY3Nre6e4a+/tHxwelY5PWipOJcUmjXksOwFRyJnApmaaYyeRSKKAYzsY38789hNKxWLxqCcJ+hEZChYySrSRHipepV8qu1V3DmedeDkpQ45Gv/TTG8Q0jVBoyolSXc9NtJ8RqRnlOLV7qcKE0DEZYtdQQSJUfjY/depcGGXghLE0T2hnrv7tyEik1CQKTGVE9EitejPxP6+b6vDaz5hIUo2CLhaFKXd07Mz+7QyYRKr5xBBCJTO3OnREJKHapGMvjVJpgtLPhNlkm3S81SzWSatW9dyqd18r12/ynIpwBudwCR5cQR3uoAFNoDCEF3iFN+vZerc+rM9FacHKe05hCdbXL8LKl1c=</latexit>
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Figure 4.1 – This graph corresponds to the connectivity state described by a partition P =
{{2}, {1,1′,3}, {2′,3′}}.

An important characteristic of a state P is the number of bridges b, defined as clusters which

connect time 0 and time τ (b = 1 in Fig. 4.1). Clearly, the number of bridges can either remain

constant or decrease under the action of Tcluster, giving this transfer matrix an upper-block-

2This formalism goes back to [198]. Our discussion is based on [199–201]. We are grateful to Jesper Jacobsen for
explanations.
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4.2. 2d Potts model for Q 6 4

triangular structure [200]. We are interested in the eigenvalues of Tcluster, which correspond, in

the large L limit, to the dimensions of local operators. To each eigenvalue λ we can associate

the maximal number of bridges present in the eigenvector, bλ. To compute the eigenvalues,

we can first diagonalize the blocks Tb of the transfer matrix which leave the number of bridges

constant and equal to b. The full transfer matrix will then have the same eigenvalues, the part

of the eigenvectors with b′ < b uniquely reconstructable from the part with b bridges using

the block-triangular structure.3

In this language, the eigenvalues with bλ = 0 correspond to the ‘singlet’ sector of the theory.

For integer Q, these eigenvalues correspond to states which are singlets under SQ . From the

leading eigenvalue we extract the ground state energy (the central charge), from the subleading

ones the dimensions of operators ε and ε′ which will appear below, etc. On the other hand,

the eigenvalues with bλ > 0 correspond to operators ‘transforming nontrivially under the

symmetry’ (borrowing classification from integer Q). For example, the spin operator will

correspond to the first eigenvalue in the sector with bλ = 1.

Let us discuss briefly how the transfer matrix is used to compute the Potts partition function

on a torus, i.e. with periodic boundary conditions in both directions. At integer Q, the partition

function is given by

Z = Tr(Tspin)N , (4.2.2)

where N is the time-direction extent of the torus. In terms of transfer matrix eigenvalues λ

this can be written as

Z =∑
λ

Mλλ
N , (4.2.3)

where Mλ are integer eigenvalue multiplicities. At integer Q we have SQ symmetry, and Mλ’s

are dimensions of (possibly reducible) representations of SQ .

The analogue of (4.2.2) for non-integer Q looks more complicated:

Z = Tr[G(Tcluster)N ] , (4.2.4)

where G is a gluing operator which makes the torus out of the cylinder and takes into account

that clusters can be reconnected nontrivially during this operation. Thus we can still write

(4.2.3), but now Mλ’s are products of eigenvalue multiplicities times matrix elements of the

gluing operator. In particular, Mλ will not in general be an integer nor even positive. The

coefficients Mλ can be evaluated combinatorially [203] and are polynomials in Q. We will have

more to say about them below when we will discuss the partition function in the continuum

limit using the Coulomb gas method.

Notice that by construction Eq. (4.2.4) should agree with Eq. (4.2.2) for integer Q, although

3Here we are assuming that eigenvalues are non-degenerate among different blocks Tb . Otherwise the full
transfer matrix may not be diagonalizable, rather reducible to a Jordan normal form. This more complicated
situation corresponds in the continuum limit to logarithmic CFTs. It is realized in the limit Q → 1 describing
percolation [202].
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this is not manifest because the cluster transfer matrix is not obviously related to the spin

transfer matrix. In fact for large integer Q, Eq. (4.2.4) provides a more efficient way to evaluate

the partition function of the Potts model than Eq. (4.2.2), because the Hilbert space dimension

is much smaller.

Finally, we note that while the above discussion focused on the Potts model, it can be adapted

to the diluted Potts model by allowing for vacancies. In particular, it is possible to study

operator dimensions of the tricritical Potts model by means of a cluster transfer matrix [136].

4.2.2 Symmetry

What is the symmetry of the Potts model? For integer Q, it’s SQ , while for non-integer Q it

should be some sort of analytic continuation of SQ . Here as in chapter 3 we will take an

intuitive approach to symmetry for non-integer Q – as something which exists and which will

be clarified in future work. For example, we will try to expand partition function multiplicities

into dimensions of representations of SQ analytically continued to non-integer Q, although

clearly there is no such thing as a vector space of non-integer dimension. Another consequence

of the symmetry is that Q doesn’t renormalize, even if non-integer. So Q is viewed as a fixed

parameter characterizing the theory, not as a coupling constant. This will be important when

we study RG flows in perturbed Potts models. Readers bewildered by non-integer Q may adopt

the point of view that only integer Q is ‘physical’, while the intermediate Q is just a trick to do

the analytic continuation. We don’t endorse such a restricted point of view, but it can be a

helpful crutch.

4.2.3 Height representation

The cluster representation was applicable to the Potts model in any number of dimensions.

Here we will describe the loop and the height representations, which are specific for 2d. These

representations are the key to the torus partition function calculation explained in the next

section.

The loop representation is obtained by drawing loops surrounding clusters on the ‘medial

lattice’ whose sites are midpoints of the bonds on the original lattice. Each loop is given weight√
Q, and at the critical temperature the partition functions of the Potts model and of the loop

model coincide (see e.g. [137], Eq. (4.5)), if one works on a finite lattice with free boundary

conditions as in Fig. 4.2.

One then further passes from the loop model to a height model (also called solid-on-solid

model). This is accomplished by splitting the loop weight into two terms corresponding to

two possible loop orientations. Each loop orientation gets a complex weight e±4i u obtained

by multiplying factors e±i u for each left/right term (the total number of turns counted with
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Figure 4.2 – Passing from a cluster configuration to an oriented loop configuration (figure from
[137]).

sign being 4), and u is chosen so that √
Q = 2cos(4u) , (4.2.5)

summing over the two orientations. One then defines the height function φ starting from zero

boundary condition and changing it by ±φ0, where φ0 =π/2 by convention, when crossing

any loop, so that larger height is always on the left of the arrow. The resulting height model,

for Q 6 4, is known to renormalize at long distances to the gaussian fixed point

g

4π

∫
d 2x (∇φ)2 , (4.2.6)

where the coupling g is related to Q by

Q = 2+2cos
πg

2
, (4.2.7)

the branch 2 < g 6 4 chosen for the considered critical Potts model. This nontrivial result

(see [193] for a review, as well as [137], Eq. (2.19)) is the foundation on which the rest of the

construction is built.

For the tricritical Potts model the height representation is harder to build and we will not

discuss it [204]. Once the dust settles, it turns out that the tricritical Potts model also renor-

malizes to the gaussian fixed point, the only difference being that one has to choose another

solution branch of (4.2.7), namely 46 g < 6.

In summary, we have

g (Q) = 4+ 2

π
cos−1

(
Q −2

2

)
. (4.2.8)

with cos−1 in the interval [−π,0] on the critical and [0,π] on the tricritical branches at Q 6 4,

see Fig. 4.3.

It might be surprising that the oriented loop model with complex weights led to the gaussian

model (4.2.6) with real weights. One explanation is that we can map the oriented loop model
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gtr[Q_] := 4 +
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ArcCos[(Q % 2) / 2];

gcr[Q_] := 4 %
2
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ArcCos[(Q % 2) / 2];

In[294]:= Plot[{gtr[Q], gcr[Q]}, {Q, 0, 4}, AxesLabel ' {"Q", "g(Q)"}, PlotRange ' {2, 6}]

Out[294]=
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Figure 4.3 – Coupling constant as a function of Q 6 4 for the critical (lower branch, orange) and
tricritical (upper branch, blue) Potts model.
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Figure 4.4 – Vertices of the 6-vertex model.

on the F -model, which is a 6-vertex model with positive weights. The mapping consists in

putting vertices on the medial lattice, with two arrows pointing inwards and two pointing

outwards. The F -model vertices are shown in Fig. 4.4, with weights

w1 = w2 = w3 = w4 = 1, w5 = w6 = e2i u +e−2i u . (4.2.9)

These assignments are in accord with the fact that vertices 1 to 4 can be uniquely decomposed

into two loop strands (and 1 = e i ue−i u), while for vertices 5 and 6 there are two possible

decompositions, see Fig. 4.5. The height function for the F -model is the same as for the

oriented loop model, and in the continuum limit the F -model renormalizes onto the free

scalar boson (4.2.6).
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w5 = w6 = e2iu + e�2iu = 2 cos 2u
<latexit sha1_base64="miXF+2guaAQUTJ36eiBi+Pbs5u0=">AAACJnicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekm2AqCWGYGfGwKRTcuK1hbaMchk97WYCYz5KGUoT/gl7h0qx/hTsSde3/C9LHQ6oGQwzn3kZwo5Uxp1/1wZmbn5hcWc0v55ZXVtfXCxuaVSoykUKcJT2QzIgo4E1DXTHNophJIHHFoRLdnQ79xB1KxRFzqfgpBTHqCdRkl2kphoVS6Dw8r9+FRBa4zn5nBvr0PhqTi4zZNFPZNKSwU3bI7Av5LvAkpoglqYeGr3UmoiUFoyolSLc9NdZARqRnlMMi3jYKU0FvSg5algsSggmz0mwHetUoHdxNpj9B4pP7syEisVD+ObGVM9I2a9obif17L6O5JkDGRGg2Cjhd1Dcc6wcNocIdJoJr3LSFUMvtWTG+IJFTbAPO/RimTggwyYTflbTredBZ/yZVf9tyyd+EXq6eTnHJoG+2gPeShY1RF56iG6oiiB/SEntGL8+i8Om/O+7h0xpn0bKFfcD6/AQl0pBc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="miXF+2guaAQUTJ36eiBi+Pbs5u0=">AAACJnicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekm2AqCWGYGfGwKRTcuK1hbaMchk97WYCYz5KGUoT/gl7h0qx/hTsSde3/C9LHQ6oGQwzn3kZwo5Uxp1/1wZmbn5hcWc0v55ZXVtfXCxuaVSoykUKcJT2QzIgo4E1DXTHNophJIHHFoRLdnQ79xB1KxRFzqfgpBTHqCdRkl2kphoVS6Dw8r9+FRBa4zn5nBvr0PhqTi4zZNFPZNKSwU3bI7Av5LvAkpoglqYeGr3UmoiUFoyolSLc9NdZARqRnlMMi3jYKU0FvSg5algsSggmz0mwHetUoHdxNpj9B4pP7syEisVD+ObGVM9I2a9obif17L6O5JkDGRGg2Cjhd1Dcc6wcNocIdJoJr3LSFUMvtWTG+IJFTbAPO/RimTggwyYTflbTredBZ/yZVf9tyyd+EXq6eTnHJoG+2gPeShY1RF56iG6oiiB/SEntGL8+i8Om/O+7h0xpn0bKFfcD6/AQl0pBc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="miXF+2guaAQUTJ36eiBi+Pbs5u0=">AAACJnicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekm2AqCWGYGfGwKRTcuK1hbaMchk97WYCYz5KGUoT/gl7h0qx/hTsSde3/C9LHQ6oGQwzn3kZwo5Uxp1/1wZmbn5hcWc0v55ZXVtfXCxuaVSoykUKcJT2QzIgo4E1DXTHNophJIHHFoRLdnQ79xB1KxRFzqfgpBTHqCdRkl2kphoVS6Dw8r9+FRBa4zn5nBvr0PhqTi4zZNFPZNKSwU3bI7Av5LvAkpoglqYeGr3UmoiUFoyolSLc9NdZARqRnlMMi3jYKU0FvSg5algsSggmz0mwHetUoHdxNpj9B4pP7syEisVD+ObGVM9I2a9obif17L6O5JkDGRGg2Cjhd1Dcc6wcNocIdJoJr3LSFUMvtWTG+IJFTbAPO/RimTggwyYTflbTredBZ/yZVf9tyyd+EXq6eTnHJoG+2gPeShY1RF56iG6oiiB/SEntGL8+i8Om/O+7h0xpn0bKFfcD6/AQl0pBc=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="miXF+2guaAQUTJ36eiBi+Pbs5u0=">AAACJnicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekm2AqCWGYGfGwKRTcuK1hbaMchk97WYCYz5KGUoT/gl7h0qx/hTsSde3/C9LHQ6oGQwzn3kZwo5Uxp1/1wZmbn5hcWc0v55ZXVtfXCxuaVSoykUKcJT2QzIgo4E1DXTHNophJIHHFoRLdnQ79xB1KxRFzqfgpBTHqCdRkl2kphoVS6Dw8r9+FRBa4zn5nBvr0PhqTi4zZNFPZNKSwU3bI7Av5LvAkpoglqYeGr3UmoiUFoyolSLc9NdZARqRnlMMi3jYKU0FvSg5algsSggmz0mwHetUoHdxNpj9B4pP7syEisVD+ObGVM9I2a9obif17L6O5JkDGRGg2Cjhd1Dcc6wcNocIdJoJr3LSFUMvtWTG+IJFTbAPO/RimTggwyYTflbTredBZ/yZVf9tyyd+EXq6eTnHJoG+2gPeShY1RF56iG6oiiB/SEntGL8+i8Om/O+7h0xpn0bKFfcD6/AQl0pBc=</latexit>

+
<latexit sha1_base64="6zpICsGIuln9jP2/Ohb4t5v1LJU=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFL3xWeOr6tJNsBUEoSTd6LLoxmVF+4A2lMn0ph06mYSZiVBCly7d6ke4E7d+iN/gTzhts7CtBwYO59zXnCDhTGnX/bbW1jc2t7YLO/bu3v7BYfHouKniVFJs0JjHsh0QhZwJbGimObYTiSQKOLaC0e3Ubz2hVCwWj3qcoB+RgWAho0Qb6aF8We4VS27FncFZJV5OSpCj3iv+dPsxTSMUmnKiVMdzE+1nRGpGOU7sbqowIXREBtgxVJAIlZ/NTp0450bpO2EszRPamal/OzISKTWOAlMZET1Uy95U/M/rpDq89jMmklSjoPNFYcodHTvTfzt9JpFqPjaEUMnMrQ4dEkmoNunYC6NUmqD0M2E22SYdbzmLVdKsVjy34t1XS7WbPKcCnMIZXIAHV1CDO6hDAygM4AVe4c16tt6tD+tzXrpm5T0nsADr6xe5FpdR</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6zpICsGIuln9jP2/Ohb4t5v1LJU=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFL3xWeOr6tJNsBUEoSTd6LLoxmVF+4A2lMn0ph06mYSZiVBCly7d6ke4E7d+iN/gTzhts7CtBwYO59zXnCDhTGnX/bbW1jc2t7YLO/bu3v7BYfHouKniVFJs0JjHsh0QhZwJbGimObYTiSQKOLaC0e3Ubz2hVCwWj3qcoB+RgWAho0Qb6aF8We4VS27FncFZJV5OSpCj3iv+dPsxTSMUmnKiVMdzE+1nRGpGOU7sbqowIXREBtgxVJAIlZ/NTp0450bpO2EszRPamal/OzISKTWOAlMZET1Uy95U/M/rpDq89jMmklSjoPNFYcodHTvTfzt9JpFqPjaEUMnMrQ4dEkmoNunYC6NUmqD0M2E22SYdbzmLVdKsVjy34t1XS7WbPKcCnMIZXIAHV1CDO6hDAygM4AVe4c16tt6tD+tzXrpm5T0nsADr6xe5FpdR</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6zpICsGIuln9jP2/Ohb4t5v1LJU=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFL3xWeOr6tJNsBUEoSTd6LLoxmVF+4A2lMn0ph06mYSZiVBCly7d6ke4E7d+iN/gTzhts7CtBwYO59zXnCDhTGnX/bbW1jc2t7YLO/bu3v7BYfHouKniVFJs0JjHsh0QhZwJbGimObYTiSQKOLaC0e3Ubz2hVCwWj3qcoB+RgWAho0Qb6aF8We4VS27FncFZJV5OSpCj3iv+dPsxTSMUmnKiVMdzE+1nRGpGOU7sbqowIXREBtgxVJAIlZ/NTp0450bpO2EszRPamal/OzISKTWOAlMZET1Uy95U/M/rpDq89jMmklSjoPNFYcodHTvTfzt9JpFqPjaEUMnMrQ4dEkmoNunYC6NUmqD0M2E22SYdbzmLVdKsVjy34t1XS7WbPKcCnMIZXIAHV1CDO6hDAygM4AVe4c16tt6tD+tzXrpm5T0nsADr6xe5FpdR</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6zpICsGIuln9jP2/Ohb4t5v1LJU=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFL3xWeOr6tJNsBUEoSTd6LLoxmVF+4A2lMn0ph06mYSZiVBCly7d6ke4E7d+iN/gTzhts7CtBwYO59zXnCDhTGnX/bbW1jc2t7YLO/bu3v7BYfHouKniVFJs0JjHsh0QhZwJbGimObYTiSQKOLaC0e3Ubz2hVCwWj3qcoB+RgWAho0Qb6aF8We4VS27FncFZJV5OSpCj3iv+dPsxTSMUmnKiVMdzE+1nRGpGOU7sbqowIXREBtgxVJAIlZ/NTp0450bpO2EszRPamal/OzISKTWOAlMZET1Uy95U/M/rpDq89jMmklSjoPNFYcodHTvTfzt9JpFqPjaEUMnMrQ4dEkmoNunYC6NUmqD0M2E22SYdbzmLVdKsVjy34t1XS7WbPKcCnMIZXIAHV1CDO6hDAygM4AVe4c16tt6tD+tzXrpm5T0nsADr6xe5FpdR</latexit>

�
<latexit sha1_base64="WzTIc4qgQF0GTbfbVW592H3qr7Y=">AAACDXicbVC7TgJBFL2LL1xfqKXNRDCxIrs0WhJtLNHII4ENmR0GmDA7s87MasiGb7C01Y+wM7Z+g9/gTzjAFgKe5CYn59xXThhzpo3nfTu5tfWNza38truzu7d/UDg8amiZKELrRHKpWiHWlDNB64YZTluxojgKOW2Go+up33ykSjMp7s04pkGEB4L1GcHGSkGpc8cGQ4OVkk+lbqHolb0Z0CrxM1KEDLVu4afTkySJqDCEY63bvhebIMXKMMLpxO0kmsaYjPCAti0VOKI6SGdPT9CZVXqoL5UtYdBM/TuR4kjrcRTazgiboV72puJ/Xjsx/csgZSJODBVkfqifcGQkmiaAekxRYvjYEkwUs78iMsQKE2NzchdW6SSmKkiFveTadPzlLFZJo1L2vbJ/WylWr7Kc8nACp3AOPlxAFW6gBnUg8AAv8ApvzrPz7nw4n/PWnJPNHMMCnK9fTGmcDw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WzTIc4qgQF0GTbfbVW592H3qr7Y=">AAACDXicbVC7TgJBFL2LL1xfqKXNRDCxIrs0WhJtLNHII4ENmR0GmDA7s87MasiGb7C01Y+wM7Z+g9/gTzjAFgKe5CYn59xXThhzpo3nfTu5tfWNza38truzu7d/UDg8amiZKELrRHKpWiHWlDNB64YZTluxojgKOW2Go+up33ykSjMp7s04pkGEB4L1GcHGSkGpc8cGQ4OVkk+lbqHolb0Z0CrxM1KEDLVu4afTkySJqDCEY63bvhebIMXKMMLpxO0kmsaYjPCAti0VOKI6SGdPT9CZVXqoL5UtYdBM/TuR4kjrcRTazgiboV72puJ/Xjsx/csgZSJODBVkfqifcGQkmiaAekxRYvjYEkwUs78iMsQKE2NzchdW6SSmKkiFveTadPzlLFZJo1L2vbJ/WylWr7Kc8nACp3AOPlxAFW6gBnUg8AAv8ApvzrPz7nw4n/PWnJPNHMMCnK9fTGmcDw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WzTIc4qgQF0GTbfbVW592H3qr7Y=">AAACDXicbVC7TgJBFL2LL1xfqKXNRDCxIrs0WhJtLNHII4ENmR0GmDA7s87MasiGb7C01Y+wM7Z+g9/gTzjAFgKe5CYn59xXThhzpo3nfTu5tfWNza38truzu7d/UDg8amiZKELrRHKpWiHWlDNB64YZTluxojgKOW2Go+up33ykSjMp7s04pkGEB4L1GcHGSkGpc8cGQ4OVkk+lbqHolb0Z0CrxM1KEDLVu4afTkySJqDCEY63bvhebIMXKMMLpxO0kmsaYjPCAti0VOKI6SGdPT9CZVXqoL5UtYdBM/TuR4kjrcRTazgiboV72puJ/Xjsx/csgZSJODBVkfqifcGQkmiaAekxRYvjYEkwUs78iMsQKE2NzchdW6SSmKkiFveTadPzlLFZJo1L2vbJ/WylWr7Kc8nACp3AOPlxAFW6gBnUg8AAv8ApvzrPz7nw4n/PWnJPNHMMCnK9fTGmcDw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WzTIc4qgQF0GTbfbVW592H3qr7Y=">AAACDXicbVC7TgJBFL2LL1xfqKXNRDCxIrs0WhJtLNHII4ENmR0GmDA7s87MasiGb7C01Y+wM7Z+g9/gTzjAFgKe5CYn59xXThhzpo3nfTu5tfWNza38truzu7d/UDg8amiZKELrRHKpWiHWlDNB64YZTluxojgKOW2Go+up33ykSjMp7s04pkGEB4L1GcHGSkGpc8cGQ4OVkk+lbqHolb0Z0CrxM1KEDLVu4afTkySJqDCEY63bvhebIMXKMMLpxO0kmsaYjPCAti0VOKI6SGdPT9CZVXqoL5UtYdBM/TuR4kjrcRTazgiboV72puJ/Xjsx/csgZSJODBVkfqifcGQkmiaAekxRYvjYEkwUs78iMsQKE2NzchdW6SSmKkiFveTadPzlLFZJo1L2vbJ/WylWr7Kc8nACp3AOPlxAFW6gBnUg8AAv8ApvzrPz7nw4n/PWnJPNHMMCnK9fTGmcDw==</latexit>

�
<latexit sha1_base64="WzTIc4qgQF0GTbfbVW592H3qr7Y=">AAACDXicbVC7TgJBFL2LL1xfqKXNRDCxIrs0WhJtLNHII4ENmR0GmDA7s87MasiGb7C01Y+wM7Z+g9/gTzjAFgKe5CYn59xXThhzpo3nfTu5tfWNza38truzu7d/UDg8amiZKELrRHKpWiHWlDNB64YZTluxojgKOW2Go+up33ykSjMp7s04pkGEB4L1GcHGSkGpc8cGQ4OVkk+lbqHolb0Z0CrxM1KEDLVu4afTkySJqDCEY63bvhebIMXKMMLpxO0kmsaYjPCAti0VOKI6SGdPT9CZVXqoL5UtYdBM/TuR4kjrcRTazgiboV72puJ/Xjsx/csgZSJODBVkfqifcGQkmiaAekxRYvjYEkwUs78iMsQKE2NzchdW6SSmKkiFveTadPzlLFZJo1L2vbJ/WylWr7Kc8nACp3AOPlxAFW6gBnUg8AAv8ApvzrPz7nw4n/PWnJPNHMMCnK9fTGmcDw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WzTIc4qgQF0GTbfbVW592H3qr7Y=">AAACDXicbVC7TgJBFL2LL1xfqKXNRDCxIrs0WhJtLNHII4ENmR0GmDA7s87MasiGb7C01Y+wM7Z+g9/gTzjAFgKe5CYn59xXThhzpo3nfTu5tfWNza38truzu7d/UDg8amiZKELrRHKpWiHWlDNB64YZTluxojgKOW2Go+up33ykSjMp7s04pkGEB4L1GcHGSkGpc8cGQ4OVkk+lbqHolb0Z0CrxM1KEDLVu4afTkySJqDCEY63bvhebIMXKMMLpxO0kmsaYjPCAti0VOKI6SGdPT9CZVXqoL5UtYdBM/TuR4kjrcRTazgiboV72puJ/Xjsx/csgZSJODBVkfqifcGQkmiaAekxRYvjYEkwUs78iMsQKE2NzchdW6SSmKkiFveTadPzlLFZJo1L2vbJ/WylWr7Kc8nACp3AOPlxAFW6gBnUg8AAv8ApvzrPz7nw4n/PWnJPNHMMCnK9fTGmcDw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WzTIc4qgQF0GTbfbVW592H3qr7Y=">AAACDXicbVC7TgJBFL2LL1xfqKXNRDCxIrs0WhJtLNHII4ENmR0GmDA7s87MasiGb7C01Y+wM7Z+g9/gTzjAFgKe5CYn59xXThhzpo3nfTu5tfWNza38truzu7d/UDg8amiZKELrRHKpWiHWlDNB64YZTluxojgKOW2Go+up33ykSjMp7s04pkGEB4L1GcHGSkGpc8cGQ4OVkk+lbqHolb0Z0CrxM1KEDLVu4afTkySJqDCEY63bvhebIMXKMMLpxO0kmsaYjPCAti0VOKI6SGdPT9CZVXqoL5UtYdBM/TuR4kjrcRTazgiboV72puJ/Xjsx/csgZSJODBVkfqifcGQkmiaAekxRYvjYEkwUs78iMsQKE2NzchdW6SSmKkiFveTadPzlLFZJo1L2vbJ/WylWr7Kc8nACp3AOPlxAFW6gBnUg8AAv8ApvzrPz7nw4n/PWnJPNHMMCnK9fTGmcDw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WzTIc4qgQF0GTbfbVW592H3qr7Y=">AAACDXicbVC7TgJBFL2LL1xfqKXNRDCxIrs0WhJtLNHII4ENmR0GmDA7s87MasiGb7C01Y+wM7Z+g9/gTzjAFgKe5CYn59xXThhzpo3nfTu5tfWNza38truzu7d/UDg8amiZKELrRHKpWiHWlDNB64YZTluxojgKOW2Go+up33ykSjMp7s04pkGEB4L1GcHGSkGpc8cGQ4OVkk+lbqHolb0Z0CrxM1KEDLVu4afTkySJqDCEY63bvhebIMXKMMLpxO0kmsaYjPCAti0VOKI6SGdPT9CZVXqoL5UtYdBM/TuR4kjrcRTazgiboV72puJ/Xjsx/csgZSJODBVkfqifcGQkmiaAekxRYvjYEkwUs78iMsQKE2NzchdW6SSmKkiFveTadPzlLFZJo1L2vbJ/WylWr7Kc8nACp3AOPlxAFW6gBnUg8AAv8ApvzrPz7nw4n/PWnJPNHMMCnK9fTGmcDw==</latexit>

w1 = w2 = w3 = w4 = eiue�iu = 1
<latexit sha1_base64="aQ0cMOZdKOYRU671NHLyAf23TLs=">AAACI3icbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgZEl0CKxUCUFCZZKFSyMRaIPqQ2R4960Vh0nsh2qKurMlzCywkewIRYGvoCfwG0z0MKVju/Ruff62seLGJXKsj6NzNLyyupadj23sbm1vZPf3WvIMBYE6iRkoWh5WAKjHOqKKgatSAAOPAZNb3A9qTcfQEga8js1isAJcI9TnxKstOTmD4tD164M3bLGmcZ5Be4TGo/1eapTxS66+YJVsqZh/iV2SgoojZqb/+50QxIHwBVhWMq2bUXKSbBQlDAY5zqxhAiTAe5BW1OOA5BOMv3K2DzWStf0Q6HBlTlVf08kOJByFHi6M8CqLxdrE/G/WjtW/qWTUB7FCjiZLfJjZqrQnPhidqkAothIE0wE1W81SR8LTJR2Lzd3lYwjEE7C9aacdsde9OIvaZRLtlWyb8uF6lXqUxYdoCN0gmx0garoBtVQHRH0iJ7RC3o1now34934mLVmjHRmH82F8fUDifajZg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aQ0cMOZdKOYRU671NHLyAf23TLs=">AAACI3icbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgZEl0CKxUCUFCZZKFSyMRaIPqQ2R4960Vh0nsh2qKurMlzCywkewIRYGvoCfwG0z0MKVju/Ruff62seLGJXKsj6NzNLyyupadj23sbm1vZPf3WvIMBYE6iRkoWh5WAKjHOqKKgatSAAOPAZNb3A9qTcfQEga8js1isAJcI9TnxKstOTmD4tD164M3bLGmcZ5Be4TGo/1eapTxS66+YJVsqZh/iV2SgoojZqb/+50QxIHwBVhWMq2bUXKSbBQlDAY5zqxhAiTAe5BW1OOA5BOMv3K2DzWStf0Q6HBlTlVf08kOJByFHi6M8CqLxdrE/G/WjtW/qWTUB7FCjiZLfJjZqrQnPhidqkAothIE0wE1W81SR8LTJR2Lzd3lYwjEE7C9aacdsde9OIvaZRLtlWyb8uF6lXqUxYdoCN0gmx0garoBtVQHRH0iJ7RC3o1now34934mLVmjHRmH82F8fUDifajZg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aQ0cMOZdKOYRU671NHLyAf23TLs=">AAACI3icbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgZEl0CKxUCUFCZZKFSyMRaIPqQ2R4960Vh0nsh2qKurMlzCywkewIRYGvoCfwG0z0MKVju/Ruff62seLGJXKsj6NzNLyyupadj23sbm1vZPf3WvIMBYE6iRkoWh5WAKjHOqKKgatSAAOPAZNb3A9qTcfQEga8js1isAJcI9TnxKstOTmD4tD164M3bLGmcZ5Be4TGo/1eapTxS66+YJVsqZh/iV2SgoojZqb/+50QxIHwBVhWMq2bUXKSbBQlDAY5zqxhAiTAe5BW1OOA5BOMv3K2DzWStf0Q6HBlTlVf08kOJByFHi6M8CqLxdrE/G/WjtW/qWTUB7FCjiZLfJjZqrQnPhidqkAothIE0wE1W81SR8LTJR2Lzd3lYwjEE7C9aacdsde9OIvaZRLtlWyb8uF6lXqUxYdoCN0gmx0garoBtVQHRH0iJ7RC3o1now34934mLVmjHRmH82F8fUDifajZg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aQ0cMOZdKOYRU671NHLyAf23TLs=">AAACI3icbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgZEl0CKxUCUFCZZKFSyMRaIPqQ2R4960Vh0nsh2qKurMlzCywkewIRYGvoCfwG0z0MKVju/Ruff62seLGJXKsj6NzNLyyupadj23sbm1vZPf3WvIMBYE6iRkoWh5WAKjHOqKKgatSAAOPAZNb3A9qTcfQEga8js1isAJcI9TnxKstOTmD4tD164M3bLGmcZ5Be4TGo/1eapTxS66+YJVsqZh/iV2SgoojZqb/+50QxIHwBVhWMq2bUXKSbBQlDAY5zqxhAiTAe5BW1OOA5BOMv3K2DzWStf0Q6HBlTlVf08kOJByFHi6M8CqLxdrE/G/WjtW/qWTUB7FCjiZLfJjZqrQnPhidqkAothIE0wE1W81SR8LTJR2Lzd3lYwjEE7C9aacdsde9OIvaZRLtlWyb8uF6lXqUxYdoCN0gmx0garoBtVQHRH0iJ7RC3o1now34934mLVmjHRmH82F8fUDifajZg==</latexit>
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Figure 4.5 – Passing from the oriented loop model to the F -model.

In the above discussion we were a bit cavalier about the boundaries. Suppose we are working

on a simply connected domain like a rectangle. Along the boundary, we have to use boundary

vertices shown in Fig. 4.6, and decide which weight to assign to them. In the F -model, it is

natural to give weight 1 to the boundary vertices, which is called free boundary conditions

for the 6-vertex model, and corresponds to using the Dirichlet boundary conditions for the

corresponding height field. With this assignment, the F -model renormalizes onto the free

scalar boson (4.2.6) with the Dirichlet boundary conditions.

On the other hand, to reproduce correctly the weight of the oriented loops, boundary vertices
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4.2. 2d Potts model for Q 6 4

in the Potts model should be given weights e±i u .4 The product of these weights equals

e i u(C+−C−) (4.2.10)

where C± are parts of the perimeter occupied by left/right going loops. To illustrate the

importance of this factor, consider the partition function. The F -model partition function

will reduce in the continuum limit to the partition function of the free scalar boson (4.2.6)

with Dirichlet boundary conditions. The Potts model partition function will be much more

nontrivial, since we have to include factor (4.2.10) into the path integral.
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Figure 4.6 – Boundary vertices, assigned weight 1 in the F -model, and weights e±i u in the Potts
model.

4.2.4 Long cylinder partition function and the Coulomb gas

In the next section we will consider the torus partition function, where we won’t have to deal

with the above complications due to the boundary terms, but there will be other complications

due to loops going around the torus. Here we would like to discuss partition function on the

cylinder of circumference L and length T . Were we to keep the rule that each oriented loop

gets a weight obtained by multiplying e±i u for every left/right turn, we would get weight 1

instead of e±4i u to loops circling around the cylinder, so that the unoriented loops get weight 2

instead of
√

Q. This discrepancy should be corrected as follows. Let us impose for definiteness

the zero boundary condition on φ at the time 0 boundary of the cylinder. Then, on the lattice,

at time T , φ will take a constant value given by n(π/2) where n is the number of oriented

loops circling around the cylinder (counted with opposite sign for two opposite orientations).

Changing the weight of such loops from 1 to e±4i u can thus be accomplished multiplying the

partition function with an extra factor

e i e0φ(T ) , (4.2.11)

where e0 = 4u/(π/2), which gives

e0 = 2− g /2. (4.2.12)

This is usually described as ‘placing charges ±e0 at two opposite ends of the cylinder’. The

whole construction is known as ‘Coulomb gas’.5

To evaluate the Potts model partition function on the cylinder, we thus have to combine three

ingredients: the F -model in the bulk which renormalizes to the free scalar boson, and the

4We thank Hubert Saleur for explaining this point to us.
5The resulting formalism is similar to the Dotsenko-Fateev Coulomb gas construction [179], although the logic

is different: here the extra charges are forced on us by the physics, while in [179] one adds extra charges at infinity
by hand and studies the structure of the resulting theory.
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factors (4.2.10) and (4.2.11). For a finite aspect ratio T /L this is a nontrivial task which was

accomplished in [205, 206].6 However the computation can be performed rather easily in

the long cylinder limit T À L, which is enough to extract the central charge and operator

dimensions. In this limit the two boundaries of the cylinder don’t talk to each other and so the

factor (4.2.10) just gives some overall rescaling of the partition function. In addition we expect

that the typical value of φ(T ) will be large, and so we can treat the boundary condition φ(T ) as

a continuous variable rather than quantized. So we are led to evaluating the path integral∫
[Dφ]e−S+i e0φ(T ) (4.2.13)

with boundary conditions φ(0) = 0, φ(T ) = h = const. and S as in (4.2.6). We split φ into the

classical component φcl and the fluctuation δφ satisfying the Dirichlet boundary conditions.

We first integrate over δφ, and then over h, the latter integral being∫
dh e−Scl(h)+i e0h , Scl(h) = g

4π
(h/T )2LT . (4.2.14)

This gives an extra factor e−(πe2
0/g )(T /L) in the partition function, which is interpreted as the

reduction of the central charge c from the free scalar boson value c = 1 to

cPotts = 1− 6e2
0

g
(4.2.15a)

= 1−6
(2− g /2)2

g
= 13−6

(
g

4
+ 4

g

)
. (4.2.15b)

Recall that the partition function should scale as Z ∼ e(πc/6)(T /L) for T À L.

Let us proceed to discuss the operator spectrum. One interesting class of operators are the

electric vertex operators Ve = e i eφ. The set of allowed electric charges can be determined by

the following argument. In the oriented loop model description, if we change orientation of a

loop, the height inside will change by 2φ0 =π. On the other hand in terms of clusters the loop

orientation has no observable meaning. This means that any vertex operator playing a role in

the Potts model should be invariant under such a change, i.e. e ∈ 2Z.7

Scaling dimensions of these vertex operators can be predicted by a path integral argument

based on (4.2.13). Namely, we insert an extra factor e i eφ(T ) and compute the partition function

on a long cylinder. The change in the free energy compared to e = 0 gives the scaling

6On the contrary the partition function of the F -model on the cylinder is trivial to evaluate: one computes the
gaussian path integral as a function of the height difference φ(T ), and sums over φ(T ) = n(π/2) [205]. Notice that
it is legitimate to use the gaussian action (4.2.6) to compare relative weights of sectors not only for φ(T ) À 1 but
also for φ(T ) =O(1).

7Another argument which gives the same prediction is as follows. In the large volume limit, the distribution of
φ at any point x will become periodic with period 2φ0 because of succession of many loops surrounding x which
can take any orientation. Correlation functions of vertex operators which are not invariant under φ→φ+2φ0 will
thus vanish in the infinite volume limit.
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Parameter Meaning Relation

u parameter of the oriented loop model
√

Q = 2cos(4u)

g coupling of the gaussian height model Q = 2+2cos πg
2

(critical 2 < g 6 4, tricritical 46 g < 6)

e0 Coulomb gas charge e0 = 2− g /2

cPotts CFT central charge Eq. (4.2.15)

t parameter in Eq. (4.2.31) for t = max(g /4,4/g )> 1
Kac-degenerate dimensions

m index of the minimal model Mm t = (m +1)/m
with the same central charge

Table 4.1 – Main relations between parameters characterizing the Q-state Potts model. See section
4.2.3 for u, g , section 4.2.4 for e0,cPotts, and section 4.2.5 for t ,m.

dimension:

∆(Ve) = 1

2g
((e0 +e)2 −e2

0) . (4.2.16)

While Eqs. (4.2.15a) and (4.2.16) are standard for free scalar boson CFTs with background

charge (see e.g. [207], section 9), we chose for completeness to include their direct derivation

starting from (4.2.13) in the above review. It’s also very important to emphasize that only some

aspects of the Potts model can be understood from the Coulomb gas descriptions.

Main relations between parameters characterizing the Q-state Potts model are summarized in

Table 4.1.

4.2.5 Torus partition function

The full partition function ZQ of the Q-state Potts model on the torus was found in the classic

paper [137]. Let us describe the result and how it was obtained. The basic building block is the

partition function of the free boson (4.2.6) with frustrated boundary conditions around the

two cycles of the torus:

Zm,m′(g ) =
∫
δ1φ=2πm,δ2φ=2πm′

[Dφ]e−S . (4.2.17)

Summing these over frustration multiples of f , one defines the partition function of the

compactified boson with compactification radius f :

Zc [g , f ] = f
∑

m,m′∈ f Z
Zm,m′(g ) . (4.2.18)
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This quantity has expansion in terms of the usual torus modulus q = e2πiτ and q̄ :

Zc [g , f ] = 1

η(q)η(q̄)

∑
e∈Z/ f
m∈Z f

q xem q̄ x̄em , (4.2.19)

where η(q) = q
1

24 P(q) is the Dedekind eta function, P(q) =∏∞
N=1(1−q N ). The weights xem ,

x̄em are labeled by electric and magnetic charges e and m:

xem , x̄em = 1

4
(e/

p
g ±m

p
g )2, (4.2.20)

so that the scaling dimension and spin of the corresponding operators are given by:

xem + x̄em = e2

2g
+ g

2
m2, xem − x̄em = em . (4.2.21)

We also need a modification of the compactified partition function (4.2.18) given by the

following equation:

Ẑ [g ,e0] = ∑
M ′,M∈Z

ZM ′/2,M/2(g )cos(πe0M ′∧M) , (4.2.22)

where a∧b = gcd(a,b) is the greatest common divisor, with a∧0 = a by convention, introduced

for the following reason. As for the cylinder case above, the F -model (which renormalizes to

the free scalar boson) does not correctly reproduce the weights of noncontractible loop. The

factor cos(πe0M ′∧M) corrects for this mismatch, analogously to inserting the charges ±e0 at

the ends of the cylinder in section 4.2.4.

The so defined Ẑ [g ,e0] can be expanded in series in q and q̄ [137]:

Ẑ [g ,e0] = 1

η(q)η(q̄)

 ∑
P∈Z

(qq̄)xe0+2P,0 +
∞∑

M ,N=1
N divides M

Λ(M , N )
∑

P∈Z
P∧N=1

q x2P/N ,M/2 q̄ x̄2P/N ,M/2

 . (4.2.23)

CoefficientsΛ(M , N ) are given by Eq. (3.24) of [137]. In general they depend on the factoriza-

tion of M and N into prime integers. Below we will only need the following two partial cases

for M = 1 or M > 1 prime:

Λ(M ,1) = 2

(
cos(πe0M)−cos(πe0)

M
+cosπe0

)
, (4.2.24)

Λ(M , M) = 2

(
cos(πe0M)−cos(πe0)

M

)
(M 6= 1) . (4.2.25)

Λ(M , N ) are polynomials in Q with rational coefficients, which implies that multiplicities Mh,h̄

will also be polynomial in Q.
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In terms of the defined objects, the torus partition function of the Potts model takes the form:8

ZQ = Ẑ [g ,e0]+ 1

2
(Q −1)

(
Zc [g ,1]−Zc [g ,1/2]

)
. (4.2.26)

Basically, Ẑ [g ,e0] provides most of the answer, while the second term corrects a mismatch

between the Potts model and the loop model for clusters having the cross topology, see [137]

for details. We recall that g is related to Q by (4.2.7), choosing 2 < g 6 4 (4 6 g < 6) for the

critical (tricritical) case, and e0 is given by (4.2.12).

As mentioned, the Q = 2,3 critical and tricritical Potts theories are unitary minimal models,

while Q = 4 can be described as an orbifold theory, as we review briefly in appendix C.5. In

all these cases partition function can be computed independently and the result agrees with

(4.2.26) [137].

4.2.6 Spectrum of primaries for Q 6 4

We will now use the torus partition function to discuss the spectrum of primaries of the critical

and tricritical Potts model. Recall that the torus partition function of any CFT can be written

as

Z = (qq̄)−
c

24 Tr qL0 q̄ L̄0 , (4.2.27)

with Hamiltonian H = L0 + L̄0 − c/12 and momentum P = L0 − L̄0. Expanding Z in q , q̄ one

can read off the spectrum of all states present in the theory and their multiplicities:

Z = (qq̄)−
c

24
∑

h,h̄∈all

Mhh̄ qh q̄ h̄ . (4.2.28)

Furthermore, the partition function is also expandable into Virasoro characters χh of pri-

maries:

Z (q, q̄) = (qq̄)−
c

24
∑

h,h̄∈primaries

Nhh̄ χh(q)χh̄(q̄) , (4.2.29)

the sum being over the weights h, h̄ of the primaries, with Nh,h̄ their multiplicities. On the

other hand the sum in (4.2.28) is over both primaries and descendants, so that sum contains

many more terms, and with different multiplicities.

Below we will encounter two types of Virasoro characters. First, for generic h (non-degenerate

primary), the character is given by9

χh(q) = qh/P(q) . (4.2.30)

Second, there will be cases when h is a Kac degenerate representation h = hr,s . For the central

8Notice that one should not confuse electric and magnetic charges e,m of the states in this expression with the
Coulomb gas charge of operator Ve in (4.2.16). In particular the constraint e ∈ 2Z, does not apply to e.

9We don’t include the factor q−c/24 into the character.
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charge as in (4.2.15) these are given by (see [207], Eq. (7.31))

hr,s = t

4
(r 2 −1)+ 1

4t
(s2 −1)+ 1− r s

2
, t = max(g /4,4/g ) , (4.2.31)

with r, s positive integers.10,11 The representation is then degenerate at level r s, the null

descendant having weight hr,−s . Below we will mostly focus on the generic Q case, when this

descendant itself is not degenerate.12 In this case the character of the hr,s primary is given by:

χhr,s (q) = (qhr,s −qhr,−s )/P(q) . (4.2.33)

A particular case of (4.2.33) occurs for the unit operator: h = 0 = h1,1, when

χ0(q) = (1−q)/P(q) . (4.2.34)

From (4.2.26), (4.2.19), (4.2.23) we get expansion (4.2.28) of the Potts model partition function.

Notice, however, that ‘multiplicities’ Mh,h̄ are given by polynomials in Q, so they are in general

not integer, unless Q is integer.13 This may sound puzzling since normally multiplicities are

integer. To understand the origin of this subtlety, let us go back to the lattice partition function

from section 4.2.1. In the continuum limit, the factors qh q̄ h̄ in (4.2.28) originate from the

eigenvalue factors λN on the lattice in (4.2.3), while the multiplicities Mh,h̄ are the weights Mλ

in (4.2.3). As discussed in section 4.2.1 these weights for non-integer Q do not just count the

eigenvalues, but involve a matrix element of a gluing operator, which explains why they don’t

have to be integers nor even positive.14

Up to the prefactor 1/[η(q)η(q̄)], the obtained expansion of ZQ consists of terms of the form

q xem q̄ x̄em , times multiplicities. We will introduce notation Oe,m for the state corresponding to

such a term. Its conformal weight is given by

h = xem + c −1

24
, h̄ = x̄em + c −1

24
. (4.2.35)

First, we have states with e = e0 +2P (P ∈Z) and m = 0, coming from the first term in Ẑ [g ,e0].

10The two branches t = g /4 and t = 4/g are related by interchanging r and s. By choosing always t > 1 we ensure
that for t = (m +1)/m the weight numbering will agree with the form

hr,s = [(m +1)r −ms]2 −1

4m(m +1)
, (4.2.32)

conventional in the unitary minimal models. This will be convenient in section 4.4.
11Notice that not all operators appearing in partition function are Kac-degenerate. In some literature on the

Potts model weights of non-degenerate operators are also represented as hr,s with r, s non-integer. This will not be
done in our work, where notation hr,s will be used only with r, s integer.

12On the other hand, in minimal models Mp,p ′ we have hr,−s = hp ′+r,p−s and so it may be degenerate. The
character then takes a more complicated form than (4.2.33).

13These multiplicities have also been studied in [208].
14Note that negativity of some weights is not a direct consequence of the model being non-unitary. For example,

while the Lee-Yang model is non-unitary, its torus partition function decomposes into characters with positive
integer weights.
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Notice that Oe0+2P,0 = V2P , the vertex operator of the same dimension introduced in the

Coulomb gas description. This identification is not accidental, the Coulomb gas scaling

dimension (4.2.16) and the term ∝ (qq̄)xe0+2P,0 in ZQ having essentially the same path-integral

origin.

Second, we have states with e and m both rational numbers, coming from Zc [g , f ] and from

the second term in Ẑ [g ,e0]. We should identify Oe,m ≡ O−e,−m since they have the same

conformal weights. These states do not have an obvious Coulomb gas interpretation.

In this notation, ZQ takes the form of the sum of nondegenerate characters (4.2.30) of states

Oe,m . Does this mean they are all primaries? Not so fast. We have to watch out that some

Oe,m are Kac-degenerate. More work is then needed to reorganize the decomposition in

terms of Virasoro characters, during which process some states may drop out from the list of

primaries. We also need to check for more banal spectrum coincidences, which may lead to

total cancellation of multiplicities. To study these degeneracies we write h, h̄ as r1g−1+r2g +r3

with ri rational:

V2P ≡Oe0+2P,0 : h = h̄ = P (P +2)g−1 −P/2,

Oe,m : h, h̄ =
(

e2

4
−1

)
g−1 +

(
m2

4
− 1

16

)
g + 1

2
±em/2.

(4.2.36)

Apart from Oe,m ≡O−e,−m mentioned above, there is only one spectrum coincidence which

holds for any Q: it is between V−2 and the operators O0,±1/2. The total multiplicity comes out

−(Q −1)+2cosπe0 +1 = 0, so these states do not actually exist.15

The first Kac degeneracy occurs for the operator V0. It has dimension 0 and is identified

with the unit operator; clearly it is Kac-degenerate. The full unit operator character is (see

Eq. (4.2.34))

χ0(q)χ0(q̄) = (1−q)(1− q̄)/[P(q)P(q̄)] . (4.2.37)

We have to see how this character emerges from combining various nondegenerate characters.

Expanding the numerator, the first term 1/[P(q)P(q̄)] is precisely the contribution of V0.

One missing term, qq̄/[P(q)P(q̄)], comes from V−4, of scaling dimension 2, which as a

consequence does not exist as a primary operator.16

The other missing term in the unit operator character is the cross term (−q − q̄)/[P(q)P(q̄)].

This comes from the operators Oe,m with e =±2, m =±1/2 which have spin 1 and dimension

15We exclude as contrived the possibility that a state exists but does not contribute to the partition function for
any Q.

16In fact, even more is true. Were we to expand the partition function in powers of q , q̄ (including the Dedekind
factors), we would see that the theory does not contain any scalar of dimension 2, primary or descendant. This
is in contradiction with the discussion of Kondev [209], who argued that operator V−4 = e−i 4h must be ‘exactly
marginal’, and used this to determine the relation between Q and g , instead of borrowing the F -model result
(4.2.7). While the calculation behind Kondev’s argument is correct, physical interpretation should be changed
because as we showed the operator he calls ‘exactly marginal’ does not even exist. A different interpretation is
explained in appendix A of [4].
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Chapter 4. The Q > 4 Potts model

1 for any g . These operators appear in the second term in (4.2.23) (M = N = P = 1) as well as in

Zc [g ,1/2]. Their total coefficient is 2cos(πe0)− (Q −1) =−1 as needed. The conclusion is that

we reproduce correctly the character of the unit operator, while operators V−4 and O±2,±1/2

drop out from the spectrum of primaries.

We will now carry out similar analysis for a few more prominent low-lying primary operators.

We will see more examples of Kac-degenerate states, and degenerate characters arising as

sums of non-degenerate ones. We will not, however, attempt to rewrite the full partition

function in terms of Virasoro characters.

Singlets

The operators V2P occur in the first term of Ẑ [g ,e0] with multiplicity 1 for any Q, and therefore

we will refer to them as ‘singlets’. As discussed above the case P = 0 corresponds to the unit

operator, and P =−1,−2 do not exist. The lightest non-unit operators are for P = 1,2, which we

call the energy operator ε and the subleading energy operator ε′. On the tricritical branch both

ε and ε′ are relevant, while on the critical branch only ε is relevant. When the two branches

meet we have ∆ε′ = 2.

Comparing (4.2.36) with (4.2.31), we see that all V2P , P > 0, are Kac-degenerate. In fact

h = h1,P+1 on the tricritical or h = hP+1,1 on the critical branch. One can show that just like

for the unit operator the terms in ZQ recombine nicely to give the degenerate characters

χhr,s (q)χhr,s (q̄). The scalar term ∝ qhr,−s q̄hr,−s comes from V2P ′ with P ′ = −P − 2, whose

multiplicity is also 1. The spin-1 terms −qhr,s q̄hr,−s − qhr,−s q̄hr,s come from Oe,m with e =
±2(P +1) and ±m = 1/2, with precisely the right coefficient. The ability to rewrite the partition

function in this form means that the operators V2P ′ and O±2(P+1),±1/2 do not appear in the

spectrum of primaries.17

As mentioned the operators V2P ≡Oe0+2P,0 should be identified with electric vertex operators

e i eφ with e = 2P whose dimension was computed using Coulomb gas method in (4.2.16). The

above discussion establishes that for P > 0 these vertex operators are primaries.

As far as V2P ′ with negative charge P ′ 6−1, the above discussion is summarized as follows. For

P ′ =−1 this operator simply does not exist since multiplicity is exactly zero. For P ′ 6−3 a scalar

operator of such dimension exists, but is interpreted as not a primary but as a descendant

of the positive charge primary V2P , P = −P ′−2, at level (P +1,P +1). The latter reasoning

formally applies also for P ′ =−2, but since the unit operator has no descendants at the level

(1,1), this means that V−4 does not exist. This may be a surprise from the point of view of the

Coulomb gas construction, but that’s what the torus partition function tells us.18

17One might contemplate the possibility that primaries of such dimension actually secretly exist, but their
contribution to the torus partition function, as well as to the annulus partition function [206], is exactly zero for all
Q. Perhaps these may be null descendants of Kac-degenerate primaries, not necessarily identically vanishing in
non-unitary theories. We discard such a possibility as unduly contrived.

18Additional evidence for the absence of these operators can be obtained from the cylinder partition function
[206], Eq. (2). Organizing it in characters, one sees that negative electric charge operators are absent from the list
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4.2. 2d Potts model for Q 6 4

Vectors

We will call ‘vectors’ operators of multiplicity Q −1, the dimension of the lowest nontrivial

representation of SQ . The lowest such operators are Oe,0 with e =±1,±3, which come from

Zc [g ,1]. These are the spin and the subleading spin operators σ and σ′. For generic Q these

operators are non-degenerate primaries.

Higher representations

An interesting light operator is O0,1, from the P = 0, M = 2, N = 1 term in the second sum of

Ẑ [g ,e0]. Using (4.2.25), its multiplicity is

cosπe0 +cos2πe0 = Q(Q −3)

2
. (4.2.38)

This matches the dimension of an SQ representation given by the Young tableau with two

rows with Q −2 and 2 boxes in them, which for integer Q exists only for Q > 4. Notice that this

multiplicity becomes negative for Q < 3. Again, for generic Q this operator is a non-degenerate

primary.

See appendix C.4 for operators corresponding to even larger Young tableaux. For any Young

tableau Y , the corresponding representation exists for all sufficiently large Q and has dimen-

sion DY (Q) which is a polynomial in Q. One can take this polynomial and analytically continue

it to Q 6 4. In all cases that we checked, multiplicities of operators predicted by (4.2.26)

are decomposable into sums of DY (Q) with coefficients which are positive Q-independent

integers (appendix C.4).19 It is not fully obvious why this should be the case. Of course for

integer Q we have true SQ symmetry and so the decomposition of multiplicities in dimensions

of irreps of SQ should be possible for each individual Q. The nontrivial part is that such a

decomposition extends to non-integer Q with Q-independent coefficients.

In the above discussion we focused on generic Q. For Q = 2,3,4 the discussion needs to

be modified. First of all the theory has a local spin description, so all multiplicities must

be positive integers. In addition, for Q = 2,3, the theories are minimal models and contain

a finite number of primary fields. (On the contrary, for generic Q we have infinitely many

primaries.) Various terms in the partition function must then recombine, to either cancel or

form characters of degenerate primaries in the minimal models, which are more complicated

than (4.2.33). Similar complicated cancellations have to happen for an infinite set of Q’s which

give a rational central charge c = cm = 1−6/[(m +1)m] corresponding to the unitary minimal

models, even though the spectrum of the Potts model will have only partial overlap with the

corresponding minimal model unless Q = 2,3 (see section 4.4).

A very simple example of such a cancellations happens for the operator with multiplicity

of primaries.
19Ref. [137] contains a tangential remark to the contrary for the analogous case of the O(n) model, which appears

to be an error. In any case, this minor discrepancy does not affect any of their other conclusions. We thank Hubert
Saleur for a discussion.
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Chapter 4. The Q > 4 Potts model

(4.2.38). For Q = 3 this operator simply disappears. For Q = 2, its multiplicity is negative.

However, for Q = 2 this operator is degenerate with the vector operator O±3,0 along the critical

branch and with O±5,0 for the tricritical branch. The total multiplicity is zero: this operator

does not exist for Q = 2.

The spectrum of several light scalar operators and their multiplicities are summarized on

Fig. 4.7.
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Figure 4.7 – Dimensions of light scalar operators as functions of Q. The Q 6 4 region corresponds
to the critical (solid) and tricritical (dashed) Potts models. Singlet operators are in green, other
multiplicities are marked. ∆= 2 is the marginality line. The (r, s) positions in the Kac table are
shown for ε, ε′, as well as for σ which is degenerate for Q = 2,3. Notice that ε and ε′ remain
Kac-degenerate with the same integer (r, s) also for non-integer Q, while this is not true for the
other shown operators. For Q > 4 we show the real parts of the analytically continued dimensions,
see section 4.3.

4.3 Analytic continuation to Q > 4

The 2d Potts model at criticality is normally discussed only for Q 6 4. For Q > 4, the phase

transition is first-order, and one does not expect to find any fixed points. As far as real fixed

points are concerned this expectation is correct.20 However, instead there exists a pair of

complex fixed points. In the previous section we saw that critical and tricritical Potts models

become identical at Q = 4. Following the discussion in section 3.6 it is convenient to visualize

these fixed points as CFTs moving in the theory space as the parameter Q is varied, see Fig. 4.8.

20In [210], some SQ invariant CFTs with 4 < Q . 5.56 were predicted to exist using the massless scattering
theory method. Their theories are real and presumably can be realized as continuous phase transitions in the
antiferromagnetic Potts model. There is no relation to the theories considered here. We thank Gesualdo Delfino
for discussions.
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4.3. Analytic continuation to Q > 4

The fixed points have the same symmetries and annihilate at Q = 4. Chapter 3 reviewed the

abundant evidence from prior work [30, 31, 127, 131] that in the vicinity of this point, the

beta-function controlling the RG flow is of the form (3.2.3) with y ∼ Q − 4, suggesting the

existence of two fixed points at couplings λ∼±i
√

Q −4.

Theory space
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Figure 4.8 – Annihilation of critical and tricritical fixed points.

In section 3.6 we discussed some examples of perturbative complex theories defined by

Lagrangians with complex coupling constants. The Potts model is a strongly coupled theory

and consequently we don’t expect to find any perturbative description. The Q > 4 complex

Potts CFTs can in principle be constructed with the help of lattice models reviewed in section

4.2.1, either the spin or the cluster one, if one complexifies coupling constants in these models

and tunes them to the critical values. To find these fixed points on the lattice, one will need

to tune two complex couplings, which can be taken e.g. the temperature and the vacancy

fugacity in the diluted Potts model (see footnote 25 below).

Here we will pursue an alternative method to explore the Q > 4 CFTs — by means of analytic

continuation from Q 6 4. In the previous section we discussed operator dimensions and their

multiplicities in the torus partition function, which for Q 6 4 are explicit analytic functions of

Q. It is reasonable to assume that observables in the complex CFTs at Q > 4 will agree with

the analytic continuation of the corresponding observable form Q 6 4. In this paper we will

only consider analytic continuation in the neighborhood of the real Q axis. We will perform a

set of consistency checks that complex CFTs at real Q > 4 defined by means of such analytic

continuation indeed describe the complex fixed points of the Potts model. In the future it

would be interesting to explore analytically continued CFTs far away from the real Q axis, and

to understand their physical meaning if any.

Analytic continuation is easiest for the central charge and the scaling dimensions, since

these can be expressed as rational functions of g , Eqs. (4.2.15), (4.2.36). We will keep these

expressions, but we will analytically continue g (Q), given by Eq. (4.2.8), from Q 6 4 to Q > 4.

For Q → 4− we have g (Q) ≈ 4± (2/π)
√

4−Q. For Q > 4, g (Q) develops a branch cut singularity,
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g (Q) ≈ 4± i (2/π)
√

Q −4. The exact expression is

g (Q) = 4± i
2

π
log

Q −2+√
Q(Q −4)

2
(Q > 4) . (4.3.1)

Notice that the real part of g remains constant. We will call C the complex CFT corresponding

to the + branch, while the other branch is C.

Equivalently, we perform analytic continuation from the tricritical branch going around

the branch point Q = 4 from below in the complex Q plane, so that
√

4−Q for Q < 4 goes

to i
√

Q −4 for Q > 4, where both square roots are positive. The choice between analytic

continuation from the tricritical and critical branch is arbitrary21 — continuing from the

critical branch with the same contour, or from the tricritical branch in the opposite direction,

would get C instead of C. That is, the real parts of all scaling dimensions would be the same,

and the imaginary parts would change signs. This is why there are two CFTs for Q > 4, one

being the complex conjugate of the other. Finally, if one goes around the Q = 4 point in the

complex plane and comes back to real Q < 4 the tricritical theory becomes the critical one and

vice versa.

The real parts of analytically continued dimensions of a few low-dimension operators can

be read off from the right side of Fig. 4.7. Analogously to the dimensions, the central charge

(4.2.15) of the Potts CFT develops an imaginary part for Q > 4, the central charges of C and C
being complex conjugate.

We see that the Q > 4 Potts CFTs contain operators with complex scaling dimensions, and

the corresponding conjugate operators are not present in the same theory. In terminology

of section 3.6, this means that these CFTs are complex, as opposed to real. Moreover there

are two complex theories with opposite imaginary parts of all observables, and the size of

these imaginary parts is controlled by the parameter
√

Q −4. In such a situation, the real RG

flow squeezed between the two complex CFTs exhibits the walking behavior, as explained in

chapter 3.

Turning next to the multiplicities of primary operators Mh,h̄ (see section 4.2.6), they are

polynomials in Q and their analytic continuation is straightforward. In particular, they stay real

for any real Q. As mentioned, it appears that Mh,h̄ can be represented as a sum of dimensions

of irreducible representations of SQ analytically continued in Q, with Q-independent positive

integer coefficients. In particular, when we specialize to integer Q > 5, we expect complex

Potts CFTs to have a true SQ symmetry. For example, there should exist a pair of S5-symmetric

complex CFTs of central charge

c = 13−6

(
g (5)

4
+ 4

g (5)

)
≈ 1.138±0.021i . (4.3.2)

21It is somewhat more convenient to continue from the tricritical branch, as it contains the relevant operator
ε′ =φ1,3, crucial for our computations below, which drives the RG flow from the tricritical to the critical branch.
On the critical branch we have ε′ =φ3,1 which is irrelevant.
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To summarize, we started with the analytic expression for the torus partition function of

the critical Potts model with real Q < 4 and analytically continued operator dimensions and

multiplicities to Q > 4. This is equivalent to the analytic continuation of the partition function

itself. In particular all the partition function properties for Q < 4, like modular invariance,

continue to hold for Q > 4. The information extracted from the partition function is consistent

with our conjecture about the existence of complex fixed points at Q > 4. Further checks

involving OPE coefficients will be given below.

4.4 Walking RG flow in Q > 4 Potts models

We will now use the knowledge of the complex CFTs C and C to study the walking RG flow in

the Potts model for Q & 4. Basic framework of how to do this was presented in section 3.6. The

real flow trajectory passes halfway between the two complex CFTs. The part of the trajectory

close to the CFTs exhibits approximately scale-invariant behavior, and can be accessed using

a form of conformal perturbation theory (CPT). Here we will demonstrate this framework by

concrete computations.

CPT computations require operator dimensions in our complex CFTs, known from the parti-

tion function. We will also need OPE coefficients as well as some integrals of the 4pt functions

(see [21] for a review of first-order and [88, 90, 211] for second-order CPT). In practice we will

only need to know those up to some fixed order in Q −4 since, as we will see momentarily,

the imaginary part of the coupling constant in the walking region will itself be proportional

to Q −4. We would like to stress, however, that conceptually our procedure is quite different

from expanding around the Q = 4 fixed point. One may imagine that conformal data at the

complex fixed point is known exactly, and we are expanding only in the coupling constant of

perturbation around this fixed point. In this sense our expansion is a usual CPT, albeit as we

will see with a complex coupling. Instead expansion in Q −4 around the Q = 4 Potts model is

on a less obvious footing since Q −4 itself isn’t a coupling constant, but merely a parameter. In

particular, models with different Q have different symmetries and expansion around Q = 4

requires deforming the symmetry, a feature that we would like to avoid.

Although the Potts models at general Q are not exactly solved apart from their spectrum,

some additional conformal data needed for CPT can be determined for arbitrary Q for the

following reason. Comparing (4.2.31) and (4.2.36), some of the light fields present in the Potts

model belong to degenerate conformal families for any Q, and consequently their correlation

functions satisfy certain differential equations [12]. In principle, this fixes the correlators up to

a few constants that can be determined by requiring proper crossing symmetry properties,

although in practice this procedure is still rather complicated.

There is, however, another helpful trick. For a discrete infinite set of Q’s between 2 and 4

(called the Beraha numbers) the Potts model central charge agrees with that of the diagonal
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minimal models Mm ≡M(m +1,m), cm = 1−6/[m(m +1)].22 We have (see Fig. 4.9)

Tricritical: Q = 2+2cos
2π

m
, m = 2π

arccos
(

Q
2 −1

) , (4.4.1)

Critical: Q = 2+2cos
2π

m +1
, m = 2π

arccos
(

Q
2 −1

) −1. (4.4.2)

What is the significance of this agreement? As is well known, the tricritical and critical Q = 2

Potts (i.e. Ising) are actually identical to m = 4 and m = 3, but for other Q’s for which m is an

integer, there is no exact coincidence. E.g. the Q = 3 Potts models are nondiagonal minimal

models – they contain only a subset of Kac-table operators, and with nontrivial multiplicities,

as well as primaries with spin.

Plot[{c[gtr[Q]], c[gcr[Q]]}, {Q, 0, 4}, PlotRange ' All]
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Figure 4.9 – Central charge of the critical (yellow) and tricritical (blue) Potts model as a function
of Q. The central charge of several unitary minimal models is indicated by horizontal lines.

Still, there are some operators, singlets under SQ , which occur in all minimal models and

in all Potts models. It is easy to argue, in some cases, that their correlators should agree in

both models. The reason is that both these correlators satisfy the same differential equations.

The recipe is the following: one should first obtain the holomorphic and antiholomorphic

differential equations, which correlators in both the minimal model and in the Potts model

satisfy. From these equations, it’s possible to see which Virasoro primary operators, with or

without spin, can be exchanged. Then, one needs to check which of these operators are part

of the critical Potts model, i.e. they appear in the torus partition function. Finally, one obtains

the OPE coefficients of these allowed exchanged operators by imposing crossing symmetry

of the four point function.23 It follows that, if there is no room for the exchange of spinning

primaries, then the unique crossing symmetric solution is the diagonal minimal model results

computed in [179, 212] (see also [89] and [213] for some more compact expressions).

As an example, it’s possible to study the four point functions 〈ε′ε′ε′ε′〉 and 〈εεε′ε′〉, and check

that, for general values of Q, no spinning operators can be exchanged in both the s and the

22Recall that the diagonal (or A-series) minimal models only contain scalar primaries h = h̄ = hr,s with
multiplicity 1.

23In principle, crossing can give us families of solutions, rather than a unique one. If that is the case, one should
look at other correlators involving the same field. For the cases we checked, a single correlator was enough.
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t-channel. Therefore the Cε′ε′ε′ and Cε′εε OPE coefficients for a given value of Q have to be the

same as those of the diagonal minimal model for the corresponding value of m.

Additional source of information is Q = 4, since the 4-state Potts model is known to be

described by the free boson compactified on S1/Z2 [214], and direct computations are possible.

To guard against possible subtleties and to obtain information about operators not present

in the minimal models, we crosscheck some of the results at Q = 4 (appendix C.5). In fact for

some of our considerations knowing the values of OPE coefficients at Q = 4 will be just enough,

while for others higher orders in Q −4 are needed, requiring the analytic continuation from

the minimal models.

4.4.1 One-loop beta-function

Based on the agreement of dimensions noticed in section 4.2.6, we have identification [179]:

Critical: ε=Oe0+2,0 =φ2,1 , (4.4.3)

ε′ =Oe0+4,0 =φ3,1 , (4.4.4)

Tricritical: ε=Oe0+2,0 =φ1,2 , (4.4.5)

ε′ =Oe0+4,0 =φ1,3 , (4.4.6)

as also indicated in Fig. 4.7. We are most interested in ε′, the subleading energy operator. This

singlet operator is irrelevant at the critical point and relevant at the tricritical point for Q < 4.

Operator φ1,3 is known to produce the RG flow between consecutive minimal models [20].

We therefore make an extremely plausible assumption that operator ε′ drives the flow from

the tricritical Potts to the critical Potts for any Q < 4.24 For Q = 4 the two CFTs collide, and ε′

becomes marginal.

Now consider analytic continuation to Q > 4. The dimension of ε′

∆C
ε′ = 16/g (Q)−2, (4.4.7)

acquires an imaginary part, negative in the complex theory C (it would be positive in C), as

well as a negative corrections to the real part (see Fig. 4.10). Near Q = 4 we have

∆C
ε′ = 2−2i

ε

π
− ε2

π2 + . . . (ε=
√

Q −4) . (4.4.8)

We consider a family of RG flows perturbing C by

g0

∫
d 2x ε′(x) , (4.4.9)

24This is not fully obvious since as mentioned the spectrum of the Potts models only partly overlaps with that of
the diagonal minimal models.
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Figure 4.10 – Real and imaginary part of ∆ε′ as a function of Q.

for various initial values of g0.

Note: From now on g0 and g will refer to the bare and renormalized CPT coupling in expansion

around C, to agree with the notation in chapter 3. These couplings have nothing to do with

the Coulomb gas coupling from section 4.2, which was denoted there g or g (Q). The latter

coupling will not appear in the rest of the chapter. Hopefully this will not create confusion.

The theory C also contains a strongly relevant singlet operator, analytic continuation of ε,

whose coefficient is tuned to zero. We expect these flows to have topology shown in Fig. 4.11.

Notice that because of the negative O(ε2) correction to ∆C
ε′ and ∆C

ε′ , the trajectories starting at

C or C slowly unwind. This effect was not considered in chapter 3, where the correction to the

real part was neglected, leading to oversimplified flow topology shown in Fig. 3.2.25
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Figure 4.11 – RG flow topology expected in the complexified Potts model at Q > 4.

The part of the RG trajectories close to C and C can be studied in CPT. This concerns in

particular the trajectory which does not even begin at C or C but follows the horizontal line

halfway between them. According to the discussion of chapter 3, this trajectory describes the

25Hence, to realize the complex fixed points C, C on the lattice, one has to finetune the couplings of both ε and ε′.
In total one needs to tune two complex, or four real couplings, making lattice studies of the complex fixed points
in the Potts model somewhat nontrivial.
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walking RG flow.26

Let us recall how one can move between C and C, as well as study the walking RG trajectory,

using leading order CPT (section 3.6). The one-loop beta-function reads [21]

β(g ) = κg +πCε′ε′ε′g
2, (4.4.10)

where κ = ∆C
ε′ − 2,27 and g is the renormalized coupling constant which appears in the

expressions for beta-functions and anomalous dimensions, as opposed to the bare coupling

g0 used in (4.4.9). At one loop we only need κ at O(ε) and Cε′ε′ε′ at O(1). For later uses we cite

Cε′ε′ε′ including the first subleading term:28

Cε′ε′ε′ = 4p
3
− 2i

p
3

π
ε+O(ε2) . (4.4.11)

The beta-function vanishes at g = 0 and at

g = gF P =−κ/(πCε′ε′ε′) = i

p
3ε

2π2 + . . . . (4.4.12)

Notice that gF P is purely imaginary at the considered leading order. This second fixed point

should correspond to C. The first check of this identification is the ‘Im-flip’: the imaginary part

of dimension of ε′ changes sign when going from C to C. As shown in 3.6 this is completely

general at this order, and we don’t repeat the argument. However, we will see below several

other checks of this identification, possible in the situation at hand.

Furthermore, the walking trajectory corresponds to g of the form

g = gF P /2−λ , (4.4.13)

with λ real. Reality of λ is preserved since in terms of λ the beta-function is real:

βλ =−β(gF P /2−λ) =−
p

3ε2

4π3 − 4πp
3
λ2 . (4.4.14)

For small ε, this is the walking beta-function of the form (3.2.3) (up to rescalingλ). In particular,

we can obtain the correlation length in the Q >Qc Potts models:

ξPotts = exp

(∫ λUV

λIR

dλ

βλ

)
≈ const.exp

(
π2

ε

)
, (4.4.15)

where we integrated from λUV =−O(1) to λIR =+O(1). This agrees with the leading behavior

26In general the real RG flow doesn’t have to follow an exact straight line, in fact this property is scheme dependent
as we discuss in sections 4.4.4. Topology of the RG flow, however, doesn’t depend upon the choice of scheme.

27In chapter 3 we used κ=−iε, but here ε stands for
√

Q −4.
28The expression we used is given in the Appendix A of [89]. There this particular OPE coefficient is expressed as

a finite product and hence as an analytic function of m. (ρ of [89] is related to m as ρ = m/(m +1).).
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of the exact result for ξPotts, found in [131] via the Bethe ansatz. As discussed in section 3.6,

at this order this prediction does not actually depend on knowing the OPE coefficient Cε′ε′ε′ ,

which cancels out of the answer, but only on κ.29 However, the ratios of Cε′ε′ε′ to other OPE

coefficients is significant as we will now see. Curiously, with an appropriate choice of an

expansion parameter, the one-loop answer for ξPotts turns out to be exact to all orders in

perturbation theory, see the discussion around Eq. (4.4.45).

4.4.2 Im-flip for other operators

We will now perform the Im-flip check for other operators. At one loop, the anomalous

dimension of a generic operator φ is given by

γφ(g ) = 2πCφφε′g , (4.4.16)

and the Im-flip condition (3.6.13) reads:

Im∆C
φ

Cφφε′
= Im∆C

ε′

Cε′ε′ε′
=−

p
3

2π
, (4.4.17)

We will consider the following operators

– The energy operator ε:

∆C
ε =

1

2
− 3iε

4π
− 3ε2

8π2 + . . . , (4.4.18)

Cεεε′ =
p

3

2
− i

p
3ε

4π
+ . . . (4.4.19)

– The spin operator σ:

∆C
σ = 1

8
− iε

16π
+ . . . , (4.4.20)

Cσσε′ = 1

8
p

3
+ . . . (4.4.21)

Apart from orbifold at Q = 4, this OPE coefficient can be computed exactly for any Q

identifying σ=O±1,0 =φm
2 , m

2
on the tricritical branch and continuing from the minimal

models with m even. Analytic continuation is straightforward because the Dotsenko-

Fateev expression for C (φm
2 , m

2
,φm

2 , m
2

,φ1,3) contains a finite m-independent number of

terms. This gives an OPE coefficient whose m →∞ limit agrees with the orbifold result.

We won’t need the subleading in ε terms so we don’t quote them.

– The operator Z ≡O0,1, contained in the Potts model with multiplicity Q(Q−3)
2 , see section

29This can be seen already from the fact that Cε′ε′ε′ can be scaled out of the beta-function (4.4.10) by rescaling g .
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4.2.6:

∆C
Z = 2+ iε

π
+ . . . , (4.4.22)

CZ Zε′ =− 2p
3
+ . . . , (4.4.23)

which does not appear in any of the minimal models,30 but we can determine the Q = 4

OPE coefficient via the orbifold. Notice that the imaginary parts of∆C
Z and of CZ Zε′ have

the opposite sign compared to the all the other cases computed so far. This is related to

the fact that Z is irrelevant in the UV (on the tricritical branch for Q < 4), and relevant in

the IR (i.e. on the critical branch), see Fig. 4.7.

As a sanity check, the Im-flip condition (4.4.17) is satisfied for all these operators by inspection.

The success of this check can be traced to the fact that for Q < 4 we have the flow from tricritical

to critical Potts models triggered by the same operator, φ1,3. Im-flip condition for Q > 4 is the

analytically continued counterpart of the condition that ensures an appropriate change in the

scaling dimensions of operators along this flow.

4.4.3 Drifting scaling dimensions

In this section we will use CPT to compute observables in the real physical theory in the range

of distances corresponding to the walking regime, that is for g = gF P

2 −λ with λ small. We will

discuss below the range of λ for which our calculation is under control.

Consider the 2pt functions of some primary operator φ. In the walking regime, we expect that

the correlation functions exhibit approximate power-law scaling. To quantify this idea, we will

define the drifting dimension of an operator φ as

δφ(r ) =−1

2

1

Gφ(r )

∂Gφ(r )

∂ logr
, (4.4.24)

where Gφ is the 2pt function 〈φ(r )φ(0)〉. For a conformal theory, δφ(r ) would be just a constant

equal to the scaling dimension, but in the walking regime it will be scale-dependent. In

principle, it should be possible to measure the drifting dimensions, or at least closely related

quantities, on the lattice as we mention below.

We compute δφ(r ) via the Callan-Symanzik (CS) equation. Restoring the dependence of the

2pt function on the renormalization scale µ and the renormalized coupling g , the CS equation

for Gφ(r, g ,µ) reads: [
µ∂µ+β(g )∂g +2γφ(g )

]
Gφ(r, g ,µ) = 0. (4.4.25)

To proceed we introduce the dimensionless variable τ = µr and factor out the fixed-point

30For Q such that m is integer, this operator is actually Kac-degenerate with r = m −2 and s = m +1, however
this is outside of the range of s allowed for Mm .
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scaling of Gφ:

Gφ(r, g ,µ) = c(τ, g )

r 2∆C
φ

. (4.4.26)

Solution of the CS equation for c takes the well-known form:

c(τ, g ) = ĉ
(
ḡ (τ, g )

)
exp

[
−2

∫ τ

1
d logτ′γφ(ḡ (τ′, g ))

]
(4.4.27)

where ḡ (τ, g ) is the running coupling with the initial conditions ḡ = g at τ = 1. We focus

on the real RG trajectory ḡ = gF P /2− λ̄ with initial condition λ̄ = 0 for definiteness. The

running coupling satisfies τ∂τḡ = −β(ḡ ), or equivalently τ∂τλ̄ = −βλ(λ̄) with βλ given in

(4.4.14). Integrating this equation we find:

λ̄=
p

3ε

4π2 tan

(
ε logτ

π

)
. (4.4.28)

The one-loop contribution to ĉ , comes from the integrated 3pt function
∫

d 2x〈φφε′(x)〉. After

subtracting the 1/ε pole, the O(1) part of this integral vanishes,31 so that

ĉ = 1+O(iε)λ̄+ . . . . (4.4.29)

At the one-loop order we can ignore the correction and set ĉ = 1. We will comment on this

purely imaginary O(λ̄) correction in section 4.4.4.

Using (4.4.16) we have

γφ

( gF P

2
−λ

)
=πCφφε′gF P −2πCφφε′λ. (4.4.30)

It is easy to see that due to (4.4.17), the constant part of the anomalous dimension cancels

exactly the imaginary part of ∆C
φ in 1/r 2∆C

φ . Consequently, modulo an overall r -independent

constant, Gφ will be real at this order, see below. Substituting (4.4.28) into (4.4.30) and doing

the simple integral in (4.4.27) we finally get (denoting µ= 1/r0 where convenient)

Gφ(r ) =C (µ)

(
cos ε logr /r0

π

)
r 2Re∆C

φ

−p3Cφφε′

. (4.4.31)

where C (µ) =µ2i Im∆C
φ . While this factor is in general complex, we can absorb it defining the

rescaled real operator φR by

φR =µ−i Im∆C
φφ . (4.4.32)

The two point function of φR is then real in the real theory. We conjecture that the same

rescaling renders all higher n-point functions real as well, but at the moment this remains

31The relevant integral takes the form
∫

d2x/(|x|2+κ|x − y |2+κ) = w(κ)2/w(2κ)|y |2+2κ where w(κ) is the factor
which arises when going to the Fourier transform 1/|x|2+κ→ w(κ)|p|κ. In the small κ limit w(κ) ∼ 1/κ+O(1) but
it’s easy to see that the O(1) term will always disappear from the specific combination w(κ)2/w(2κ).
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4.4. Walking RG flow in Q > 4 Potts models

one of the future checks of our proposal. Real operators that have real correlation functions

are thus related to operators naturally used in CPT by complex normalization factors which

depend on the renormalization scale. We should not be surprised that this redefinition is

needed to identify real operators, as it corresponds to an ambiguity in the choice of basis of

the operators present in the complex theory C.

Using (4.4.31), we compute the drifting dimension:

δφ(r ) = Re∆C
φ−

p
3ε

2π
Cφφε′ tan

(
ε lnr /r0

π

)
, (4.4.33)

expressed in terms of the leading in ε values of the OPE coefficient and the operator dimension.

For several operators φ of interest this complex CFT data was given in section 4.4.2.

Let us now discuss the range of validity of Eq. (4.4.33). First of all, there will be correction

to (4.4.33) coming from ignoring the higher-order term in the beta-function and anomalous

dimension. Since the leading-order result for the deviation δφ(r )−∆C
φ is of order of the

running coupling λ̄(r ), we see that we can trust it as long as this deviation remains ¿ 1 (for

example there is no constraint that the deviation should remain O(ε) as one might have naively

expected). This condition allows the argument of tangent in (4.4.33) to become O(1) as long

as it does not get within O(ε) to π/2. Another set of corrections to (4.4.33) will arise from the

expansion of the CFT data in ε, which are non-zero even at λ= 0.

To show a concrete example, we plotted in Fig. 4.12 the drifting dimension of the energy

operator δε, as a function of the normalized logarithmic scale x = ε log(r /r0) for a few values

of Q. We also indicate a (very rough) estimate of the theoretical error on this quantity. To

estimate the λ-independent correction [δε]ε we used the order ε2 contribution to ∆C
ε given in

(4.4.18). On the other hand, the higher-loop correction was estimated as a relative correction

to the non-trivial part of the drifting dimension proportional to the ratio of two-loop and

one-loop terms in the beta-function (4.4.39) below, that is [δε]λ = (δε(r )−Re∆C
ε )β

(2)

β(1) . We then

add the corrections as mean squares [δε]total =
√

[δε]2
ε + [δε]2

λ
. Of course this is not meant to

be a rigorous procedure, but just an estimate of the magnitude and qualitative behavior of the

error.

Analogously to the drifting scaling dimension δε(r ) one can define a drifting exponent ν(r ) as

ν(r ) = 1

d −δε(r )
. (4.4.34)

Recently a quantity similar to ν(r ) was measured by means of lattice Monte Carlo simulations

[133]. Some features of their Fig. 3 suggest qualitative agreement with (4.4.33), however, there

is also some discrepancy. There is no immediate problem because the quantity they measured

was not exactly (4.4.34), and different reasonable definitions of drifting exponents may not

agree with each other. Notice in this regard that detailed behavior of drifting exponents is

distinct even for two different definitions used in [133]. In the future it would be interesting to
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Figure 4.12 – Drifting scaling dimension δε given by the equation (4.4.33) as a function of x =
ε log(r /r0) and an estimate of the theoretical uncertainty for Q = 5 (blue) and 7 (red).

measure a quantity more directly related to (4.4.33) on the lattice. We believe that it should

also be possible to perform an analytic calculation of finite-volume observables, such as

those measured in [133], with the help of CPT around complex Potts model, but we leave this

computation for the future.

The dependence of drifting dimensions on logr shown in Fig. 4.12, with an inflexion point

at r = r0, is pretty peculiar. It should be possible to use this dependence to differentiate the

walking scenario from a more conventional scenario of nearly-scale invariant RG flow, namely

the flow which slowly approaches an IR fixed point along a weakly irrelevant direction, with

the schematic beta-function

β∼ ελ+λ2 . (4.4.35)

For this flow, deviations of drifting dimensions from IR CFT limits will go like ∼ 1/log(r ) in the

region ε.λ¿ 1, smothly transitioning to a const./r ε behavior at distances where λ. ε. This

functional dependence is clearly distinct from (4.4.33), in particular there is no inflection, and

with enough precision it should be possible to distinguish the two scenarios.

Finally let us mention that drifting exponents do not seem related by simple analytic continu-

ation to any Q < 4 quantity. To compute them it was important to first analytically continue

the conformal data and then develop the CPT around the complex fixed point. We also stress

that even if the exact values of CFT dimensions or OPE coefficients are not known, as for

example is the case in all higher-dimensional examples of walking discussed in chapter 3, the

characteristic form of the drifting dimensions given by Eq. (4.4.33) stays the same and as such

can be considered the smoking gun of the walking behavior.
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4.4. Walking RG flow in Q > 4 Potts models

4.4.4 Two-loop beta-function

Now we would like to go one order higher in ε and do perturbation theory up to two loops. We

therefore need to address the question of scheme dependence. Up to two loops, we have a

beta-function of the form

β2-loop =β1g +β2g 2 +β3g 3 . (4.4.36)

Different schemes correspond to changes g → g +αg 2 + . . .. As is well known, if β1 = 0, the

two-loop beta-function is scheme independent. However, in our case β1 6= 0, so we need to

specify the scheme.

We will use the ‘OPE scheme’ [88], also used in [89].32 The two-loop beta-function in this

scheme takes the following form:

β2-loop = κ(ε)g +πCε′ε′ε′(ε)g 2 − π

3
Iε′g

3, (4.4.37)

where as indicated we include the ε-dependence of κ and of the OPE coefficient Cε′ε′ε′ .33

Taking into account that gF P = O(ε), at the two-loop order we should keep terms of total

degree up to three in ε and g , which means that we will need κ at O(ε2) and Cε′ε′ε′ at O(ε), see

(4.4.8),(4.4.11).

The two-loop coefficient Iε′ , needed at O(1), originates from the “triple” OPE of the field ε′,
i.e. divergences arising when three insertions of the field ε′ are close together. At this order it

can be extracted from the integrated 4pt function
∫

d 2z〈ε′(0)ε′(z)ε′(1)ε′(∞)〉 of the Q = 4 Potts

model. However, one has to be careful and subtract extra divergences, which are related to the

ordinary OPE of the field ε′ with itself or with other relevant operators. Taking into account all

the subtractions, we have Iε′ =−8π.34

Computing the zero of the two-loop beta-function corresponding to C, it turns out that it’s

still given by (4.4.12), with no corrections at O(ε2). This is a nice feature of the OPE scheme:

were we to change g → g +αg 2 then Re gF P 6= 0, losing the intuitive picture of C and C̄ sitting

symmetrically around the real RG flow as in Fig. 4.11. That gF P remains purely imaginary is

one of the reasons we chose the ‘OPE scheme’, the other being that the real RG stays a straight

line passing halfway between the two complex fixed points, Eq. (4.4.13), see below. These

desirable features would be lost at two loops in most schemes, e.g. in the scheme of [90].

Next we compute the dimension of ε′ at the C fixed point, which comes out complex conjugate

32Eq. (4.4.39) equals (−2) times Eq. (2.19) of [89] due to different normalization of beta-function used in that
work..

33This is different e.g. from the scheme followed by [90], where the OPE coefficient in (4.4.37) is evaluated at
ε= 0. The two schemes are related by a coupling redefinition g → g +αg 2, which, at this order, only shifts the εg 2

term of the beta function. At this order, it does not change the value of Iε′ .
34This result was first obtained in [215] and then in [89], and we checked it numerically applying methods of

[2, 90] to the 4pt function 〈ε′ε′ε′ε′〉 given in appendix C of [89]. Minor modifications are required compared to [2],
as it was tailored to a flow driven by an operator with a vanishing 3pt function.
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of ε′ in C, as it should:

2+β′(g )|g=gF P = 2+ 2iε

π
− ε2

π2 , (4.4.38)

We now study the real walking RG trajectory. We claim that in our scheme it still given by

g = gF P

2 −λ. To check this, we express the beta-function in terms of λ and see that it comes out

real:

β
2-loop
λ

(λ) =−
p

3ε2

4π3 − 4πp
3
λ2 + ε2

2π2λ+
8π2

3
λ3 . (4.4.39)

It can also be checked that the anomalous dimension of ε′ has a constant imaginary part,

which cancels exactly the imaginary part of its scaling dimension at C:

∆ε′(λ) = 2+β′(g )|g= gF P
2 −λ = 2+ ε2

2π2 − 8πλp
3

+8π2λ2. (4.4.40)

So in the OPE scheme, the real walking theory still corresponds to the line Im g = 0 in the

space of complex couplings g ∈C. While the Im-flip of ε′ at C and cancellation of its imaginary

part of the dimension on the real walking theory were automatic at one-loop, at two loops the

check of these conditions explicitly involved the values of the OPE coefficients and integrated

4pt function Iε′ .

We can also consider other operators. For a generic operator φ, the two-loop anomalous

dimension is

γφ(g ) = 2πCφφε′g −πIφg 2 . (4.4.41)

As a check, forφ= ε′ this agrees with∆ε′(g ) = 2+β′(g ). At the considered order we need to keep

terms with total degree up to two in g and ε. The Iφ is extracted from
∫

d 2z〈φ(0)ε′(1)ε′(z)φ(∞)〉
in the same way as previously explained for Iε′ .

Unfortunately the only other operator for which we currently have access to the 4pt function

〈φε′ε′φ〉 is φ= ε [89]. Cεεε′ is given in (4.4.19), and we have Iε =−π. Again it is easy to check

the Im-flip at C up to O(ε2), as well as reality of the dimension of ε on the real axis:

∆ε(gF P ) =∆C
ε +γε(gF P ) = 1

2
+ 3iε

4π
− 3ε2

8π2 + . . . =∆C̄
ε , (4.4.42)

∆ε

( gF P

2
−λ

)
=∆C

ε +γε
( gF P

2
−λ

)
= 1

2
− 3ε2

16π2 −p
3πλ+π2λ2 + . . . (4.4.43)

Although we won’t do this, we could use the given two-loop beta-function and the functions

∆φ
( gF P

2 −λ)
to extend the drifting dimension analysis of section 4.4.3 to the two-loop order.

The provided information is sufficient to evaluate the integral
∫ τ

1 in (4.4.27), giving correction

to drifting dimensions of relative order O(1)λ̄. Since we verified that the functions entering the

integral are real, the correction will be real, as expected in a real walking theory. The correction

from O(iε)λ̄ term in ĉ in (4.4.29) is subleading. Since it is imaginary, we expect it to cancel

with the imaginary part of the two-loop term in ĉ, although we have not checked.
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4.4. Walking RG flow in Q > 4 Potts models

4.4.5 General arguments about the real flow

We saw in section 4.4.1 that to the one-loop order in CPT reality of the theory at g = gF P /2−λ
is almost automatic. Let us now present some arguments why we expect to find a real theory

to all orders in perturbation theory. In chapter 3 we defined the complex conjugation map

that acts on the space of QFTs, or equivalently on the space of RG flows. A real theory is then

a fixed point of this map. At one loop we had the line of purely imaginary g that connected

C and C and that was mapped into itself by the conjugation. Obviously any continuous map

of an interval into itself has a fixed point. In general we expect that higher order corrections

will deform the conjugation map in some continuous fashion, but under such deformations

the fixed point is expected to remain. In general a continuous involution35 possesses fixed

points as long as the topology of the space on which it acts is relatively simple, see e.g. [216]

and references therein for the precise theorem formulations. Since the topology of the space

of theories in the vicinity of C and C is trivial to leading order in CPT, it is likely to stay such

under small deformations. Consequently the real theory should continue to exist in higher

orders of perturbation theory.

In spite of this general argument, the above calculations showed that at the technical level

emergence of the real observables is quite non-trivial. In section 4.4.4 we saw that quantities

that do not directly correspond to physical observables, like anomalous dimensions and

beta-functions, may actually be complex, and that this property depends on the choice of

scheme. Calculation of section 4.4.3 demonstrated that, even at the one-loop order, one is

required to use certain complex normalization constants in the definition of real operators.

Nevertheless, both calculations do support the statement that the real theory exists and can

be accessed by the deformation of the complex CFT.

4.4.6 The range of Q for which the walking behavior persists

Having studied some higher-order results we can now try to gain some more intuition on the

values of the parameter Q for which we expect to see the walking behavior and consequently

large correlation length in the Potts model. A rigorous discussion is possible in the limit Q → 4,

when the imaginary parts of operator dimensions go to zero, but this is not the only physically

interesting regime, and moreover large values of the correlation length suggest that the walking

regime extends all the way to Q ∼ 10, see Table 3.1. As it often happens, the Q −4 expansion

can be extended to large values of Q after various factors of π are taken into account. First of

all, we see factors π and π2 in the one- and two-loop terms of the beta-function (4.4.37) or

(4.4.39). These factors have purely geometric origin — they arise from angular integration,

and the n-loop term will similarly carry factor πn . This shows that a natural coupling constant

35Involution is a map which square is the identity, a condition that complex conjugation clearly satisfies.
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along the real RG flow is λ̃=πλ.36 In terms of this variable the beta-function reads

βλ̃ =−
p

3ε2

4π2 − 4p
3
λ̃2 + ε2

2π2 λ̃+
8

3
λ̃3. (4.4.44)

We see that λ̃2 and λ̃3 coefficients became O(1) numbers and we expect this to persist to higher

orders in this normalization. We can also observe that the coefficients of different powers of λ̃

admit an expansion in ε2/π2. It is the same expansion that we have seen above for complex

CFT data, except that along the real flow only even powers of iε/π enter. The fact that physical

observables are expandable in even powers of ε follows from the fact that they are always real

quantities, while the factors of 1/π can be traced back to (4.3.1) and should not be confused

with the geometric π rescaling performed above.

Consequently we expect the beta-function to maintain approximately the same form while

the expansion parameter remains small: ε2/π2 ¿ 1. This identification of the expansion

parameter makes it not so surprising that the picture obtained in small ε expansion remains

reliable even for ε∼p
6 corresponding to Q ∼ 10. More generally, for perturbation around any

complex CFT, the expansion will be controlled by the square of the imaginary part of the CFT

dimension of the perturbing operator. In case at hand (Im∆ε′)2 ∼ 4ε2/π2, and it appears that

an extra factor of 4 does not affect the range of the validity of perturbation theory.

If we study the dependence of the complex CFT data on ε to higher orders than above, we

realize that an even more natural expansion parameter is 4/|m|2, which agrees with ε2/π2

to the first nontrivial order, see Fig. 4.13. Here m = m(Q) is the ‘minimal model’ numbering

parameter whose relation to Q is given by (4.4.1), so that g (Q) = 4+4/m(Q), m(Q) is real for

Q 6 4 and becomes purely imaginary for Q > 4.
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Figure 4.13 – Expansion parameters ε2

π2 (red) and 4
|m|2 (blue).

At this point it would be nice to compute some physical observable along the walking flow,

like a drifting dimension, to higher order in ε/π or 1/m and to confirm the suggested behavior.

Unfortunately, such a computation appears to be rather tedious since the first nontrivial

correction is expected at relative order 1/m2, requiring to compute at NNLO (three loops).

36This is similar to counting 1/(16π2) factors appearing in Feynman-diagrammatic perturbation theory in 4d.
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Alternatively, we could study the behavior of perturbation theory by expanding in the coupling

constant some exact non-perturbative result. One such quantity is the correlation length on

the square lattice computed exactly for any Q in [131]. Computation of this quantity in pertur-

bation theory using Eq. (4.4.15) would include two types of corrections, those coming from the

beta-function and those coming from the dependence of λUV and λIR on Q. Inspection of the

exact answer, however, leads to a big surprise: if 1/m is used as an expansion parameter the

answer turns out to be one-loop exact! Namely, expanded at small 1/|m| the exact correlation

length reads37

ξPotts =
p

2

16
eπ|m|/2 +O

(
e−π|m|/2) . (4.4.45)

We see that all corrections to the one-loop answer are non-perturbative in 1/m. As far as

we know this observation has not been made before. This fact is absolutely non-manifest in

our perturbation theory, and it suggests that there might be an even superior computational

scheme. We leave exploration of this possibility for the future.

4.5 Conclusions

In this chapter we carried on with our proposal that walking behavior can be understood as

an RG flow passing between two complex CFTs. Here we were able to provide an example

where we have access to the complex CFTs, meaning that we know the operator spectrum and

many of the OPE coefficients. The model we studied is the 2d Potts model, which undergoes a

weakly first-order phase transition and walking behavior when the number of states Q is in the

range 4.Q . 10. For Q < 4, on the other hand, the model has a critical and a tricritical point,

and the corresponding partition functions on the torus, and hence the operator spectrum,

are known [137]. We access the full complex CFT spectrum by analytically continuing these

partition functions to Q > 4. We are also able to analytically continue some OPE coefficients

involving Kac-degenerate operators, and determine a few others near Q = 4 via the orbifold

construction of the Q = 4 Potts model.

We can then describe the real walking theory as the complex CFT perturbed by a nearly

marginal operator, making predictions for observable quantities. Since the walking regime is

only approximately scale invariant, 2pt functions exhibit small deviations from power laws,

which we compute using perturbation theory. It would be interesting to check our results

for drifting scaling dimensions with lattice measurements. These techniques also allow to

compute the correlation length of the model for Q & 4, in agreement with the result obtained

using integrability.

The construction passes several purely theoretical consistency checks as well. It was antici-

pated in chapter 3 that the existence of two complex conjugate CFTs next to each other, as

well as of the real theory in between them, requires certain conspiracies in the conformal data.

Here we confirmed, up to the two-loop order, that these conspiracies indeed take place in the

37See Eq. (4.46) of [131]; there is an obvious typo in (4.47).
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complex Potts CFTs.

We would like to emphasize that our complex CFTs are not just some approximations which

may break down upon closer look. On the contrary, they are perfectly nonperturbatively well

defined theories which satisfy usual CFT axioms (OPE, crossing, modular-invariant partition

function). Being non-unitary, they are naturally defined in Euclidean signature, and may not

necessarily allow analytic continuation to Lorentzian signature.38 We outlined how to look for

them by studying the Potts model in the space of complexified couplings.

There is at least one more example of walking in two dimensions for which some exact

information can be extracted about the complex CFTs, thus providing further tests and

applications of our idea: the O(n) model. Very similarly to the Potts model, for −26 n 6 2 there

are two branches of fixed points, the critical and the low-temperature fixed point (which is in

general non-trivial). At n = nc = 2 the two fixed points merge and go into the complex plane.

At n > 2 there is no phase transition, nevertheless, for n & 2 we expect to find a massive theory

without any tunable parameter with large correlation length due to walking RG behavior.

Many of our techniques can be applied to the O(n) model in an analogous way. This theory,

especially for n integer, has been extensively studied in the past, however, to the best of our

knowledge, the walking behavior has not been emphasized (see however [217]). Notice that

the walking behavior for n & 2 would be a distinct phenomenon from the slow logarithmic

running of the nonlinear sigma-model coupling at short distances. It remains to be seen how

far above nc = 2 the walking regime extends, and whether any vestiges of walking remain

visible at n = 3.

Walking can also be realized in higher dimensions, and in chapter 3 we presented several

examples: 3d and 4d gauge theories below conformal window, the three-state Potts model

in 3d, and possibly deconfined criticality transitions. Certainly there are others. In these

theories it is harder to make quantitative predictions, since the analytic computations of the

properties of corresponding complex CFTs are less feasible. Still, the mechanism governing

the RG behavior is the same. Our ability to derive the properties of the walking flow from given

conformal data is independent of the number of dimensions. Hence several our results, like the

form of the walking 2pt function, can be immediately transcribed for the higher-dimensional

cases.

38The Osterwalder-Shrader theorem allowing analytic continuation from Euclidean to Lorentzian only works for
reflection-positive, i.e. unitary, theories.
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Conclusions and outlook

In this thesis we have presented studies of strongly coupled QFTs. In the first part, we

considered non-local CFTs, specifically the critical long range Ising (LRI) model. This theory is

characterized by different regimes depending on the parameter s, which determines how fast

the long range interactions in the spin model decay. For s low enough the model is trivial, but

for s > d/2 it is interacting. We have developed a way to show that the intermediate regime

is conformally invariant to all orders of perturbation theory in an expansion in ε ∼ s −d/2,

despite the absence of a stress tensor in the theory. We have achieved this by considering

a defect CFT living in an auxiliary higher-dimensional space. This theory is local and has a

stress tensor, so it is straightforward to obtain the Ward identities for the special conformal

transformations. Then we can simply restrict ourselves to the defect and show that the Ward

identities imply that the original theory is conformally invariant.

Then we focused on the crossover between the intermediate, long-range, regime and the

“short range” regime which happens for some value of s = s∗. Before our work, many aspects

of this crossover were not clear, because the standard picture predicted that for s > s∗ the

CFT would just be described by the local short range Ising (SRI) CFT. We found a more natural

picture, where the short range regime is described by the local SRI CFT plus a decoupled

GFF. What follows is that we can study the intermediate regime by starting from this short

range regime and adding a perturbation which couples the two subsectors . The fact that the

intermediate regime can be obtained as the end point of another flow, i.e. a Gaussian theory

perturbed by a quartic coupling, means that we have an IR duality. The two flows ending in

the LRI fixed point are under perturbative control in different situations, and give us the great

computational power of finding the critical exponents of the strongly coupled CFT close to

the crossover.

While we focused only on the long range Ising model, it’s clear that our mechanism can easily

describe other long range models. For example, we could couple the O(N ) CFT to some GFF

sector and, provided that some term of the beta function has the correct sign, we would end

up with a unitary, non-local, O(N ) invariant CFT. In this sense we have shown that, while

there’s not that many local CFTs, it’s easy to construct continuous families of non-local CFTs.

The second part of this thesis concerned walking behavior, a phenomenon which plays a role

in both high energy physics and statistical mechanics. We mentioned several known examples
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and some likely candidate of walking theories and tried to correct some misconceptions that

are present in the literature. We discussed the concept of complex CFTs, which can be thought

of as non-unitary theories living at imaginary values of the coupling, and understood the

walking behavior as an RG flow passing close to these complex CFTs.

Knowledge of the conformal data of these complex CFTs allows us to describe observables of

the walking theory in perturbation theory. We’ve shown this exactly in the two dimensional

Potts model with Q & 4. For 0 < Q 6 4, the spectrum of this model is known exactly, and

OPE coefficients can be obtained in general by requiring crossing symmetry of the theory.

By analytically continuing to Q > 4, we can obtain the conformal data of the complex CFTs.

For example, we were able to obtain the leading behavior in Q −4 of the correlation length

at the critical temperature, as well as corrections to two point functions by using conformal

perturbation theory.

Another interesting question concerns other systems which show walking behavior. For

example, there is evidence that the Néel/VBS phase transition is a weakly first order phase

transition. A more approachable system, however, is the two dimensional O(n) model for

n & 2. The O(n) model has a richer spectrum than the Potts model: for example, it has a

conserved current due to the continuous symmetry group. It is therefore very important to

understand what it means to have this symmetry at non-integer n in order to approach this

problem.

A future research direction would also be to systematically investigate what are the constraints

from crossing symmetry in the case of a complex CFT living close to the real axis of the

coupling. The bootstrap program taught us that, in the case of unitary CFTs, big portions of

theory space are incompatible with crossing symmetry. It would be interesting to see what

happens to these bounds and constraints as we start breaking unitarity weakly.
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A Further facts about the Long Range
Ising model

A.1 Relative normalization of the φ and φ3 OPE coefficients

In this section we investigate the consequence of the nonlocal equation of motion (1.3.21) for

OPE coefficients and operator normalizations. We will be working in the IR theory. With a

small redefinition of the constants involved we can write (1.3.21) as∫
d d y

1

|x − y |2(d−∆φ)
φ(y) =Cφ3(x) , C =−g0

3!
(2π)2d wd−s wd+s > 0. (A.1.1)

Let us first investigate the consequences of the equation of motion for three point functions.

Using (A.1.1), and Symanzik’s star integral formula [218], we can easily deduce that if

〈φ(x)O1(y)O2(z)〉 = λ12φ

|x − y |∆φ+∆1−∆2 |x − z|∆φ−∆1+∆2 |y − z|−∆φ+∆1+∆2
, (A.1.2)

then

〈φ3(x)O1(y)O2(z)〉 = λ12φ3

|x − y |∆φ3+∆1−∆2 |x − z|∆φ3−∆1+∆2 |y − z|−∆φ3+∆1+∆2
, (A.1.3)

with ∆φ3 ≡ d −∆φ and with a relative three point function coefficient given by

λ12φ3

λ12φ
= M3

C
, M3 =πd/2Γ( 1

2 (d −∆φ+∆12))Γ( 1
2 (d −∆φ−∆12))Γ(∆φ−d/2)

Γ(d −∆φ)Γ( 1
2 (∆φ+∆12))Γ( 1

2 (∆φ−∆12))
. (A.1.4)

Here we introduced ∆12 ≡ ∆1 −∆2. Notice that this computation provides an alternative

derivation of the scaling dimension ∆φ3 in the IR theory, which was derived from the two

point function in the main text. Notice also that the gaussian limit ε→ 0 is smooth because in

this limit λ is only nonzero if ∆φ =±∆12 −2k, and the zero in M3 precisely cancels the overall

1/g0 ∼ 1/ε.

The above three point functions are rather meaningless without knowledge of the two point
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functions of the operators involved. The two point function of φ takes the form

〈φ(x)φ(0)〉 = 1+ρ(ε)

|x|2∆φ . (A.1.5)

The function ρ is a nontrivial function of ε which behaves as ε2 for small ε. The two point

function of φ3 is then given by the analogue of (1.3.37), which in the current conventions takes

the form

〈φ3(x)φ3(0)〉 =
∫

d d y
∫

d d z
ρ(ε)/C 2

|x − y |2(d−∆φ)|z|2(d−∆φ)|y − z|2∆φ . (A.1.6)

Notice that we subtracted the tree-level part from the two point function ofφ, cf. the discussion

below equation (1.3.37). The resulting two point function is therefore proportional to ρ. The

integral as written is actually singular, but we can view it as a formal expression that has a

well-defined and finite meaning in momentum space. It then evaluates to

〈φ3(x)φ3(0)〉 = ρ(ε)M2/C 2

|x|2∆φ3
(A.1.7)

with

M2 =
πdΓ(d/2−∆φ)Γ(∆φ−d/2)

Γ(d −∆φ)Γ(∆φ)
. (A.1.8)

We emphasize that the gaussian limit is again smooth.

Substituting ∆φ = (d −ε)/4 in (A.1.8) we find that M2 < 0 in a finite interval around ε= 0, for all

physical values of d . The coefficient ρ is then also expected to be negative, so that altogether

the coefficient of (A.1.7) comes out positive. Indeed we expect the LRI to be described by a

unitary, or reflection positive in the Euclidean, conformal field theory.1 We see from (1.3.26)

that ρ is negative to the first nontrivial order in perturbation theory, which is in agreement

with expectations.

Meaningful three point functions involve the unit normalized operators

φ̃(x) ≡ 1√
1+ρ(ε)

φ(x) , φ̃3(x) ≡ 1√
ρ(ε)M2/C 2

φ3(x) , (A.1.9)

in terms of which we find that
λ12φ̃3

λ12φ̃
= M3

√
1+ρ(ε)√

ρ(ε)M2
. (A.1.10)

We see that C drops out, but the relative three point functions still involve ρ which we can only

compute perturbatively.

Notice however that we can take further ratios to get rid of the unknown ρ. Namely, if we

1The gaussian theory is unitary as long as ∆φ is above the scalar unitarity bound d/2−1, i.e. if s < 2. This
condition is satisfied throughout region 2, see Fig. 1.1. We expect that perturbing a unitary theory by a hermitian
operator φ4 with a real coupling will give rise to a unitary theory.
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consider two OPEs O1 ×O2 and O′
1 ×O′

2, then

λ12φ̃3 /λ12φ̃

λ1′2′φ̃3 /λ1′2′φ̃
= M3

M ′
3

. (A.1.11)

This equation may be used in a variety of ways in conformal bootstrap analyses involving

multiple correlators.

It is interesting to consider the limit s → s∗ where the LRI should transition to the SRI. The SRI

does not have an operator corresponding to our φ̃3. However from (A.1.10) we see that there is

no decoupling of the φ̃3 operator unless ρ =−1, which would imply that φ becomes null and

also decouples. Barring this decoupling, a transition from LRI to SRI should be discontinuous.

However, the transition is from LRI to SRI+GFF and is indeed continuous.

A.2 Selected prior work on the long-range Ising model

A.2.1 Physics

The study of the long-range Ising model has started in earnest in [22], where also the effective

description based on the φ4-flow has been proposed. That reference has erroneously put the

crossover to short range at s = 2. This was corrected by [23, 24], leading to what we called

the “standard picture", which has since been supported by theoretical studies [36, 37] and by

lattice Monte Carlo simulations [38].

More recently some debate restarted about the nature of the long-range to short-range

crossover. Lattice Monte Carlo simulations in [219] observed deviations from the standard

picture near the crossover (see also [220]) However, Ref. [219] may have underestimated

systematic errors due to possible logarithmic corrections to scaling near the crossover [221].

From our perspective these logarithmic corrections are associated with the operator σχ,

marginally irrelevant at the crossover (see section 2.2.3).

Ref. [51] analyzed the problem using the functional renormalization group and also found

support for the standard picture.

As a side remark, some of this recent literature likes to phrase the conclusions in terms of the

so called “effective dimension" Deff(s) such that the LRFP in d dimensions is supposed to have

the same critical exponents as the SRFP in Deff dimensions. We would like to use this occasion

to stress that this “effective dimension" is clearly not a fundamental notion, bound to work

only for a few exponents and only in low orders of perturbation theory.

Many of the above-mentioned papers also considered the O(N ) generalization of the long-

range Ising model. Recently, Ref. [103] analyzed the crossover in the large N approximation.

They argued that the IR normalization of the 2pt function of φ vanishes as s → s∗. While we

do not fully understand the details of their argument, the conclusion agrees with our picture,
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as discussed in section 2.4.2. See also [222] for a recent discussion of the large N limit in this

model.

A.2.2 Rigorous results

The φ4-flow has been studied via rigorous renormalization group analysis in d = 1,2,3 in

[59–61, 223]. These works show that an infrared fixed point exists nonperturbatively at least

for sufficiently small ε > 0. For some critical exponents, dependence on ε in this region of

small ε has also been rigorously investigated. Ref. [61] announced a proof that φ does not

acquire anomalous dimension. Ref. [223] showed that the susceptibility and the specific heat

critical exponents take, at leading order in ε, values expected from the ε-expansion predictions

for γφ and γφ2 (this reference considers the general O(n) case, including n = 0 corresponding

to self-avoiding walks).

Long-range Ising model can also be studied directly from the lattice Hamiltonian, without rely-

ing on the renormalization group. It is known that the model has a phase transition separating

a low-β phase with vanishing magnetization from a high-β phase where the magnetization is

nonzero. Moreover the transition is continuous, in the sense that magnetization vanishes as

βc is approached from above. The above statements have been proved rigorously for d = 1,

0 < s < 1 and for d = 2,3, 0 < s < 2, which includes the range 0 < s < 2−ηSR we are interested in

([110], section 1.4). Incidentally, the same paper also proved for the first time continuity of the

phase transition in the short-range Ising model for d = 3.

Another rigorous result worth mentioning is that the spin-spin correlator of the long-range

Ising model decays at β<βc with the exponent d + s. See [63], Eq. (2.8). Many other rigorous

results about the long-range Ising model on the lattice are reviewed in that paper.
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B.1 Tuning and weakly first-order phase transitions

First-order phase transitions have several characteristics, but the one which will be most useful

to us is that the correlation length ξ for fluctuations of the order parameter remains finite at

such a transition. Some first-order transitions are classified as weak. Once again there are

various characterizations of what this means. A useful for us definition is that the correlation

length at a weak first-order (WFO) phase transition becomes very large with respect to the

microscopic length scale (e.g. the lattice spacing): ξÀ a.

Continuous phase transitions, which have ξ=∞, are understood by RG theory as nontrivial

fixed points of RG flow,1 usually described by CFTs. WFO transitions are in a sense “almost

continuous", and one expects the RG theory to say something about them. An RG flow

trajectory which corresponds to a WFO transition is long (so that a hierarchy ξÀ a results),

but it does not lead to a CFT fixed point, because otherwise the transition would be continuous.

How such an RG trajectory can arise? Walking is one possibility. However, weakness of some

first-order phase transitions is explained via the tuning scenario, as we will now review.

In this scenario a CFT fixed point exists, but an RG flow near-misses it because of an extra

relevant coupling turned on, see Fig. B.1. Here we see a flow in the space of three couplings,

gP , gR (both relevant) and irrelevant g I , which play different physical roles. We assume that

gP is the control parameter which is tuned in the UV to reach the transition. As such it’s a

relevant perturbation of the CFT. The gR represents another relevant perturbation of the CFT,

while g I stands collectively for all irrelevant perturbations.

If gR = 0 in the UV, then by tuning gP we can get onto a trajectory which ends in a CFT — this

would be a continuous transition. Suppose instead that our system has a nonzero value of

gR in the UV. Then we end on up on the red trajectory which misses the CFT. That trajectory

may end up at another CFT (in which case the transition is still continuous but in a different

1We call by trivial the fixed points describing the ordered and disordered phases with finite correlation lengths.
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gR
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Figure B.1 – The tuning mechanism for a weakly first-order phase transition.

universality class). But it might as well happen that the red trajectory ends in a gapped theory

— then the transition is first-order.2

Now imagine that we tune gR to be very small in the UV. Then the RG trajectory will spend

a lot of RG time near the CFT, until eventually ending in a gapped phase. In this case the

first-order transition will be weak. The RG flow duration depends on how strongly relevant the

gR perturbation is near the CFT. If the scaling dimension of that perturbation is ∆R < d , then

by the standard RG reasoning we expect the hierarchy

ξ/a ∼ g−1/(d−∆R )
R , (B.1.1)

where we express gR in dimensionless units at the lattice scale. This way of generating a WFO

phase transition is precisely the tuning mechanism from section 3.2.1, see Eq. (3.2.2).

As in section 3.2.1, there are two ways to get a very large number in the r.h.s. of (B.1.1):

1. If d −∆R =O(1), we have to take gR very small.

2. If, on the other hand, our CFT has a property that d −∆R ¿ 1, then it’s enough to take

gR somewhat smaller than one. E.g. if d −∆R = 0.25 and gR = 0.25 we get ξ/a ∼ 256

which starts being a large number. This latter possibility is what we called ‘mild tuning’

in section 3.2.1.

To illustrate possibility 1, consider the Ising model, for definiteness in 3d, in a small nonzero

magnetic field. We pick gP magnetic field, gR deviation from the critical temperature Tc . If

gR = 0, then for gP = 0 we have a second order transition, governed by the critical 3d Ising CFT.

The leading operator which couples to gR is the energy operator ε, of dimension ∆R ≈ 1.41.

For gR < 0 the transition becomes first-order. Since d −∆R =O(1), the transition is weak only

if gR is very small.

To illustrate possibility 2, consider the CFT C0 consisting of N decoupled critical 3d Ising

CFTs. The global symmetry of this fixed point is the cubic group, generated by independent Z2

2We assume that the trajectories for gP < 0 and gP > 0 flow to two different phases, otherwise there is no phase
transition to talk about.
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B.2. Walking vs BKT transition

transformations of each copy and by permutations of the copies. We are interested in RG flows

which preserve this symmetry at the microscopic level. There are only two relevant singlet

operators:

OP = ε1 + . . .+εN , OR = ∑
i< j

εiε j , (B.1.2)

where εi are the energy perturbations of each Ising CFT.3 The dimension of ε being ≈ 1.41,

we have ∆R ≈ 2.82. We get a transition varying gP . Consider the nature of the transition as

a function of gR . If gR = 0 the transition is continuous. Consider what happens if gR 6= 0,

depending on the sign. If gR > 0, the RG trajectory misses the CFT C0. It is known that in that

case it leads to another CFT, which is the critical O(2) model for N = 2, and the so-called “cubic

fixed point" for N > 3. If gR < 0, the trajectory also misses C0 and leads to a gapped phase —

this will be a first-order transition. Since d −∆R ¿ 1, a moderate tuning in gR will suffice for

systems with this symmetry to exhibit a weakly first-order phase transition.

The just given example is important for understanding why some antiferromagnets with

multicomponent order parameters exhibit first-order phase transitions [164, 225]. This first-

order phase transition is referred to in the literature as “fluctuation driven", for the following

reason. In the Landau-Ginzburg description, we would describe the above RG flow in terms of

a multicomponent scalar theory with the mass term

m2(ϕ2
1 + . . .+ϕ2

N ) = m2~ϕ2 (B.1.3)

and two quartic interactions allowed by the cubic symmetry

u(~ϕ2)2 + v(ϕ4
1 + . . .+ϕ4

N ) . (B.1.4)

The decoupled fixed point has u = 0, v = v0 > 0 and some critical value of m2. Perturbing by

gR corresponds to turning on a small u. If |u|¿ v0, of whatever sign, the quartic potential is

stable, and the Landau theory predicts a second-order phase transition. However, RG analysis,

which is under perturbative control in d = 4−ε dimensions, shows that u < 0, however small,

grows more negative so that eventually the flow leads to un unstable potential, with the

conclusion that the transition is actually first-order. This is the origin of the “fluctuation

driven" terminology, included here for historical reasons. If one thinks nonperturbatively, this

terminology does not play much of a role.

B.2 Walking vs BKT transition

Let us briefly review the BKT transition and explain why, while superficially it shares some

similarity with the basic scenario of walking as presented in section 3.2, there are also some

important differences of principle.

BKT-like transition arises when three conditions are satisfied:

3We constructed this example inspired by [224].
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Appendix B. Further facts about walking

– there is a one-parameter family of CFTs T (K ) related by an exactly marginal deformation

(coupling) K , singlet of the global symmetry group. Let’s call the corresponding singlet

scalar operator O0, of dimension ∆0 = d for any K ;

– along this family, there is another singlet scalar operator, call it O1, whose scaling

dimension ∆1(K ) varies monotonically with K and crosses from relevant to irrelevant at

K = Kc .

– the leading nontrivial operator which occurs in the OPE O1 ×O1 is O0, so that the OPE

coefficient C110 ∼ 〈O1O1O0〉 is nonzero.

In the original BKT transition, as reviewed e.g. in [21], we have d = 2 and the family T (K ) is

the massless scalar boson θ compactified on [0,2π] and with the action 1
2 K

∫
d 2x (∇θ)2. So O0

is just the operator multiplying K in the action. It is the singlet of the global U (1) symmetry

of the CFT.4 On the other hand O1 is the vortex operator which inserts a defect, its scaling

dimension being ∆1(K ) =πK , and Kc = 2/π.5 The OPE coefficient C110 is indeed nonzero in

this case.

Let us go back to the general setup and consider the consequences. By shifting and rescaling K

we can assume that Kc = 0 and ∆1 = d +K +O(K 2) near K = 0. We perturb T (0) by KO0 + yO1

and study the RG flow, which to the lowest order in K , y has the form:

βK = 1

2
SdC110 y2, βy = K y . (B.2.1)

Notice that since K is exactly marginal, its beta-function vanishes in absence of y perturbation.

Further rescaling the couplings to absorb the OPE coefficient, the new beta-functions take the

simple form:

βK = y2, βy = K y . (B.2.2)

The RG flow diagram is in Fig. B.2. Consider the flows starting at K0 > 0 and at y0 > 0. If y0 < K0

then we end at a CFT, while for y0 > K0 we flow ‘to the unknown’ (presumably some gapped

phase). When the microscopic theory is varied along the ‘micro’ line, transition between the

two regimes will happen at some non-universal value K = K∗. This is the BKT transition.

To study the flow to the unknown, we introduce two combinations of the couplings u = y2−K 2

and v = y +K , in terms of which the RG equations take the form

βu = 0, βv = 1
2 v2 + 1

2 u . (B.2.3)

The first equation means that u stays constant in this one-loop approximation, while in the

second equation we recognize our walking beta-function equation (3.2.3) with v and u some

trivial rescalings of λ and y . Let us fix then u > 0 and consider a flow of v which starts at some

positive v = v0 ¿ 1 and heads towards v = 0. Differently from the walking scenario [117], the

4More precisely, the global symmetry is U (1)L ×U (1)R .
5More precisely, O1 is the sum of the charge-1 vortex and antivortex operators.
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K
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<latexit sha1_base64="pUJn6tntQbjaRbXcy/jZikdTNdM=">AAACBXicbVC7TgJBFJ31iesLtbSZSEysyC6NlkQbS0xcIIENmR0uMGEem5lZE7KhtrTVj7Aztn6H3+BPOMAWAp5kkpNz7mtOknJmbBB8exubW9s7u6U9f//g8Oi4fHLaNCrTFCKquNLthBjgTEJkmeXQTjUQkXBoJeO7md96Am2Yko92kkIsyFCyAaPEOikSjGrVK1eCajAHXidhQSqoQKNX/un2Fc0ESEs5MaYTBqmNc6ItoxymfjczkBI6JkPoOCqJABPn82On+NIpfTxQ2j1p8Vz925ETYcxEJK5SEDsyq95M/M/rZHZwE+dMppkFSReLBhnHVuHZz3GfaaCWTxwhVDN3K6Yjogm1Lh9/aZTJUtBxLt0m36UTrmaxTpq1ahhUw4dapX5b5FRC5+gCXaEQXaM6ukcNFCGKGHpBr+jNe/bevQ/vc1G64RU9Z2gJ3tcvsWaZDA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pUJn6tntQbjaRbXcy/jZikdTNdM=">AAACBXicbVC7TgJBFJ31iesLtbSZSEysyC6NlkQbS0xcIIENmR0uMGEem5lZE7KhtrTVj7Aztn6H3+BPOMAWAp5kkpNz7mtOknJmbBB8exubW9s7u6U9f//g8Oi4fHLaNCrTFCKquNLthBjgTEJkmeXQTjUQkXBoJeO7md96Am2Yko92kkIsyFCyAaPEOikSjGrVK1eCajAHXidhQSqoQKNX/un2Fc0ESEs5MaYTBqmNc6ItoxymfjczkBI6JkPoOCqJABPn82On+NIpfTxQ2j1p8Vz925ETYcxEJK5SEDsyq95M/M/rZHZwE+dMppkFSReLBhnHVuHZz3GfaaCWTxwhVDN3K6Yjogm1Lh9/aZTJUtBxLt0m36UTrmaxTpq1ahhUw4dapX5b5FRC5+gCXaEQXaM6ukcNFCGKGHpBr+jNe/bevQ/vc1G64RU9Z2gJ3tcvsWaZDA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pUJn6tntQbjaRbXcy/jZikdTNdM=">AAACBXicbVC7TgJBFJ31iesLtbSZSEysyC6NlkQbS0xcIIENmR0uMGEem5lZE7KhtrTVj7Aztn6H3+BPOMAWAp5kkpNz7mtOknJmbBB8exubW9s7u6U9f//g8Oi4fHLaNCrTFCKquNLthBjgTEJkmeXQTjUQkXBoJeO7md96Am2Yko92kkIsyFCyAaPEOikSjGrVK1eCajAHXidhQSqoQKNX/un2Fc0ESEs5MaYTBqmNc6ItoxymfjczkBI6JkPoOCqJABPn82On+NIpfTxQ2j1p8Vz925ETYcxEJK5SEDsyq95M/M/rZHZwE+dMppkFSReLBhnHVuHZz3GfaaCWTxwhVDN3K6Yjogm1Lh9/aZTJUtBxLt0m36UTrmaxTpq1ahhUw4dapX5b5FRC5+gCXaEQXaM6ukcNFCGKGHpBr+jNe/bevQ/vc1G64RU9Z2gJ3tcvsWaZDA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pUJn6tntQbjaRbXcy/jZikdTNdM=">AAACBXicbVC7TgJBFJ31iesLtbSZSEysyC6NlkQbS0xcIIENmR0uMGEem5lZE7KhtrTVj7Aztn6H3+BPOMAWAp5kkpNz7mtOknJmbBB8exubW9s7u6U9f//g8Oi4fHLaNCrTFCKquNLthBjgTEJkmeXQTjUQkXBoJeO7md96Am2Yko92kkIsyFCyAaPEOikSjGrVK1eCajAHXidhQSqoQKNX/un2Fc0ESEs5MaYTBqmNc6ItoxymfjczkBI6JkPoOCqJABPn82On+NIpfTxQ2j1p8Vz925ETYcxEJK5SEDsyq95M/M/rZHZwE+dMppkFSReLBhnHVuHZz3GfaaCWTxwhVDN3K6Yjogm1Lh9/aZTJUtBxLt0m36UTrmaxTpq1ahhUw4dapX5b5FRC5+gCXaEQXaM6ukcNFCGKGHpBr+jNe/bevQ/vc1G64RU9Z2gJ3tcvsWaZDA==</latexit>

�v
<latexit sha1_base64="eohEd4Rw94qybINA0PI0We5Y1IA=">AAACCXicbVDLTgIxFO3gC8cX6tJNI5i4IjNsdEl04xITeRiYkE65Aw1tZ9J2SMiEL3DpVj/CnXHrV/gN/oQFZqHgSZqcnHNfPWHCmTae9+UUNja3tneKu+7e/sHhUen4pKXjVFFo0pjHqhMSDZxJaBpmOHQSBUSEHNrh+HbutyegNIvlg5kmEAgylCxilBgrPVZ6IRjSn1T6pbJX9RbA68TPSRnlaPRL371BTFMB0lBOtO76XmKCjCjDKIeZ20s1JISOyRC6lkoiQAfZ4uAZvrDKAEexsk8avFB/d2REaD0Voa0UxIz0qjcX//O6qYmug4zJJDUg6XJRlHJsYjz/PR4wBdTwqSWEKmZvxXREFKHGZuT+GaXTBFSQSbvJten4q1msk1at6ntV/75Wrt/kORXRGTpHl8hHV6iO7lADNRFFAj2jF/TqPDlvzrvzsSwtOHnPKfoD5/MH4nyaLw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eohEd4Rw94qybINA0PI0We5Y1IA=">AAACCXicbVDLTgIxFO3gC8cX6tJNI5i4IjNsdEl04xITeRiYkE65Aw1tZ9J2SMiEL3DpVj/CnXHrV/gN/oQFZqHgSZqcnHNfPWHCmTae9+UUNja3tneKu+7e/sHhUen4pKXjVFFo0pjHqhMSDZxJaBpmOHQSBUSEHNrh+HbutyegNIvlg5kmEAgylCxilBgrPVZ6IRjSn1T6pbJX9RbA68TPSRnlaPRL371BTFMB0lBOtO76XmKCjCjDKIeZ20s1JISOyRC6lkoiQAfZ4uAZvrDKAEexsk8avFB/d2REaD0Voa0UxIz0qjcX//O6qYmug4zJJDUg6XJRlHJsYjz/PR4wBdTwqSWEKmZvxXREFKHGZuT+GaXTBFSQSbvJten4q1msk1at6ntV/75Wrt/kORXRGTpHl8hHV6iO7lADNRFFAj2jF/TqPDlvzrvzsSwtOHnPKfoD5/MH4nyaLw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eohEd4Rw94qybINA0PI0We5Y1IA=">AAACCXicbVDLTgIxFO3gC8cX6tJNI5i4IjNsdEl04xITeRiYkE65Aw1tZ9J2SMiEL3DpVj/CnXHrV/gN/oQFZqHgSZqcnHNfPWHCmTae9+UUNja3tneKu+7e/sHhUen4pKXjVFFo0pjHqhMSDZxJaBpmOHQSBUSEHNrh+HbutyegNIvlg5kmEAgylCxilBgrPVZ6IRjSn1T6pbJX9RbA68TPSRnlaPRL371BTFMB0lBOtO76XmKCjCjDKIeZ20s1JISOyRC6lkoiQAfZ4uAZvrDKAEexsk8avFB/d2REaD0Voa0UxIz0qjcX//O6qYmug4zJJDUg6XJRlHJsYjz/PR4wBdTwqSWEKmZvxXREFKHGZuT+GaXTBFSQSbvJten4q1msk1at6ntV/75Wrt/kORXRGTpHl8hHV6iO7lADNRFFAj2jF/TqPDlvzrvzsSwtOHnPKfoD5/MH4nyaLw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="eohEd4Rw94qybINA0PI0We5Y1IA=">AAACCXicbVDLTgIxFO3gC8cX6tJNI5i4IjNsdEl04xITeRiYkE65Aw1tZ9J2SMiEL3DpVj/CnXHrV/gN/oQFZqHgSZqcnHNfPWHCmTae9+UUNja3tneKu+7e/sHhUen4pKXjVFFo0pjHqhMSDZxJaBpmOHQSBUSEHNrh+HbutyegNIvlg5kmEAgylCxilBgrPVZ6IRjSn1T6pbJX9RbA68TPSRnlaPRL371BTFMB0lBOtO76XmKCjCjDKIeZ20s1JISOyRC6lkoiQAfZ4uAZvrDKAEexsk8avFB/d2REaD0Voa0UxIz0qjcX//O6qYmug4zJJDUg6XJRlHJsYjz/PR4wBdTwqSWEKmZvxXREFKHGZuT+GaXTBFSQSbvJten4q1msk1at6ntV/75Wrt/kORXRGTpHl8hHV6iO7lADNRFFAj2jF/TqPDlvzrvzsSwtOHnPKfoD5/MH4nyaLw==</latexit>

v = y + K
<latexit sha1_base64="ctNBO5lSvAB/pvLobm2cgW1JbA4=">AAACB3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPFVdelmsBUEoSTd6EYouhHcVLAPaEOZTG/aoZNJmJkUQugHuHSrH+FO3PoZfoM/4bTNwrYeGDicc19z/JgzpR3n21pb39jc2i7s2Lt7+weHxaPjpooSSaFBIx7Jtk8UcCagoZnm0I4lkNDn0PJHd1O/NQapWCSedBqDF5KBYAGjRBupVR7fpJcP5V6x5FScGfAqcXNSQjnqveJPtx/RJAShKSdKdVwn1l5GpGaUw8TuJgpiQkdkAB1DBQlBedns3Ak+N0ofB5E0T2g8U/92ZCRUKg19UxkSPVTL3lT8z+skOrj2MibiRIOg80VBwrGO8PTvuM8kUM1TQwiVzNyK6ZBIQrVJyF4YpZIYpJcJs8k26bjLWaySZrXiOhX3sVqq3eY5FdApOkMXyEVXqIbuUR01EEUj9IJe0Zv1bL1bH9bnvHTNyntO0AKsr1+wAZjw</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ctNBO5lSvAB/pvLobm2cgW1JbA4=">AAACB3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPFVdelmsBUEoSTd6EYouhHcVLAPaEOZTG/aoZNJmJkUQugHuHSrH+FO3PoZfoM/4bTNwrYeGDicc19z/JgzpR3n21pb39jc2i7s2Lt7+weHxaPjpooSSaFBIx7Jtk8UcCagoZnm0I4lkNDn0PJHd1O/NQapWCSedBqDF5KBYAGjRBupVR7fpJcP5V6x5FScGfAqcXNSQjnqveJPtx/RJAShKSdKdVwn1l5GpGaUw8TuJgpiQkdkAB1DBQlBedns3Ak+N0ofB5E0T2g8U/92ZCRUKg19UxkSPVTL3lT8z+skOrj2MibiRIOg80VBwrGO8PTvuM8kUM1TQwiVzNyK6ZBIQrVJyF4YpZIYpJcJs8k26bjLWaySZrXiOhX3sVqq3eY5FdApOkMXyEVXqIbuUR01EEUj9IJe0Zv1bL1bH9bnvHTNyntO0AKsr1+wAZjw</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ctNBO5lSvAB/pvLobm2cgW1JbA4=">AAACB3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPFVdelmsBUEoSTd6EYouhHcVLAPaEOZTG/aoZNJmJkUQugHuHSrH+FO3PoZfoM/4bTNwrYeGDicc19z/JgzpR3n21pb39jc2i7s2Lt7+weHxaPjpooSSaFBIx7Jtk8UcCagoZnm0I4lkNDn0PJHd1O/NQapWCSedBqDF5KBYAGjRBupVR7fpJcP5V6x5FScGfAqcXNSQjnqveJPtx/RJAShKSdKdVwn1l5GpGaUw8TuJgpiQkdkAB1DBQlBedns3Ak+N0ofB5E0T2g8U/92ZCRUKg19UxkSPVTL3lT8z+skOrj2MibiRIOg80VBwrGO8PTvuM8kUM1TQwiVzNyK6ZBIQrVJyF4YpZIYpJcJs8k26bjLWaySZrXiOhX3sVqq3eY5FdApOkMXyEVXqIbuUR01EEUj9IJe0Zv1bL1bH9bnvHTNyntO0AKsr1+wAZjw</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ctNBO5lSvAB/pvLobm2cgW1JbA4=">AAACB3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPFVdelmsBUEoSTd6EYouhHcVLAPaEOZTG/aoZNJmJkUQugHuHSrH+FO3PoZfoM/4bTNwrYeGDicc19z/JgzpR3n21pb39jc2i7s2Lt7+weHxaPjpooSSaFBIx7Jtk8UcCagoZnm0I4lkNDn0PJHd1O/NQapWCSedBqDF5KBYAGjRBupVR7fpJcP5V6x5FScGfAqcXNSQjnqveJPtx/RJAShKSdKdVwn1l5GpGaUw8TuJgpiQkdkAB1DBQlBedns3Ak+N0ofB5E0T2g8U/92ZCRUKg19UxkSPVTL3lT8z+skOrj2MibiRIOg80VBwrGO8PTvuM8kUM1TQwiVzNyK6ZBIQrVJyF4YpZIYpJcJs8k26bjLWaySZrXiOhX3sVqq3eY5FdApOkMXyEVXqIbuUR01EEUj9IJe0Zv1bL1bH9bnvHTNyntO0AKsr1+wAZjw</latexit>K

<latexit sha1_base64="VSybIWb75ggNIK1XhiVFL3vWSM0=">AAACA3icbVC7TsMwFL3hWcKrwMgS0SIxVUkXGCtYkFiKoA+pjSrHvWmtOk5kO0hV1JGRFT6CDbHyIXwDP4HbZqAtR7J0dM59+QQJZ0q77re1tr6xubVd2LF39/YPDotHx00Vp5Jig8Y8lu2AKORMYEMzzbGdSCRRwLEVjG6mfusJpWKxeNTjBP2IDAQLGSXaSA/lu3KvWHIr7gzOKvFyUoIc9V7xp9uPaRqh0JQTpTqem2g/I1IzynFid1OFCaEjMsCOoYJEqPxsdurEOTdK3wljaZ7Qzkz925GRSKlxFJjKiOihWvam4n9eJ9XhlZ8xkaQaBZ0vClPu6NiZ/tvpM4lU87EhhEpmbnXokEhCtUnHXhil0gSlnwmzyTbpeMtZrJJmteK5Fe++Wqpd5zkV4BTO4AI8uIQa3EIdGkBhAC/wCm/Ws/VufVif89I1K+85gQVYX7/s1pdx</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VSybIWb75ggNIK1XhiVFL3vWSM0=">AAACA3icbVC7TsMwFL3hWcKrwMgS0SIxVUkXGCtYkFiKoA+pjSrHvWmtOk5kO0hV1JGRFT6CDbHyIXwDP4HbZqAtR7J0dM59+QQJZ0q77re1tr6xubVd2LF39/YPDotHx00Vp5Jig8Y8lu2AKORMYEMzzbGdSCRRwLEVjG6mfusJpWKxeNTjBP2IDAQLGSXaSA/lu3KvWHIr7gzOKvFyUoIc9V7xp9uPaRqh0JQTpTqem2g/I1IzynFid1OFCaEjMsCOoYJEqPxsdurEOTdK3wljaZ7Qzkz925GRSKlxFJjKiOihWvam4n9eJ9XhlZ8xkaQaBZ0vClPu6NiZ/tvpM4lU87EhhEpmbnXokEhCtUnHXhil0gSlnwmzyTbpeMtZrJJmteK5Fe++Wqpd5zkV4BTO4AI8uIQa3EIdGkBhAC/wCm/Ws/VufVif89I1K+85gQVYX7/s1pdx</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VSybIWb75ggNIK1XhiVFL3vWSM0=">AAACA3icbVC7TsMwFL3hWcKrwMgS0SIxVUkXGCtYkFiKoA+pjSrHvWmtOk5kO0hV1JGRFT6CDbHyIXwDP4HbZqAtR7J0dM59+QQJZ0q77re1tr6xubVd2LF39/YPDotHx00Vp5Jig8Y8lu2AKORMYEMzzbGdSCRRwLEVjG6mfusJpWKxeNTjBP2IDAQLGSXaSA/lu3KvWHIr7gzOKvFyUoIc9V7xp9uPaRqh0JQTpTqem2g/I1IzynFid1OFCaEjMsCOoYJEqPxsdurEOTdK3wljaZ7Qzkz925GRSKlxFJjKiOihWvam4n9eJ9XhlZ8xkaQaBZ0vClPu6NiZ/tvpM4lU87EhhEpmbnXokEhCtUnHXhil0gSlnwmzyTbpeMtZrJJmteK5Fe++Wqpd5zkV4BTO4AI8uIQa3EIdGkBhAC/wCm/Ws/VufVif89I1K+85gQVYX7/s1pdx</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="VSybIWb75ggNIK1XhiVFL3vWSM0=">AAACA3icbVC7TsMwFL3hWcKrwMgS0SIxVUkXGCtYkFiKoA+pjSrHvWmtOk5kO0hV1JGRFT6CDbHyIXwDP4HbZqAtR7J0dM59+QQJZ0q77re1tr6xubVd2LF39/YPDotHx00Vp5Jig8Y8lu2AKORMYEMzzbGdSCRRwLEVjG6mfusJpWKxeNTjBP2IDAQLGSXaSA/lu3KvWHIr7gzOKvFyUoIc9V7xp9uPaRqh0JQTpTqem2g/I1IzynFid1OFCaEjMsCOoYJEqPxsdurEOTdK3wljaZ7Qzkz925GRSKlxFJjKiOihWvam4n9eJ9XhlZ8xkaQaBZ0vClPu6NiZ/tvpM4lU87EhhEpmbnXokEhCtUnHXhil0gSlnwmzyTbpeMtZrJJmteK5Fe++Wqpd5zkV4BTO4AI8uIQa3EIdGkBhAC/wCm/Ws/VufVif89I1K+85gQVYX7/s1pdx</latexit>

y
<latexit sha1_base64="gYJIzPMb/lmbg/C9ja8Q5dKRU9s=">AAACA3icbVC7TsMwFL0prxJeBUaWiBaJqUq6wFjBwlgEfUhtVDnuTWvVcSLbQYqijoys8BFsiJUP4Rv4CdzHQFuOZOnonPvyCRLOlHbdb6uwsbm1vVPctff2Dw6PSscnLRWnkmKTxjyWnYAo5ExgUzPNsZNIJFHAsR2Mb6d++wmlYrF41FmCfkSGgoWMEm2kh0pW6ZfKbtWdwVkn3oKUYYFGv/TTG8Q0jVBoyolSXc9NtJ8TqRnlOLF7qcKE0DEZYtdQQSJUfj47deJcGGXghLE0T2hnpv7tyEmkVBYFpjIieqRWvan4n9dNdXjt50wkqUZB54vClDs6dqb/dgZMItU8M4RQycytDh0RSag26dhLo1SaoPRzYTbZJh1vNYt10qpVPbfq3dfK9ZtFTkU4g3O4BA+uoA530IAmUBjCC7zCm/VsvVsf1ue8tGAtek5hCdbXLzdJl58=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gYJIzPMb/lmbg/C9ja8Q5dKRU9s=">AAACA3icbVC7TsMwFL0prxJeBUaWiBaJqUq6wFjBwlgEfUhtVDnuTWvVcSLbQYqijoys8BFsiJUP4Rv4CdzHQFuOZOnonPvyCRLOlHbdb6uwsbm1vVPctff2Dw6PSscnLRWnkmKTxjyWnYAo5ExgUzPNsZNIJFHAsR2Mb6d++wmlYrF41FmCfkSGgoWMEm2kh0pW6ZfKbtWdwVkn3oKUYYFGv/TTG8Q0jVBoyolSXc9NtJ8TqRnlOLF7qcKE0DEZYtdQQSJUfj47deJcGGXghLE0T2hnpv7tyEmkVBYFpjIieqRWvan4n9dNdXjt50wkqUZB54vClDs6dqb/dgZMItU8M4RQycytDh0RSag26dhLo1SaoPRzYTbZJh1vNYt10qpVPbfq3dfK9ZtFTkU4g3O4BA+uoA530IAmUBjCC7zCm/VsvVsf1ue8tGAtek5hCdbXLzdJl58=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gYJIzPMb/lmbg/C9ja8Q5dKRU9s=">AAACA3icbVC7TsMwFL0prxJeBUaWiBaJqUq6wFjBwlgEfUhtVDnuTWvVcSLbQYqijoys8BFsiJUP4Rv4CdzHQFuOZOnonPvyCRLOlHbdb6uwsbm1vVPctff2Dw6PSscnLRWnkmKTxjyWnYAo5ExgUzPNsZNIJFHAsR2Mb6d++wmlYrF41FmCfkSGgoWMEm2kh0pW6ZfKbtWdwVkn3oKUYYFGv/TTG8Q0jVBoyolSXc9NtJ8TqRnlOLF7qcKE0DEZYtdQQSJUfj47deJcGGXghLE0T2hnpv7tyEmkVBYFpjIieqRWvan4n9dNdXjt50wkqUZB54vClDs6dqb/dgZMItU8M4RQycytDh0RSag26dhLo1SaoPRzYTbZJh1vNYt10qpVPbfq3dfK9ZtFTkU4g3O4BA+uoA530IAmUBjCC7zCm/VsvVsf1ue8tGAtek5hCdbXLzdJl58=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gYJIzPMb/lmbg/C9ja8Q5dKRU9s=">AAACA3icbVC7TsMwFL0prxJeBUaWiBaJqUq6wFjBwlgEfUhtVDnuTWvVcSLbQYqijoys8BFsiJUP4Rv4CdzHQFuOZOnonPvyCRLOlHbdb6uwsbm1vVPctff2Dw6PSscnLRWnkmKTxjyWnYAo5ExgUzPNsZNIJFHAsR2Mb6d++wmlYrF41FmCfkSGgoWMEm2kh0pW6ZfKbtWdwVkn3oKUYYFGv/TTG8Q0jVBoyolSXc9NtJ8TqRnlOLF7qcKE0DEZYtdQQSJUfj47deJcGGXghLE0T2hnpv7tyEmkVBYFpjIieqRWvan4n9dNdXjt50wkqUZB54vClDs6dqb/dgZMItU8M4RQycytDh0RSag26dhLo1SaoPRzYTbZJh1vNYt10qpVPbfq3dfK9ZtFTkU4g3O4BA+uoA530IAmUBjCC7zCm/VsvVsf1ue8tGAtek5hCdbXLzdJl58=</latexit>

micro
<latexit sha1_base64="pUJn6tntQbjaRbXcy/jZikdTNdM=">AAACBXicbVC7TgJBFJ31iesLtbSZSEysyC6NlkQbS0xcIIENmR0uMGEem5lZE7KhtrTVj7Aztn6H3+BPOMAWAp5kkpNz7mtOknJmbBB8exubW9s7u6U9f//g8Oi4fHLaNCrTFCKquNLthBjgTEJkmeXQTjUQkXBoJeO7md96Am2Yko92kkIsyFCyAaPEOikSjGrVK1eCajAHXidhQSqoQKNX/un2Fc0ESEs5MaYTBqmNc6ItoxymfjczkBI6JkPoOCqJABPn82On+NIpfTxQ2j1p8Vz925ETYcxEJK5SEDsyq95M/M/rZHZwE+dMppkFSReLBhnHVuHZz3GfaaCWTxwhVDN3K6Yjogm1Lh9/aZTJUtBxLt0m36UTrmaxTpq1ahhUw4dapX5b5FRC5+gCXaEQXaM6ukcNFCGKGHpBr+jNe/bevQ/vc1G64RU9Z2gJ3tcvsWaZDA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pUJn6tntQbjaRbXcy/jZikdTNdM=">AAACBXicbVC7TgJBFJ31iesLtbSZSEysyC6NlkQbS0xcIIENmR0uMGEem5lZE7KhtrTVj7Aztn6H3+BPOMAWAp5kkpNz7mtOknJmbBB8exubW9s7u6U9f//g8Oi4fHLaNCrTFCKquNLthBjgTEJkmeXQTjUQkXBoJeO7md96Am2Yko92kkIsyFCyAaPEOikSjGrVK1eCajAHXidhQSqoQKNX/un2Fc0ESEs5MaYTBqmNc6ItoxymfjczkBI6JkPoOCqJABPn82On+NIpfTxQ2j1p8Vz925ETYcxEJK5SEDsyq95M/M/rZHZwE+dMppkFSReLBhnHVuHZz3GfaaCWTxwhVDN3K6Yjogm1Lh9/aZTJUtBxLt0m36UTrmaxTpq1ahhUw4dapX5b5FRC5+gCXaEQXaM6ukcNFCGKGHpBr+jNe/bevQ/vc1G64RU9Z2gJ3tcvsWaZDA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pUJn6tntQbjaRbXcy/jZikdTNdM=">AAACBXicbVC7TgJBFJ31iesLtbSZSEysyC6NlkQbS0xcIIENmR0uMGEem5lZE7KhtrTVj7Aztn6H3+BPOMAWAp5kkpNz7mtOknJmbBB8exubW9s7u6U9f//g8Oi4fHLaNCrTFCKquNLthBjgTEJkmeXQTjUQkXBoJeO7md96Am2Yko92kkIsyFCyAaPEOikSjGrVK1eCajAHXidhQSqoQKNX/un2Fc0ESEs5MaYTBqmNc6ItoxymfjczkBI6JkPoOCqJABPn82On+NIpfTxQ2j1p8Vz925ETYcxEJK5SEDsyq95M/M/rZHZwE+dMppkFSReLBhnHVuHZz3GfaaCWTxwhVDN3K6Yjogm1Lh9/aZTJUtBxLt0m36UTrmaxTpq1ahhUw4dapX5b5FRC5+gCXaEQXaM6ukcNFCGKGHpBr+jNe/bevQ/vc1G64RU9Z2gJ3tcvsWaZDA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pUJn6tntQbjaRbXcy/jZikdTNdM=">AAACBXicbVC7TgJBFJ31iesLtbSZSEysyC6NlkQbS0xcIIENmR0uMGEem5lZE7KhtrTVj7Aztn6H3+BPOMAWAp5kkpNz7mtOknJmbBB8exubW9s7u6U9f//g8Oi4fHLaNCrTFCKquNLthBjgTEJkmeXQTjUQkXBoJeO7md96Am2Yko92kkIsyFCyAaPEOikSjGrVK1eCajAHXidhQSqoQKNX/un2Fc0ESEs5MaYTBqmNc6ItoxymfjczkBI6JkPoOCqJABPn82On+NIpfTxQ2j1p8Vz925ETYcxEJK5SEDsyq95M/M/rZHZwE+dMppkFSReLBhnHVuHZz3GfaaCWTxwhVDN3K6Yjogm1Lh9/aZTJUtBxLt0m36UTrmaxTpq1ahhUw4dapX5b5FRC5+gCXaEQXaM6ukcNFCGKGHpBr+jNe/bevQ/vc1G64RU9Z2gJ3tcvsWaZDA==</latexit>
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Figure B.2 – Left: the RG flow diagram for the BKT transition. Right: the beta-function for the
coupling combination v .

flow terminates at v ∼ u, at which point y −K = u/v = O(1) and we go out of the regime of

validity of the original beta-functions (B.2.2). We get only one half of the walking RG trajectory,

and the arising exponential hierarchy is given by the equation of the form (3.2.7) with an extra
1
2 in the exponent.

The main differences between walking and the BKT transition are as follows. One key dif-

ference is that the true couplings which control the weakness of the perturbation around

T (0) are K and y , not their combinations u, v which make the RG equations assume a simple

form. That’s why RG in the BKT transition breaks down for v close to 0, while it’s perfectly

fine and weakly coupled in the walking RG running for λ∼ 0. The second difference is that

the combination u of the couplings, which enters as a fixed parameter into βv , only remains

constant in the one-loop approximation. This was not so for the walking beta-function (3.2.3),

where the analogous parameter y was not renormalized to any order. A deeper structural

reason for the latter difference is that in the BKT transitions, the CFTs T (K ) all have the same

symmetry and are related by an exactly marginal deformation (and hence parameter K can

flow). All of these CFTs, be that for K < Kc or K > Kc , are unitary and nothing goes into the

complex plane. On the contrary, in the considered examples of the walking scenario the

family of CFTs all have a different global symmetry and are not related by an exactly marginal

deformation.

Notice as well that the leading exponent in the BKT scaling is not universal since there is no

universal relation between the parameters of the microscopic theory and the coupling u, while

on the other hand, the leading exponent in (3.2.7) is universal, it depends only on the CFT

data. For the above reasons, we propose to avoid calling hierarchy (3.2.7) ‘BKT scaling’ when

discussing the walking scenario. We propose to refer to it as the ‘walking scaling’.

B.3 Walking in large-N theories

In this section we discuss an example of walking behavior in field theories with large-N

counting. As in the examples discussed in the main text we assume existence of two families

of fixed points that depend on a parameter, x, and that merge for some critical value of this

parameter, xc . We also assume that at least when the parameter is close to its critical value
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there exists an RG flow connecting the fixed points. At large N , the corresponding flow was

studied in [226] by means of the Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation, where it was shown

that it exists as long as one of the CFTs contains a double-trace operator which is weakly

relevant. Here we give a simple description using conformal perturbation theory (CPT) that

is valid in the vicinity of the merger point. Let us call the operator which triggers the flow

[OO], and denote its dimension d +γUV at the UV fixed point and d +γIR at the IR one. Then

γUV < 0 < γIR and they go to zero when x = xc . First of all, let us show that the operator

responsible for the flow has to be a double-trace operator.6 To do this, recall the leading-order

formula for the change in anomalous dimensions:

γIR −γUV = 2Sd gF P C [OO]
[OO][OO], (B.3.1)

where gF P is the value of the coupling constant at which the IR CFT is reached. If instead of

[OO] we tried to use some single-trace operator, say operator O from which we are “building"

[OO], its OPE coefficients of the form CO
ΦΦ, whereΦ is any operator, including O itself, would

be suppressed by 1/N . Correspondingly, gF P would have to be at least of order N and the flow

wouldn’t be perturbative. Here we are assuming that at least some anomalous dimensions

in two CFTs are different at the O(1) order in 1/N . Instead, the double-trace operator OPE

coefficients C [OO]
[OO][OO] and C [OO]

OO are O(1) and as long as γ’s are small we expect to be able to

control the flow within CPT around the UV fixed point.

There is one simple cross-check that we can make at the leading order. Dimension of O is

given by

dim(O) = d

2
+ 1

2
γUV(IR) +O(1/N ) (B.3.2)

and for consistency we need C [OO]
[OO][OO] = 2C [OO]

OO +O(1/N ), so that O gets the right dimension

for the same value of g . Since to leading order the OPE coefficients can be calculated by Wick

contractions it is easy to check that this relation indeed holds for canonically normalized

operators.

Arguments above simply relied on some sort of 1/N expansion. In particular, they apply to

gauge theory in the large Nc ,N f limit holding x = N f /Nc fixed. This is the large N limit of the

Banks-Zaks-like theories discussed in section 3.4. In this context we arrive at the following

conclusion. For x = xAF when the BZ fixed point is free all operators with low dimensions can

be easily classified. If we are looking for an operator that for x = xc becomes marginal and

controls the walking behavior for x < xc then at large N this operator must be a double-trace

singlet. As it was advocated in [117], good candidates are four-fermion operators which for

x = xAF have dimension 6.

If this picture is right, the schematic behavior of operator dimensions at the BZ fixed point

in d = 4 in the range xc < x < xAF has, in the strict Nc =∞ limit, schematic form shown in

Fig. B.3. Since (ψ̄ψ)2 starts at dimension 6 and is expected to become marginal at x = xc , there

6In theories with large Nc and N f we will use single-traceness condition with respect to both Nc and N f .
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<latexit sha1_base64="9iwwr8o1C8Ui663bhzsFM88HTA0=">AAACGHicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvAKILGwWLRITFXSBcYKFsYi0YfURJXjuq1Vx7ZsB6kK/RFGVvgINsTKxjfwEzhtBtpyJVtH59xz79WJJaPa+P63s7a+sbm1Xdpxd/f2Dw69o+OWFqnCpIkFE6oTI00Y5aRpqGGkIxVBScxIOx7f5nr7kShNBX8wE0miBA05HVCMjKV63mklFFbP7VkoNZ3C/K/0vLJf9WcFV0FQgDIoqtHzfsK+wGlCuMEMad0NfGmiDClDMSNTN0w1kQiP0ZB0LeQoITrKZvdP4YVl+nAglH3cwBn715GhROtJEtvOBJmRXtZy8j+tm5rBdZRRLlNDOJ4vGqQMGgHzMGCfKoINm1iAsKL2VohHSCFsbGTuwiidSqKijNtNrk0nWM5iFbRq1cCvBve1cv2myKkEzsA5uAQBuAJ1cAcaoAkweAIv4BW8Oc/Ou/PhfM5b15zCcwIWyvn6BTKUoD0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9iwwr8o1C8Ui663bhzsFM88HTA0=">AAACGHicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvAKILGwWLRITFXSBcYKFsYi0YfURJXjuq1Vx7ZsB6kK/RFGVvgINsTKxjfwEzhtBtpyJVtH59xz79WJJaPa+P63s7a+sbm1Xdpxd/f2Dw69o+OWFqnCpIkFE6oTI00Y5aRpqGGkIxVBScxIOx7f5nr7kShNBX8wE0miBA05HVCMjKV63mklFFbP7VkoNZ3C/K/0vLJf9WcFV0FQgDIoqtHzfsK+wGlCuMEMad0NfGmiDClDMSNTN0w1kQiP0ZB0LeQoITrKZvdP4YVl+nAglH3cwBn715GhROtJEtvOBJmRXtZy8j+tm5rBdZRRLlNDOJ4vGqQMGgHzMGCfKoINm1iAsKL2VohHSCFsbGTuwiidSqKijNtNrk0nWM5iFbRq1cCvBve1cv2myKkEzsA5uAQBuAJ1cAcaoAkweAIv4BW8Oc/Ou/PhfM5b15zCcwIWyvn6BTKUoD0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9iwwr8o1C8Ui663bhzsFM88HTA0=">AAACGHicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvAKILGwWLRITFXSBcYKFsYi0YfURJXjuq1Vx7ZsB6kK/RFGVvgINsTKxjfwEzhtBtpyJVtH59xz79WJJaPa+P63s7a+sbm1Xdpxd/f2Dw69o+OWFqnCpIkFE6oTI00Y5aRpqGGkIxVBScxIOx7f5nr7kShNBX8wE0miBA05HVCMjKV63mklFFbP7VkoNZ3C/K/0vLJf9WcFV0FQgDIoqtHzfsK+wGlCuMEMad0NfGmiDClDMSNTN0w1kQiP0ZB0LeQoITrKZvdP4YVl+nAglH3cwBn715GhROtJEtvOBJmRXtZy8j+tm5rBdZRRLlNDOJ4vGqQMGgHzMGCfKoINm1iAsKL2VohHSCFsbGTuwiidSqKijNtNrk0nWM5iFbRq1cCvBve1cv2myKkEzsA5uAQBuAJ1cAcaoAkweAIv4BW8Oc/Ou/PhfM5b15zCcwIWyvn6BTKUoD0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9iwwr8o1C8Ui663bhzsFM88HTA0=">AAACGHicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvAKILGwWLRITFXSBcYKFsYi0YfURJXjuq1Vx7ZsB6kK/RFGVvgINsTKxjfwEzhtBtpyJVtH59xz79WJJaPa+P63s7a+sbm1Xdpxd/f2Dw69o+OWFqnCpIkFE6oTI00Y5aRpqGGkIxVBScxIOx7f5nr7kShNBX8wE0miBA05HVCMjKV63mklFFbP7VkoNZ3C/K/0vLJf9WcFV0FQgDIoqtHzfsK+wGlCuMEMad0NfGmiDClDMSNTN0w1kQiP0ZB0LeQoITrKZvdP4YVl+nAglH3cwBn715GhROtJEtvOBJmRXtZy8j+tm5rBdZRRLlNDOJ4vGqQMGgHzMGCfKoINm1iAsKL2VohHSCFsbGTuwiidSqKijNtNrk0nWM5iFbRq1cCvBve1cv2myKkEzsA5uAQBuAJ1cAcaoAkweAIv4BW8Oc/Ou/PhfM5b15zCcwIWyvn6BTKUoD0=</latexit>

TrF 2
<latexit sha1_base64="aGwm5oClrrXNZvpMyZsVT9a+054=">AAACEXicbVC7SgNBFJ31GeMjUUubwUSwCrtptAwKYhkhL0jWMDu5SQZnZ5eZu2JY8hWWtvoRdmLrF/gN/oSTR2ESD1w4nHNfnCCWwqDrfjtr6xubW9uZnezu3v5BLn941DBRojnUeSQj3QqYASkU1FGghFasgYWBhGbwcD3xm4+gjYhUDUcx+CEbKNEXnKGVuvlcsYPwhGlNj+nNfbnYzRfckjsFXSXenBTIHNVu/qfTi3gSgkIumTFtz43RT5lGwSWMs53EQMz4AxtA21LFQjB+On18TM+s0qP9SNtSSKfq34mUhcaMwsB2hgyHZtmbiP957QT7l34qVJwgKD471E8kxYhOUqA9oYGjHFnCuBb2V8qHTDOONqvswiqTxKD9VNlLWZuOt5zFKmmUS55b8u7KhcrVPKcMOSGn5Jx45IJUyC2pkjrhJCEv5JW8Oc/Ou/PhfM5a15z5zDFZgPP1C513nKQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aGwm5oClrrXNZvpMyZsVT9a+054=">AAACEXicbVC7SgNBFJ31GeMjUUubwUSwCrtptAwKYhkhL0jWMDu5SQZnZ5eZu2JY8hWWtvoRdmLrF/gN/oSTR2ESD1w4nHNfnCCWwqDrfjtr6xubW9uZnezu3v5BLn941DBRojnUeSQj3QqYASkU1FGghFasgYWBhGbwcD3xm4+gjYhUDUcx+CEbKNEXnKGVuvlcsYPwhGlNj+nNfbnYzRfckjsFXSXenBTIHNVu/qfTi3gSgkIumTFtz43RT5lGwSWMs53EQMz4AxtA21LFQjB+On18TM+s0qP9SNtSSKfq34mUhcaMwsB2hgyHZtmbiP957QT7l34qVJwgKD471E8kxYhOUqA9oYGjHFnCuBb2V8qHTDOONqvswiqTxKD9VNlLWZuOt5zFKmmUS55b8u7KhcrVPKcMOSGn5Jx45IJUyC2pkjrhJCEv5JW8Oc/Ou/PhfM5a15z5zDFZgPP1C513nKQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aGwm5oClrrXNZvpMyZsVT9a+054=">AAACEXicbVC7SgNBFJ31GeMjUUubwUSwCrtptAwKYhkhL0jWMDu5SQZnZ5eZu2JY8hWWtvoRdmLrF/gN/oSTR2ESD1w4nHNfnCCWwqDrfjtr6xubW9uZnezu3v5BLn941DBRojnUeSQj3QqYASkU1FGghFasgYWBhGbwcD3xm4+gjYhUDUcx+CEbKNEXnKGVuvlcsYPwhGlNj+nNfbnYzRfckjsFXSXenBTIHNVu/qfTi3gSgkIumTFtz43RT5lGwSWMs53EQMz4AxtA21LFQjB+On18TM+s0qP9SNtSSKfq34mUhcaMwsB2hgyHZtmbiP957QT7l34qVJwgKD471E8kxYhOUqA9oYGjHFnCuBb2V8qHTDOONqvswiqTxKD9VNlLWZuOt5zFKmmUS55b8u7KhcrVPKcMOSGn5Jx45IJUyC2pkjrhJCEv5JW8Oc/Ou/PhfM5a15z5zDFZgPP1C513nKQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="aGwm5oClrrXNZvpMyZsVT9a+054=">AAACEXicbVC7SgNBFJ31GeMjUUubwUSwCrtptAwKYhkhL0jWMDu5SQZnZ5eZu2JY8hWWtvoRdmLrF/gN/oSTR2ESD1w4nHNfnCCWwqDrfjtr6xubW9uZnezu3v5BLn941DBRojnUeSQj3QqYASkU1FGghFasgYWBhGbwcD3xm4+gjYhUDUcx+CEbKNEXnKGVuvlcsYPwhGlNj+nNfbnYzRfckjsFXSXenBTIHNVu/qfTi3gSgkIumTFtz43RT5lGwSWMs53EQMz4AxtA21LFQjB+On18TM+s0qP9SNtSSKfq34mUhcaMwsB2hgyHZtmbiP957QT7l34qVJwgKD471E8kxYhOUqA9oYGjHFnCuBb2V8qHTDOONqvswiqTxKD9VNlLWZuOt5zFKmmUS55b8u7KhcrVPKcMOSGn5Jx45IJUyC2pkjrhJCEv5JW8Oc/Ou/PhfM5a15z5zDFZgPP1C513nKQ=</latexit>

(��)2
<latexit sha1_base64="BqqtXv4uSERivAqY1S1Su1T2jLs=">AAACHHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq4RXgA0WixapLFXSBcYKFsYi0YfUhspxndaq41i2g1RFlfgSRlb4CDbEisQ38BM4bQbaciVbR+fcc699AsGo0q77bRXW1jc2t4rb9s7u3v6Bc3jUUnEiMWnimMWyEyBFGOWkqalmpCMkQVHASDsY32R6+5FIRWN+ryeC+BEachpSjLSh+s5JudKLTUPmT3tC0SnM7ouHWrnvlNyqOyu4CrwclEBejb7z0xvEOIkI15ghpbqeK7SfIqkpZmRq9xJFBMJjNCRdAzmKiPLT2R+m8NwwAxjG0hyu4Yz960hRpNQkCkxnhPRILWsZ+Z/WTXR45aeUi0QTjueLwoRBHcMsEDigkmDNJgYgLKl5K8QjJBHWJjZ7YZRKBJF+ys0m26TjLWexClq1qudWvbtaqX6d51QEp+AMVIAHLkEd3IIGaAIMnsALeAVv1rP1bn1Yn/PWgpV7jsFCWV+/UQShRg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BqqtXv4uSERivAqY1S1Su1T2jLs=">AAACHHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq4RXgA0WixapLFXSBcYKFsYi0YfUhspxndaq41i2g1RFlfgSRlb4CDbEisQ38BM4bQbaciVbR+fcc699AsGo0q77bRXW1jc2t4rb9s7u3v6Bc3jUUnEiMWnimMWyEyBFGOWkqalmpCMkQVHASDsY32R6+5FIRWN+ryeC+BEachpSjLSh+s5JudKLTUPmT3tC0SnM7ouHWrnvlNyqOyu4CrwclEBejb7z0xvEOIkI15ghpbqeK7SfIqkpZmRq9xJFBMJjNCRdAzmKiPLT2R+m8NwwAxjG0hyu4Yz960hRpNQkCkxnhPRILWsZ+Z/WTXR45aeUi0QTjueLwoRBHcMsEDigkmDNJgYgLKl5K8QjJBHWJjZ7YZRKBJF+ys0m26TjLWexClq1qudWvbtaqX6d51QEp+AMVIAHLkEd3IIGaAIMnsALeAVv1rP1bn1Yn/PWgpV7jsFCWV+/UQShRg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BqqtXv4uSERivAqY1S1Su1T2jLs=">AAACHHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq4RXgA0WixapLFXSBcYKFsYi0YfUhspxndaq41i2g1RFlfgSRlb4CDbEisQ38BM4bQbaciVbR+fcc699AsGo0q77bRXW1jc2t4rb9s7u3v6Bc3jUUnEiMWnimMWyEyBFGOWkqalmpCMkQVHASDsY32R6+5FIRWN+ryeC+BEachpSjLSh+s5JudKLTUPmT3tC0SnM7ouHWrnvlNyqOyu4CrwclEBejb7z0xvEOIkI15ghpbqeK7SfIqkpZmRq9xJFBMJjNCRdAzmKiPLT2R+m8NwwAxjG0hyu4Yz960hRpNQkCkxnhPRILWsZ+Z/WTXR45aeUi0QTjueLwoRBHcMsEDigkmDNJgYgLKl5K8QjJBHWJjZ7YZRKBJF+ys0m26TjLWexClq1qudWvbtaqX6d51QEp+AMVIAHLkEd3IIGaAIMnsALeAVv1rP1bn1Yn/PWgpV7jsFCWV+/UQShRg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BqqtXv4uSERivAqY1S1Su1T2jLs=">AAACHHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq4RXgA0WixapLFXSBcYKFsYi0YfUhspxndaq41i2g1RFlfgSRlb4CDbEisQ38BM4bQbaciVbR+fcc699AsGo0q77bRXW1jc2t4rb9s7u3v6Bc3jUUnEiMWnimMWyEyBFGOWkqalmpCMkQVHASDsY32R6+5FIRWN+ryeC+BEachpSjLSh+s5JudKLTUPmT3tC0SnM7ouHWrnvlNyqOyu4CrwclEBejb7z0xvEOIkI15ghpbqeK7SfIqkpZmRq9xJFBMJjNCRdAzmKiPLT2R+m8NwwAxjG0hyu4Yz960hRpNQkCkxnhPRILWsZ+Z/WTXR45aeUi0QTjueLwoRBHcMsEDigkmDNJgYgLKl5K8QjJBHWJjZ7YZRKBJF+ys0m26TjLWexClq1qudWvbtaqX6d51QEp+AMVIAHLkEd3IIGaAIMnsALeAVv1rP1bn1Yn/PWgpV7jsFCWV+/UQShRg==</latexit>

xAF<latexit sha1_base64="letMc7JYrWrErzqTeEdWoyxcrAI=">AAACDHicbVDLSgMxFM3UVx1fVZdugq3gqsx0o8uqIC4r2Ad0hpJJM21okglJRixDf8GlW/0Id+LWf/Ab/AnTdha29cCFwzn3xYkko9p43rdTWFvf2Nwqbrs7u3v7B6XDo5ZOUoVJEycsUZ0IacKoIE1DDSMdqQjiESPtaHQz9duPRGmaiAczliTkaCBoTDEyVgoqT70sUBxe3U4qvVLZq3ozwFXi56QMcjR6pZ+gn+CUE2EwQ1p3fU+aMEPKUMzIxA1STSTCIzQgXUsF4kSH2eznCTyzSh/GibIlDJypfycyxLUe88h2cmSGetmbiv953dTEl2FGhUwNEXh+KE4ZNAmcBgD7VBFs2NgShBW1v0I8RAphY2NyF1bpVBIVZsJecm06/nIWq6RVq/pe1b+vlevXeU5FcAJOwTnwwQWogzvQAE2AgQQv4BW8Oc/Ou/PhfM5bC04+cwwW4Hz9AsyTmzE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="letMc7JYrWrErzqTeEdWoyxcrAI=">AAACDHicbVDLSgMxFM3UVx1fVZdugq3gqsx0o8uqIC4r2Ad0hpJJM21okglJRixDf8GlW/0Id+LWf/Ab/AnTdha29cCFwzn3xYkko9p43rdTWFvf2Nwqbrs7u3v7B6XDo5ZOUoVJEycsUZ0IacKoIE1DDSMdqQjiESPtaHQz9duPRGmaiAczliTkaCBoTDEyVgoqT70sUBxe3U4qvVLZq3ozwFXi56QMcjR6pZ+gn+CUE2EwQ1p3fU+aMEPKUMzIxA1STSTCIzQgXUsF4kSH2eznCTyzSh/GibIlDJypfycyxLUe88h2cmSGetmbiv953dTEl2FGhUwNEXh+KE4ZNAmcBgD7VBFs2NgShBW1v0I8RAphY2NyF1bpVBIVZsJecm06/nIWq6RVq/pe1b+vlevXeU5FcAJOwTnwwQWogzvQAE2AgQQv4BW8Oc/Ou/PhfM5bC04+cwwW4Hz9AsyTmzE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="letMc7JYrWrErzqTeEdWoyxcrAI=">AAACDHicbVDLSgMxFM3UVx1fVZdugq3gqsx0o8uqIC4r2Ad0hpJJM21okglJRixDf8GlW/0Id+LWf/Ab/AnTdha29cCFwzn3xYkko9p43rdTWFvf2Nwqbrs7u3v7B6XDo5ZOUoVJEycsUZ0IacKoIE1DDSMdqQjiESPtaHQz9duPRGmaiAczliTkaCBoTDEyVgoqT70sUBxe3U4qvVLZq3ozwFXi56QMcjR6pZ+gn+CUE2EwQ1p3fU+aMEPKUMzIxA1STSTCIzQgXUsF4kSH2eznCTyzSh/GibIlDJypfycyxLUe88h2cmSGetmbiv953dTEl2FGhUwNEXh+KE4ZNAmcBgD7VBFs2NgShBW1v0I8RAphY2NyF1bpVBIVZsJecm06/nIWq6RVq/pe1b+vlevXeU5FcAJOwTnwwQWogzvQAE2AgQQv4BW8Oc/Ou/PhfM5bC04+cwwW4Hz9AsyTmzE=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="letMc7JYrWrErzqTeEdWoyxcrAI=">AAACDHicbVDLSgMxFM3UVx1fVZdugq3gqsx0o8uqIC4r2Ad0hpJJM21okglJRixDf8GlW/0Id+LWf/Ab/AnTdha29cCFwzn3xYkko9p43rdTWFvf2Nwqbrs7u3v7B6XDo5ZOUoVJEycsUZ0IacKoIE1DDSMdqQjiESPtaHQz9duPRGmaiAczliTkaCBoTDEyVgoqT70sUBxe3U4qvVLZq3ozwFXi56QMcjR6pZ+gn+CUE2EwQ1p3fU+aMEPKUMzIxA1STSTCIzQgXUsF4kSH2eznCTyzSh/GibIlDJypfycyxLUe88h2cmSGetmbiv953dTEl2FGhUwNEXh+KE4ZNAmcBgD7VBFs2NgShBW1v0I8RAphY2NyF1bpVBIVZsJecm06/nIWq6RVq/pe1b+vlevXeU5FcAJOwTnwwQWogzvQAE2AgQQv4BW8Oc/Ou/PhfM5bC04+cwwW4Hz9AsyTmzE=</latexit>

xc
<latexit sha1_base64="6MuDxzUh/JxUUD/2FtbltGwCfkY=">AAACBXicbVDLTsJAFL3FF+ILdemmEUxckZaNLoluXGJigQQaMh1uYcJ02sxMjaRh7dKtfoQ749bv8Bv8CQfoQsCTTHJyzn3NCRLOlHacb6uwsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9PWipOJUWPxjyWnYAo5Eygp5nm2Ekkkijg2A7GtzO//YhSsVg86EmCfkSGgoWMEm0kr/rUp9V+ueLUnDnsdeLmpAI5mv3yT28Q0zRCoSknSnVdJ9F+RqRmlOO01EsVJoSOyRC7hgoSofKz+bFT+8IoAzuMpXlC23P1b0dGIqUmUWAqI6JHatWbif953VSH137GRJJqFHSxKEy5rWN79nN7wCRSzSeGECqZudWmIyIJ1Saf0tIolSYo/UyYTSWTjruaxTpp1WuuU3Pv65XGTZ5TEc7gHC7BhStowB00wQMKDF7gFd6sZ+vd+rA+F6UFK+85hSVYX7+7EZh0</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6MuDxzUh/JxUUD/2FtbltGwCfkY=">AAACBXicbVDLTsJAFL3FF+ILdemmEUxckZaNLoluXGJigQQaMh1uYcJ02sxMjaRh7dKtfoQ749bv8Bv8CQfoQsCTTHJyzn3NCRLOlHacb6uwsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9PWipOJUWPxjyWnYAo5Eygp5nm2Ekkkijg2A7GtzO//YhSsVg86EmCfkSGgoWMEm0kr/rUp9V+ueLUnDnsdeLmpAI5mv3yT28Q0zRCoSknSnVdJ9F+RqRmlOO01EsVJoSOyRC7hgoSofKz+bFT+8IoAzuMpXlC23P1b0dGIqUmUWAqI6JHatWbif953VSH137GRJJqFHSxKEy5rWN79nN7wCRSzSeGECqZudWmIyIJ1Saf0tIolSYo/UyYTSWTjruaxTpp1WuuU3Pv65XGTZ5TEc7gHC7BhStowB00wQMKDF7gFd6sZ+vd+rA+F6UFK+85hSVYX7+7EZh0</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6MuDxzUh/JxUUD/2FtbltGwCfkY=">AAACBXicbVDLTsJAFL3FF+ILdemmEUxckZaNLoluXGJigQQaMh1uYcJ02sxMjaRh7dKtfoQ749bv8Bv8CQfoQsCTTHJyzn3NCRLOlHacb6uwsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9PWipOJUWPxjyWnYAo5Eygp5nm2Ekkkijg2A7GtzO//YhSsVg86EmCfkSGgoWMEm0kr/rUp9V+ueLUnDnsdeLmpAI5mv3yT28Q0zRCoSknSnVdJ9F+RqRmlOO01EsVJoSOyRC7hgoSofKz+bFT+8IoAzuMpXlC23P1b0dGIqUmUWAqI6JHatWbif953VSH137GRJJqFHSxKEy5rWN79nN7wCRSzSeGECqZudWmIyIJ1Saf0tIolSYo/UyYTSWTjruaxTpp1WuuU3Pv65XGTZ5TEc7gHC7BhStowB00wQMKDF7gFd6sZ+vd+rA+F6UFK+85hSVYX7+7EZh0</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6MuDxzUh/JxUUD/2FtbltGwCfkY=">AAACBXicbVDLTsJAFL3FF+ILdemmEUxckZaNLoluXGJigQQaMh1uYcJ02sxMjaRh7dKtfoQ749bv8Bv8CQfoQsCTTHJyzn3NCRLOlHacb6uwsbm1vVPcLe3tHxwelY9PWipOJUWPxjyWnYAo5Eygp5nm2Ekkkijg2A7GtzO//YhSsVg86EmCfkSGgoWMEm0kr/rUp9V+ueLUnDnsdeLmpAI5mv3yT28Q0zRCoSknSnVdJ9F+RqRmlOO01EsVJoSOyRC7hgoSofKz+bFT+8IoAzuMpXlC23P1b0dGIqUmUWAqI6JHatWbif953VSH137GRJJqFHSxKEy5rWN79nN7wCRSzSeGECqZudWmIyIJ1Saf0tIolSYo/UyYTSWTjruaxTpp1WuuU3Pv65XGTZ5TEc7gHC7BhStowB00wQMKDF7gFd6sZ+vd+rA+F6UFK+85hSVYX7+7EZh0</latexit>
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Figure B.3 – Schematic behavior of the operator dimensions at the BZ fixed point as a function
of x = N f /Nc , at Nc =∞. The dimension of (ψ̄ψ)2 is twice that of ψ̄ψ. All dimensions have a
square-root singularity at x = xc .

should be a level crossing between this operator and trF 2. An alternative picture in which

it’s trF 2 becomes marginal is, as we said, disfavored because the three-point function of this

single-trace operator vanishes at Nc =∞, and so it’s unsuitable for generating a flow from

QCD∗ to BZ with expected properties.

Of course at finite but large Nc we expect that level crossing in Fig. B.3 will be resolved by a

small amount. In this case, the operator which becomes marginal at x = xc is continuously

connected to trF 2, but it still makes sense to label it as double trace (ψ̄ψ)2 because its

properties are similar to those of the latter in Nc =∞ limit.
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C Further facts about the Potts model

In this section we collect a few further facts about the Potts model which, while not central to

our main line of reasoning, may turn out useful for non-experts.

C.1 ‘Breakdown’ of Landau-Ginzburg paradigm

Historically, the first successful approach to phase transitions was the Landau-Ginzburg (LG)

paradigm [227]. Although from modern perspective, limitations of this paradigm are well

known, it remains a highly influential stepping stone in our thinking about the physics of

phase transitions. The basic assumption of LG paradigm is that one can describe continuous

phase transitions by considering the fluctuations of the order parameter. One considers an

effective Lagrangian built out of the order parameter, which respects the same symmetries

of the model and is supposed to describe the coarse-grained physics of it. In the original

formulation, one applies the mean field approximation by neglecting fluctuations, and studies

the order of the transition. For example, for the Ising model the order parameter is a scalar ϕ

odd under the Z2 symmetry. We end up with a Lagrangian given by even powers of ϕ, and this

correctly predicts a second-order phase transition. For the Potts model with Q > 3, limiting

ourselves to integer Q for this discussion, the situation is different. The order parameter is the

magnetizationϕa , a vector under SQ , with a = 1, . . . ,Q, and subject to the constraint
∑

aϕa = 0.

The symmetry SQ acts by shuffling the indices a around, and it is possible to construct a cubic

term which is singlet under SQ . Since all the terms not forbidden by the symmetry have to be

included in our effective description, this term has to be considered. Within the original LG

rules, the presence of the cubic term would imply that the phase transition is first-order for

all Q > 3. That this prediction is not correct in the case of Q = 3,4 and d = 2 is a breakdown

of the Landau-Ginzburg theory. In the case at hand the breakdown is usually explained by

saying that the fluctuations of the order parameter are significant, and so what was first-order

transition in mean field description becomes second-order in reality.

The words ‘LG description’ are sometimes used in the theory of critical phenomena in a way

different from the above [228]. Namely, one considers a UV-complete QFT built out of scalar
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fields with relevant interactions which, for some value of the couplings, flows in the IR to a CFT

of interest (the same CFT may describe the continuous phase transition of a lattice model).

Such an LG description exists for all unitary minimal models [228], for the Yang-Lee CFT M2,5

[178], as well as for some other non-unitary minimal models [229]. For 2d Q = 3,4 Potts model,

natural candidates for such LG descriptions are the SQ -symmetric Lagrangians considered in

[230, 231] which contain both cubic and quartic interaction terms.

C.2 First-order phase transition at large Q

Consider the Potts model in d dimensions with Q À 1. We will argue that the phase transition

is first-order. Consider first the zero-temperature (v =∞) fully ordered state which in the

cluster definition corresponds to the lattice-filling X , and the infinite-temperature (v = 0) fully

disordered state corresponding to the empty X . The free energies per site of these two states

are:

fOrd = d log v, fDis = logQ . (C.2.1)

Assuming that these states adequately describe physics all the way to the transition (which

will be argued to be the case for Q À 1), we determine the approximate transition temperature

by equating these two free energies: vc ≈ Q1/d .1 To show that this guess is self-consistent,

we do the low-temperature expansion around the ordered state and the high-temperature

expansion around the disordered state. Normally these expansions would converge only for

very large and very small v respectively. But for Q À 1 they actually converge all the way to the

transition. At low expansion orders the smallness of corrections is easy to check. E.g. the first

correction to the disordered state comes from X having one bond, and is suppressed by v/Q,

which remains ¿ 1 for v . vc . On the other hand the first few correction terms to the ordered

state correspond to removing k 6 2d −1 bonds and are suppressed by 1/vk , which is ¿ 1

throughout the region v & vc . At k = 2d we can finally create one more cluster—an isolated

point. This gives a contribution ∼Q/v2d , still suppressed. This can be made systematic by

writing down the full 1/Q expansion series around the ordered and disordered state.2 This

argument can be made mathematically rigorous using the Pirogov-Sinai theory, see [238] and

[125], section 7.5.

To summarize, the fully ordered and fully disordered state survive, up to small correction, all

the way to the transition temperature where they coexist. Both of these states clearly have

O(1) correlation length. Finiteness of the correlation length and phase coexistence mean that

the transition is first-order at large Q.

1In d = 2 this guess turns out to be exact for any Q, as follows from the self-duality of the model.
2The 1/Q expansion in the Potts model was originally discussed in [232–236]. See especially Eqs. (7), (8) in [237].
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C.3 Generalization to d > 2

We have seen that, in d = 2, the order of the transition depends on the value of Q. It is believed

that, in a general number of dimension d , the transition is second-order for 0 < Q 6Qc (d)

and first-order for Q >Qc (d). As we have seen, Qc (2) = 4.3 In three dimensions, it is known

the transition is continuous for Q = 2 and (weakly) first-order for Q = 3.4 The value of Qc

was found to be Qc (3) ≈ 2.45 in some Monte Carlo studies [241]. For d > 4, it is known that

Qc (d) = 2.

When it comes to the critical and tricritical fixed point annihilating, there is evidence from

RG that it happens in d 6= 2 similarly to 2d [242, 243]. It seems thus reasonable to assume that

in 3d the two fixed points annihilate at Q =Qc (3) ≈ 2.45. One difference of d > 2 from 2d is

that there exist a value Qm(d) such that at Q =Qm(d) the line of tricritical fixed points meets

the gaussian (free) line [242]. In 3d, we expect Qm(3) = 2, in accord with the upper critical

dimension for the Ising tricritical point being d = 3. See Fig. C.1 for the conjectured summary

of the situation in d = 3.

For the Q = 3 3d Potts model the transition is weakly first-order, with the correlation length

still largish, ξ∼ 10 [244]. The complex CFT picture developed in our work may be relevant in

this case.

One could wonder if it’s possible to start from a gaussian fixed point and vary the value of Q in

order to get a weakly coupled interacting theory, for example for the tricritical Potts model

for Q = 2+δ, d = 3 or the critical Potts model for Q = 2−δ, d = 4, with δ small. In the latter

context, this question was examined in [243], and the answer is negative. It was found that,

in d = 4, the theory in the limit Q → 2− reduces to two decoupled sector, one being a free

theory describing the Ising model, and a strongly coupled second sector describing the Potts

fields. While it is true that at Q = 2−δ the two sectors interact weakly, the full theory is not

perturbative. Using this framework, Ref. [243] developed a theory describing the critical and

tricritical fixed points merger in d = 4−ε dimensions.

C.4 Representations of SQ and the operator spectrum

Irreps of SQ are in one-to-one correspondence with Young tableaux Y with Q boxes, and their

dimension DY (Q) is given by the hook rule [245]:

DY (Q) = Q !∏
boxes

hook length
. (C.4.1)

3This has been proven rigorously [239, 240].
4See [121] for the older evidence of a first-order transition in d = 3, Q = 3.
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Q
<latexit sha1_base64="cYb8v0I5jiDdDLClANFnElytuyI=">AAACA3icbVDLTsJAFL3FF9YX6tJNI5i4Ii0bXRLduIQojwQaMh1uYcJ02sxMTUjD0qVb/Qh3xq0f4jf4Ew7QhYInmeTknPuaEyScKe26X1ZhY3Nre6e4a+/tHxwelY5P2ipOJcUWjXksuwFRyJnAlmaaYzeRSKKAYyeY3M79ziNKxWLxoKcJ+hEZCRYySrSR7ivNyqBUdqvuAs468XJShhyNQem7P4xpGqHQlBOlep6baD8jUjPKcWb3U4UJoRMywp6hgkSo/Gxx6sy5MMrQCWNpntDOQv3dkZFIqWkUmMqI6LFa9ebif14v1eG1nzGRpBoFXS4KU+7o2Jn/2xkyiVTzqSGESmZudeiYSEK1Scf+M0qlCUo/E2aTbdLxVrNYJ+1a1XOrXrNWrt/kORXhDM7hEjy4gjrcQQNaQGEEz/ACr9aT9Wa9Wx/L0oKV95zCH1ifP/aKl3c=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cYb8v0I5jiDdDLClANFnElytuyI=">AAACA3icbVDLTsJAFL3FF9YX6tJNI5i4Ii0bXRLduIQojwQaMh1uYcJ02sxMTUjD0qVb/Qh3xq0f4jf4Ew7QhYInmeTknPuaEyScKe26X1ZhY3Nre6e4a+/tHxwelY5P2ipOJcUWjXksuwFRyJnAlmaaYzeRSKKAYyeY3M79ziNKxWLxoKcJ+hEZCRYySrSR7ivNyqBUdqvuAs468XJShhyNQem7P4xpGqHQlBOlep6baD8jUjPKcWb3U4UJoRMywp6hgkSo/Gxx6sy5MMrQCWNpntDOQv3dkZFIqWkUmMqI6LFa9ebif14v1eG1nzGRpBoFXS4KU+7o2Jn/2xkyiVTzqSGESmZudeiYSEK1Scf+M0qlCUo/E2aTbdLxVrNYJ+1a1XOrXrNWrt/kORXhDM7hEjy4gjrcQQNaQGEEz/ACr9aT9Wa9Wx/L0oKV95zCH1ifP/aKl3c=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cYb8v0I5jiDdDLClANFnElytuyI=">AAACA3icbVDLTsJAFL3FF9YX6tJNI5i4Ii0bXRLduIQojwQaMh1uYcJ02sxMTUjD0qVb/Qh3xq0f4jf4Ew7QhYInmeTknPuaEyScKe26X1ZhY3Nre6e4a+/tHxwelY5P2ipOJcUWjXksuwFRyJnAlmaaYzeRSKKAYyeY3M79ziNKxWLxoKcJ+hEZCRYySrSR7ivNyqBUdqvuAs468XJShhyNQem7P4xpGqHQlBOlep6baD8jUjPKcWb3U4UJoRMywp6hgkSo/Gxx6sy5MMrQCWNpntDOQv3dkZFIqWkUmMqI6LFa9ebif14v1eG1nzGRpBoFXS4KU+7o2Jn/2xkyiVTzqSGESmZudeiYSEK1Scf+M0qlCUo/E2aTbdLxVrNYJ+1a1XOrXrNWrt/kORXhDM7hEjy4gjrcQQNaQGEEz/ACr9aT9Wa9Wx/L0oKV95zCH1ifP/aKl3c=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="cYb8v0I5jiDdDLClANFnElytuyI=">AAACA3icbVDLTsJAFL3FF9YX6tJNI5i4Ii0bXRLduIQojwQaMh1uYcJ02sxMTUjD0qVb/Qh3xq0f4jf4Ew7QhYInmeTknPuaEyScKe26X1ZhY3Nre6e4a+/tHxwelY5P2ipOJcUWjXksuwFRyJnAlmaaYzeRSKKAYyeY3M79ziNKxWLxoKcJ+hEZCRYySrSR7ivNyqBUdqvuAs468XJShhyNQem7P4xpGqHQlBOlep6baD8jUjPKcWb3U4UJoRMywp6hgkSo/Gxx6sy5MMrQCWNpntDOQv3dkZFIqWkUmMqI6LFa9ebif14v1eG1nzGRpBoFXS4KU+7o2Jn/2xkyiVTzqSGESmZudeiYSEK1Scf+M0qlCUo/E2aTbdLxVrNYJ+1a1XOrXrNWrt/kORXhDM7hEjy4gjrcQQNaQGEEz/ACr9aT9Wa9Wx/L0oKV95zCH1ifP/aKl3c=</latexit>0

<latexit sha1_base64="ngUN1XrMUp0fQxigvJfZ8Tu5D1w=">AAACA3icbVDLTsJAFL3FF9YX6tJNI5i4Ii0bXRLduMQojwQaMh1uYcJ02sxMTUjD0qVb/Qh3xq0f4jf4Ew7QhYAnmeTknPuaEyScKe2631ZhY3Nre6e4a+/tHxwelY5PWipOJcUmjXksOwFRyJnApmaaYyeRSKKAYzsY38789hNKxWLxqCcJ+hEZChYySrSRHipupV8qu1V3DmedeDkpQ45Gv/TTG8Q0jVBoyolSXc9NtJ8RqRnlOLV7qcKE0DEZYtdQQSJUfjY/depcGGXghLE0T2hnrv7tyEik1CQKTGVE9EitejPxP6+b6vDaz5hIUo2CLhaFKXd07Mz+7QyYRKr5xBBCJTO3OnREJKHapGMvjVJpgtLPhNlkm3S81SzWSatW9dyqd18r12/ynIpwBudwCR5cQR3uoAFNoDCEF3iFN+vZerc+rM9FacHKe05hCdbXL8Esl1Y=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ngUN1XrMUp0fQxigvJfZ8Tu5D1w=">AAACA3icbVDLTsJAFL3FF9YX6tJNI5i4Ii0bXRLduMQojwQaMh1uYcJ02sxMTUjD0qVb/Qh3xq0f4jf4Ew7QhYAnmeTknPuaEyScKe2631ZhY3Nre6e4a+/tHxwelY5PWipOJcUmjXksOwFRyJnApmaaYyeRSKKAYzsY38789hNKxWLxqCcJ+hEZChYySrSRHipupV8qu1V3DmedeDkpQ45Gv/TTG8Q0jVBoyolSXc9NtJ8RqRnlOLV7qcKE0DEZYtdQQSJUfjY/depcGGXghLE0T2hnrv7tyEik1CQKTGVE9EitejPxP6+b6vDaz5hIUo2CLhaFKXd07Mz+7QyYRKr5xBBCJTO3OnREJKHapGMvjVJpgtLPhNlkm3S81SzWSatW9dyqd18r12/ynIpwBudwCR5cQR3uoAFNoDCEF3iFN+vZerc+rM9FacHKe05hCdbXL8Esl1Y=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ngUN1XrMUp0fQxigvJfZ8Tu5D1w=">AAACA3icbVDLTsJAFL3FF9YX6tJNI5i4Ii0bXRLduMQojwQaMh1uYcJ02sxMTUjD0qVb/Qh3xq0f4jf4Ew7QhYAnmeTknPuaEyScKe2631ZhY3Nre6e4a+/tHxwelY5PWipOJcUmjXksOwFRyJnApmaaYyeRSKKAYzsY38789hNKxWLxqCcJ+hEZChYySrSRHipupV8qu1V3DmedeDkpQ45Gv/TTG8Q0jVBoyolSXc9NtJ8RqRnlOLV7qcKE0DEZYtdQQSJUfjY/depcGGXghLE0T2hnrv7tyEik1CQKTGVE9EitejPxP6+b6vDaz5hIUo2CLhaFKXd07Mz+7QyYRKr5xBBCJTO3OnREJKHapGMvjVJpgtLPhNlkm3S81SzWSatW9dyqd18r12/ynIpwBudwCR5cQR3uoAFNoDCEF3iFN+vZerc+rM9FacHKe05hCdbXL8Esl1Y=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ngUN1XrMUp0fQxigvJfZ8Tu5D1w=">AAACA3icbVDLTsJAFL3FF9YX6tJNI5i4Ii0bXRLduMQojwQaMh1uYcJ02sxMTUjD0qVb/Qh3xq0f4jf4Ew7QhYAnmeTknPuaEyScKe2631ZhY3Nre6e4a+/tHxwelY5PWipOJcUmjXksOwFRyJnApmaaYyeRSKKAYzsY38789hNKxWLxqCcJ+hEZChYySrSRHipupV8qu1V3DmedeDkpQ45Gv/TTG8Q0jVBoyolSXc9NtJ8RqRnlOLV7qcKE0DEZYtdQQSJUfjY/depcGGXghLE0T2hnrv7tyEik1CQKTGVE9EitejPxP6+b6vDaz5hIUo2CLhaFKXd07Mz+7QyYRKr5xBBCJTO3OnREJKHapGMvjVJpgtLPhNlkm3S81SzWSatW9dyqd18r12/ynIpwBudwCR5cQR3uoAFNoDCEF3iFN+vZerc+rM9FacHKe05hCdbXL8Esl1Y=</latexit>

crit.
<latexit sha1_base64="bovdksQymFxfjFhNfXPYOgnaTB0=">AAACBXicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvAqMLJEVEhMVdIFxgoWxiKRtlIbVY5701p1nMi+Qaqizoys8BFsiJXv4Bv4CZw2A205kqWjc+7D94Sp4Bpd99va2Nza3tmt7Nn7B4dHx9WT07ZOMsXAZ4lIVDekGgSX4CNHAd1UAY1DAZ1wclf4nSdQmifyEacpBDEdSR5xRtFIPlMc64Nqza27czjrxCtJjZRoDao//WHCshgkMkG17nluikFOFXImYGb3Mw0pZRM6gp6hksagg3z+2ZlzaZShEyXKPInOXP3bkdNY62kcmsqY4liveoX4n9fLMLoJci7TDEGyxaIoEw4mTnG5M+QKGIqpIbS4mzOHjamiDE0+9tIonaWgglyaTbZJx1vNYp20G3XPrXsPjVrztsypQs7JBbkiHrkmTXJPWsQnjHDyQl7Jm/VsvVsf1ueidMMqe87IEqyvX1PVmNI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bovdksQymFxfjFhNfXPYOgnaTB0=">AAACBXicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvAqMLJEVEhMVdIFxgoWxiKRtlIbVY5701p1nMi+Qaqizoys8BFsiJXv4Bv4CZw2A205kqWjc+7D94Sp4Bpd99va2Nza3tmt7Nn7B4dHx9WT07ZOMsXAZ4lIVDekGgSX4CNHAd1UAY1DAZ1wclf4nSdQmifyEacpBDEdSR5xRtFIPlMc64Nqza27czjrxCtJjZRoDao//WHCshgkMkG17nluikFOFXImYGb3Mw0pZRM6gp6hksagg3z+2ZlzaZShEyXKPInOXP3bkdNY62kcmsqY4liveoX4n9fLMLoJci7TDEGyxaIoEw4mTnG5M+QKGIqpIbS4mzOHjamiDE0+9tIonaWgglyaTbZJx1vNYp20G3XPrXsPjVrztsypQs7JBbkiHrkmTXJPWsQnjHDyQl7Jm/VsvVsf1ueidMMqe87IEqyvX1PVmNI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bovdksQymFxfjFhNfXPYOgnaTB0=">AAACBXicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvAqMLJEVEhMVdIFxgoWxiKRtlIbVY5701p1nMi+Qaqizoys8BFsiJXv4Bv4CZw2A205kqWjc+7D94Sp4Bpd99va2Nza3tmt7Nn7B4dHx9WT07ZOMsXAZ4lIVDekGgSX4CNHAd1UAY1DAZ1wclf4nSdQmifyEacpBDEdSR5xRtFIPlMc64Nqza27czjrxCtJjZRoDao//WHCshgkMkG17nluikFOFXImYGb3Mw0pZRM6gp6hksagg3z+2ZlzaZShEyXKPInOXP3bkdNY62kcmsqY4liveoX4n9fLMLoJci7TDEGyxaIoEw4mTnG5M+QKGIqpIbS4mzOHjamiDE0+9tIonaWgglyaTbZJx1vNYp20G3XPrXsPjVrztsypQs7JBbkiHrkmTXJPWsQnjHDyQl7Jm/VsvVsf1ueidMMqe87IEqyvX1PVmNI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bovdksQymFxfjFhNfXPYOgnaTB0=">AAACBXicbVC7TsMwFHV4lvAqMLJEVEhMVdIFxgoWxiKRtlIbVY5701p1nMi+Qaqizoys8BFsiJXv4Bv4CZw2A205kqWjc+7D94Sp4Bpd99va2Nza3tmt7Nn7B4dHx9WT07ZOMsXAZ4lIVDekGgSX4CNHAd1UAY1DAZ1wclf4nSdQmifyEacpBDEdSR5xRtFIPlMc64Nqza27czjrxCtJjZRoDao//WHCshgkMkG17nluikFOFXImYGb3Mw0pZRM6gp6hksagg3z+2ZlzaZShEyXKPInOXP3bkdNY62kcmsqY4liveoX4n9fLMLoJci7TDEGyxaIoEw4mTnG5M+QKGIqpIbS4mzOHjamiDE0+9tIonaWgglyaTbZJx1vNYp20G3XPrXsPjVrztsypQs7JBbkiHrkmTXJPWsQnjHDyQl7Jm/VsvVsf1ueidMMqe87IEqyvX1PVmNI=</latexit>

tric.
<latexit sha1_base64="OpEtzzWkKtXsm4nW6j5zfQp+Xug=">AAACBXicbVC7TsMwFL3hWcKrwMgSUSExRUkXGCtYGItE2kptVDmu01p1nMi+Qaqizoys8BFsiJXv4Bv4Cdw2A205kqWjc+7LJ8oE1+h539bG5tb2zm5lz94/ODw6rp6ctnSaK8oCmopUdSKimeCSBchRsE6mGEkiwdrR+G7mt5+Y0jyVjzjJWJiQoeQxpwSNFKDi1O1Xa57rzeGsE78kNSjR7Fd/eoOU5gmTSAXRuut7GYYFUcipYFO7l2uWETomQ9Y1VJKE6bCYHzt1Lo0ycOJUmSfRmat/OwqSaD1JIlOZEBzpVW8m/ud1c4xvwoLLLEcm6WJRnAsHU2f2c2fAFaMoJoYQqri51aEjoghFk4+9NErnGVNhIc0m26Tjr2axTlp11/dc/6Fea9yWOVXgHC7gCny4hgbcQxMCoMDhBV7hzXq23q0P63NRumGVPWewBOvrF1QImNI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OpEtzzWkKtXsm4nW6j5zfQp+Xug=">AAACBXicbVC7TsMwFL3hWcKrwMgSUSExRUkXGCtYGItE2kptVDmu01p1nMi+Qaqizoys8BFsiJXv4Bv4Cdw2A205kqWjc+7LJ8oE1+h539bG5tb2zm5lz94/ODw6rp6ctnSaK8oCmopUdSKimeCSBchRsE6mGEkiwdrR+G7mt5+Y0jyVjzjJWJiQoeQxpwSNFKDi1O1Xa57rzeGsE78kNSjR7Fd/eoOU5gmTSAXRuut7GYYFUcipYFO7l2uWETomQ9Y1VJKE6bCYHzt1Lo0ycOJUmSfRmat/OwqSaD1JIlOZEBzpVW8m/ud1c4xvwoLLLEcm6WJRnAsHU2f2c2fAFaMoJoYQqri51aEjoghFk4+9NErnGVNhIc0m26Tjr2axTlp11/dc/6Fea9yWOVXgHC7gCny4hgbcQxMCoMDhBV7hzXq23q0P63NRumGVPWewBOvrF1QImNI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OpEtzzWkKtXsm4nW6j5zfQp+Xug=">AAACBXicbVC7TsMwFL3hWcKrwMgSUSExRUkXGCtYGItE2kptVDmu01p1nMi+Qaqizoys8BFsiJXv4Bv4Cdw2A205kqWjc+7LJ8oE1+h539bG5tb2zm5lz94/ODw6rp6ctnSaK8oCmopUdSKimeCSBchRsE6mGEkiwdrR+G7mt5+Y0jyVjzjJWJiQoeQxpwSNFKDi1O1Xa57rzeGsE78kNSjR7Fd/eoOU5gmTSAXRuut7GYYFUcipYFO7l2uWETomQ9Y1VJKE6bCYHzt1Lo0ycOJUmSfRmat/OwqSaD1JIlOZEBzpVW8m/ud1c4xvwoLLLEcm6WJRnAsHU2f2c2fAFaMoJoYQqri51aEjoghFk4+9NErnGVNhIc0m26Tjr2axTlp11/dc/6Fea9yWOVXgHC7gCny4hgbcQxMCoMDhBV7hzXq23q0P63NRumGVPWewBOvrF1QImNI=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="OpEtzzWkKtXsm4nW6j5zfQp+Xug=">AAACBXicbVC7TsMwFL3hWcKrwMgSUSExRUkXGCtYGItE2kptVDmu01p1nMi+Qaqizoys8BFsiJXv4Bv4Cdw2A205kqWjc+7LJ8oE1+h539bG5tb2zm5lz94/ODw6rp6ctnSaK8oCmopUdSKimeCSBchRsE6mGEkiwdrR+G7mt5+Y0jyVjzjJWJiQoeQxpwSNFKDi1O1Xa57rzeGsE78kNSjR7Fd/eoOU5gmTSAXRuut7GYYFUcipYFO7l2uWETomQ9Y1VJKE6bCYHzt1Lo0ycOJUmSfRmat/OwqSaD1JIlOZEBzpVW8m/ud1c4xvwoLLLEcm6WJRnAsHU2f2c2fAFaMoJoYQqri51aEjoghFk4+9NErnGVNhIc0m26Tjr2axTlp11/dc/6Fea9yWOVXgHC7gCny4hgbcQxMCoMDhBV7hzXq23q0P63NRumGVPWewBOvrF1QImNI=</latexit>

free
<latexit sha1_base64="b4e3CVS9kKegNFbi1HE0EBhBqik=">AAACBHicbVC7TsMwFL3hWcqrwMhiUSExVUkXGCtYGItEH1IbVY5701p1nMh2kKqoKyMrfAQbYuU/+AZ+AqfNQFuOZOnonPvyCRLBtXHdb2djc2t7Z7e0V94/ODw6rpyctnWcKoYtFotYdQOqUXCJLcONwG6ikEaBwE4wucv9zhMqzWP5aKYJ+hEdSR5yRk0uhQpxUKm6NXcOsk68glShQHNQ+ekPY5ZGKA0TVOue5ybGz6gynAmclfupxoSyCR1hz1JJI9R+Nr91Ri6tMiRhrOyThszVvx0ZjbSeRoGtjKgZ61UvF//zeqkJb/yMyyQ1KNliUZgKYmKSf5wMuUJmxNQSyhS3txI2pooyY+MpL43SaYLKz6TdVLbpeKtZrJN2vea5Ne+hXm3cFjmV4Bwu4Ao8uIYG3EMTWsBgDC/wCm/Os/PufDifi9INp+g5gyU4X7/JEJiK</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="b4e3CVS9kKegNFbi1HE0EBhBqik=">AAACBHicbVC7TsMwFL3hWcqrwMhiUSExVUkXGCtYGItEH1IbVY5701p1nMh2kKqoKyMrfAQbYuU/+AZ+AqfNQFuOZOnonPvyCRLBtXHdb2djc2t7Z7e0V94/ODw6rpyctnWcKoYtFotYdQOqUXCJLcONwG6ikEaBwE4wucv9zhMqzWP5aKYJ+hEdSR5yRk0uhQpxUKm6NXcOsk68glShQHNQ+ekPY5ZGKA0TVOue5ybGz6gynAmclfupxoSyCR1hz1JJI9R+Nr91Ri6tMiRhrOyThszVvx0ZjbSeRoGtjKgZ61UvF//zeqkJb/yMyyQ1KNliUZgKYmKSf5wMuUJmxNQSyhS3txI2pooyY+MpL43SaYLKz6TdVLbpeKtZrJN2vea5Ne+hXm3cFjmV4Bwu4Ao8uIYG3EMTWsBgDC/wCm/Os/PufDifi9INp+g5gyU4X7/JEJiK</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="b4e3CVS9kKegNFbi1HE0EBhBqik=">AAACBHicbVC7TsMwFL3hWcqrwMhiUSExVUkXGCtYGItEH1IbVY5701p1nMh2kKqoKyMrfAQbYuU/+AZ+AqfNQFuOZOnonPvyCRLBtXHdb2djc2t7Z7e0V94/ODw6rpyctnWcKoYtFotYdQOqUXCJLcONwG6ikEaBwE4wucv9zhMqzWP5aKYJ+hEdSR5yRk0uhQpxUKm6NXcOsk68glShQHNQ+ekPY5ZGKA0TVOue5ybGz6gynAmclfupxoSyCR1hz1JJI9R+Nr91Ri6tMiRhrOyThszVvx0ZjbSeRoGtjKgZ61UvF//zeqkJb/yMyyQ1KNliUZgKYmKSf5wMuUJmxNQSyhS3txI2pooyY+MpL43SaYLKz6TdVLbpeKtZrJN2vea5Ne+hXm3cFjmV4Bwu4Ao8uIYG3EMTWsBgDC/wCm/Os/PufDifi9INp+g5gyU4X7/JEJiK</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="b4e3CVS9kKegNFbi1HE0EBhBqik=">AAACBHicbVC7TsMwFL3hWcqrwMhiUSExVUkXGCtYGItEH1IbVY5701p1nMh2kKqoKyMrfAQbYuU/+AZ+AqfNQFuOZOnonPvyCRLBtXHdb2djc2t7Z7e0V94/ODw6rpyctnWcKoYtFotYdQOqUXCJLcONwG6ikEaBwE4wucv9zhMqzWP5aKYJ+hEdSR5yRk0uhQpxUKm6NXcOsk68glShQHNQ+ekPY5ZGKA0TVOue5ybGz6gynAmclfupxoSyCR1hz1JJI9R+Nr91Ri6tMiRhrOyThszVvx0ZjbSeRoGtjKgZ61UvF//zeqkJb/yMyyQ1KNliUZgKYmKSf5wMuUJmxNQSyhS3txI2pooyY+MpL43SaYLKz6TdVLbpeKtZrJN2vea5Ne+hXm3cFjmV4Bwu4Ao8uIYG3EMTWsBgDC/wCm/Os/PufDifi9INp+g5gyU4X7/JEJiK</latexit>
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Figure C.1 – Critical and tricritical Potts model for d = 3 as a function of Q > 0. The two fixed
points annihilate at Q ≈ 2.45. At Q = 2 the tricritical line intersects with the line of gaussian fixed
points (see the text).

The hook length for one given box is the number of boxes below it, plus the number of boxes

to its right, plus one. For example, the irrep

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Q boxes

(C.4.2)

has dimension Q !
Q ! = 1, and is the singlet representation of SQ . The irrep

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Q−1 boxes

(C.4.3)

has dimension Q !
Q(Q−2)! =Q −1 and is the vector representation.5

By the hook rule, DY (Q) is a polynomial in Q with integer single zeros. Now we list the

dimension of a few irreps of SQ . Denote by [a1, a2, . . . , an] the Young tableau with a1 boxes

in the first row, a2 boxes in the second row, etc., so that
∑

i ai =Q. Then we have ((a)n is the

Pochhammer symbol)

D[Q] = 1, (C.4.4)

D[Q−n,n] = (Q −n +2)n−1

n!
(Q −2n +1) with n 6

⌊
Q

2

⌋
, (C.4.5)

D[Q−n,1,...,1] = (Q −n)n

n!
with n <Q , (C.4.6)

D[Q−4,2,1,1] = Q(Q −2)(Q −3)(Q −5)

8
. (C.4.7)

5SQ acts naturaly on the Q-dimensional vector space with the basis φa (a = 1, . . . ,Q), by permuting the indices.
This representation is reducible and decomposes into singlet

∑
a φa , and (Q −1)-dimensional vector φ̃a =φa −

1
Q

∑
b φb ,

∑
a φ̃a = 0.
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C.4. Representations of SQ and the operator spectrum

We now test the observation from section 4.2.6: Multiplicities Mh,h̄ can be decomposed as sums

of dimensions of irreps of SQ , analytically continued in Q, with Q-independent positive integer

coefficients. This is nontrivial: Mh,h̄ is a polynomial in Q, but not every polynomial has the

stated property. The simplest counterexample would be Mh,h̄ =Q −2. Notice that it would still

be consistent with having true SQ symmetry for integer Q > 2, were we to relax the request for

Q-independence of the expansion coefficients and let the number of singlets scale with Q as

Q −2. The latter realization of the symmetry, however, appears less elegant.

A few operators whose multiplicities coincide with a dimension of a single irrep (1, ε, ε′, σ, σ′,
O0,1) were discussed in section 4.2.6. One more example is the spin-1 operator O1,1, whose

multiplicity is

Λ(2,2)+Q −1 = 1

2
(Q −1)(Q −2) = D[Q−2,1,1] = D[Q−2,2] +1. (C.4.8)

The latter identity means that O1,1 multiplet may also decompose into two irreps.

In more complicated case more than one irrep is required. E.g. consider the scalar O0,3/2,

which comes from the term with M = 3, N = 1,P = 0 in the second term of (4.2.23), as well as

from Zc [g ,1/2]. This operator has multiplicityΛ(3,1)− (Q −1) = (Q2−5Q+3)(Q−1)
3 . This quantity

is clearly not the dimension of an irrep of SQ , since it has zeros at non-integer values of

Q. However it can be decomposed as a sum of dimension of irreps of SQ . We have two

possibilities:

(Q2 −5Q +3)(Q −1)

3
= D[Q−3,1,1,1] +D[Q−3,3] = D[Q−1,1] +2D[Q−3,3] . (C.4.9)

Another interesting operator is O0,2, which arises from the M = 4,P = 0, N = 1 term of (4.2.23).

Its multiplicity is Λ(4,1) = 1
4Q(Q − 2)(Q − 3)2 which has a double zero and hence is not a

dimension of an irrep of SQ . Here’s one of several possible decompositions as a sum of irreps:

Q(Q −2)(Q −3)2

4
= 3D[Q−3,1,1,1] +D[Q−4,2,1,1] +3D[Q−4,1,1,1] . (C.4.10)

Whenever there are multiple possible decompositions, we cannot currently decide which

one is physically preferred. Hopefully this can be done in the future by defining some sort

of twisted partition function, which would give different weights to different irreps, or by

studying the structure of the 3pt functions.

Let’s finally mention what happens for Q = 2,3,4. As mentioned in section 4.2.6, all multiplic-

ities for these Q should be positive. The case of operator O0,1, which might appear to have

negative multiplicity for Q = 2, was already discussed in section 4.2.6. Similarly, operatorO0,3/2

appears to have negative multiplicity for Q = 2,3,4, but this is resolved by degeneracies with

other operators of the theory.6 These are examples of a general phenomenon: for Q = 2,3,4

6On the critical branch it is degenerate with Oe0+4,0, O±5,0 and Oe0±6,0, for Q = 2,3,4 correspondingly. The
same happens on the tricritrical branch, but with different operators (Oe0+8,0,O±7,0 and Oe0±6,0).
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Appendix C. Further facts about the Potts model

partition function (4.2.26) can be transformed to a simpler form [137], showing manifestly

that the theory contains primaries with positive multiplicities only.

C.5 Q = 4 Potts model as an orbifold free boson

The Q = 4 Potts model can be described as free scalar boson compactified on S1/Z2 with

radius R = 1/
p

2, see e.g. [214] whose notation we will follow. Local operators in this theory

are built from holomorphic and anti-holomorphic components of the scalar field φ and φ̄.7

First, let us identify the operator ε′ in this description. In total there are three marginal

operators [214]:

L = ∂φ∂̄φ̄, V1 =V +
0,4 =

p
2cos

(p
2(φ− φ̄)

)
, V2 =V +

1,0 =
p

2cos
(p

2(φ+ φ̄)
)

. (C.5.1)

Consequently ε′ must be a linear combination of these. To determine which one, let us use the

ε×ε OPE. Since the remaining marginal operators transform non-trivially under S4 and ε is a

singlet, the only dimension 2 operator that can appear in this OPE is ε′. The energy operator

itself can be easily identified in the orbifold theory: ε=V +
0,2, since this is the only operator of

dimension 1/2.

OPEs of vertex operators and L are well known (see e.g. [246]). In particular:

L×V +
n,m ∼

(
n2

R2 − m2R2

4

)
V +

n,m , V +
n,m ×V +

n′,m′ ∼ 1p
2

V +
n+n′,m+m′ . (C.5.2)

We get

V +
0,2 ×V +

0,2 ∼
1p
2

V +
0,4 −

1

2
L =Cεεε′ε

′ , (C.5.3)

where

ε′ =
p

2p
3

V +
0,4 −

1p
3

L (C.5.4)

is unit-normalized, and Cεεε′ =
p

3
2 agrees with (4.4.19). Using (C.5.4), we also confirm the

O(ε0) term in (4.4.11).

Combinations of L, V1 and V2 orthogonal to ε′ are the remaining marginal operators:

Z1 =V2, Z2 = 2p
3

L+ 1p
3

V1. (C.5.5)

This leads to ε′×Zi ∼− 2p
3

Zi , and hence to (4.4.23).

7Notice that this is not the same scalar field as the height field denoted by the same letter in section 4.2.3. It is
tempting to say that the two fields are related by some sort of T-duality, but the precise relation is unclear to us due
to the necessity to orbifold. In a simpler case of the O(2) model, the height field used in [137] is indeed the T-dual
of the usual compactified boson.
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C.5. Q = 4 Potts model as an orbifold free boson

Turning to the spin operator, one of its components is identified with V +
0,1 (the other two

residing in the twisted sector). Using (C.5.2) we get

V +
0,1 ×V +

0,1 ∼−1

8
L, (C.5.6)

which after taking the inner product with ε′ leads to (4.4.21).
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D Technicalities

D.1 Integrals for γε and γT

In the computation of γε in d = 2 we encountered a vanishing integral∫
C

d 2z f (z, z̄) =
∫
C

d 2z
1

|1− z|4
( |1+ z|2

4|z| −1

)
= 0, (D.1.1)

Let us give an analytic proof of this fact. It is important to remember that this integral is not

absolutely convergent, and needs to be computed with circular cutoffs around 0, 1 and infinity.

We divide the complex plane into three regions (see Fig. D.1):

R1 = {z : ε< |z| < 1−δ} ,

A = {z : 1−δ< |z| < 1+δ, |z −1| > ε} ,

R2 =
{

z : 1+δ< |z| < ε−1} .

(D.1.2)

Rez

Imz

z = 1

R1

A R2

Figure D.1 – The three integration regions (D.1.2).

We need to compute the integral for small but finite values of ε and then take ε→ 0 limit. The

quantity δ is introduced for convenience. In principle the sum of three integrals does not

depend on it, but we will see that all three integrals will simplify for δ¿ 1, so we will take a
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Appendix D. Technicalities

limit δ→ 0 (after ε→ 0). It will turn out that the contribution of the region A approaches a

nonzero constant for δ→ 0. It’s easy to forget about this contribution and get a wrong answer.

Rez

L1

L2

AR

Figure D.2 – Deformation of the region A, which yields the same result in the δ→ 0 limit.

The integrals over R1 and R2 can be computed by writing∫
d 2z f (z, z̄) =

∫
r dr dθ f (r e iθ,r e iθ) =

∫
r dr

∮
dρ

iρ
f (rρ,r /ρ) (D.1.3)

and doing the ρ integrals by residues. This way one obtains:

lim
ε→0

∫
R1

d 2z f (z, z̄) = π

8
+O(δ) ,

lim
ε→0

∫
R2

d 2z f (z, z̄) = π

8
+O(δ) .

(D.1.4)

We are left with computing the integral over the region A. When the limit δ→ 0 is taken, and

the annulus shrinks, the integral will give a non zero contribution because of the singularity

at z = 1. We can restrict the integration region A to a rectangle around z = 1, as the regions

where the integrand is not singular yield a zero contribution in the δ→ 0 limit. We consider

therefore the region in Fig. D.2.

We expand the integrand around z = 1 and keep only the divergent terms, since only they

contribute in the δ→ 0 limit. Doing the shift z → 1+ z and defining the region shown in

Fig. D.2, AR =
{

z : −L1
2 < Re z < L1

2 ,−L2
2 < Im z < L2

2 , |z| > ε
}

, we have

lim
δ→0

lim
ε→0

∫
A

d 2z f (z, z̄) = lim
δ→0

lim
ε→0

∫
AR

d 2z

(
1

8z2 + 1

8z̄2

)
. (D.1.5)

It’s straightforward to carry out the integration of the r.h.s., and one obtains∫
AR

d 2z

(
1

8z2 + 1

8z̄2

)
= 1

4

(
π−4tan−1 L2

L1

)
. (D.1.6)

The result does not depend on the cutoff ε once we carry out the angular integration. In order

to take the δ→ 0 limit we need to understand how L1 and L2 scale with δ. We see that L1 ∼ δ
and L2 ∼

p
δ, therefore tan−1 L2/L1 →π/2 when δ→ 0. Therefore, using (D.1.5),

lim
δ→0

lim
ε→0

∫
A

d 2z f (z, z̄) =−π
4

. (D.1.7)
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D.1. Integrals for γε and γT

Combining this result with (D.1.4),∫
C

d 2z f (z, z̄) = lim
δ→0

lim
ε→0

(∫
R1

+
∫

A
+

∫
R2

)
f (z, z̄)d 2z = 0. (D.1.8)

The same line of reasoning gives the result (2.3.24) for the anomalous dimension of the stress

tensor. Given the integral∫
C

d 2z g (z, z̄) =
∫
C

d 2z
1

(1− z̄)2

(z2 +30z +1)

z2 , (D.1.9)

the contributions of the three regions (D.1.2), in the limit ε→ 0 and δ→ 0, are∫
R1

d 2z g (z, z̄) =
∫

R2

d 2z g (z, z̄) =π ,
∫

A
d 2z g (z, z̄) =−32π . (D.1.10)

This gives us the result (2.3.24).
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